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@ffic.e of t4.e ~ob.erltor 

ROBERT D. RAY 
GOVERNOR 

My Fellow Iowans: 

STATE CAPITOL 

DES MOINES. IOWA !50319 

A major concern of our people is the rising incidence of 
criminal activity. Although this is a nationwide phenomenon, 
there are initiatives we can take in our state to seek the 
solutions needed to reduce the social and economic damage 
caused by crime. One means of achieving this objective is 
through an efficient and effective criminal justice system. 

To insure that Iowa has the best possible criminal justice 
system, a comprehensive analysis of our existing system was 
commenced almost three years a.go. This effort, the Iowa 
Standards and Goals Project, was far-reaching in scope and 
depth and involved more than 350 knowledgeable persons. Their 
recommendations for system improvement are presented in these 
Iowa Cl1.lmlnal JU.6:tlc.e S:tandal1.d.6 and Goal.6 volumes. Recogniz
ing the sacrifices in time and effort made by those participat
ing in this study, I extend my deepest appreciation and thanks. 

It is now our responsibility to put the Project's recommenda
tions into action. The standards and goals provide us with 
the gULdance necessary to modify our present system so that 
we can better combat crime. Clearly, the realization of a 
more effective and efficient criminal justice system demands 
a lengthy, dedicated effort by all of us. For this reason, 
we must begin implementing the Project's recommendations now. 
Your participation can make a difference. 

RDR: sd 

;e;:;v.~ 
Robert D. Ray ¥ 

._ Governor 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within the past several years, Iowa has 
experienced an unprecedented increase in re
ported criminal activity not unlike that experi
enced by other states. These reported increases 
have led to a greater awareness of the crime 
problem and has, subsequently, resulted in an 
intensification of efforts to seek solutions to it. 
Because the Iowa criminal justice system is 
responsible for combating and preventing crimi
nal activity, one approach to crime reduction has 
been to identify deficiencies in the system and to 
recommend changes to make it more effective and 
efficient. The Iowa Standards and Goals Project 
was conducted for this purpose. 

This document, and its companion courts and 
corrections volumes, consists of recommenda
tions for the impro~ement of the Iowa criminal 
justice system. These recommendations for 
action, otherwise known as standards and goals, 
are not only directed toward criminal justice 
organizations or functionaries, but also to state 
and local elected officials, community organiza
tions and leaders, and every citizen in the state 
concerned about crime. The standards are 
far-ranging in scope and application and include 
recommendations to the Legislature for the 
enactment of new statutes, to local and state 
agencies for changes in internal practices and 
procedures, and to administrators to reexamine 
their attitudes concerning the role of the criminal 
justice system. 

The underlying theory structuring the formula
tion of Iowa's standards and goals was that the 
system which worked together was the system 
which worked best. This has not always been the 
case with the Iowa criminal justice system. The 
chronic friction and antagonism between the 
system's components has been a major factor in 
its inability to meet its responsibility to the people 
of the state. Consequently, an interdisciplinary 
approach was taken in the selection of individuals 
who analyzed the existing system, identified 
problems in the system, and were ultimately 
responsible for the formulation of the standards 
and goals. The adopted Iowa criminal justice 
standards, therefore, are all interrelated to form a 
coordinated criminal justice system. 

BACKGROUND 
The origins of the Iowa Standards and Goals 

Project lie in the work of the National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals (NAC). The recommendations of. this 
commission presented in 1973, established 
performance' levels for the operation ?f the 
criminal justice system as a whole, for police, for 
courts, for correctional agencies, and for service 
agencies of state and local governments. Recog
nizing that their recommendations could n?t be 
feasibly implemented by every state as written, 
they proposed that each state evaluate its own 
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system in terms of their recommendations and 
formulate more applicable standards and goals. 

In November of 1973, Iowa took the first step in 
formulating its own criminal justice standards and 
goals. The Governor's Conference on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals, sponsored by the 
Iowa Crime Commission, was convened to 
consider select NAC recommendations. It became 
immediately apparent, however, that a more 
intensive and far-ranging effort was demanded. 

In September, 1974, the current Iowa Standards 
and Goals Project was initiated. The first 
responsibility of the Project staff was to compare 
the existing criminal justice system in Iowa with 
that proposed by the NAC. This work, which 
served to direct the formulation of the Iowa 
standards in the subsequent developmental 
phase, has been included in the back of this 
document. 

The actual consideration of tt1e existing and 
formulation of standards and goals occurred at 
both regional and centralized statewide con~er
ences. Recognizing the need for widespread 
input, as weil as the inefficiency of mass 
meetings, local nonferences were initially con
ducted in each of the seven regional planning 
units of the Iowa Crime Commission. Each 
regional session provided written input and 
selected representatives to attend centralized 
two-day conferences which took place in Des 
Moines. In addition to the regional representatives, 
other persons were invited because of their specific 
backgrounds in and knowledge of the topic under 
discussion. In that every topic discussed received 
due consideration, there were nine months of 
regional and centralized conferences conducted 
for each of the Project's functional areas (law 
enforcement, courts, corrections.) All told, more 
than 350 system functionaries, state and local 
elected officials, concerned citizens, and clients, 
were actively involved in the development of the 
standards and goals contained in these docu
ments. 

WHAT NOW? 
Revamping the Iowa criminal justice system to 

make it more effective is not a simple task. The 
system is responsible for the control of behavior 
of which the cause has yet to be definitively 
explained. Without a clear understanding of the 
conditions which cause or support criminal 
behavior-and that those conditions which are 
suspect, such as slums, lack of educational 
opportunities, and disruptive family life, are 
beyond the purview of the criminal justice 
system-, the system used to combat it may very 
well be guided by those with the loudest voices, 
the statistician with the greatest number of 
academic degrees, or those expousing currently 
fashionable theories. 



Although the Project's recommendations will 
probably not be a panacea for criminal activity, 
they possess great value. The conference partici
pants took great care in formulating the "ideal" 
criminal justice system for Iowa based upon their 
vast experience and varied bacl<grounds. The 
system they propose is efficient, cost-effective 
and, perhaps most significantly, within our reach 
if we unify our efforts to achieve the common goal 
of a more secure, crime-free Iowa. It is now the 
responsibility of every individual, organization, 
and governing authority to put these recommen
dations into action. 

GOALS AND STANDARDS FOR 
IOWA LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Formulated by a select body representative of 
the Iowa criminal justice system and the general 
public, the law enforcement standards and goals 
adopted for Iowa are founded in sound adminis
trative and management practices, recognized 
behavioral concepts, and innovative and progres
sive crime reduction and prevention techniques. 
The standards do not orlly concern the function of 
those individuals serving wi,thin the narrow 
confines of the state's law enforcement commu
nity; the scope of the standards is fal" ranging and 
demanding of the active involvement of state and 
local elected officials, criminal justice function
aries, and community leaders. 

The dominant principle structuring the law 
enforcement standards and goals effort was that 
the end produGt would have to be realistic and 
pertinent to every jurisdiction and law enforce
ment organization in the state. Recognizing the 
great diversity in size, composition, governing 
authority, and budgetary resources among Iowa's 
jurisdictions, great care was taken to insure the 
desired level of utility. Through the process of 
broad-based input, as described earlier in this 
introduction, the adopted star,dards do possess 
statewide applicability. As such, every law 
enforcement chief executive, agency administra
tor, elected official, and community leader can 
utilize this study to overcome problems that lead 
to the inefficient or inadequate delivery of law 
enforcement services in his/her community. 
Clearly, the adopted standards are not, and were 
not intended to be, idealistic "pie in the sky" 
desires. 

The adopted standards have widespread appli
cability because they offer guidance in how to 
cope with major problems commonly experienced 
by Iowa's law enforcement organizations. Wheth
er large or small, metropolitan or rural, municipal, 
county, or state, law enforcement agencies 
continually face difficulties such as lack of public 
trust or confidence, high personnel turnover rates, 
inability to get criminal prosecution against 
apprehended offenders, or the inability to 
effectively cope with unusual occurrences. While 
the nature and severity of the problems may vary 
among departrn,ents, they are usually the result of 
similar conditions found within the organization 
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or the jurisdiction. The standards serve to resolve 
the overt, or apparent, problem by impacting upon 
the conditions which fostered them. For example, 
the lack of a community's trust in their law 
enforcement agency may be the consequence of 
their agency's inadequate complaint reception 
procedures. The internal discipline system, as 
recommended in Chapter Eight, should serve to 
alleviate this problem through the establishment of 
complaint reception procedures which are based 
on formalized policies and practices. 

All told, 100 standards were formulated to cope 
with the 22 problem areas identified during the 
course of the Project's conferences. Each problem 
area is addressed in a separate chapter. The goal 
of each chapter, found on the chapter's goal 
statement page, states the conditions that should 
exist when all the standards have been imple
mented and all the problems resolved. Great care 
should be taken by the reader, however, not to 
view anyone chapter or standard as the sole 
means to alleviate a particu lar problem. I n that 
many causative factors are interrelated, the 
resolution of anyone problem may entail the 
implementation of standards from several chap
ters. 

SUMMARY 
The 22 chapters comprising this document have 

been organized into five major sections; Law 
Enforcement Management, Iowa Criminal Justice 
System Relationship, Personnel Administration, 
Field Operations, and Equipment and Telecom
munications. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Although a law enforcement agency possesses 

a singular and unique role in the community, it 
shares characteristics with and problems com
mon to most organizations. Poor guidance, 
absence of employee control mechanisms, func
tional unit duplicity, and a lack of evaluative or 
feedback devices are organizational deficiencies 
which are chronically experienced by law enforce
ment agencies. Clearly, the effective and efficient 
delivery of services to the community demands a 
vehicle which is free from such impediments. 
Section One, Law Enforcement Management, 
recommends the steps that should be taken to 
insure that the law enforcement organization is 
based on a firm foundation of sound organiza
tional and management practices. 

Perhaps more than anyone or anything else, the 
role played by the law enforcement chief executive 
is the single most important factor in the 
maintenance of a quality law enforcement 
organization. He/ She should not merely be 
considered-or function as-the best or most 
qualified crime fighter in the community; the 
chief executive should be recognized as a 
policymaker responsible for allocating and direct
ing agency resources and activities. These 
responsibilities, as set forth in Chapter One, The 
Law Enforcement Chief Executive, include estab-



lishing priorities and objectives, limiting the 
discretion of agency personnel, establishing 
inspection procedures to insure adherence to 
administrative directives, and seeking input from 
the most qualified members of the community in 
his/her decisionmaking process. 

A law enforcement agency that fails to plan how 
to deal with current and Anticipated problems 
usually cannot respond to problems effectively. 
Chapter Two, Planning, refers to the criteria that 
should be utilized to determine the magnitude of the 
planning effort needed by a Jav!! enforcement 
agency. The chapter also suggests 'that law 
enforcement agencies get involved with sectors of 
the community to plan for a more secure physical 
environment. 

It is evident that a jurisdiction should receive 
the best possible law enforcement for the money 
it allocates for that function. Due to organiza
tional structures which may result in duplication 
of services, however, the community may be 
supporting a law enforcement agency that cannot 
effectively meet even minimum service require
ments (adequate response to calls for emergency 
service). Chapter Three, Allocation of Resources, 
suggests that every law enforcement agency and 
jurisdiction should reexamine the existing organi
zational structure used to provide services and, 
where service will be enhanced at cost-effective 
levels, make the necessary changes. 

SYSTEM RELATIONSHIP 
By the very nature of its function in the 

community, a law enforcement organization 
cannot operate in isolation. Its legislated respon
sibility-that of keeping the jurisdiction free of 
crime and disorder-demands continuous in
volvement with victims, offenders, and the 
general community. Coordination wi~h ot~er 
criminal justice agencies is also baSIC to Its 
function; a law enforcement agency that is 
incapable of having apprehended offenders pro
secuted is of little value and may be a cause of 
continued criminal activity. Section Two, Iowa 
Criminal Justice System Relationship, addresses 
the need for law enforcement to maintain a high 
level of liaison and cooperation with the people it 
serves and the system functionaires it works with. 

Chapter Four, The Community, recommends 
the establishment of policy and programs that will 
assist the agency establish and maintain close 
coordination with the community. Implementa
tion of the suggested policies and programs 
should result in a more secure environment, a 
mutually beneficial relationship with the local 
media, and greater community support of agency 
activities. 

Teamwork among the various components of 
the iowa criminal justice system is the goal of 
Chapter Five, The Criminal Justice System. The 
standards urge that every law enforcement 
organization take affirmative action to initiate, 
and develop channels to maintain, liaison and 
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cooperation with other local criminal justice 
functionaries. In particular, the chapter calls for 
ongoing relations bE::tween the agency and the 
local prosecutor to insure that criminal cases 
initiated by the agency can be successfully 
prosecuted. 

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
A law enforcement chief executive cannot 

expect to have his/her directives put into action 
unless the agency is staffed with competent and 
well-trained personnel. Especially in law enforce
ment, where independent decisions must be made 
in hostile or crisis situations, the necessity for 
individuals who possess specialized skills and 
abilities and above-average intelligence is imper
ative. Merely selecting individuals for law en
forcement employment who have the potential to 
become competent employees is not enough; 
action must be taken by the agency throughout 
every employee's career to insure that they are 
performing at their highest levels of performance. 
The chapters comprising Section Three, Person
nel Administration, set forth recommended 
practices for the effective administration of the 
organization's human resources. 

The first step in attaining a quality force is the 
recruitment process. Unless sufficient numbers of 
potentially qualifiea individuals seek employ
ment, the agency will have to employ the 
mediocre or marginally qualified. Due to the 
critical nature of the duties performed by each 
employee, law enforcement cannot be satisfied 
with disqualifying the unfit; the most qualified 
members of the community must be encouraged 
to apply. Chapter Six, Recruitment, suggests 
methods to achieve this objective. 

The actual determination as to which applicants 
will be selected for employment is, perhaps, the 
single most important factor in maintaining a 
competent personnel complement. Not only 
should this process be timely and cost-effective, 
but, most critically, must insure that only those 
applicants with the greatest potential to become 
competent employees be selected. Chapter 
Seven, Selection, pertains to the problems 
inherent in the entry-level selection process, the 
need for non-arbitrary task-related selection 
criteria, and the most appropriate methods for 
administering the selection process. 

To prevent and take effective action against 
employee misconduct, as well as to maintain the 
public's trust, every law enforcement organization 
needs an internal discipline system which is 
swift, certain, and sure. All complaints alleging 
employee misconduct, whether from external 
(community) or internal sources, must be openly 
accepted, thoroughly investigated, and fairly 
adjudicated. Chapter Eight, Internal Discipline, 
places ultimate responsibility for the system on 
the law enforcement chief executive and recom
mends policies and practices that should be 
adopted by all agencies in the state. 

I 



Because law enforcement organizations con
tinue to support the "closed" entry structure-in
dividuals from outside the agency's ranks cannot 
be initially employed to occupy supervisory or 
management positions-, it is essential that 
those employees with the greatest potential are 
retained. Employee benefits, including salaries, 
and health and retirement plans, are a major factor 
in an employee's decision whether to remain in or 
to leave the organization. The manner in which 
compensation is granted is also a factor in the 
retention of employees; a salary plan which 
rewards the most competent and mediocre 
equally may serve to discourage those who wish 
to develop their skills and abilities. Chapter Nine, 
Employee Benefits, describes a position classifi
cation plan and a benefit package which will 
motivate each employee to develop to his/ her 
fullest potential. 

When the policies of a law enforcement 
organization's administration are resisted or not 
wholly accepted by the employees, agency 
personnel may not function as members of a team 
sharing common goals and objectives. To insure 
that an atmosphere exists that encourages every 
employee to do his/her best work, administrative 
decisionmaking should involve input from em
ployees at all levels. Chapter Ten, Employee 
Relations, recommends appropriate management 
techniques to realize this atmosphere within the 
agency. 

Not all tasks in a law enforcement agency need 
to be performed by sworn officers. In many 
situations, a civil ian with the proper experience 
and training can serve in these pOSitions at 
cost-effective levels. Civilians can also be 
successfully utilized to assist. peace officers in 
field operations. Chapter Eleven, Civilian Person
nel, establishes criteria for the selection, training, 
and utilization of reserve officers and encourages 
the employment of civilians in those pOSitions not 
requiring sworn status or peace officer experi
ence. 

No matter how much care is taken to select 
individuals with the potential to function in entry
level or supervisory positons, potential will not 
develop into competent performance without 
training. Chapter Twelve, Training, concerns the 
need to adequately train all employees before they 
serve in the position they will be responsible for. 
Additionally, inservice training is necessary to 
maintain an employee's competence and to 
upgrade his/her skills and abilities. The standards 
suggest methods to provide in-house training, the 
types of training that should be made available, 
and the establishment of minimum training 
requirements. 

Traditionally, law enforcement employees who 
were being considered for promotion have been 
evaluated on past performance rather than on their 
potential to function in the promotional position. 
This situation has been caused, in part, by the use 
of suspect personnel evaluations, interviews, and 
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written tests that were not predictive in nature. To 
alleviate this problem, Chapter Thirteen, Promo
tion and Advancement, calls for the creation of a 
statewide management assessment center which 
would assist jurisdictions in selecting promotion
al candidates with the greatest potential. The 
standards also support the development of local 
programs to assist employees develop their 
potential to the fullest. 

FIELD OPERATIONS 
Section Four, Field Operations, sets forth 

recommendations concerning a law enforcement 
organization's identification, deterrence, and 
investigation of criminal activity. 

Chapter Fourteen, The Patrol Function, per
tains to the patrol capab1lity which should be 
maintained by every local law enforcement 
agency. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should acknowledge the patrol unit as the 
agency's primary tool used to deliver services to 
the community. Action should be taken to insure 
the competence of the patrol unit and to prevent 
patrol positions from becoming mere stepping 
stones to supervisory or specialist positions. 

Throughout the nation, many of the larger 
municipalities have experimented with new tech
niques to increase patrol and investigatory 
effectiveness. The most popular and successful of 
these has been the team policing concept. 
Chapter Fifteen, Team Policing, rewmmends that 
those municipal departments in Iowa t.hat may 
find such a concept useful should, after 
comprehensive analysis and planning, consider 
implementing it in their jurisdiction. 

When the patrol force or existing functional 
units cannot cope with a crime problem, full- or 
part-time specialization may be demanded. Chap
ter Sixteen, Specialization, establishes the criteria 
for creating cost-effective specialized positions, 
selecting personnel for specialized assignment, 
and evaluation. The chapter also covers the 
operation of specialized capabilities common to 
Iowa law enforcement. 

The success of an agency in conducting 
investigations and preparing cases for criminal 
prosecution is usually dependent upon special
ized support capabilities. Chapter Seventeen, 
Support Services, describes three specialized 
support fUnctions which all law enforcement 
organizations should maintain or have immediate 
~ccess to. These include the ability to collect 
E"/ldence at crime scenes, to analyze this evidence 
1;1 a timely manner, and to securely store all 
evidence or property that comes into the custody 
of the departmeni:. 

Because a law enforcement agency is normally 
only provided with the resources necessary to 
cope with an anticipated or expected workload, it 
usually does not have the capability to deal with 
an unusual occurrence (natural disasters, civil 
disturbances). In these situations, the involve
ment and assistance of other law enforcement and 



emergency service organ izations is necessary. 
Since reactive, uncoordinated responses to 
unusual occurrences are not effective, every 
jurisdiction must maintain a plan that could be 
put into action immediately in the event of an 
unusual occurrenee. Chapter Eighteen, Unusual 
Occurrences, calls for the promulgation of local 
plans which would estF.\blish lines of authority, 
channels for coordination, and control capabili
ties. 

EQUIPMENT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
To insure that a law enforcement organization's 

personnel receive the material support necessary 
to accomplish their tasks, the most appropriate 
and sophisticated equipment and technological 
devices must be utilized. Section Five, Equipment 
and Telecommunications, offers guidance in the 
selection and provision of personal equipment 
items, adaption of transportation equipment to 
serve law enforcement needs, and development of 
a telecommunications component to support 
administrative decisionmaking and field opera
tions. 

Chapter Nineteen, Personal Equipment, relates 
to the attire of agency employees, the equipment 
which they should possess, and the method by 
which the jurisdiction should make these items 
available at no cost to the employee. The 
standards call for setting local standards for the 
selection of firearms and the standardization of 
peace officers uniforms to insure high visibility. 

Every law enforcement agency which performs 
the patrol function has transportation needs 
which may be fulfilled through in various ways. 
The method used to maintain transportation 
capabilities may effect the overall quality of the 
services provided to the community. Chapter 
Twenty, Transportation, suggests that, before any 
new transportation eqUipment is acquired, a 
comprehensive analysis of the agency's tasks and 
transportation needs be conducted. It is recom
mended that this analysis take into consideration 
the various transportation devices that are 
currently available and the most cost-effective 
method of acquisition and maintenance. 

The time it takes a patrol unit to respond to a 
call for assistance is considered to be one of the 
most important factors in deterring criminal 
activity and apprehending offenders. An effective 
communications system- citizen caller to agen
cy to dispatcher to mobile unit- is a prerequisite 
for rapid emergency response times. Rapid and 
accurate communication is also essential in 
responding to requests for information by field 
personnel. Chapter Twenty-One, Communica
tions, in addition to supporting the recommenda
tions of the Iowa State Telecommunications Plan, 
makes further recommendations in how to 
improve a law enforcement agency's communica
tions system. 

Chapter Twenty-Two, Data Management, re
lates to the collection, storage, and flow of 
information compiled and utilized by law enforce-
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ment. The contemporary law enforcement agency 
not only relies upon data for investigatory and 
other field operation needs, but also to allocate 
and deploy personnel, establish crime reduction 
objectives and strategies, and to evaluate the 
impact of agency operations. The chapter calls for 
the local standardization of reporting practices 
and continued reliance upon computerized sys
tems to facilitate information flow. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Law Enforcement Agency (Organization, Depart· 
ment)-The organization whose primary re
sponsibility is the control of crime in its juris
diction and the delivery of services to the 
people in the community. Law enforcement 
agencies include every municipal police 
agency, county sheriff'S department, and the 
Iowa Department of Public Safety. Standards 
referring to "local" law enforcement agencies 
do not pertain to the Iowa Department of 
Public Safety. 

Law Enforcement Chief Executive-The individual 
recognized as the law enforcement agency's 
chief administrator and policymaker. Law 
enforcement chief executives are sheriffs, 
municipal chiefs of police, directors of public 
safety, or commissioners of public safety. 
In small cities or towns, a local elected official, 
such as the mayor, may be considered the 
agency's chief executive. 

Peace Officer-Any sworn officer in Iowa serving 
in a law enforcement agency. 

Department Size: 
Large-approximately 75 + employees 
Medium-size-approximately 20 to 75 employ

ees 
Small-approximately 5 to 20 employees 
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Chapter One 

The Law Enforcement Chief Executive 

Goal: Every law enforcement chief execu· 
tive establishes goals and objectives for 
his/her organization and possesses the 
authority to insure their attainment. 
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STANDARD 1.1 

The Law Enforcement Function 

Every law enforcement chief executive immedi
ately should develop guidelines, based on 
policies of the governing body that provides 
formal authority for the law enforcement fUnCtiOn,/, 
and should set forth the objectives and priorities 
that will guide the agency's delivery of services: 
Agency policy should articulate the role of the 
agency in the protection of constitutional guaran
tees, the enforcement of the law, and the 
provision of services necessary to reduce crime, 
to maintain public order, and to respond to the: 
needs of the community. 1. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should acknowledge that the basic purpose 
of his/her organization is the maintenance 
of public order and the control of conduct 
legislatively defined as crime. The basic 
purpose may not limit the agency's role, but 
should be central to its full definition. 

2. Crimes on which agency resources will be 
concentrated should be identified. In the allo· 
cation of resources, those crimes that are 
the most serious, stimulate the greatest 
fear, and cause the greatest economic 
losses should be afforded the highest priori· 
ty. 

3. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should recognize that some government ser· 
vices tha~ are not essentially a law enforce· 
ment function are, under some circum· 
stances, appropriately performed by the 
agency. Such services include those pro· 
vided in the interest of effective government 
OF in response to established community 
needs. A law enforcement chief executive: 
a. Should determine if the service.:; to ble pro· 

vider! has a relationship to the objectives 
established by thp. agency. If not, chief 
tixecutives should resist that service be· 
coming a duty of the agency; 

b. Should determine the budgetary cost of 
the service; and 

c. Should inform the public and its repre
sentatives of the projected effect that pro
vision of the service by the agency will 
have on the ability of th,e agency to con
tinue the present level of enforcement 
services. 

d. If the service must be provided by the 
agency, it should be placed in perspective 
with all other agency services and ii 
should be considered when establishing 
priorities for ihe delivery of services. 

e. The services should be made part of the 
agency's role until such time as it is no 
longer necessary to perform the service. 
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4/ In connection with the preparation o~ their 
j budgets, all law enforcement agencies 

/ should study and revise annually the objec
. tives and priorities which have been estab-

~ 
lished for the enforcement of laws and the 
delivery of services. 

. The scope and availability of other govern
ment services and public and private social 
services should be determined; its ability to 
make effective retenals ~o those services 
should be developed. 

STANDARD 1.2 

Authority and Accountability 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
establish and disseminate to the public and to 
every agency employee written policy acknowl
edging that agency effeciiveness depends upon 
public approval and acceptance of law enforce
ment authority. This policy at least: 

1. Should acknowledge that the :imits of peace 
officer authority are strictly prescribed by 
law and that there can be no situation which 
justifies extralegal practices. 

2. Should acknowledge that there are times 
when force must by used in the performance 
of law enforcement tasks. Public policy 
should state that force, when used, is autho
rized by and in strict compliance with Iowa 
law. 

3. Should acknowledge that in their exercise of 
authority, the law enforcement agency must 
be accountable to the community by provid
ing formal procedures for receiving both 
commendations and complaints from the 
public regarding individual officer perfor
mance. 

4. Should provide for the immediate adoption 
of formal procedures to respond to com
plaints, suggestions, and requests regarding 
agency services. 

a. The public should be involved in the de
velopment of these formal procedures. 

b. There should be appropriate notice to the 
public acknowledging that the law en-
10rcement agency desires community in
volvement. 

c. Periodic public surveys should by made 
to elicit evaluaiions o'{ law enforcement 
services and to determine the law en
~orcement needs and expectations of the 
community. 



STANDARD 1.3 
Goals and Objectives 

Every law enforcement chief executive imme
diately should develop short- and long-range 
goals and objectives to guide agency functions. 
To assist in this development, every unit com
mander should review and put into writing the 
principle goals and objectives of his/her unit. 

1. Every agency and every unit within the 
agency should insure ihat its goals and ob
jectives are: 

a. Consistent with the role of the agency as 
defined by the chief executive; 

b. Responsive to community needs; 
c. Reasonably attainable; 
d. Sufficiently flexible to permit change as 

needed; and 
e. Quantifiable and measurable where pos

sible. 
2. Maximum input both within and outside the 

agency should be provided by the agency in 
the development of its goals and objectives. 
it should; 

a. Create an atmosphere thai encourages 
unrestricted submission of ideas by all 
employees regardless of..rank; and 

b. Establish methQds to obtain ideas from a 
variety of organizations and individuals 
outside the agency. 

3. Agency goals and objectives should by pub
lished and disseminated to provide uniform 
direction of employee efforts. 

4. Every unifi commander should by required to 
make a periodic review of unit goals and ob
jectives and submit a written evaluation of 
the progress made toward the attainment of 
these goals. Annually, in conjunction with 
the budget preparation, every chief execu· 
tlve snould provide for review and evaluation 
of all agency goals and objectives and for re
visions where appropriate. 

STANDARD 1.4 
Discretion 

Every law enforcement chief executive shou Id 
acknowledge the existence of the broad range of 
administrative and operational discretion that is 
exercised by all agencies and individual officers. 
That acknowledgement should take the form of 
comprehensive policy staiem1cmts that publicly 
establish the limits of discmtion, that provide 
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guidelines for its exercise within those limits, 
and that eliminate discriminatory enforcement of 
the law. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
establish policy that guides the exercise of 
discretion by agency personnel in using 
arrest alternatives. This policy: 
a'. Should establish the limits oi discretion 

by specifically idenmying, insofar as 
possible, situations calling ~or ihe use of 
alternatives to coniinued physical cus· 
~d~ -

b. Should be jurisdicUonwide in both scope 
and application; and 

c. Specifically should exclude offender lack 
of cooperation, or disrespeci toward agen· 
cy personnel, as a iactol' in arres~ deter· 
mination unless such conduct constitutes 
a separate crime. 

2. Policy should be established that governs 
the exercise 01 discretion by agency per· 
sonnel in providing routine peacekeepirlg and 
other law enforcement services that, because 
of their frequent recurrence, lend themselves 
to the development of a uniform agency 
response. 

3. Procedures foil' developing and implementing 
the foregoing written policy should be for· 
malized. 

4. Inspection and control rrocedures should 
be adopted to insure that officers exercise 
their discretion in a manner consistent with 
agency policy. 

STANDARD 1.5 
Policy Development 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
establish guidelines in those areas of operations 
in which guidance is needed to direct agency 
employees toward the attainment of agency goals 
and objectives. 

1. Policy should be promulgated by the chief 
executive that provides clear direction with· 
out necessarily limiting employees' exercise 
of discretion. 

2. Maximum participation in the policy formu· 
lation process should be provided for. This 
participation should include at least: 
a. Input from all levels within the agency

from the level of execution to that of 
management-through informal meetings 
beiween the chief execuiive and members 
of the basic rank, idea incentive programs, 
and any other methods that will pro,note 
the upward flow of communications; and 



organizations, and the specific community 
affected. 

3. Written policies in those BreCtS in which 
<llwclioll Itl IHH,clocl tihould ho provi<lfH1, 
II1c1udlny: 
a. General goals and objectives of the 

agency; 
b. Administrative matters; 
c. Community relations; 
d. Public and press relations; 
e. Personnel procedures and relations; 
f. Personal conduct of employees; 
g. Specific law enforcement operations with 

emphasis on such sensitive areas as the 
use of force, the use of lethal and non
lethal weapons, and arrest and custody; 

h. Use of support services; and 
i. The most recent statutory and decisional 

laws regarding the rights of the citizen. 

STANDARD 1.6 
Peace Officer Understanding Of Their Raia 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immediately take steps to insure that every officer 
has an understanding of his/her role, and an 
awareness of the cu!ture of the community where 
he/she works. 

1. !he procedure for developing policy regard
mg the law enforcement role should involve 
officers of the basic rank, first line super
visors, and middle managers. Every agency 
employee should receive written policy de
fining the agency's law enforcement role. 

2. Explicit instruction in the law enforcement 
role and community culture should be pro
vided in all recruit and in-service training. 

3. The philosophy behind the defined lawen· 
forcement role should be part of all instruc
tion and direction given to officers. 

4. Middle managers and first line supervisors 
should receive training in the law enforce
ment role and thereafter continually reinforce 
those principles by example and by direction 
of those they supervise. 

5. Methods of routinely evaluating individual 
officer performance should take into account 
all aciivmes performed within the context 
ov ihe defined role. Promotion and o'(her 
incen~ives should be based on toia' perfor
mance within ~he defined ivle, rather than on 
anyone isolated aspect of that role. 
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STANDARD 1.7 
Inspections 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immediately establish a formal inspection system 
to provide the information he/she needs to eval
uate the efficiency and effectiveness of oper
ations. 

1. Ongoing line inspections should be required. 
Every law enforcement chief executive should 
give every manager and supervisor the re
sponsibility and the authority to hold in· 
spections and: 
a. To conduct continual inspections of all 

personnel subordinate and directly re
sponsible to him/her through any level of 
the chain of command and to inspect the 
equipment used and the operations per
formed by such subordinate personnel; 

b. To take immediate action indicated by 
the results of such inspections: com
mendation for ~xemplary performance and· 
correction of deficiencies. 

STANDARD 1.8 
Legal Assistance 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immedh.tely acquire the legal assistance neces· 
sary to insure maximum e1fectiveness and effi
ciency in all agency operatior.s. 

1. Maximum use should be made of the offices 
of its city attorney or county attorney, and 
the Iowa Attorney General to acquire the 
legal assistance he/she needs. If it is 
necessary 10 provide legal assistance sup· 
plementary to these sources, a legal advJsor 
should be employed. a 

2. Legal assistance should be obtained in all 
agency operations where needed. This 
assistance may include: 
a. Provision of legal counsel to the law 

enforcement chief executive in all phases 
of administraiion and operations; 

b. liaison with the ciiy or county attorney, 
~he iowa Attorney General, ~he United 
States aHorney, the courts, and the local 
bar association; 

c. Review of general orders, training bul
letins, and other direc~ives io insure legal 
sufficiency; 



d. Case consultation with arresting oHicers 
and review of affidavits in suppor~ of 
arrest and search warrants in cooperation 
with the prosecutor's office; 

e. Advisory participation in operations where 
difficult legal problems can be anticipated; 

1. Attendance at major disturbances-and an 
oncall status for minor ones-to permit 
rapid consultation regarding legal aspecis 
of the incident; 

g. Participation in training to insure con· 
tinuing legal training at all levels within 
the agency; 

h. Drafting of procedural guides for ihe im· 
plementation of recent court decisions and 
newly enacted legislation; and 

i. Provision of legal counsel for ad hoc 
projects, grant proposal development, and 
special enforcement problems. 

3. Every law enforcement agency wi~h 100 or 
more personnel should establish a legal unit 
with at least one attorney as a full·time I€Iga! 
adviser. 
a. The size and composition of ihe legal unit 

should be proportionate to the size OT the 
agency and the complexity of the legal 
assistance task. 

b. One attorney should be designated as ihe 
director or administrative head when two 
or more aUorneys are employed. 

c. Adequate secretarial and clerical help 
should be provided, as weil as peace 
officers or law siudent interns for para· 
legal work. 

d. Organizationally, the legai unit should be 
a separa'le entity, similar to the house 
counsel of a corporation, reponingdirect-!y -
io the chief executive and readily available 
to him/her. 

e. legal advisors should be civilian aUoy· 
neys who serve at the request og the law 
enforcement chief executive. 

4. Every law enforcement agency wu~h rewer 
than 100 personnel may justify the establish· 
ment of a legal unit with at least one full· 
time attorney. When a full·time legal advisor 
cannot be justified, and adequate legal advice 
cannot be obiained regularly by enlargement 
of the city or county aUorney's role, the agency 
should obtain needed legal assistance through: 
a. Employment o~ part·time and contracted 

legal advisors; or 
b. Use of the services of a multi·agency or 

regional legal advisor. 
5. In determining '~he need for a legal unit and 

the size of its staff, at least the following 
should be considered: 
a. Whether the city or county attorney is 

located near agency headquarters; 
b. Whether the staffs of the city or county 

attorney al'e 'lU1I·tlme or part-time, and 
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whether they are permitted to engage in 
private practice; 

c. Whether ihe city or county attorney has 
effective legislative programs; 

d._Whether the county attorney's office can 
be consulted routinely on planned en· 
forcement actions prior to arrests; 

8. Whet,her assistani prosecutors discuss 
pending cases adequately with arresting 
officers prior to trial; 

f. Whether the county attorney's omce will 
draft affidavits for arrest and search war· 
rants and give other legal assistance 
whenever needed; 

g. Whether the city or county aUorney's 
stagf is willing to answer routine questions; 
how promptly they respond to requests 
for written opinions; and how deiailed and 
complete such opinions are; 

h. How willingly the city or county attorney 
files suits on behalf of the agency; how 
vigorously he/she defends suits against 
the agency and its members; and how 
experienced his/her staff is in matters of 
criminal law and peace officer liability; and 

i. The educational level of agency employees, 
comprehensiveness of preservice training 
given o~ficers, and the quantity and quality 
of agency inservice training. 

6. Firm minimum qualifications should be set 
for the position of legal advisor. These 
qualifications should require that each can· 
didate for this position: 
a. Be a qualified attorney eligible, except 

for residence requirement, for admission 
to tile Iowa bar, and either licensed in 

__ Jowa pcllcensed in a_sJ~ie where licensing 
requires examination. He/She should be· 
come licensed in Iowa as soon as possible; 

b. Have a wide breadth 01 professional and 
practical experience in criminal justice, 
preferably in criminal trial work; and 

c. Halle attitudes and personality conducive 
to the development of trust and acceptance 
by agency personnel. 

7. In the assignment of his/her duties, the full· 
time lega! advisor should not: 
a. Prosecute criminal cases; 
b. Decide what cases are to be prosecuted 

or what charges are to be brought except 
by agreement with the prosecutor; 

c. Be assigned tasks unrelated to the legal 
assistance function that would interfere 
with performance of that function; nor 

d. Either prosecute infractions of discipline 
before internal trial boards, or serve as a 
member of any trial or arbitration boaid. 

8. legal advisors who also engage in private 
practice should not represent criminai de· 
fendants, bring a claim against a govern· 
mental agency he/she represents, le,:,d his/her 



name to or have a financial interest in any 
law firm that represents criminal defendants, 
accept private employment that necessitates 
procuring peace officers as witnesses or 
using agency information, conduct private 
business in an office located in agency 
facilities, or represent any agency employee 
organization. 

9. The Iowa State legislature should enact 
legislation enabling counties to enter into 
mutual agreements for the purpose of jointly 
employing a law enforcement legal advisor. 

STANDARD 1.9 
Professional Assistance 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immediately establish liaison with professionals 
outside the law enlorcement service who have 
expertise that can contribute to effective and 
efficient performance beyond the capabilities of 
agency employees. At a minimum, chief exec· 
utives should establish liaison with: 

1. Medical professionals, particularly those with 
specific expertise in: 

. a. Pathology; 
b. Gynecology; 
c. Psychiatry; . 
d. Dentistry and orthodontics; 
e. Traumatic injuries; 
f. Medical laboratory technology; and 
g. Pharmacology. 

2. Business, trade, and industrial professionals, 
particularly those knowledgeable in: 
a. Banking; 
b. Bookkeeping and accounting; 
c. Labor relations; 
d. The local economy; and 
e. Local industry, business, and trades. 

3. Educational professionals, particularly those 
with expertise in: 
a. Elementary, secondary, and vocational 

education; 
b. The physical, natural, and behavioral 

sciences; and 
c. Research. 

4. Behavioral science resources with expertise 
in: 
a. Personnel selection, vocational assess

ment, and career counseling; 
b. Teaching, training, and educational pro. 

gramming; 
c. Research; 
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d. Management consultation; 
e. Personal problem counseling; and 
f. Specialist consultation. 

5. Members of the clergy. 

COMMENTARY 

The Law Enforcement Function 

In serving their community, a law enforcement 
agency is continually requested to perform tasks 
that are not legislatively defined as a law enforce
ment function. These activities can range any
where from providing funeral escort services to 
acting as a mediator in a domestic disturbance. 
The performance of these non-enforcement activo 
ities can delete the agency's resources in their 
response to criminal activity. Additionally, the 
agency may go beyond their legislated authority 
in the delivery of these services. 

The conference partiCipants agreed that law en
forcement organizations should not be responsible 
for these tasks. However, it was recognized that 
some government services that are not essentially 
a law enforcement function are, under some 
circumstances, appropriately performed by the 
law enforcement agency. This is particularly 
true outside of Iowa's more populous jurisdictions 
where there may be a limited number of other 
government services or public and private social 
service agencies. The partiCipants acknowledged 
that law enforcement should be responsive to the 
needs of the people even if it would entail the 
performance of non-law enforcement activities. 

To insure that sufficient resources are allocated 
for effective enforcement, every law enforcement 
chief executive should prioritize enforcement 
activities and should resist becoming responsible 
for non·enforcement services. Standard 1.1 states 
that every law enforcement chief executive should 
determine the budgetary costs for providing these 
services and the impact its delivery will have 
upon the present level of enforcement operations. 
If it becomes necessary for the agency to provide 
the service, the resources allocated for its 
delivery should be put into perspective with the 
other agency functions. 

No matter what non-enforcement services the 
agency is ultimately responsible for, sufficient 
reSOUices must be retained for their primary 
responsibility, the maintenance of public order 
and the control of conduct legislatively defined 
as crime. To this end, enforcement activities 
must receive priority in the allocation of resources. 



In the allocation of resources, those crimes that 
are the most serious, stimulate the greatest fear, 
and cause the greatest economic losses should 
be afforded the highest priority. Although the 
participants acknowledged that all statutes should 
be enforced, they agreed with the National Advisory 
Commission in that: 

Because there are innumerable Federal, State, 
and local statutes and ordinances to be 
enforced, and limited law enforcement re
sources to enforce them, full enforcement 
of all laws is not possible. Law enforcement 
administrators must make the difficult deter
mination of which crimes will be actively 
investigated and to what extent, and which 
unreported crimes will be brought out and to 
what degree. A determination must be made 
as to whether a reported theft warrants the 
same investigative resources as a crime of 
violence. (NAC, Police, 14 (1973}.) 

Law Enforcement Accountability 
Standard 1.2, Authority and Accou ntabil ity, 

states that every law enforcement chief executive 
should establish written policy which acknowledges 
that his/her organization's effectiveness depends 
upon public approval and acceptance of the 
agency's authority. Essentially, such policy state
ments acknowledge that, since the law enforce
ment organization has no intrinsic powers, it 
cannot exceed the authority granted to it by the 
community as defined in statutory and decisional 
law. In that authority is derived from the people, 
departments must be accountable to their re
spective communities for the manner in which 
they utilize their authority in their delivery of law 
enforcement services. To this end, the conferees 
concurred that it was incumbent upon every chief 
executive to inform his/her personnel and com
munity that the agency is accountable. It was 
recommended that the formal procedures outlined 
in the standard should be implemented to insure 
true responsiveness. 

Goals and Objectives 

To insure that all agency efforts are unified 
and directed toward the resolution of the juris
diction's crime problems, every law enforcement 
chief executive should develop short- and long
range goals and objectives. For purposes of this 
commentary, the following definitions are used: 

Goal: A statement of broad direction, 
general purpose or intent. A goal 
is general and timeless and is not 
concemed with a particular achieve
ment within a specific time period. 

Objective: A desired accomplishment which 
can be measured within a given 
time frame and under specifiable 
conditions. The attainment of the 
objective advances the system 
toward the corresponding goal. 

nle initial phase in the development of goals 
and objectives is that of the identification of 
problems encountered or anticipated by the agen
cy. Conference participants found that these may 
consist of specific operational problems or ad
ministrative problems, such as poor chief executive
employee relations. Once the problems are 
identified, agency goals can be developed which 
state the general direction the agency should 
take in problem resolution. Utilizing the established 
goals, objectives may then be formulated that 
describe what should occur, in quantifiable terms, 
to advance the system toward the corresponding 
goal. 

Law enforcement agencies must be able to 
measure its progress in attaining its objectives 
and resolving the identified problems. So that 
agency progress can be evalual:ed, goals and 
objectives should be quantifiable and measurable 
whenever possible. For this reason, the conferees 
highly recommended the implementation of a 
valid and reliable crime reporting and analysis 
system. (See Chapter 22, Data Management.) 

Goals and objectives must be realistiC; they 
must reflect the needs of the community as well 

, as the resources available to the agency. Methods 
should be developed that encourage agency 
employees and organizations and individuals Qut
side the agency to provide their input into the 
goal and objective developmental process. The 
conterees expressed strong beliefs that the es
tablished goals and objectives should not be so 
beyond the capabilities of the agency as to be 
far-fetched. This critical issue was also addressed 
by the NAC: 
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Goals and objectives that are impossible to 
attain cause discouragement and reduced 
effort. The setting of impossible goals 
defeats one of the purposes; unifying effort. 
Goals or objectives that are unattainable 
immediately should be incorporated into 
agency plans for further development if they 
become more practical. (NAC Police, 50 
(1973).) 

Discretion 

One of the foremost problems facing Iowa law 
enforcement is that its chief administrators have 
failed to establish written policies which offer 
guidance to peace officers in their exercise of 
discretion. Not only have chief executives been 
hesitant to formalize operational policies, but 
many have not acknowledged that they, as well 
as their personnel, possess great discretion in the 
manner in which law enforcement services are 
delivered to their communities. This is apparent 
in the administrative area concerning allocation 
of resources as well as for specific enforcement 
operations. As related by the conference partic
ipants, what has resulted is that each peace 
officer takes the enforcement action he/she per
sonally belives should be taken for a particular 
situation. 



The fact that every peace officer in Iowa is 
provided with great discretionary authority is 
difficult to dispute. As stated by Kenneth Culp 
Davis in Discretionary Justice (1969), "[a] public 
officer has discretion whenever the effective limits 
of his -power leave him free to make a choice 
among possible courses of action or inaction." 
Conference participants acknowledged that most 
situations which necessitate peace officer inter
vention allow the officer to take anyone of several 
enforcement alternatives. For example, in many 
Situations, the peace officer has the discretion to 
arrest, issue a warning, or even overlook the 
offense. As noted by the conferees, peace officers 
have this wide discretion, particularly in the 
enforcement of traffic laws. 

While the weI! trained and experienced officer 
should be capable of using his/her discretion in 
an agency-approved manner, the need for for
malized written policy covering all aspects of the 
peace officer function are essential. Policy, 
unlike procedures and rules, serves to guide the 
officer in hiB/her decision-making process as to 
what enforcement action should be taken in 
particular situations. Policy may also limit the 
officer's use of discretion by placing prohibitions 
on certain enforcement alternatives. The con
ferees observed that, particu larly in potentially 
hazardous Situations, such as high-speed pursuits 
or the use of deadly force in crowded places, the 
chief executive cannot assume that the involved 
officer will react in a manner consistent with 
that preferred by the agency. This problem is 
compounded when the involved officer is inex
perienced and bases his/her enforcement action 
upon personal beliefs, emotions, or biases. 

Policy on the use of discretion stlOuld also be 
established to limit wide variations in enforcement 
alternatives among officers and between shifts. 
Optimally, all officers should take the same 
enforcement action in the same situation. The 
action taken should be consistent with that ex
pected by the law enforcement chief executive 
and the governing body. 

It was observed by the conferees that the 
establishment of enforcement policy may leave 
the individual officers, or the jurisdiction, open 
to civil suits. In cases where the agency's policy 
is more restrictive than that mandated in the 
CODE OF IOWA-shooting policies are the most 
common example-an officer who violates agency 
pUlley, but not State law, may be sued. While 
this was a concern of several of the conferees, it 
was recognized that the benefits of more restrictive 
policy far outweigh its potential liabilities. 

Formalized written policy concerning all aspects 
of the peace officer function are necessary; the 
law enforcement chief executive cannot expect 
all his/her personnel to be completely familiar 
with all pol icies through word of mouth. Con
ference participants proposed that, to be most 
effective, agency policy should be written and 
di~seminated to every agency employee. While 
formal written policy is an absolute necessity in 
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large departments, where the line personnel are 
insulated from the administrators by levels of 
command, the conferees also agreed that small 
departments could benefit from it as well. To be 
assured that all employees are familiar with agen
cy policy, each officer should be supplied with a 
current up-to-date policy handbook upon initial 
employment; this handbook should be continually 
updated. It wa;3 mentioned by several of the 
conferees that, currently, most departments do 
not keep these handbooks maintained properly, 
assuming they are even provided. 

Peace Officer Understanding of Role 

Whether a peace officer is a new recruit or a 
long-time veteran of the force, he/she possesses 
certain conceptions about what his/her role in the 
community should be. Each officer's role con
ception will be based, to a large degree, upon 
his/her own personal biases and emotions. In that 
an officer's personal beliefs about his/her role 
influence the manner in which he/she performs 
the peace officer function, an officer's official 
behavior may not be consistent with that expected 
or approved of by the chief executive. 

To prevent personal biases and emotions from 
affecti ng an officer's behavior, the conference 
participants recommended that every law enforce
ment chief executive insure that his/her employees 
have a clear understanding of what the agency 
expects of him/her. Conference participants felt 
that this could be achieved through the imple
mentation of the procedures detailed in Standard 
1.6. 

------... - - ins'p'ection's 

To realize the attainment of agencywide and 
unit goals and objectives, it is essential that 
agency employees perform in compliance with 
the agency's policies, rules, and procedures. 
Normally, it is the function of the chief executive 
and his/her supervisors to oversee employee 
activities and to insure that they do comply. 
Conference participants related, however, that 
supervisory and management personnel may not 
always fulfill their responsibilities. In such situa
tions, the chief executive may become isolated 
and, consequently, lose touch with agency oper
ations. To insure that the chief executive is 
aware of the in-field application of his/her directives 
by line personnel, the conferees recommended 
that every chief executive implement an appropriate 
inspection system as described in Standard 1.7. 

Legal Assistance 
Inasmuch as a law enforcement agency's ability 

to prepare criminal cases for successful prose
cution is dependent upon the legal sufficiency of 
its operations, it is essential that its activities 
are in compliance with statutory and decisional 
law. Conference participants observed that this 
is no easy accomplishment. Criminal legislation 



is often difficult to translate into field procedures; 
operational procedures must be in compliance 
with court decisions that are difficult to interpret; 
new legislation and court decisions must be 
immediately translated into agency policy and 
procedures; and the legal sufficiency of new 
enforcement operations may be in doubt when 
there are no Clear statutory or decIsional pre
cedents. 

In addition to the need for competent legal 
guidance in enforcement operational areas, law 
enforcement agencies also require legal assistance 
to cope with administrative problems. Grievance 
procedures, officer selection, promotion, E.E.O. 
guidelines, internal discipline, and multi-agency 
agreements are only several areas where the 
agency's chief executive needs legal guidance. 

Theoretically, a law enforcement agency should 
have access to their county attorney and, in the 
larger municipalities, the city attorney, for their 
legal assistance needs. As reported by the 
conferees, however, the present law enforcement
county/city attorney relationship is not always 
conducive to the provision of timely legal assis
tance. (See Chapter 4.) As remarked at the 
conference, many county and city attorneys have 
neither the time, personnel, experience nor the 
inclination to provide adequate assistance to the 
law enforcement agency. While the conferees 
may have been expressing their own point of 
view-county and city attorneys may take the 
position that poor liaison is the fault of the law 
enforcement agency-there is, currently, a lack of 
legal guidance offered Iowa's law enforcement 
agencies. 

To insure that every law enforcement agency 
maintains access to legal assistance, the conferees 
strongly urged every chief executive to implement 
the appropriate procedures outlined in Standard 
1.8, Legal Assistance. This standard describes 
ways in which legal assistance may be provided 
to law enforcement organizations in small, medium, 
and large jurisdictions. 

Due to the activity generated by any agency 
with more than 100 employees, the standard 
recommends that these departments employ a 
full-time legal unit. This unit, consisting of at 
least one lawyer who meets the stated qualifica
tions, should perform all the functions outlined 
in the standard. The conferees remarked that to 
be effective, the unit must offer advice which is 
neutral and unbiased. As mentioned by one 
conferee, a legal advisor who is the chief's man 
may " ... tend to bend his opinions to the thinking 
of the chief or other command officers." This 
type of assistance ~~;;E :-:()~ provide ;~my benefit 
to the agency and may, in the long term, prove 
detrimental. 

Departments with fewer than 100 personnel 
who cannot justify a full-time legal advisor should 
take action to maximize use of the city or county 
attorney's office. Optimally, one assistant county 
attorney should be designated as the law enforce-
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ment legal advisor, should be required to spend a 
specified number of hours each week at the 
agency, and should be on-call whenever his/her 
services are needed. It adequate assistance 
cannot be rendered at the city/county attorney's 
existing organizational level or structure, additional 
personnel should be hired by that office. 

It came to the attention of the conferees that 
departments serving in the rural jursidictions with 
part-time county attorneys have the most limited 
access to legal assistance. In that the county 
attorney may iievote little time to assisting the 
department, and that these departments indi
vidually could not support a full-time advisor, it 
was highly recommended that several departments, 
either on a county- or multi-county basis, employ 
a legal advisor. Conference participants predicted 
that not only could a multi-agency legal advisor 
serve the needs of all participating departments, 
but such an advisor could also perform this 
function at relatively low cost. Since the legal 
problems experie?()€d by one participating agency 
would most probably be similar to that of the 
others, the legal advisor would become expert in 
these problems and be capable of offering mean
ingful guidance. It was mentioned that, in his/her 
role, the advisor could promote better inter-agency 
cooperation and coorc.\ination. 

While Chapte:- 28E, CODE OF IOWA, does 
support multi-jurisdicti.onal agreements, the con
ferees noted that it may not permit the em
ployment of such a legal advisor. The Iowa State 
Legislature is strongly urged to consider the 
feasibility of multi-county law enforcement legal 
advisors and, if needed, immediately enact sup
portive legislation. 

Professional Assistance 

As the law enforcement function becomes 
increasingly complex and sophisticated, Cr,l&f 
executives are discovering that their emplo~ ees 
may not possess the expertise necessary to 
assist in the solution of highly complex adminis· 
trative or operational problems. Skills and abilities 
necessary for the effective and efficient func
tioning of a contemporary law enforcement agen
cy, such as expertise in the areas of labor and 
employee relations, employee selection proce
dums, and the investigation of white collar crime, 
can only be provided by professionals \Nllo are 
usuaily found outside the law enforcement ~ervice. 
To insure that these individuals can be contacted 
in a timely fashion, every chief executive should 
establish liaison with those professionals listed 
in Standard 1.9, Professional Assistance. 

Liaison with professionals should not be con
ducted in a reactive manner. Particularly in the 
event of a criminal investigation, delays in ob
taining the necessary expert assistance may 
lessen the agency's ultimate effectiveness. The 
conference participants agreed with the NAC in 
that: 

By the nature of the law enforcement role, 
many functions are necessarily reactive. 



However, the agency cannot afford to permit 
the obtaining of professional assistance to 
be reactive. Individual sources of professional 
expertise should be contacted and ongoing 
liaison should be established. In cooperation 
with the supplier of the services, law en
forcement aQencies should develop pro
cedures to facilitate use of the services. (NAC, 
Police, 273 (1973). 

Conferees observed that law enforcement chief 
executives in Iowa's urban areas would find It 
easier to locate and contact professionals than 
his/her peers in the ll'ural jurisdictions. It was 
remarked, however, that although rural chief 
executives may find fewer of these professionals 
in their jurisdictions, efforts· should be made to 
establish liaison with them. In either case, the 
conferees recommended ~hat the relationship be 
of an informal nature, when possible, so that the 
assistance does not necessitate H)e expenditure 
of agency funds for professional ff;':es. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 1.3, 1.2,11.2,11.1,2.3,1.5 
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Chapter Two 

Planning 

Goal: Law enforcement organizations 
utilize intra·agency and regional planning 
to cope with current operational and admin· 
istrative problems and to prepare for those 
that are anticipated. 
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STANDARD 2.1 
The Planning Function 

Every law enforcement agency should develop 
planning processes which will anticipate short· 
and long-term problems and suggest alternative 
solutions to them. Policy should be written to 
guide all employees toward effective administration 
and operational planning decisions. Every agency 
should adopt procedures immediately to assure 
the planning competency of its personnel through 
the establishment of qualifications for selection, 
and training. 

1. Written policy should be established setting 
out specific goals and objectives of the plan
ning effort, quantified and measurable where 
possible, which at least include the following: 
a. To develop and suggest plans that will 

improve service in furthering the goals 
of the agency; . . 

b. To review existing agency plans to as
certain their suitability, to deiermine 
any weaknesses, to update or revise when 
needed, and to assure they are suitably 
recorded; and 

c. To gather and organize into usable iOf!11at 
informaticn needed for agency plannmg. 

2. The necessity for continual planning should 
be stressed in all areas throughout the 
agency, to include at least: 
a. Within administrative planning: long 

iaiige, 1iscal and management pians; 
b. Within operational planning: specific 

operational, procedural, and tactical plans; 
c. Extradepartmental plans; and 
d. Research and development. 

3. Written qualifications of employees assigned 
specifically to planning activities should be 
established. 

t The training necessary for personnel to carry 
out their planning responsibilities should 
be provided_ 

5. If there are planning needs that cannot be 
satisfied by agency personnel, the agency 
should satisfy these nee.ds through an 
appropriate arrangement with another law 
enforcement agency, another governmental 
agency, or a private consultant. 
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STANDARD 2.2 
Agency and Jurisdictional Planning 

Every law enforcement agency should identify 
the types of planning ~ecessa~ for effe.c~iye 
operation, and should assign speCific responsibility 
for research and development, and agency and 
jurisdictional planning. 

1. Departments with 75 or more employees 
should establish a unit staffed with at least 
one employee whose full-time responsibility 
will be intra-agency administrative planning 
and coordination of all planning activities for 
the agency. 
a. The size and composition of this planning 

unit should be proportionate to the size 
of the agency and the magnitude of the 
present and anticipated planning task. 

b. The employee in charge of the planning 
unit should be directly responsible to the 
law enforcement chief executive. 

2. Agencies organized into subdivisions should 
delineate divisional planning responsibilities 
and should provide personnel accordingly. 
a. To the extent feasible, divisional planning 

should be a staff activity performed by the 
agency's central planning unit. 

b. The agency should insure coordination 
of all agency planning efforts. 

3. Agencies with fewer than 75 personnel 
should assian resDonsibilitv for administrative 
planning and coordination of all planning 
activities of the agency. 
a. If the magnitude of the agency's planning 

task justifies a full·time employee, one 
should be assigned; and 

b. If it does not this task should be assigned 
to an employee with related duties if not 
personally performed by the chief ex· 
ecutive. 

4. Responsibility for mai~taining close inter
agency planning should be assigned. 
a. Interagency planning should be en~aged 

in by agencies that are geographically 
close, that regularly operate concurrently 
within the same jurisdictional boundari~s, 
that participate in a plan for mutual aid, 
or thai logically should participate in any 
combined or regional law enforcement 
effort. 

b. Where regional law enforcement planning 
agencies exist, every agency should assign 
responsibility for plarmi~g wiih those 
regional planning agencIes whose de
cisions might affect the assigning agency. 
This responsibility should include liaiso~ 
with the established regio~al planning 
unit or other representatives of the Iowa 
State Planning Agency. 



STANDARD 2.3 
Physical Environment Planning 

Every law enforcement agency should partin 
cipate with local planning agencies and organi
zations, public and private, in communiiy physical 
planning mat affects me rate or nature ot crime 
or the fear of crime. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
recommend as a crime prevention measure 
the enactment of local ordinances that es
tablish minimum security standards for ail 
new construction and for existing comluercial 
structures. 

2. Upon request, security inspections should 
be conducted of businesses and residences 
and measures to avoid being victimized by 
crime sho!Jld be recommended. 

3. Private and public organizations involved 
with law enforcement related community 
physical planning should be given lawen
forcement planning assistance. If these 
services cannot be provided by the local 
agency, they should be provided by the State. 
This assistance should at least include plan~ 
ning involving: 
a. Industrial area development; 
b. Business and commercial area devel

opment; 
c. Residential area development, both low 

and high rise; 
d. Governmental or health facility complex 

development; 
e. Open area development, both park and 

other recreation; 
f. Redevelopment projects such as urban 

renewal; and 
g. Building requirements (target hardening), 

both residential and commercial. 

COMMENTARY 

Planning 
Once agency-wide and unit goals and objectives 

are formulated (See Standard 1.3), the lawen
forcement chief executive must be capable of 
directing agency activities toward their attain
ment. Long- and short-range planning at all 
levels of agency operations should be conducted 
to serve this purpose. Conference participants 
also considered continuous planning essential to 
the development of new goals and objectives as 
new problems arise or are anticipated. Without 
a planning capability the confElrees predicted that 
goals designed to facilitate the improved delivery 
of law enforcement services could not be realized. 
As reiated by the National Advisory Commission: 
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A law enforcement agency that fails to plan 
ahead is forced to operate from day-to-day, 
adjusting to new demands as new demands 
arise, but never undertaking long range 
projects to upgrade law enforcement service. 
The agency may appear effective, but could 
be much more effective if it charted its own 
course. Such an agency delivers less than 
maximum law enforcement service and short
changes the community. (NAC, Police, 
103 (1973).) 

Resources allocated for planning activities 
should be proportionate to the size of the agency 
and the m?gnitude of the present and anticipated 
planning task. Departments experiencing a growing 
population in their community should conduct 
more long-range planning than a department of 
equal size whose community has stabilized. The 
increase in the incidence of criminal activity will 
also have a great impact upon the necessity for 
short-range planning to cope with specific crime 
problems. This form of short-range planning 
may consist of a redeployment plan that will allow 
the agency to target the criminal activity. 

Although the resources allocated to planning 
will vary widely between departments, conference 
participants recommended that agencies with 
seventy-five employees maintain at least one 
qualified individual whose full-time responsibility 
would be law enforcement planning. In smaller 
agencies that cannot justify a full-time planner, 
planning activities should be delegated to an 
employee with related duties or conducted by the 
agency's chief executive himself/herself. If the 
necessary planning activities cannot be conducted 
in-house, agencies should meet their planning 
needs through an appropriate arrangement with 
another law enforcement agency, governmental 
unit, or private consultant. 

The conference partici pants asserted that the 
individual or individuals responsible for planning 
must be highly competent and fully knowledgeable 
of the agency's function and role in the community. 
Law enforcement planners should also be tactful, 
articulate, and politically aware. It was remarked 
that this last personal trait is of particular im
portance for the contemporary planner in that 
he/she often interacts with elected officials of 
several jurisdictions in seeking Federal and 
State grants. 

If possible, civilians, rather than peace officers, 
should be selected for full·time planning pOSitions. 
Although yivilians and peace officers equ&lIy 
have the potential for becoming comp&tent iciW 
enforcement planners, conferees related that the 
career development of a peace officer may be 
impeded by as~ignment to a planning position. 
It was noted that he/she may become too valuable 
to the agency in the planning position and be 
overlooked for promotion if the promotion entailed 
training a new planner. 



Not only must an agency select qualified 
individuals to become full- or part-time planners, 
but it is also incumbent upon the agency to keep 
them up to date. To this end, the conferees 
strongly encouraged the use of special training 
and out-of-state planning seminars. Without access 
to new planning and programmatic ideas and con
cepts, planners would be ill-equipped to recognize 
and respond to new problems as they arise in the 
community .. 

Physical Environment Planning 
The physical layout of a location can affect the 

rate and nature of criminal activity. Conferees 
observed that poor lighting, weak points of entry 
to potential crime targets, isolated pOints of 
entry either concealed or located where no one 
would normally pass, the physical layout of the 
crime target providing concealment, and the 
inaccessibility of areas to patrol units are all 
elements that support criminal activity and increase 
the psychological fear of criminal victimization. 
It was remarked that, although a more secure 
environment would not totally prevent criminal 
activity, it should function as a deterrent and 
make apprehension of the offender more likely. 

This point of view was also expressed by the 
NAC: 

[A more secure physical environment1 should 
provide physical as well as psychological 
barriers to crime. It should provide barriers 
that prolong the time required for the physical 
[criminal] Glct to be accomplished, thus 
increasing the probabilities of detection and 
apprehension. It should improve the effective
ness of preventive patrol and apprehension 
rates. It should improve accessibility of 
areas to patrol, reduce points of conceal
ment, facilitate peace officer observation, 
and improve response routes to reduce law 
enforcement response time. (NAC, Police, 
131 (1973).) 

Traditionally, physical environment planning for 
the public's ~afety has dealt with fire safety. 
Building codes have long included requirements 
for fireproof Dr fire retardent materials, emergency 
exits, and hydrant placement. The conferees 
related, however, that little It any action has yet 
to be taken in the state in the enactment of 
ordinances that support a more crime free en
vironment. The crime prevention recommendations 
of law enforcement agencies have, as mentioned 
by several of the conferees, fallen on deaf ears. 
Faced with potentially strong resistance from 
building contractors, local governing bodies have 
been hesitant to enact more, oftentimes costly 
building codes. ' 

The conferees did not find arguments against 
the enactment of security codes tangible in light 
of the increased public safety provided by a more 
secure environment. Every law enforcement chief 
executive IS strongly urged tu recummend to 
his/her appropriate governing body the enactment 
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of security ordinances. Chief executives should 
also seek to develop his/her agency's expertise 
in physical environment planning and lend the 
agency's assistance to members of or groups in 
the community who can benefit from such as
sistance. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police, 5.3., 5.4, 5.5. 



Chapter Three 

Resource Allocation 

Goal: Every law enforcement agency and 
governing body allocate their personnel, 
material, and fiscal resources through an 
organizational structure that best supports 
the cost·effective delivery of quality law 
enforcement to the community. 
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STANDARD 3.1 
Responsibility for law Enforcement 

Every local governing body should start planning 
to provide complete and competent law enforce
ment service through an organizational structure 
that most effectively and efficiently meets its 
responsibility. 

1. Every local governing body should insure 
that its constituents have access to lawen
forcement services twenty-four hours a day_ 
Emergency law enforcement service response 
times should be no more than five minutes 
in the urban areas and no more than fifteen 
minutes in the rural jurisdictions_ 

2. Every local governing body unable to support 
a law enforcement agertcy capable of the 
emergency response times noted in sub
section .1 should arrange for the necessary 
services by mutual multi·jurisdictional a· 
greement. 

3. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
establish an organizational struc'(ure that will 
best insure effective and efficient performance 
of the functions necessary to fulfill the 
agency's role. 

4. In conjunction with the annual burlget, every 
law enforcement chief executive should ('e
view the agency's organizational structure 
in view of modern management practices 
and provide for, or recommend tQ the gov
erning authority, the necessary changes. 

STANDARD 3.2 
Law Enforcement Consolidation 

Every local government and law enforcement 
agency should provia~ law enforcement services 
by the most effective and effi,';ient organizational 
means available to it. In determining this means! 
eacn should acknowledge that the organization (ana 
any functional unit within it) should be large enough 
to be ettectlve .!lUt small enougn to be responsible 
to the people.} If the most effective and efficient 
service can be provided through mutual agreement 
or joint participation with other criminal justice 
agencies, tile governmental entity or the agency 
immediately should enter inr[jto the appropriate 
agreement for joint operation. At a minimum, 
agencies that cannot attain t maximum allow· . 
able response times as stated in Standard 3.1, 
subsection .1, should consolidate for improved 
efficiency and effectiveness. . 

1. The Iowa State Legislature should enact 
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legislation enabling local governments and 
law enforcement agencies, with the concur· 
rence of their governing bodies, to enter into 
inter·agency agreements to permit total or 
partial consolidation of law enforcement 
services. This legislation: 
a. Should permit law enforcement service 

agreements and joint participation between 
agencies at all levels of government; 

b. Should encourage inter-agency agree· 
ments for and joint participation in law 
enforcement services where beneficial to 
agencies involved; 

c. Should permit reasonable local control or 
responsiveness to local needs; 

d. Should provide for special tax districts 
for law enforcement; 

e. Should provide for transferring civil ser· 
vice, retirement, and other benefits; 

f. Should expand Chapter 28E, CODE OF 
IOWA, to allow interstate mutual agree· 
ments between law enforcement agen· 

,~!es; and 
9. Should be permissive rather than man· 

datory. 

2. Every local government and every local law 
enforcement agency should study possibilities 
for combined and contract services, and 
where appropriate, implement such services. 
Combined and contract ser.rice may include: 
a. Total consolidation of local government 

services: the merging of two city govern
ments or city·county governments; 

b. Total consolidation of law enforcement 
services: the merging of two or more 
agtlncies or of .all agencies (i.e., county
wide consolidation) in a given geographic 
area; 

c. Partial consolidation of law enforcement 
services: the merging of specific functional 
units of two or more agencies; 

d. Regionalization of specific law enforcement 
services: the combination of personnel 
and material resources to provide specific 
services on a geographic rather than a 
jurisdictional basis; 

e. Metropolitanization: the provision of public 
services (including law enforcement) through 
a single government to the communities 
within a metropolitan area; 

f. Contracting for total services: the provision 
of all services by contract with another 
government (city with city, city with county); 
ana 

g. Service sharing: the sharing of support 
services by two or more agencies. 

3. Every law engorcement agency should an· 
nually evaluate its staff sevices to determine 
if they are adequaie and cosi-effecilve and 
whether these services would meet oper· 
ational needs more t>ffectively and efficiently 



if they were combined with those of other 
criminal justice agencies, or if agency staff 
services were secured hom another agency 
by mutual agreement. 

4. Every agency that maintains cost-effective 
staff services should offer the services to 
other agencies if by so doing it can increase 
the cost·effectiveness of the staff services. 

5. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
identify those line operations of his/her 
agency that might be more effective and 
efficient in preventing, deterring, or inves
tigating multi-jurisdictional criminal activity 
if combined with like operations of other 
agencies. Having identified these operations, 
he/she should: 
a. Confer regularly with all other chief exe

cutives within his/her area, exchange in· 
formation about regional criminal activity, 
and jointly develop and maintain the best 
organizational means for regional control 
of this activity; and 

b. Cooperate in planning, organizing, and 
implementing regional law enforcement 
efforts where such efforts will directly or 
indirectly benefit the jurisdiction he/she 
serves. 

COMMENTARY 

Law Enforcement Reorganization 
The foremost problem experienced by Iowa 

law enforcement is its inability to maintain timely 
emergency service response to the majority of 
the state's rural jurisdictions. Inadequate law 
enforcement response to requests for emergency 
assistance is primarily caused by the lack of patrol 
personnel. This condition can be traced back to 
many interrelated factors such as the low priority 
accorded law enforcement on local budgets, 
legislative restrictions on jurisdictions for taxing 
purposes, the inability to retain qualified person
nel in unattractive positions, and organizational 
structures that result in duplication of services. 

Many of these and other related factors are 
addressed throughout this document; it is antici
pated that the implementation of the Iowa Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals will facilitate the 
resolution of these problems. While such action 
should alleviate many present deficiencies, the 
conference participants contended that little long
term relief would be realized without substantial 
reorganization within Iowa law enforcement. 

Essentially, reorganization is necessary for the 
provision of basic and support law enforcement 
services and would entail multi-jurisdictional 
agreements for contract, combined, unified, or 
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consolidated law enforcement. For purposes of 
this commentary, all forms of multi-agencv aqree
ments detailed in the consolidation standard will 
be known as consolidation. 

The need to reorganize is apparent in the 
state's largest municipal departments as well as 
the most rural. Particularly in departments serving 
Iowa's heavily populated areas, the present strut:
ture allows duplication of services that can be 
more efficiently and effectively performed through 
consolidation. The conference participants ac
knowledged that many functions performed by 
each department in a metropolitan area can be 
performed in a cost-effective manner through 
combined effort. It was noted that, not only are 
each agency's limited resources wasted, but 
separate support operations may impede the 
coordination and communication necessary be
tween adjoining departments. The standards. 
Hesponsibility for Law Enforcement and Law 
Enforcement Consolidation, address the need for 
reorganization, who should reorganize, and how 
it should be acomplished. 

Access to Emergency Assistance 
Basic law enforcement services are not a 

lUxury that should only be provided those Iowans 
residing in the more populous jurisdictions of the 
state. Every local governing body has the re
sponsibility to insure that their constituents have, 
at a minimum, access to emergency law enforce
ment services twenty-four hours a day. The 
participants agreed that, to offer any viable pro
tection to the community, emergency response 
times should be five minutes in the urban areas 
and no more than fifteen minutes in the rural 
jurisdictions. This time difference reflects the 
great expanses of land that county law enforce
ment would have to cover in responding to an 
emergency call. If these response times cannot 
be attained, the participants contended that it 
would be incumbent upon the governing body to 
seek consolidation alternatives for the provision 
of adequate law enforcement services. The 
recommended alternatives are noted in Standard 
3.2. (See also commentary, Standard 12.1, State 
Mandated Trainir,g.) While there may be resis
tance to the loss of local autonomy, it was evident 
to the participants that the safety of the general 
community must be the primary consideration of 
governing bodies. 

A major obstacle to law enforcement consol
idation efforts identified by the participants was 
current State legislation governing such multi
jurisdictional agreements. It was reported that 
present legislation served as an impediment in the 
areas of taxing districts, civil service, and retire
ment systems among others. The fact that incor
porated jurisdictions are required to pay a dispro
portionate share of the costs in maintaining a uni
fied law enforcement system was also identified 
as an impediment. The participants strongly urged 
the Iowa State Legislature to remove these obsta-



cles and to enact legislation that would support all 
of the consolidation options detailed in the con
solidation standard. Action should also be taken 
to permit multi-agency agreements between law 
enforcement agencies in Iowa and those of border
ing states. 

Duplication of Support Services 
Although departments may not have to con

solidate for the provision of the basic law en
forcement function, partial consolidation of support 
services may be ner9ssary to facilitate greater 
efficiency and agency performance. The par
ticipants found that the consolidation of support 
services, such as telecommunications, arrest pro
cessing and detention systems, record systems, 
crime labs, and specialized enforcement operations, 
by neighboring agencies can result in more 
effective operations at reduced or cost-effective 
levels. For this reason, every agency should an
nually evaluate its support services to determine 
if they are adequate and cost-effective and whether 
these services would meet operational needs 
more effectively or efficiently if they were combined 
with those of another law enforcement agency. 
If the assessment indicates that consolidation 
would be beneficial, the participants recommended 
that the consolidation alternatives detailed in the 
standard be considered. 

Unlike the consolidation efforts involving uni
fication of the patrol function, little public resis
tance was expected by the participants if support 
services were consolidated. As noted by one 
participant, "All the people care about is seeing 
thei r own patrol cars on the street." 

STANDARD 3.3 
Responsibility for Fiscal Management 

The State and every local go~emment maintaining 
a law enforcement agency should immediately 
assign responsibility of fiscal management to the 
law enforcement chief executive. Where he/she 
does not personally perform the fiscal management 
function, this responsibility should be delegated 
to a fiscal affairs officer with staff as needed. 

1. The law enforcement chief executive's pri· 
mary areas of fiscal management responsi· 
bility should include fiscal planning, budget 
preparation and presentation, and fiscal 
control. 

2. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immediately delegate the fiscal management 
responsibilities that he/she does not per· 
sonally perform. 
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a. Every law enforcement chief executive 
with more than 150 personnel should 
delegate fiscal management to a fiscal 
affairs officer with staff as needed. 

b. Every law enforcement chief executive 
with 150 or fewer personnel should ap
point a fiscal affairs officer and staff 
when this can be justified. 

c. Every law en~orcement chief executive 
should provide that the responsibilities of 
the fiscal affairs officer include annual 
budget development, maintenance of liai· 
son with the jurisdictional fiscal affairs 
officer, supervision of internal expenditures 
and related controls, and familiarization 
with recent developments in fiscal affairs 
management. 

STANDARD 3.4 
Fiscal Management Procedures 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
Us(~ the most effective and appropriate fiscal 
management techniques available. He/She should 
establish policy and procedures so budgeting is a 
fundamental part of the management planning 
process. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
initiate annual budget planning with a detailed 
statement of budget preparation. This state· 
ment should reflect fiscal direction received 
from the fiscal affairs officer of the juris· 
diction. 

2. Every organizational element of the law 
enforcement agency should be involved in 
budget planning and should prepare a draft 
budget appropriate to its needs; adequate 
justification should be provided as part of 
the budget document for all major continuing 
expenditures, significant changes in minor 
continuing expenditures, and all new budget 
items. 

3. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
develop the fiscal controls necessary for the 
agency to stay within fundiilg restrictions, to 
insure that funds are being spent for autho· 
rized purposes, to account properly for 
monies received from the public, and to 
alert management to possible fiscal problems 
requiring remedial action. This function 
also should include: 
a. Developing policy and procedures for 

highly flexible interaccount trdnsfers as 
changing needs arise during budget years; 
and 

_._-._-----------------



b. Preparing, on a monthly basis in large 
agencies and on a quarterly basis in small 
ones, summaries of expenditures, balances, 
and interaccount transfers. 

4. Various forms of systems budgeiing should 
be studied and experimented with: budgeting 
based on the consolidation of functionally 
unrelated tasks and corresponding resources 
to form a system that will achieve an identi· 
fied objective. If the value of systems bud
getlllg will otlset the !:>1 •. ! ... ,,,CdY dllJ conve
niences of line item or other modified bud
geting methods already in IJSe, the agency 
should adopt such a system. 
a. If system budgeting is adopted, it should 

be under the control of the agency's 
fiscal affairs officer. ' 

b. The agency's fiscal affairs officer should 
be thoroughly competent in whatever 
system budgeting might be adopted, and 
the chief executive and the majm- organi. 
zational element commanders should be 
thoroughly oriented in it. 

c. Preferably, systems budgeting should be 
adopted by the agency when it is adopted 
by all governmental agencies of the juris· 
diction. 

STANDARD 3.5 
Funding 

Every law enforcement chief executive and 
every agency's fiscal affairs officer should be 
thoroughly familiar with all means' by which the 
agency can derive all the benefits possible from 
local funding, city·state·federal revenue sharing, 
grants and grantsmanship, and the use of bonds. 
Thev should understand the implications of each 
and use these means to provide funding for agency 
programs. 

1. No law enforcement chief executive should 
seek referenda that would govern the size of 
the personnel complement, the allocation of 
resources to specific agency programs, or 
the setting of peace officer salaries except 
as specifically provided by the laws or the 
legislative body of the jurisdiction. 

2. Every law enforcement agency should use 
grants under explicit conditions to fund 
planning and experimentation in all phases 
of law enforcement service. 
a. Functional responsibility for the procure· 

ment of grants from federal and State 
agencies and foundations should be made 
the specific responsibility of an agency 
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employee designated by the chief ex· 
ecutive. 

b. Any employee assigned to grant procure
ment should be given appropriate training. 

3. Before any pending criminal legislation is 
enacted, the Iowa State Legislature's Fiscal 
Director shouid determine what it will cost 
local law enforcement agencies to enforce_ 

COMMENTARY 

Law enforcement chief executives cannot suc
cessfully meet their primary enforcement respon
sibilities without control over the management 
of agency funds. Conference participants con
curred with the NAC in that, "[a] law enforcement 
chief executive is not simply a crime fighter or 
a peace officer of special and superior rank. He 
is also a business manager who should accept 
full responsibility for fiscal management of his 
agency. Moreover, he is a fiscal planner, respon
sible for developing the future expenditure re
quirements for personnel, equipment, facilities, 
and programs necessary to accomplish his agen
cy's goals and objectives. While he has an 
obligation to follow all prescribed procedures, he 
should, where necessary, urge government officials 
to improve the jurisdiction's fiscal policies and 
practices, and he should seek to raise the level 
of his own fiscal management to achieve the 
goals and objectives he has established. His 
role should not be passive; it should be active and 
progressive." (NAC, Police, 132 (1973).) 

It was reported at the conference that many of 
Iowa's law enforcement chief executives are not 
involved in the fiscal management process. Al
though many are dissuaded by the local governing 
body from seeking involvement, the majority of 
these chief executives express no interest at all 
in the fiscal management process. To alleviate 
this problem, the participants urged all chief 
executives to acknowledge their responsibility 
for fiscal management and to implement Standard 
3.3. 

Standard 3.4, Fiscal Management Procedures, 
outlined several fiscal management techniques 
that should be considered by every chief executive. 
The standard addresses the need to involve agency 
supervisors and command level personnel in an 
on-going budget preparation and fiscal expenditure 
process that is supportive of line operations. 
While many of the noted techniques are only 
applicable in the larger departments, the conferees 
bel ieved that the state's smaller departments 
could benefit from adapting the fiscal management 
concepts detailed in the standard. 

Law enforcement agencies have traditionally 
been funded from the general fund of their 



respective JUrisdiction. As reported by the par
ticipants, the money budgeted for the law en
forcement organization almost always remains 
constant with only minimal increases to reflect 
increased operating costs at existing resource 
levels. It was decided that this funding situation 
is not supportive of the implementation of new 
programs, innovative ideas, or operational changes. 
To allow the chief executive the opportunity to 
make the necessary changes in his/her agency, 
the participants proposed that the use of external 
funds-local, city-state-federal revenue sharing, 
grants, and bonds-should be actively pursued. 

The amount of funding made available to law 
enforcement agencies must retlect the tasKs they 
are responsible for. The participants found that 
agencies are continually required to enforce new 
legislation and local ordinances without a com
mensurate increase in their recources. What 
results is that either enforcement activity for 
existing legislation suffers or that the new 
legislation is simply disregarded. The participants 
strongly urged every governing body, State and 
local, to take into account the additional resources 
that would be required to enforce new legislation. 
(See also Standard 1.1, The Law Enforcement 
Function.) 

On a statewide basis, the participants felt that 
the Fiscal Director of the Iowa State Legislature 
should make a determination as to what the 
enforc.ement of pending legislation would cost 
local law enforcement organizations. If the assess
ment indicates that the ilew enforcement activities 
would be a burden upon law enforcement, the 
Legislature should either reconsider its enactment 
or, as noted by several of the participants, 
provide subsidies so that agencies can take the 
necessary enforcement action. As remarked by 
one participant, "They shouldn't assume that the 
same number of personnel could just do more 
work." 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 5.1, 5.2, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 
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Chapter Four 

The Community 

Goal: The citizens of every community are 
aware of the law enforcement role, and 
work with the peace officers as a team to 
deter and prevent criminal activity. 
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STANDARD 4.1 
& 

Communicating with the Public' 

Every law enforcement agency should recognize 
the importance of bilateral communication with 
the public and should constantly seele to imp~ove 
its ability to determine tha needs alld e)(pac~at;Gns 
of the public, to act upon these needs and expec
tations, and to inform the public of the resulting 
policies developed to improve delivery of law en
forcement services. 

1. Policies and procedures should be adopted 
that provide for effective communication with 
the public through agency employees. These 
policies and procedure should insure: 
a. That every employee with duties involving 

public contact has sufficient information 
with which to respond to questions re
garding agency policies; and 

b. That information he/she receives is trans
mitted through the chain of command 
and acted upon at the appropriate level. 

2. Every law enforcement agency that has racial 
and ethnic minority persons within its juris· 
diction should recognize their law enforce· 
ment needs and develop means to insure 
effective communication with such persons. 

3. Jurisdictions with a substantial non.English· 
speaking population should provide readily 
available bilingual persons to answer requests 
for law enforcement services. In addition, 
existing agency programs should be adapted 
to insure adequate communication between 
non-English·speaking groups and the lawen· 
forcement agency. 

4. When the need exists, a specialized unit 
responsible for maintaining communication 
with the community should be established. 
In other aC!encies, this responsibility should 
be the law enforcement chief executive's, 
using whatever agency resources are neces
sary and appropriate to accomplish the task. 

a. The unit should establish lines of com
munication with the agency and recog
nized community leaders and should 
elicit information from the citizen on the 
street who may feel that he/she has little 
voice in government or in the provision 
of services. 

b. The unit should be no more than one step 
removed from the law enforcement chief 
executive in the chain of command. 

c. The unit should identify impediments to 
communication with the community, reo 
search and devise methods to overcome 
those impediments, and develop programs 
which facilitate communication between 
the agency and the community. 

d. The unit should conduct constant eval· 
uations of all programs intended to im
prove communication and should recom-
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mend discontinuance oi programs when 
iheir objectives have been achieved or 
when another program might more bene
ficially achieve the ideniified functional 
objective. 

STANDARD 4.2 
Public Understanding of the law Enforce
ment Role 

Every law enforcement agency should establish 
programs to inform the public of the agency's de
fined law enforcement role. These programs 
should include, but not be limited to, the following: 

1. A classroom presehtation, at least annually,) 
by a uiiiformed peace officer at every public! 
and private elementary school within its ju- '. 
risdiction. 
a. The content of the presentation should be 

tailored to the learning needs of the 
students; however, each presentation 
should include a basic description of the 
law enforcement agency's role. 

b. A basic study unit should be developed 
in cooperation with the school and pre· 
sented to the teacher prior to the officer's 
arrival. 

2. When possible, and dependant upon sec~~ing 
the cooperation of local school authOrities, 
an officer should be assigned full·time to 
each junior and senior high schOoNn its 
jurisdiction. 
a. The officer's assignment should include 

teaching classes in the role of law enforce· 
ment-an~l1ing as a law enforcement 
counselor. His/Her assignment should 
lncluoeiaw enforcement duties. 

b. Course content should be developed in 
cooperation with the schools and should 
include discussion of the law enforcement 
role, juvenile laws, and enforcement 
policies and practices. _ 

3. Where permitted by local conditions, peace 
officers should be encouraged to participate 
in government and civic classes offered in 
local evening adult schools and community 
colleges. 

4. With agency resources, when possible, or in 
cooperation with employee organizations, 
local civic groups, or other law enforcement 
agencies, youth programs including scouting 
and other athletic or camping activities should 
be developed or participated in. 
a. All such programs should be designed to 

provide peace officers and young people 



with the opportunity to become personally 
acquainted with each other. 

b. Every peace officer participating in youth 
programs should be provided with written 
materials describing the objective of the 
program and its relationship to the agen· 
cy's role. 

!>. InVitations should be accepted for peace 
officers to speak to business and civic orga
nizations. Efforts should be made to provide 
speakers in response to every reasonable re
quest and to coordinate the speaker's ability 
and background with the intended audience. 
AgenCies that cannot provide appropriate 
speakers should seek the cooperation of 
other law enforcement agencies for this 
purpose. Every opportunity should be taken 
to describe the agency's role and the agency's 
objectives and priorities. 

6. A statement of the agency's law enforce· 
ment role, the agency's objectives and prior· 
ities in filling that role, and the agency's 
activities to implement its role should be 
published. In addition, periodic statistical 
reports on crime, arrests, and property loss 
due to crime should be disseminated to the 
public. These reports should include an 
evaluation of significant trends and other in· 
terpretations. 

7. Inquiries should be made into the availability 
of public service resources from advertising 
and communication organizations to assist 
ill developing support for the agency and its 
programs. 

8. Every agency should hold an annual open 
house and provide tours of agency facilities 
and demonstrations of law enforcement equip· 
ment and tactics when appropriate to create 
greater public awareness of the law enforce· 
ment role. 

STANDARD 4.3 
News Media Relations 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
acknowledge in written policy statements the 
important role of the news media and the need for 
the agency to be open in its relations with it. The 
agency should promote an aggressive policy of 
presenting public information rather then merely 
responding to occasional inquiries. 

1. The news media relations policy should be 
written in cooperation with the local news 
media. The policy should be included in ihe 
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agency training curricuia, and copies of it 
provided to all agency personnel, media reo 
presentatives, and the public. This policy 
shouid i:lcknowledge: 
a. The right of the press to obtain infor

mation for dissemination to the public; 
b. The agency's responsibility to respond to 

inquiries from the media, subject to legal 
restraints and the necessity to preserve 
evidence, to prevent interference with 
agency investigations and other operations, 
and to protect the constitutional rights 
OT persons accusea OT crimes; 

c. The agency's responsibility to seek the 
cooperation of the news media to delay 
publication when immediate reporting 
of certain information may be detrimental 
to the community, to victims of crime, or 
to an investigation; and 

d. The mutual benefits to the agency and 
the media when relations between the 
two are characterized by candor, cooper· 
ation, and mutua! respect. 

2. The news media relations program should--- \ 
provide regular liaison between the agency 
and the media through the law enforcement 
chief executive, a designated officer, or a 
unit, depending upon the size of the agency 
and the nature and frequency of local news J 
media demands. ,<' 

3. The law enforcement chief executive should'
establish a means of local, regional, or State 
accreditation of news media representatives 
or of recognizing accreditation by other 
agencies to assist media representatives in 
receiving law enforcement cooperation. 

4. In cooperation with the media, every chief 
executive responsible for unusual occurrence 
planning should prepare a written policy es· 
tablishing the relationship between his/her 
agency and the news media during an unusual 
occurrence. 

STANDARD 4.4 
Community Crime Problem Identification 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
insure that patrol persons and members of the 
public are brought together to identify and solve 
crime problems on a local basis. 

1. Consistent with local law enforcement need1 
and its internal organization, a geographic de· 
ployment system which insures stability of ' 
assignment for patrol officers should be \ 
adopted. -

2. Patrolpersons should be responsible for the 
control of crime in their assigned area and, 



consistent with agency priorities and policies 
and subject to normal approval, should be 
granted authority to determine the immediate 
means to be used in fulfilling that responsi· 
bilitv. 

3. Arrangements should be made to allow peace 
officers to meet with persons who live or 
work in their area to discuss the identification 
of crime problems and the cooperative de· 
velopment of solutions to these problems. 

STANDARD 4.5 
Crime Prevention 

Every law enforcement agency should imme· 
diately establish programs that encourage members 
of the public to take an active role in preventing 
crime, that provide information leading to the 
arrest and conviction of criminal offenders, that 
facilitate the identification and recovery of stolen 
property, and that increase liaison with private in· 
dustry in security efforts. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should actively 
involve the public in crime prevention and 
reduction. 
a. The community should be provided with 

information and assistance regarding 
means to avoid being victimized by crime 
and should be kept informed of develop· 
ing crime trends that may affect their area. 

b. Citizens should be instructed to telephone 
their law enforcement agency concerning 
suspicious situations. 

c. The public should be informed not to take 
direct enforcement action themselves. 

d. If an arrest results, the individual should be 
notified by telephone. 

e. The agency should acknowledge through 
personal contact, telephone call, or letter, 
every person who provides information. 

2. Every law enforcement agency should es~ 
tablish or assist programs that involve trade, 
business, industry, and community partici
pation in preventing and reducing commercial 
crimes. If necessary, these programs should 
be a multi·agency effort. 
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COMMEI\~TARY 

The people-peace officer relationship is the 
foundation of any law enforcement agency's ef· 
forts in attaining its goals and objectives. The 
necessity for a beneficial relationship is based on 
two assumptions: 

1. When the law enforcement agency is 
believed to be honest, fair, and helpful, 
then the task of law enforcement is great· 
Iy simplified; and 

2. A law enforcement agency has a definite 
(although limited) ability to improve its 
reputation in the community it serves. 

Agencies have recently taken the initiative in en· 
hancing their public image. Their efforts have been 
directed toward creating an atmosphere of greater 
trust and understanding. Others entail developing 
and applying community resources through formal 
crime prevention and law enforcement support 
programs. Taken as a whole, the broad objectives 
of most non·enforcement programs have been im· 
proved agency·community relations, reduced ten· 
sion, crime prevention, and greater mutual under· 
standing between the peace officer and the people 
he/she serves. 

Agency resources allocated for the enchance· 
ment of community relations will depend, to a 
great degree, upon the magnitude of the perceived 
problems and the resources available to resolve 
'them. While some efforts may only entail changes 
in a department's policies, procedures, and rules
such as the relationship with the media-others 
will require the expenditure of personnel and 
material. Although the programs detailed in this 
chapter should be considered and, where feasible, 
implemented, resource allocation should be placed 
in perspective with all other agency services. 

Communicating with the Public 
If a law enforcement agency is to become and 

remain responsive to the community, its delivery 
of services-as determined by its goals and ob· 
jectives-must reflect the needs, wants, and 
expectations of the people. To insure that agency 
goals and objectives do remain consistent with 
public expeotations, the agency must maintain 
continual communication with all sectors of the 
community. Information flow into the agency is not 
enough; the law enforcement chief executive 
must be capable of informing the community 
what the agency is dOing to meet their expectations. 

Generally, Iowa law enforcement maintains ef
fective communications with the people of the 
state. As brought forth at the conference, a key 
reason for this is the predominance of racially and 
ethnically homogeneous populations in the rural 
jurisdictions r,lnd small cities. In these areas, the 
county sheriff or the chief of police may personally 
be acquainted with every family in his/her juris· 



diction. It was noted, however, that communi
cation can break down in these areas as well as in 
the state's larger jurisdictions where the patrol 
officer has little direct contact with the average 
law-abiding citizen. To alleviate this problem, 
every law enforcement chief executive-whether 
in a rural or urban jurisdiction-must come out in 
full support of developing and maintaining bene
ficial relations and communications with the com
munity, especially in those jurisdictions where 
racial and ethnic minorities reside. He/ She should 
adopt policies and procedures that insure effective 
bilateral communication between the community 
and the agency through agency employees. 

Initially, the conferees suggested that all agency 
employees should be encouraged to talk to the 
public. To this end, they should be provided with 
sufficient information to answer the public's 
questions concerning agency activities. Particular 
attention should be provided to minority groups; 
it was decided that agencies should take extra 
measures to assure these individuals that their 
needs and problems are being acted upon. 

Procedures should also be established to main
tain communication with non-English-speaking 
groups. Every chief executive with a substantial 
non-English-speaking group in his/her jurisdiction 
should possess the capability to communicate 
with them. It was recommended that lists of local 
residents who are bilingual should be established 
for this purpose. 

In the event that effective communications with 
the community cannot be achieved through the 
agency's existing organizational structure, a spe
cialized unit may be considered. This unit should 
function to open up lines of communication 
with recognized community leaders and to elicit 
information from the average citizen who may 
feel he/she has little voice in government. 

Public Understanding Ci the Law Enforcement 
Role 

Much antagonism and hostility toward the law 
enforcement agency result when the public rnis
understands or misinterprets agency activities 
and enforcAment operations. To prevent this and 
to facilit~(e public understanding, action should 
be taken to educate the public in the defined role 
of the law enforcement agency and its peace 
officers. Several programs recommended by the 
conferees are detailed in Standard 4.2. Every law 
enforcement chief executive is urged to consider 
their applicability in his/her jurisdiction and, where 
feasible, to implement them. 

School Programs 
Of all the techniques currently available to in

form the public of the law enforcement role, pro
grams in both public and private elementary and 
high schools have required the greatest expend
iture of agency resources. In all cases, these pro
grams require the cooperation and support of the 
local school authorities. 

There was strong agreement that every elemen
tary school in Iowa should, at a minimum, be pro
vided with an annual presentation by their respec
tive local law enforcement agency. Optimally, the 
presentations should be as individualized as pos
sible with each grade receiving an appropriate 
session. Whenever possible, the presentation 
should not be of a lecture format; the students, 
particularly in the earlier grades, should be pro
vided with materials before the officer arrives and 
should be actively involved in the program. 

It was highly recommended that this program 
be conducted by peace officers from the local 
agency. If the personnel cannot be spared, or if it 
is apparent that the available officer would be un
able to relate to children, arrangements should be 
made with neighboring agencies to make the pre
sentation. If the local agencies cannot jOintly put 
on the elementary school presentations, the local 
Iowa State Patrol headquarters should be con
tacted for assistance. 

To maintain liaison with junior and senior high 
school students, an increasing number of depart
ments throughout the state are implementing 
"police-school liaison" projects. In these efforts, 
peace officers are assigned on either a full- or a 
part-time basis to junior and senior high schools 
within their jurisdictions. Basically, officers in 
these assignments teach classes in law enforce
ment and serve as a law enforcement counselor. 
In the counselor role, he/she may serve a liaison 
function between a student and his/her probation 
officer and the law enforcement agency's juvenile 
bureau. 

While differences do exist in the specific duties 
the police-school liaison officer performs, there 
was general agreement at the conference as to 
what the officer should and should not do. 

Primarily, the liaison officer should not attempt 
to hide his/her identity as a sworn officer. He/she 
should also not be the school disciplinarian; this 
is the responsibility of the school administration. 
The Police-school liaison officer should not be 
subordinnte to the school administrators; he/ she 
should cooperate and coordinate activities and 
investigations with them, but he/she should only 
take commands from his/her employing agency. 
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Above all else, a liaison officer must be a law 
enforcement officer. The conferees believed that 
he/she should take immediate enforcement action 
when necessary. School administrators should be 
made aware that they cannot prevent a student 
from being arrested on school grounds. As re
marked by one of the participants, " ... students 
must be "fully aware that they are not immune 
from arrest just because they are in school." 

News Media Relations 
The success of agency efforts to develop and 

maintain an honest, fair, and helpful public image 
is highly dependant upon the relationship it has 



with the 10Go'Ii.)l> news media. Inasmuch as the media 
has great 1I1Ilu8[j(j8 over the formatIOn of pubiic 
opinion, it is essential to an agency that tile local 
media trusts and has confidence in them to pro
vide effective law enforcement services to the 
community. 

This is not always the case. The conference 
participants reported that, while the media-law 
enforcement relationship is positive in many areas 
in Iowa, many media people and organizations 
have little confidence in the capabilities, or in the 
good intentions, of their local law enforcement 
organization. There was agreement that these 
situations are a severe detriment to law enforce
ment and should immediately be resolved. Every 
law en'forcement cniel' executive is strongly urged 
to cooperate with their local news media people 
in the immediate implementation 0'( the proccdurGs 
detailed in the news media standard. 

As brought out in the standard, the law erriorcG
ment agency c::,.n only attain tile confidence or the 
ne\i\ls medi3. tllrough an e.ggres~;!ve policy ()[ pr'e
sentin~J public 'j'iforn12,ti:x! ratiH2t" 'ii.@ .Tlor(:;~:y re
sponding io c(,c;<'!.3~on8i inq\lirir~s. Many 0; the 
curreni pr0tJlel r.S betweeq ;;,w~nc:es i:md 'gle ;neeJi8 
are dUr-l to tile fac)' Uli:::.t '''-lGe:!;}, :.iersonnel an:' Oft'";l 
reqllired to 5,3,31, ()ut infonnsiiorl vi/hie;l couie; j1av8 
be::m 1118.(;0 2;'aji,::ble by tile 8QGrlCY bui ',vasn';. 
Ti1!S siiuaiior. hal~ resultGc1 :n the pL!blicaiioll of 
indr-;pendcntly obtained iniormation that .:lrJou!d 
have 1'0m2ined confidential. Moreover, the t".;on
ferees fOUi lei that such independent invesligalions 
frustrate and anger law enforcement administrators 
and result in a lack of public confidence in their 
law enforcement agency's capabilities. 

So tllat the agency-media relationship is charac
terized by candor, cooperation, and mutual res
pect, the media must also earn the confidence 
of the agency. Media people must respect the 
confidentiality of certain information supplied 
by the agency and should not interfere in agency 
investigations. It came to the attention of the 
participants that, on occasion, media people 
have not always exercised sound judgment in 
the dissemination of information with which 
they were provided. 

'It is the position of the conference partio 
cipants that the development of the news media 
relations policy, written in cooperation with the 
local media, will facilitate a relationship which 
is beneficial to both parties as well as the gen
eral public. Every law enforcement chief execu
tive, therefore, is urged to implement Standard 
4.3, News Media Relations. 

Crime Problem Identification 
That peace officers become acquainted with 

the people in their patrol area is a significant 
factor in 8ttaining the public's respect for and 
support of the law enforcement organization. 
When officers meet with citizens to discuss the 
community's law enforcement needs and crime 
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problems and to JOintly develop solutions to 
them, there is a fundamental exchange of infor· 
mation. The conferees remarked that, witl10ut 
this direct involvement, the peace officers, in the 
eyes ot the public, tend to become separate an'd 
apart from the community. To the peace officer, 
the public becomes a faceless crowd. To insure 
the identification of local crime problems and to 
prevent alienation, the conference participants 
advocated that, whenever possible, patrolpersons 
should be permanently deployed to a specific 
patrol area or neighborhood and be encouraged 
to meet with the public. 

The demographic composition of lowR is con
ducive to this deployment policy. Except 
for the state's larger municipalities and largest 
counties, patrol persons Clre not continually re
assigned to diffMent patrol sectors. The confer
ees related that, in rural areas, the entire jurisclic 
lion may be considered one large patrol sector 
for deployment purposes. 

Elfor([~ shouici tJe madE.! in tho larger CitiC~3 
and GOunti0~ ie- nll!1imize continual leassi9rt 
i,lOil; 01' ~/<~irolpG:son:'1 to Ci1f\l-ltO'lt pa.i,'ol ~;GC 
tors. Fc.ii'O: !K3rSOm, SI1U: lid :Je ~JIV"I i ihn tim:; :11 lei 
\..If);JiXtu.liiy io bm:onv:l ,c:;mil:[li' \!Viti I the :oc~,\: 
resiLienis. ('onic·m?8S fl)8,ltiQ01,':cl, howev.,)', t;·,<,.l 
ageilcy ad,liiili':)trators Illay find it I:.JEHlc:)j':c;"\i 
to rot.x(a I!OI,,/ ui;jc;ers tI)r'oLl(Jlll)Ut Uk elllif(~ 

jurisdicUon to ,aillliiariz8 tllel,; Wit;l n"i8 iocale'f 
varied and ui,,]':'lse l,ciUiiIJOlhoGc;s. HeassigmnGni 
may also be desired h) prevent cOiruption, 

Fvery law enforcement cilief e;(Elcutive should 
implement programs that will encourage patrol .. 
persons and the public to become acquainted 
on a one-to-one basis. Recognizing that the of
ficer's duties may not allow sufficient time or op
portunity to meet with the public, the conferees 
suggested that formalized public meetings be 
considered. At these sessions, local crime pro
blems can be identified and possible solutions 
to them can be developed jOintly by the officers 
and the public. 

It came to the attention of the conferees 
that the personnel and material resources re
quired for regularly scheduled meetings may 
pose a problem for most departments. If officers 
attend meetings while on-duty, the agency's 
operational effectiveness may be undermined 
because fewer personnel would be available to 
respond to calls for assistance. This could be 
a particularly severe problem in smaller depart
ments due to their already limited deployment 
flexibility and back-up capabilities. If officers at
tend the public meetings off-duty, n~imbursement 
in the torm 01 COrTljJtJl)sdLOry LI1T18 Will aele
teriously effect the deployment flexibility at a 
future date. 

The conferees concluded that the best solu
tion would be through paying agency personnel 
overtime pay to attend public sessions. While 
overtime benefits are expensive, these public 
meetings, if properly organized, can prove to be 



of great value to both the agency and the 
public in establishing peace officer-community 
liaison, identifying local law enforcement needs 
and crime problems, and seeking solutions to 
the crime problems. If these programs cannot 
be implemented, the conferees strongly urged 
every law enforcement chief executive to encour
age his/her personnel, through the establish
ment of agency policy, to meet with the pub
lic and discuss their crime problems with them. 

Crime Prevention 
Standard 4.5, Community Crime Prevention, 

addresses the need to involve the public in 
crime prevention activities. Community involve
ment in these activities is essential because, 
as openly admitted by the conference participants, 
law enforcement organizations cannot, by them
selves, prevent or deter many types of 
criminal offenses from occurring. The community 
itself must engage in activities that thwart 
criminal activity by making crimes more difficult 
to commit and offender apprehension more pro
bable. As described by the NAC: 

Crime prevention can be interpreted in sev
eral ways depending upon the type of criminal 
behavior to be prevented. In some cases, it 
refers to the resolution of social, psycho
logical, and economic conditions that lead 
to the desire to commit crime. In others, it 
concerns the elimination of the opportunity 
for crime through the presence of police 
patrols and "hardening the site" to foil com
mission of crime. 

While ultimate success or failure may well 
depend upon the elimination of the condi
tions that foster crime, the presently over
burdened criminal justice system may be 
relieved by placing obstructions in the 
way of potential criminals. In addition, 
investigations can be aided by using the 
best methods of identifying criminal of
fenders and the property they steal. 
(NAC, Police, 61 (1973).) 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 1.4, 1.6, 1.7,3.1,3.2. 
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Chapter Five 

The Criminal Justice System 

Goal: All the elements of the Iowa criminal 
justice system work together as a team 
for the attainment of common goals and 
objectives. 
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STANDARD 5.1 

Iowa Criminal Justice System 
Coordination 

Every law enforcement agency immediately 
should act to insure understanding and cooper
ation between the agency and all other elements 
of the Iowa criminal justice system, and should 
immediately plan and implement appropriate 
coordination of its efforts with those of the other 
elements of the system_ 

1_ Every law enforcement agency should co
operate with other elements of the criminal 
justice system in processing criminal cases 
from arrest to trial within 60 days_ 

2_ Every law enforcement agency should con
sider and, where appropriate, seek the for
mation of a criminal justice coordinating 
council with members representative of law 
enforcement, other criminal justice agencies, 
and local government. The council: 
a_ Should have as its overall objective the 

fair and effective disposition of all crim
inal cases and other more specific goals 
and activities related to crime preven
tion and reduction; and 

b_ Should develop policy and institute plan· 
ning and coordination programs that serve 
to achieve its objective. 

3. Training programs should be supported that 
promote understanding and cooperation 
through the development of unified inter
disciplinary training for all elements of the 
Iowa criminal justice system. Those programs: 
a. Should provide for the instruction of law 

enforcement personnel in the functions 
of all criminal justice agencies in order 
to place the law enforcement role in 
proper perspective; 

b. Should encourage, wh~re appropriate, the 
participation of other criminal justice 
agencies in peace officer training; and 

c. Should encourage, where appropriate, 
peace officer participation in training 
given members of other criminal justice 
agencies. 

STANDARD 5.2 
Law Enforcement-Iowa Criminal Justice 
System Cooperation 

Every law enforcement agency immediately 
should insure its operational effectiveness in 
dealing with other elements of the Iowa criminal 
justice system. 
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1. Procedures should be developed in co
operation with local courts and prosecutors 
\0 allow on-duty officers to be on call whon 
subpenaed to testify In crlmlnol molters. 

2. Liaison should be developed and maintained 
with: 
a. Locl;ai courts and prosecutors to facili

tate the timely issuance of criminal com
plaints, and arraignment of prisoners; 

b. Juvenile courts to divert, in appropriate 
circumstances, juveniles from the juvenile 
justice system and to preserve confiden
tiality of proceedings to the greatest 
extent possible; 

c. Corrections agencies, including probation 
and parole, in order to exchange infor
mation on the status and activities of 
released persons who are still under 
sentence; and 

d. Other Federal, State, and local lawen
forcement agencies in order to arrange 
for the arrest and return of fugitives, to 
exchange information in criminal investi
gations, to estai.)lish joint plans for deal
ing with criminal conduct, and to share 
statistical and support services. 

3. Every law enforcement agency should, when 
possible, cooperate in the establishment of 
task force efforts with other criminal justice 
agencies and Federal, Siate, and local law 
enforcement agencies to deal with major 
crime problems. 

STANDARD 5.3 
Citation and Release On Own 
Recognizance 

Every law enforcement agency should make 
effective use of Iowa statutes permitting law 
enforcement agencies to issue written sum
monses and citations in lieu of physical arrest 
or prearraignment confinement. Agencies should 
also cooperate in programs that permit arraigned 
defendants to be released on their own recog
nizance in lieu of money bail in appropriate 
cases. 

1. Policies and procedures should be adopted 
that provide guidelines for the exercise of 
individual officer's discretion in the imple
mentation of State statutes that permit is
suance of citations and summonses in lieu 
of physical arrest or prearraignment confine
ment. 

2. All available steps should be taken to insure 
that at the time arraigned defendants are 



considered for pretrial release, their previous 
criminal history or present conditionai reo 
lease, if any, is documented and evaluated 
by the court in determining whether the de· 
fendants are released or confined pending 
trial. 

3. Special emphasIs should be placed on ex· 
peditiously serving all outstanding arrest 
warrants obtained by the agency, particularly 
those issued due to defendants failure to 
appear at court proceedings. 

STANDAFlD 5.4 
Criminal Case Followup 

Every law enforcement agency immediately 
should develop poliCies and procedures to follow 
up on the disposition of criminal cases in· 
itiated by the agency. This should be done in 
cooperation with local courts and prosecuting 
agencies. 

1. In cooperation with local courts and pro· 
secuting agencies, every law enforcement 
agency should provide for the administrative 
followup of selected criminal cases. Policies 
and procedures should be developed: 
a. To iden!ify criminal cases which, because 

of extenuating circumstances or the de· 
fendants' criminal histories, require spe· 
cial attention by the prosecuting agency; 
and 

b. To require an agency representative to 
attend personally all open judicial pro· 
ceedings related to these cases, and to 
maintain close personal liaison with as· 
signed prosecutors. 

2. All major criminal cases in which prosecuting 
agencies decline to prosecute or later cause 
to be dismissed should be administratively 
reviewed. That review: 
a. Should result in a referral of each such 

case to the concerned officer's com· 
manding officer for administrative action 
to correct any agency deficiencies which 
may have weakened the case; or 

b. Should result in a referral of each case 
to the prosecuting agency for that 
agency's action to correct any deficien· 
cies for which it may have been res· 
ponsible. 

3. Courts and prosecutltig agencies should be 
routinely encouraged to evaluate investiga· 
tions, case preparation, and the courtroom 
testimony of peace officers and to inform the 
law enforcement agency of those evaluations. 
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4. Every law enforcement agency, in addition 
to making information from its files available 
to other criminal justice agencies for reference 
in making diversion, sentencing, probation, 
and parole determinations, should include 
useful information that might include the 
effect the crime had on the victim and the 
likelihood of future crime resulting from the 
defendant's presence in the community. 

COMMENTARY 

System Coordination 
For the Iowa criminal justice system to meet 

its responsibility to the people of Iowa - keeping 
Iowa free of crime and disorder and extending 
fairness to those who become involved in the 
criminal justice system - all of its components 
must work together as a team. The success of 
one component in meeting its objectives cannot 
be assessed in isolation; any component evalua
tion must relate to the goals of the entire 
system. As brought out by the NAC, "[n]o element 
of the criminal justice system completely dis· 
charges its responsibility simply by achieving 
its own immediate objective. It must cooperate 
effectively with the system's other components." 
(NAC, Police, 70 (1973).) 

To insure that the functionaries of each com· 
ponent regard their task as part of the entire 
effort, and that their efforts are directed toward 
common goals and objectives, procedures should 
be implemented in every jurisdiction that will 
facilitate cooperation and coordination. Although 
it was noted by the conference participants that 
law enforcement organizations cannot, in isola· 
tion, implement this relationship, they are strong· 
Iy urged to encourage and support it in their 
jurisdictions. 

One means to reafize systemwide coordination 
and cooperation is through the establishment 
of a local criminal justice coordinating council. 
The conferees believed that such a council, to 
be viable, must be jointly formed by trle chief 
executives o~ each local criminal justice agency 
and local elected officials. The council should 
have as its overall objective the fair and effective 
disposition of all criminal cases and other more 
specific goals and activities related to crime 
prevention and reduction. Planning should also 
be undertaken; to this end, the participants agreed 
that the council should be responsible for the 
administration of crime control monies (I.E.A.A.) 
earmarked for their jurisdiction. It was remarked 
that the allocation of funds by this group would 



support inter-component planning, programs, 
and a better overall coordination of activities. 

It came to the attention of the participants 
that a formalized coordinating council may not 
be appropriate for many of Iowa's jurisdictions. 
Political rivalries or the nature of the juris
dIction itself may render such a tormalized ap
proach unworkable. For those jurisdictions that 
cannot implement a formalized coordinating coun
cil, it was recommended that, at the very least, 
coordination and cooperation be maintained on 
an informal basis. Conferees suggested that 
every law enforcement chief executive should 
confer regularly with the heads of the other 10-
cal criminal justice agencies. 

The law enforcement agency should play a 
major role in maintaining the coordination ne
cessary for the effective processing of criminal 
cases initiated by the agency. While the parti
Cipants indicated that trial delays are rarely 
caused by agency defiCiencies, law enforce
ment administrators should work with the other 
system components to insure that criminal cases 
can be processed from arrest to trial in 60 
days. 

Interdisciplinary training is also encouraged. It 
was remarked that much friction between the 
functionaries of the various system components 
was caused by a basic lack of understanding 
of the role of the other components. What results 
is that functionaries usually blame the other 
components for faults in the system. Inter
disciplinary training is encouraged to prevent 
misunderstandings and to help each functionary 
put his/her own role into a better perspective. 

Law Enforcment - System Relationship 

Standard 5.2 describes which specific inter
system relationships - and the functions the rela
tionships should serve - a law enforcement agency 
should maintain in order to work effectively in 
the Iowa criminal justice system. There was 
agreement among the conference participants 
that every law enforcement agency should devel
op and maintain liaison with the local courts 
and prosecutors, juvenile courts, corrections 
agencies, and other Federal, State, and local 
law enforcement agencies. 

It was observed by several of the conferees 
that the most important system relationship 
for an agency to maintain is with the local 
prosecutor's office. A poor or uncoordinated rela
tionship with the prosecutor, more than with any 
of the other system components, can have a 
deleterious impact upon the effectiveness of the 
entire criminal justice system. This relationship 
is addressed in depth later in this chapter's 
commentary. One issue to be raised at this point, 
however, regards the subpena of peace officers 
for theIr appearance and tesimony at criminal 
court proceedings. 
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The conference participants acknowledged that, 
in many ot Iowa's counties, there is little coor
dination between the county attorney's office 
and the local law enforcement agencies regard
ing court appearances by peace officers. It was 
related that peace officers are required to appear 
at court hours before they are needed;oftentime, 
cases are dismissed or continued without officer 
notification. The participants agreed that this sit· 
uation not only infuriates the involved officer 
but limits the already limited deployment and 
assignment flexibility of the agency. 

It was strongly recommended that effective 
procedures be developed in cooperation with the 
local courts and prosecutors to allow on-duty 
officers to be on call when subpenaed to test
ify in criminal matters. These procedures should 
insure that an officer be in court only when 
he/she is truly needed there. Such coordination 
will require continual communicatIon and full 
cooperation between the two offices. As pointed 
out by the participants, however, continual com
munication between the two offices may be dif
ficult in those jurisdictions served by part-time 
county attorneys. 

Citation and Release On Own Recognizance 
Law enforcement resources are poorly util

ized and arrested individuals are often need
lessly detained when peace officers are re
quired by departmental rules to take certain 
individuals into physical custody. In many arrest 
situations, when there is a very good likelihood 
that the arrestee will apear for court proceedings, 
the issuance of a citation in lieu of physical 
arrest or prearraignment confinement is a pre
ferable alternative. Inasmuch as Iowa statutes 
currently allow the issuance of citations for 
most felony offenses, the conference participants 
recommended that every law enforcement chief 
executive consider the use of citations for non
traffic offenses and develop agency policy, pro
cedures, and rules for its implementation. (IOWA 
CODE sec. 753.5 (1975}.) 

The conferees noted that law enforcement 
agencies serving the state's rural jurisdictions 
would be more apt to use citations. These 
agencies are usually understaffed and detaining 
persons for the preliminary arraignment com
pounds the problem. Additionally, law enforce
ment chief executives in these areas often are 
personally acquainted with the arrestee or hisl 
her family. In these Situations, the probability 
that the arrested individual will appear in court 
is very high. 

Conditions in the more urban jurisdictions 
of the state may not be as conducive to the issu
ance of citations. Participants remarked that the 
population in these areas are more mobile and 
individuals less well known; officers serving in 
urban jurisdictions already have difficulty in 
establishing an individual's true IdentIty In minor 



traffic offenses. Whereas a county sheriff can 
feel confident that a citation issued to a long
time resident for a felony offense will be l'lOn
ored, tile peace officer in a metropolitan area 
has no reason to believe that an arrestee will 
show up in court. 

Recognizing the potential abuses in the use 
of citations, the participants still urged all law 
enforcement chief executives to consider their 
use. It was noted that, even in the urban 
areas, the issuance of a citation for certain 
misdemeanor offenses is a realistic alternative 
fo a physical custody arrest. In either situation, 
citations for misdemeanors or for all offenses 
as authorized, comprehensive agency policy 
would be essential to provide guidance .to the 
officer in the issuance of citations. 

Criminal Case Followup 
A law enforcement agency's involvement in 

the prosecution of criminal defendants should 
not end at the time of the preliminary arraign
ment. Conference participants contended that 
agency involvement is essential throughout the 
subsequent adjudicatory and correctional pro
cesses. Not only should the law enforcement 
agency provide information and insight to assist 
prosecutors, judges, and correctional authorities 
in making decisions, but more importantly, should 
maintain liaison with the system's components 
to insure that its own operations are consistent 
with the system's goals and objectives. More 
specifically, it is essential that law enforcement 
administrators be aware that their local prose
cutor can effectively prosecute cases originated 
by the agency and, if not, why. 

The NAC further expounds upon the value of 
continued law enforcement involvement in the 
processing of criminal defendants: 

Sequential processing of defendants through 
the criminal justice system has contributed 
to the common but erroneous belief that, 
except for appearance as witnesses, the 
[law enforcement] function ends when a 
criminal complaint is issued. This belief 
thwarts efforts to improve tile efectiveness 
of the criminal justice system. The concept 
of a criminal justice system requires that 
[law enforcement] have a greater influence 
on the overall processes than merely ser
ving as the system's intake point. (NAC, 
Police, 86 (1973).) 

It was stated at the conference that such 
a relationship between Iowa law enforcement and 
the other system components was virtually non
existent in most of tile state's jurisdictions. 
Breakdown of communication, particularly be
tween local law enforcement and their respective 
prosecutors; was identified as a chronic problem 
regardless <:')t the community's size or the full
or part-time status of the county attorney. Con
ferees remarked that law enforcement admin-
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istrators are neither asked for advice nor allowed 
to provide meaningful input; are usually not 
informed of case dispositions in a timely manner; 
are rarely informed why criminal charges are 
dismissed or plea-negotiation is permitted; or, 
if ineffective agency operations are responsi
ble for unsuccessful prosecution, what the agen
cy should do to correct investigatory or case 
preparation deficiencies that may have weakened 
the case. 

For these reasons, the conferees strongly urged 
every law enforcement chief executive to seek 
the implementation of Standard 5.4, Criminal 
Case Followup. Local courts and prosecutors 
should also impiement complementary standards 
located in the Iowa Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goais for Courts document. Special atten
tion should be paid by both the law enforce
ment agency and the prosecutor to cases which 
involve extenuating circumstances or defendants 
with lengthy criminal histories. Major criminal 
cases originating from the agency should be 
administratively reviewed when the county at
torney fails to prosecute or later causes to be 
dismissed. More commonplace felony prosecu
tions, such as breaking and entering and lar
ceny, should also be reviewed. It was observed 
that, due to the massive number of these 
cases, there is little coordination between the 
county attorney and the agency in their case 
preparation. 

Inasmuch as law enforcement must make every 
effort to alleviate their deficienCies, they should 
not condone prosecutorial deficiencies that 
weaken cases originating from the agency. There 
was agreement that it is incumbent upon every 
law enforcement chief executive to contact 
the county attorney if he/she believes that pro
blems exist in the prosecutor's operations. 

In developing procedures to establish criminal 
case followup capabilities, it was suggested that 
a court-liaison officer be considered. This peace 
officer would serve as the law enforcement 
representative during judicial proceedings and 
would provide meaningful feedback to the a
gency. If a department cannot support such a 
full-time officer, the participants encouraged 
agencies, on a countywide basis, to employ one 
to serve the law enforcement-court liaison needs 
of the participating agencies. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.5. 



ChapJter Six 

Recruitment 

Goal: E'very law enforcement organization 
has a readily available supply of qualified 
applicants from which to select for employ
ment 
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STANDARD 6.1 
Peace Officer Recruiting 

Every law enforcement agency should insure 
the availability of qualified applicants to fill 
peace officer positions by aggressively recruit· 
ing applicants when qualified candidates are 
not readily available. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should ad· 
minister its own recruitment program. The 
agency should assign to specialized recruit· 
ment activities employees who are thoroughly 
familiar with the policies and procedures of 
the agency and with the ideals and practices 
of professional law enforcement. 

2. The testing agency's applicQtion and testing 
procedures should be designed to facilitate 
the applicant's access to the selection pro· 
cess. The initial application form should be 
a short, simple record of the minimum in· 
formation necessary to initiate the selection 
process. 

3. All agency personnel should be involved in 
the recruiiment and selection process. 

4. Professional assistance-such as that ava lI
able in advertising, media, and public r(;iia~ 
tions firms-should be sought to research 
and develop increasingly effective recruit
ment methods. 

5. The effectiveness of all recruitment methods 
should be continually evaluated so that suc· 
cessful methods may be emphasized and 
unsuccessful ones discarded. 

STANDARD 6.2 
Protected Classes/Affirmative Action 

Every law enforcement agency should insure 
that it presents no artificial or arbitrary barriers
cultural or institutional-to discourage qualified 
individuals from seeking employment or from 
being employed as peace officers or civilian 
employees. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should engage 
in positive efforts to employ protected class 
members. As defined by law, protected 
classes consist of certain racial·ethnic minority 
groups; women; members of certain ages, 
religions, creeds, or color; and the physically 
or mentally handicapped. 

2. The effectiveness of protected class reo 
cruitment methods should be continually 
evaluated so that successful methods are 
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emphasized and unsuccessful ones discarded, 
3. Affirmative action should be tal(sn to fill 

vacancies; all applicants should have an 
equal opportunity to compete. 

COMMENTARY 
Only recently have peace officer positions in 

Iowa become attractive enough to insure most 
departments a surplus of potentially qualified 
applicants to fill agency vacancies. Conference 
participants attributed this situation to the "new" 
law enforcement image created by the media 
and the scarcity of positions for college grad
uates in their academic field. Even though the 
lack of qualified applicants was not viewed as 
a serious problem at the present time, all de
partments were encouraged to develop their own 
recruitment program. Agencies should not be 
complacent because they have a surplus of 
applicants; recruitment efforts should be directed 
at attracting the most qualified members of the 
community. 

It cama to the attention of the conferees that 
existing civil service law may impede an agen
cy's recruitment efforts. In jurisdictions subject 
to statutory civil service requirements, employ
ment eligibility lists may be valid for an inde
finite period. Consequently, entrance exams may 
be offered infrequently at irregular intervals. 
Such a situation precludes continuous active 
recruitment in that potential applicants have little 
incentive to wait for the next examination. 

Protected Classes/Affirmative Action 

To insure that the composition of a lawen
forcement agency's personnel complement is 
representative of the jurisdiction it serves, every 
law enforcement chief executive and governing 
body should take the necessary steps to insure 
that no artificial or arbitrary barriers-cultural or 
institutional-discourage qualified individuals 
from seeking employment or from being employ
ed. In particular, groups of individuals, known as 
protected classes, should have equal opportunity 
to compete for agency positions. Since these 
classes have traditionally not been represented 
in law enforcement, affirmative action should be 
taken to encourage these individuals into the 
profession. 

Participants observed that members of protected 
classes have either been excluded or dissuaded 
from law enforcement careers due to assump
tions concerning the law enforcement role and 
function. Arbitrary, non-job related selection re
quirements, based upon unfounded beliefs of 
what was necessary to function effectively as a 
peace officer, often prevented qualified protected 
class members from employment. This is parti
cularly the situation with ti1e employment of 



women. Perceived agency attitudes, such as 
racial discrimination, have also dissuaded many 
minority group members from seeking employ
ment. Conferees advocated that every law en
forcement chief executive should insure that 
these or other barriers are not present in his/her 
agency's, or the jurisdiction's testing agency's, 
selection, assignment, deployment, or promo
tional system. 

Action should also be taken to employ mem
bers of protected classes who are unable to 
meet peace officer selection standards. As set 
forth in Standard 11.1, Civilian Employees, many 
agency positions occupied by sworn officers can 
be more cost-effectively staffed with civilians. 
Handicapped or elderly individuals should have 
an equal opportunity to compete for these 
civilian positions if their specific handicap can
not be shown to be jOb-related. 

While the conferees cOMended that protected 
class members should be allowed to compete 
on an equal basis for positions they are quali
fied for, it was their belief that they must meet 
the basic position requirements. Selection stan
dards should not be lowered to permit protect
ed class members into an agency. There was 
agreement, however, that agency administrators 
should award special credit, in the selection pro
cess, to protected class members if they possess 
abilities or skills deemed necessary or pre
ferred for the position in question. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 13.1. . 
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Chapter Seven 

Selection 

Goal: Every law enforcement organization 
maintains a selection system which insures 
that only those applicants with the neces· 
sary skills, abilities, and personal char· 
acteristics are selected for employment. 
The criteria used for screening applicants 
is task·related and non·arbitrary in nature. 
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STANDARD 7.1 
Minimum Age 

The Iowa State Legislature should raise the 
minimum age for peace officer positions to 
21 years of age. 

STANDARD 7.2 
The Selection Process 

Every peace officer testing agency should 
employ a formal written process for the selec· 
~ion of quali!ied applicants. This process should 
mclud~ a written test of job·related mental ability 
or .apt~tude, an oral int~rview, a physical ex· 
ammatlon, a psychological examination and 
an in·depth background investigation. ' 

1. Applicants' mental ability should be measured 
through the use of job·related ability or 
aptitude tests rather than general aptitude 
tests. These job·related ability tests should 
meet the requirements of the Federal Equal 
Employment Commission guidelines. 

2. The results of psychological testing should 
not be used as a positive predictor of later 
performance within law enforcement until 
scientific research establishes the validity 
and reliability of such a predictor. 

3. An in·depth background investigation of every 
applicant should be conducted by the law 
enforcement agency prior to employment. 
!he p<?lici~s and procedures governing these 
investigatIOns at least should insure that: 
a. To the extent practicable, investigations 

are based on personal interviews with all 
persons who have valuable knowledge 
of the applicant; 

b. The polygraph examination may be used 
with a competent examiner where ap· 
propriate, but should not be allowed to 
substitute for a field investigation; 

c. The rejection of applicants is job related; 
and 

d. Peace officer applicants are not disquali. 
fied on the basis of arrest or convic· 
tion records alone, without consideration 
of circumstances and disposition. 

4. No more than 12 weeks should pass from 
the time of initial application to final deter· 
mination of employability; applicants should 
be kept notified of the results of each major 
step in the selection process. 
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STANDARD 7.3 
Educational Requirements 

Recognizing the inadequacies of existing edu· 
cational selection standards, the Iowa Law En· 
forcement Academy should conduct a state· 
wide task·analysis study from which standards 
of knowledge, skills, abilities, and personal char· 
acteristics can be developed. 

1. The Iowa State Legislature should immediately 
provide financial support for the I.LE.A. task· 
analysis study. 

2. Every law enforcement agency should require 
as a condition of initial employment a high 
school diploma or its equivalent. 

3. Any minimum college education require· 
ments for initial employment, such as an 
associate or baccalaureate degree, be post· 
poned until the I.L.E.A. task·analysis study 
is completed. 

COMMENTARY 
To develop and retain competent and qualified 

peace officers uniformly throughout Iowa, both 
the conference participants and the National 
Advisory Commission agreed that a statewide 
commission should have the authority to establish 
minimum selection standards for peace officers. 
Iowa has already recognized this need and has 
delegated this responsibility to the Iowa Law 
Enforcement Academy Council (Code of Iowa 
Sec. aO.B). The conferees unanimously supported 
the Council's activities and asserted that, even 
in light of recent civil litigation pertaining to the 
mandated selection criteria, the Council should 
continue to be allowed great flexibility and auto· 
nomy in the development of minimum selection 
requirements for peace officers. 

Minimum Age 

The only current minimum selection require· 
ment which the conferees did not wholly en· 
dorse was that of minimum age. Current State 
law permits individuals who are eighteen years 
of age to be employed as peace officers; the 
conferees strongly urged the Iowa State Legis· 
lature to raise this minimum age to 21. 

It was observed that, although an eighteen year 
old may be competent and qualified to perform 
the peace officer function, the general public 
would not, in many situations, recognize their 
sworn authority. Due to their obvious youth, 
conferees commented that in attempting to exer· 
cise their legislated authority, they may serve to 
inflame an already troublesome situation. An ex· 



ample given was that of a domestic disturbance 
where the attitude of the husband would be, 
"go away kid, you're bothering me." 

In that the possible benefits to be gained 
from the employment of 18-20 year olds was 
perceived as more than offset by its probable 
liabilities, the conference participants saw little 
reason to keep the minimum age at 18. 

SelElction Procedures 
Whether the selection process is the respon

sibility of the locale's civil service commission 
or of the agency's administration, selection pro
cedures should insure that only the best qual
ified applicants are chosen for law enforcement 
employment. Conference participants proposed 
that selection should be determined solely by 
the individual qualifications of the applicants 
and not on the number of vacancies the agency 
is seeking to fill. As stated by the NAC, the 
selection process should be approached posi
tively: 

Law enforcement agencies should seek to 
identify and employ the best candidates 
available rather than being content with 
disqualifying the unfit. The policy of merely 
eliminating the least qualified results in 
mediocrity because it allows marginal appli
cants to be employed along with the most 
qualified. The benefits of a positive selec
tion policy are seen in a lower rate of 
personnel turnover, fewer disciplinary pro
blems, higher morale, and better community 
relations. (NAC, Police, 320 (1973).) 

In formulating selection procedures, the con
ferees observed that, while the selection criteria 
should disqualify unfit or marginal candidates, 
they should not be so restrictive as to disqual
ify individuals who possess the potential to 
become superior officers. It was remarked 
that qualified applicants have often been dis
qualified due to some arbitrary requirement such 
as their failure on a written exam that may ~ot be 
jOb-related. To alleviate this problem, all written 
examinations utilized to disqualify applicants, 
measuring either mental ability or aptitude, must 
be job-related. Similary, all arbitrary physical stan
dards that fail to meet the same job-related cri
teria should be abolished. 

In addition to written examinations. all appli
cants should undergo an oral interview, a physi
cal examination, a psychological examination, 
and an in-depth background investigation. The 
conference participants recommended that these 
steps in the selection process be conducted 
in the most cost-effective sequence by the most 
appropriate unit of government. The steps that 
eliminate the greatest number of applicants 
should occur at tne beginning of the process; 
the most costly and time consuming, such as 
background investigations, should be one of the 
final steps before the list of qualified applicants 
is prepared. 
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Many of the participants expressed concern 
that their civil service commissions place 
applicants' names on employment lists prior 
to conducting the background investigation. It 
was remarked that, on at least one occasion, 
an applicant with an extensive felony conviction 
history was approved for peace officer employ
ment by the local commission. 

The utility of psychological testing devices 
to predict later performance within law enfor
cement was discussed in-depth by the partici
pants. There was general agreement that some 
currently available psychological examinations 
could alert the agency to some behavior problem 
and could provide other useful information if 
conducted by a qualified psychologist. However, 
it was the considered opinion of the partici
pants that such exams should not be used 
to arbitrarily disqualify applicants until scientific 
research establishes the validity and relia::>ility 
of such predictors. In the event that the re
sults of psychological exams are given greater 
weight than the other selection criteria, it is im
perative that only a highly qualified psychologist, 
familiar with psychological testing procedures, 
be permitted to conduct and evaluate the exam
inations. 

Entry-Level Educational Requirements 
Of all the law enforcement issues consi

dered during the course of the conferences, 
that dealing with minimum formal educational 
requirements for entry-level peace officer posi
tions generated the greatest differences of opin
ion between the NAC and the partiCipants and 
among the participLnts themselves. Whereas 
the NAC recommended a timetable that would 
require a minimum of a four-year baccalaureate 
degree in the early 1980's, the conferees ques
tioned the need for any formal educational 
credentials beyond the high school diploma. 

Many different arguments, both pro and con, 
regarding post-secondary educational standards 
for entry-level peace officer positions were brought 
forth by the conferees. Those supporting post
secondary requirements-either one year of college 
level study, a two-year associate of arts degree, 
or a baccalaureate degree-argued that: 1) peace 
officers should be as well educated as the 
average member of the community and a high
school degree is now well below the norm; 
2) individuals attending or who have attended 
college have proven their ability to stick with 
something for a period of time; 3) the attainment 
of a post-secondary degree is proof that the in
dividual is able to learn, understand, and com
prehend; 4) the agency's prestige in the commu
nity is immeasurably enhanced when its officers 
are college graduates; and 5) the college en
vironment imparts the social and communication 
skills needed to work effectively with people. 
These positions were not unlike those taken 
by the NAC as the rationale for the baccalau
reate requirements. 



The chief opponents to a post-secondary ed
ucational requirement contended that, not only 
is a college level education unnecessary and 
unrelated to the position's duties and responsi
bilities, but to assume a degree holder possesses 
certain personality traits or academic skills and 
abilities is erroneous. These conferees asserted 
that to be a good peace officer, he/she must 
inherently possess certain skills, abilities, and 
personal characteristics, sucil as common sense 
and compassion, tilat cannot be learned in 
school. As related by one participant, " ... 1 would 
like to see a man entering law enforcement 
who has been in the service, kicked around a 
little and has had his teeth kicked in, and has 
had a little college; they know what life is 
about." Another expressed a similar sentiment: -

Peace officers don't deal with upright hon
est citizens. They deal with people who 
have trouble, maybe the same kind they had, 
and can better understand and relate to 
them. What is important is the level of 
performance, whether or not it was gained 
through formal education or by going out 
into the real 'Norld for life experiences. 

Clearly, an individual with a post-secondary 
academic degree can be a good peace officer 
if he/she possesses the necessary personal char
acteristics, abilities, and skills. Indeed, all of the 
conferees agreed that a good officer would be a 
better one after attending college. It was argued, 
however, that to arbitrarily demand a certain level 
of post-secondary education prior to employment 
is to disqualify individuals who may have the 
potential to become superior peace officers. This 
position was endorsed by the majority of the 
conferees. 

One of the strongest arguments in support 
of coliege level requirements was that the con
temporary peace officer must be able to com
prehend, interpret, and put into action agency 
policies, rules, and procedures, rules of evidence, 
laws of search and seizure, and laws of arrest. 
To successfully perform these tasks, it was 
argued, advanced mental abilities and aptitudes 
are required. Supposedly, the same academk: 
abilities are needed to complete post-secondary 
studies. Opponents to the educational require
ment agreed that such advanced mental abilities 
are necessary for the effective performance of 
the contemporary peace officer role. It was their 
contention, however, that an individual who has 
attained a degree does not inherently possess 
such mental abilities. 

Opponents to post-secondary educational re
quirements related that the actual value, or 
worth, of the recently acquired post-secondary 
degree is questionable. Many schools in Iowa, 
it was observed, have lowered their course 
requirements to attract as mahy persons as 
possible into their academic programs. Conferees 
acknowledged that this is particularly true with 
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academic programs designed for law enforce
ment personnel. 

The devaluation of the academic degree is 
further compounded when the school awards 
academic credit for law enforcement training. 
(See Standard 12.8, Academic Credit for Training.) 
Even those conferees in support of higher edu
cational requirement for peace officers conceded 
that, due to the present abuses in the system, 
academic degrees are unreliable indicators of 
an applicant's ability to comprehend, learn, and 
relate. As mentioned by a participant, "Reliance 
upon academic credentials for selection will only 
insure the agency administrators that their force 
consists of a high percentage of degree holders." 

After carefully weighing all the arguments, it 
was the cC'nference participant's decision that a 
more direct means to evaluate each applicant's 
potential was necessary. It was decided that 
the first step in this process should be a state
wide task-analysis study. This study, ClS envi
sioned by the conferees, would be used to de
velop standards of knowledge, skills, abilities, 
and personal characteristics upon which selec
tion criteria could be more realistically based. 
The standards resulting from the study would 
reflect the proper role of the peace officer, 
which is not always consistent with its present 
function. It was mutually agreed that this study 
should be conducted by the Iowa Law Enforce
ment Academy with financial support from the 
Iowa State Legislature. In that this study will 
take a number of years to tomplete, and the 
subsequent development of selection criteria 
will entail an additional period of time, the con
ferees strongly urged the State Legislature to 
take immediate action. 

Although the participants believed that all 
selection standards must be shown to be task 
related, it was decided that minimum educational 
requirement of a high school diploma, or a 
G.E.D., remain unchanged. It was the considered 
opinion of the conferees that anyone with the 
desire and ability to be a peace officer should 
be capable of acquiring a G.E.D .. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 13.4, 13.5, 15.1. 
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Chapter Eight 

Internal Discipline 

Goal: The social environment of the law 
enforcement agency supports and rewards 
self.discipline. If misconduct is alleged, 
swift, certain, and fair action will be taken 
by the law enforcement chief executive. 
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STANDARD 8.1 
Foundation for Internal Discipline 

Every law enforcement agency immediately 
should formalize policies, procedures, and rules 
in written form for the administration of internal 
discipline. The internal discipline system should 
be based on essential fairness, but not bound by 
formal procedures or proceedings such as are 
used in criminal trials. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should es·· 
tablish written procedures for the admin· 
istration of internal discipline and an ap
propriate summary of those procedures 
should be made public. 

2. The law enforcement chief executive should 
have ultimate responsibility for the admin· 
istration of internal discipline in his/her 
agency. 

3. Every employee at the time of employment 
should be given written rules for conduct and 
appearance. They should be stated in brief, 
understandable language. These rules and 
regulations may be drafted with assistance 
from employees. 

4. The policies, procedures, and rules governing 
employee misconduct and the administration 
of discipline should be strengthened by 
incorporating them in training programs and 
promotional examinations, and by encouraging 
employee participation in the disciplinary 
system. 

STANDARD 8.2 
Commendation and Complaint Reception 

Every law enforcement agency should irrunedi-
~tely implement procedures for receiving com· 
mendations and complaints regarding employee 
c.onduct. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should, with 
appropriate publicity, inform the public that' 
commendations and complaints will be reo 
ceived and acted upon by the agency. 

2. Every person who commends the performance 
of an individual peace officer in writing 
should receive a personal Il~tter of acknow
ledgement. 

3. The making of a complaint should not be 
accompanied by fear of reprisal or harass· 
ment. Every person making a complaint 
should receive verification that his/her com· 
plaint is being processed by the agency. 
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This receipt should contain a general de· 
scription of the investigative process and 
appeal provisions. 

4. The results of the investigation should be 
made known to the complainant or the alleged 
victim of peace officer misconduct. 

5. Procedures should be developed that will 
Insure that all complaints and commendations, 
whether from an external or Internal scurce, 
are permanently and chronologically recorded 
in a central record. The procedure should 
insure that the agency's chief executive or 
his/her assistant is made aware of every 
complaint without delay. 

STANDARD 8.3 
Investigative Responsibility 

Every law enforcement chief executive immediately 
should insure that the Investigation of all cOm
plaints from the public, and all allegations of 
criminal conduct and serious Internal misconduct, 
are either personally conducted or conducted by 
a specialized individual or unit of the involved_ 
agency. This. person or unit sh~!:Ild be directly 
respoilsible to the agency's chief executive or the 
assistant chief executive. Minor internal mis· 
conduct may be investigated by first line super· 
visors, and these investigations should be sub· 
ject to internal review. 

1. The existence or size of this specialized unit 
should be consistent with the demands of 
the workload. 

2. The assistance of prosecuting agencies 
should be obtained during investigations of 
criminal allegations and other cases where 
the chief executive concludes that the public 
interest would best be served by such par· 
ticipation. 

3. Speci~lized units for complaint investigation 
should employ a strict rotation policy limiting 
assignment$ to 18 months. 

STANDARD 8.4 
Investigation Procedures 

Every law enforcement agency immediately 
should insure that internal discipline complaint 



investigations· are-'performedwith-fhegreatesr
possible skill. 

1. Formal procedures should be established for 
investigating minor internal misconduct al· 
legations. These procedures should be 
designed to insure swift, fair, and efficient 
correcalon of minor disciplinary problems. 

2. Every Investigator of Internal discipline com· 
plaints should conduct Investigations In a 
manner that best reveals the facts while 
preserving the dignity of all persons and 
maintaining the co'nfidential nature of the 
investigation. 

3. Every law enforcement agency should pro· 
vide-at the time of employment, and again, 
prior to the specific investigation-ali em· 
ployees with a written statement of their 
duties and rights when they are the subject 
of an internal discipline investigation. 

4. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
have the legal authority during an internal 
discipline investigation to relieve agency 
employees from their duties when it is in the 
best interests of the public and the agency. 
An agency employee normally should be 
reliE/ved from duty whenever he/she is under 
inve:stigation for a crime, corruption, or selious 
mis/conduct when the proof is evident and 
the pn3sumption is great, or when he/she 
is physlically or mentally unable to perform 
his/her duties satisfactorily. 

5. InvestiSlators should use all available in· 
vestigative tools that can reasonably be used 
to determine the facts and secure necessary 
evidence during an internal discipline in· 
vestigation. The polygraph should be ad· 
ministered to employees by a qualified poly· 
grapher only at the express approval of the 
law enforcement chief executive. 

6. All internal discipline investigations should 
be concluded 30 days from the date the 
complaint is made unless an extension is 
granted by the chief executive of the agency. 
The complainant and the accused employee 
should be notified of any delay. 

STANDARD 8.5 
Adjudication 

Every law enforcement agency should insure 
that pro'visions are established to allow the law 
enforcement chief executive ultimate authority in 
the adjudication of internal discipline complaints, 
subject only to appeal through the courts or 
established civil service bodies, and review by 
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responsible legal and governmental entitles. 
1. A complaint disposition should be classified 

as sustained, not sustained, exonerated, 
unfounded, or misconduct not based on the 
original complaint. 

2. Adjudication and-if. warranted-disciplin
ary action should be based partially on rec
ommendations of the Involved employee's 
Immediate supervlsoi. 

3. Employees should be allowed to appeal a 
law enforcement chief executive's decision. 
The agency should not provide the resources 
or funds for appeal. 

4. Written policy should be established on the 
retention of internal discipline complaint 
investigation rel?orts. Only the reports of 
sustained and-If appealed-upheld investi
gations should become a part of the ac
cused employee's pvfsonne.1 folder. All dis
ciplinary investigations should be kept con
fidential. 

5. Administration adjudication of internal dis· 
cipline complaints involving a violation of law 
should neither depend on nor curtail criminal 
prosecution. Regardless of the administra· 
tive adjudication, every agency should refer 
all complaints that involve violations of law 
to the prosecuting agency for the decision 
to prosecute criminally. Peace officers 
should not be treated differently from other 
members of the community in cases involving 
violations of law. 

SYANDARD 8.6 
Positive Prevention of Misconduct' 

Every law enfOf!;ement chief executive should 
insure Jhat there is a general atmosphere that 
rewards self·discipline within the agency. He/She 
rmmedlately should seek and develop programs 
and techniques that will minimize the potential 
for employee misconduct. These may include: 

1. Analysis of the causes of employee mis· 
conduct through special interviews with 
employees involved in misconduct incidents 
and study of the performance records of 
selected employees; 

2. General training in the avoidance of mis· 
conduct incidents for all employees and 
special training for employees experiencing 
special problems; 

3. Referral to psychiatrists, clergy, and other 
professionals whose expertise may be val· 
uable; and 

4. Application of peer group influence. 



COMMENTARY 

Due, in part, to the authority, duties, and 
responsibilities afforded the law enforcement 
component of the criminal justice system, Iowa's 
peace officers have traditionally been expected 
to adhere to stringent standards of discipline. 
The misbehavior, or misconduct, of one or several 
officers within an agency can severely affect the 
public's image, and the public's trust, of the 
entire law enforcement organization. Personal 
integrity is not only demanded by the public but 
is a prerequisite for the effective delivery of 
services and the attainment of the agency's goals 
and objectives. To maintain the personal integrity 
of every agency employee, conference participants 
recommended that all law enforcement agencies 
in Iowa implement an internal discipline system 
which is swift, certain, and fair. As explained by 
the National Advisory Commission: 

Public support will be strengthened by pro
tecting them from peace officer misconduct 
and corruption through the changing of 
inadequate agency policies and procedures, 
and the correction or removal of employees 
guilty of misconduct. Law enforcement 
chief executives agree that discipline-posi
tive or negative-is good for an organiza
tion; it assists in establishing the prestige of 
the organization in the specific occupational 
field and the general community, in main
taining effective agency performance and 
preserving employee morale. An inadequate 
discipline system many times will produce 
the opposite effect on an organization. (NAC, 
Police, 469 (1973).) 

It came to the attention of the conferees that, 
all too often, Iowa's law enforcement chief exe
cutives have not exercised strong leadership in 
their department's internal discipline system. 
Rather than tal<e a strong posture in insuring 
that internal discipline is maintained, many rely 
upon the local governing officials to accept, 
investigate, and adjudicate complaints alleging 
employee misconduct. It was remarked that 
others purposely overlook problems in the hope 
that they will correct themselves. The conferees 
found this situation to be unacceptable. Every 
law enforcement chief executive should imme
diately take control over his/her agency's internal 
discipline system, exercise strong leadership in 
its administration, and be ultimately responsible 
for the discipline of his/her employees. "It is 
clearly in the interest of the chief executive to 
initiate effective change in their administration 
of internal discipline. Otherwise, public or em
ployee organization groups, or court decisions in 
civil litigation, may force executives to follow a 
course other than the one they would have chosen, 
and thus diminish their control over the agency." 
(NAC, Police, 470 (1973).) 
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Foundation for Internal Discipline 
To maintain the public's and the agency em

ployee's confidence in the internal discipline 
system, its administration must be based upon a 
formal, written foundation. The conferees believed 
that not only must the public have confidence In 
the chief executive's ability to Insure internal 
order and peace officer accountability, but also 
the officers themselves must be aware that 
misbehavior will not be condoned. Yet, when 
innocent of wrongdoing, they will be protected 
against false accusations. S9 that all parties 
know what is expected of them-the public, the 
agency administration, and the employees-they 
must be made familiar with the system's policies, 
procedures, and rules. 

All employees at the time of employment should 
be given written rules for conduct and appearance 
as well as their rights and duties when the subject 
of an internal discipline investigation. The rules 
and procedures of the system should also be 
incorporated into inservice training programs and 
into promotional exams. 

The law enforcement chief executive should 
insure that the public is kept informed through 
the dissemination of an appropriate summary of 
the department's internal discipline system. 

In their discussion, the conferees related that 
employee organizations are seeking and receiving 
greater involvement in the internal discipline 
process. In particular, the traditional pOlicies and 
rules governing employee conduct are being 
challenged. It was the considered opinion of the 
participants that this input could he very beneficial 
if the chief executive did not lose his/her authority 
m/er the direction and control of the system. For 
this reason, law enforcement chief executives are 
strongly urged to immediately initiate any neces
s~ry changes in their agency's existing internal 
discipline system. Furthermore, they Should be 
directly involved in any negotiations with employee 
organizations that may result in the loss of 
executive control over the system. 

Complaint Reception 
No matter how will established an agency's 

internal discipline system is, it cannot be respon
sive to the community unless a formal complaint 
reception procedure is developed and maintained. 
The conferees commented that the public will 
only have confidence in their law enforcement 
organization if they believe that appropriate action 
will be taken when a complaint is received, and 
that placing a complaint will not be accompanied 
by reprisal or harassment. As described by the 
NAC, "Unless the public is convinced that an 
agency is truly receptive to complaints, it will 
not participate in the system." (NAC, POlice, 447 
(1973).) For these reasons, the conferees proposed 
that every agency establish procedures and policies 
for receiving complaints alleging employee mis
conduct. 



In discussing the current situation in Iowa, the 
participants observed tl1at the people of the state 
are, for the most part, not afraid of complaining 
about peace officers. What was identified as a 
problem, however, was that complainants often 
dealt directly with the jurisdiction's governing 
officials or the local civil rights or human rights 
commission. This was considered to be un
desirable. It was believed that circumventing the 
preferred complaint reception process undermined 
the credibility of the agency and its chief ex
ecutive as well as politicizing a single employee's 
misbehavior. The conferees recommended the 
implementation of the procedures outlined in 
Standard 8.2 to resolve this problem. 

The conference participants proposed that an 
agency's complaint reception system should 
have high visibility. All persons filing a com
plaint should receive a written receipt and 
description of the department's internal discipline 
system. Only in departments where the chief 
executive personally handles the entire internal 
disCipline system-usually in rural areas-may 
complaint reception be acknowledged orally. All 
complainants should be notified of the final 
disposition of the investigation, appeal procedures, 
and any disciplinary action taken. Participants 
found that discussing the complaint and the 
disposition with the complainant would be a very 
worthwhile policy in that many complaints stem 
directly from the public's lack of knowledge of 
the peace officer's role. Contrary to an opinion 
expressed by a few conferees, the majority of 
participants believed that discussing a disposition 
wtlich entailed disciplinary action does not lower 
the prestige of the agency or humiliate the pe
nalized officer in the public's eye. It was predicted 
that the integrity of a law enforcement agency 
could only be heightened by openly disclosing 
which employees were disciplined and for what 
reason. 

Complete records of all complaints, investi
gations, and dispositions should be kept by the 
chief executive in a central file. Only sustained 
complaints should be kept in the employee's 
personnel file. Procedures should be established 
to insure that the chief executive or his/her 
assistant be informed immediately of all serious 
allegations and, periodically, of those of non
serious misbehavior. It was called to the attention 
of the group that while many non-serious com
plaints are of a ridiculous nature- "The officer 
did not wave to me as I drove by this morning"
they may also be indicative of deep-rooted 
disCiplinary problems. Particularly in those depart
ments where non-serious complaints have tra
ditionally been handled in an informal manner by 
the supervisory line staff, the chief executive ma)' 
not be able to recognize a potentially serious dis
ciplinary problem until it adversely affects agency 
operations. 
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Investigative Responsibility 
Whether a single Individual or a unit is respon

sible for Investigating allegations of employee 
misconduct depends upon the resources of the 
agency and the nature or seriousness of the 
al.leged offense.. In that only a few of Iowa's law 
enforcement agencies have the workload to sup
port full-time specialized units to perform this 
function, virtually all agencies in the State either 
rely upon the chief executive, command level 
personnel, the supervisory staff, or, in the smallest 
jurisdictions, the mayor or another appropriate 
elected official. There was strong agreement 
that, while such investigations must be kept in
house (civilian review boards are highly discour
aged), law enforcement administrators and gov
erning bodies should be made aware of potentia! 
abuses which may arise. 
- .. The-'greatest fau-It -in the- present system is' 
that, due to the limited personnel resources in 
most law enforcement agencies in Iowa, the 
peace officer responsible for the investigation may 
be personally involved in the alleged misconduct. 
Conference participants mentioned that officers 
have been responsible for conducting investi
gations concerning their own misconduct. This 
situation can occur with the agency's chief 
executive as well as with command and super
visory personnel. 

It was highly recommended that either the law 
enforcement chief executive or the local governing 
body take the appropriate action to insure that 
this situation cannot occur. When it appears 
apparent that an impartial investigation cannot 
be conducted by the department, the conferees 
proposed that an external law enforcement entity, 
such as the Bureau of Criminal Investigation, be 
asked to intervene. 

A similar problem resulting from a limited 
personnel pool concerns the length of time an 
officer is aSSigned to intemal discipline investi
gation activities. It was related that the potential 
for coverup exists whenever one officer is re
sponsible for conducting investigations over a 
period of time. While a periodic rotation of inves
tigative responsibility may not be a feasible 
solution for most medium size and smaller 
aQencies, all jurisdictions are urged to develop 
some form of fail-safe procedures to prevent an 

. individual's prolonged aSSignment to the internal 
discipline investigation function. At the very 
least, the conferees suggested a periodic review 
of all investigations stemming from allegations of 
employee misconduct. 

To insure that investigations are professionally 
conducted and that all relevant facts are made 
known prior to adjudication, all officers respon
sible for conducting internal discipline investi
gations should be provided with the necessary 
training. 



Adjudication of Complaints 
The final phasl'l in an agency's Internal discipline 

system is the adjudicatory process. At this time, 
the agency's chief executive takes into con· 
sideration the available facts of the allegation 
and determines whether the accused employee 
did, in fact, act improperly and-if warranted-
what disciplinary action should be taken. Both the 
conferees and the NAC recognized the crucial na
ture of this phase: 

The adjudication or final disposition of-com· 
plaints gives the law enforcement chief 
executive the opportunity to make plain, 
through sanctions, that he/she will not to/· 
erte employee misconduct. Equally im· 
portant, in cases where complaints are not 
sustained, theadjudication a//ows the agency 
to defend the conduct of its employees. 

It is essential that all parties involved in the 
incident feel they have had an opportunity 
to be heard, and that the adjudication pro· 
cess weighs all available data. The com· 
plainant, the witnesses and the accused 
employee should be encouraged to parti· 
cipate in the process that leads to a final 
decision, even though that decision is the 
responsibility of the law enforcement chief 
executive. (NAC, Police, 488 (1973).) 

To realize an effective and equitable adjudica· 
tory component, the participants recommended 
that alf agencies implement the procepures de· . 
tailed in the adjudication standard. While the 
standard's procedures were generally endorsed, 
there was discussion about how the adjudicatory 
phe39 would be affected by negotiations between 
the jurisdiction's administration and the employee 
organization. The participants did decide, how· 
ever, that the procedures outlined in the standard 
should serve as a basis upon which to develop 
the adjudicatory component of the internal dis· 
cipline system. 

Positive Prevention of Misconduct 

At best, a law enforcement agency's internal 
discipline system only serves to discipline the 
guilty or to deter against similar actions by other 
agency personnel. Participants found that nega· 
tive disciplinary action taken against individual 
employees, such as suspensions or transfers to 
the night shift, does not alleviate the underlying 
fac!ors which results In misbehavior. Only through 
positive measures, such as those detailed in the 
positive prevention of misconduct standard, could 
a permanent solution to employee misconduct be 
found. 

As illustrated by the NAC, the causes for mis· 
conduct are many, including: " ... unnecessary 
field procedures; an environmental condition, 
such as public encouragement or acceptance of 
law enforcement corruption; personal traits, In· 
cluding language accents and inadequate Ian· 
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guage skills; or ineffective training." (NAC, Pollee, 
492 (1973).) 

A general atmosphere that iewards self·disci~ 
pline should be maintained through the use of 
peer group influence and general training in the 
avoidance of misconduct. Officers involved In 
misconduct incidents should undergo special 
training or be referred to specialists, such as 
psychiatrists or members of the clergy, If such 
help would be most beneficial. It was the position 
of the participants that every chief executive Is 
responsible for the implementation of these and 
other techniques that would serve the prevention 
of misconduct function. 

COM.PARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 19.1,19.2,19.3,19.4,19.5,19.6 



Chapter Nine 

Empioye'e Compensation 

Goal: The salary and benefits provided to 
peace officers encourages them to improve 
their ability to function as a law enforce. 
ment officer, seek greater responsibiUty, 
and perform their task to the greatest of 
their ability. 
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STANDARD 9.1 
Peace Officer Salaries ' 

The State and every local government should 
establish and maintain salaries that aUract and 
retain qualified sworn personnel capable of per· 
formi~g the increasingly complex and demanding 
functions of law enforcement. 

1. Entry-level salaries for sworn personnel 
should 1mmediately be established that 
enable the agency to compate successfully 
with other employers, particularly other law 
enforcement agencies, seeking individuals 
of the same age, intelligence, abilities, 
integrity, training, and education. In setting 
an entry-level salary, the following should be 
considered: 
a. The employment standards of the agency; 
b. The specific functions performed by the 

agency; 
c. The economy of the area served; and 
d. The availability of qualified ap'plicants in 

the local labor market. 
2. A wide salary range within the basic occu· 

pational classification should immediately 
be established with the maximum salary 
sufficient to retain qualified personnel by 
providing them with the opportunity for 
significant salary advancement without pro· 
motion to supervisory or management posi· 
tions. 

3. A salary review procedure should immediately 
be established to insure the automatic annual 
adjustment of salaries to reflect the pre· 
vailing wages in the local economy and to 
meet the competition from other employers. 
The criteria applied in this annual sala~y 
review procedure should not be limited to 
cost of living increases, average earnings in 
other occupations, or other economic con· 
siderations which, applied in isolation, can 
inhibit effective salary administration. 

4. A sufficient salary separation between job 
classifications should immediately be estab· 
lished to ~l'Ovide promotionai !t.centives 
and to retain competent supervisors and 
managers. ' 

5. A peace officer salary structure separate 
and di~)tinct from that of any other govern· 
ment agency should immediately be estab· 
lished and maintained. 
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STANDARD 9.2 
Position Classification Plan 

The Siale and~I'Y local government should 
establish Immediately a broad peace officer class· 
ificatlon plan basad upon the principle of merit. 
The plan should include few position classifica· 
tions but multiple pay·grade levels within each 
classification to enable the agency's chief execu:' 
tive to exercise flexibility in the assignment of 
personnel .. the plan should also provide, within 
the DaSIC position classification, sufficient career 
incentives and opportunities to retain qualified 
generalists and specialists in non management 
positions. 

1. The Iowa State legislature should take' the 
appropriate legislative action to insure that 
existing statutes do not prohibit or hinder 
the implementation of the position classifi· 
cation plan described in this standard. 

2. Every law enforcement agency with more 
than three levels of classification below the 
chief executive should consider the adoption 
of three broad occupational classifications 
for sworn personnel, to permit mobility with· 
in each classification and salary advance· 
mant without promotion. The three funda· 
mental classmcations should include: 
a. A patrol person·investigator classification 

for the generalist and specialist at the 
basi,c rank level; 

b. A supervisor·manager classification for 
supervisory and mid management person· 
nel; and 

c. A command·staff classification for exe· 
cutives and administrators. 

3. The classification plan should include, within 
each position classification, several pay 
grade levels, each of which requires a cer· 
tain degree of experience, skill, ability, and 
performance, or which entails the perfor· 
mance of a specialized function. The plan 
should provide compensation commensurate 
with the duties and responsibilities of the 
job performed, and should permit flexibility 
in the assignment of personnel. 

4. Career paths should be provided that allow 
sworn personnel to progress not only as 
managers but as generalists and speCialists 
as well. Nonmanagerial career paths should 
provide the incentive necessary to encourage 
personnel with the proven professional and 
technical expertise to remain with the func· 
tions they chose. 
a. Nonmanagerial career paths should in· 

corporate progressive career steps for the 
generalist and specialists; these steps 
should be predicated on the completion 
of appropriate levels of education and 



training, and the achievement of experi· 
ence and expertise within a professional. 
technical 'llrea. Progression to the end of 
a nonmanagerial career path should bring 
a salary greater than that for the first 
level of supervision. 

b. Managerial career paths should also in· 
corporate progressive career steps, pre· 
dlcated on the completion of appropriate 
levels of education and training and the 
achievement of management skills nec· 
essary to function satisfactorily at the 
next level of management. 

£). The merit principle should dominate pro· 
motions and assignments. Any existing 
civil service procedure should apply only to 
retention in, or promotion to, broad position 
classifications. Movement between pay· 
grade levels within such position class· 
ifications should remain free from restricUve 
civil service procedures, but subject to in· 
ternal controls, to insure placement and 
corresponding pay on the basis of merit. 
a, The civil service system should not im· 

pose any restriction on the agency's 
classification plan that would unneces· 
sarily inhibit flexibility in the assignment 
of personnel or enc~urage mediocrity in 
job performance. 

COMMENTARY 

Salaries 
When fair and competitive salaries are paid to 

p~ace officers, the local governing body will not 
be guaranteed a competent and professional I~w 
enforcement organization; however, low salar!es 
most probably will preclude such an entity. 
Although all working persons deserve the op
portunity to earn a good livelihood, the mainten
ahce of an equitable salary structure for sworn 
personnel is a primary factor in the provision of 
high quality law enforcement. 

Peace officer salaries not only serve to attract 
qualified individuals to the agency, but also pro
vide the necessary incentives to retain competent 
line personnel, supervisors, and managers. This 
is of paramount importance in the "closed" 
entry structure of a law enforcement agency. 
Unlike private and other public organizations that 
can tap external sources for its administrators 
and managers, law enforcement can only look to 
its own personnel when management positions 
are to be filled. If the agency's salary structure 
does not retain the qualified, then only the 
mediocre, who were content with substandard 
compensation, would be available for manage
ment positions. 
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Conference participants acknowledged that 
many deficiencies in the salary structure normally 
found in Iowa law enforcement relate directly to 
the existing position classification plan. These 
are addressed in Standard 9.2. The conferees 
anticipated that, with the imple"!1ent~tion of the 
position classification plan deSCribed In Standard 
9.2, many salary structure problE';ms would be 
alleviated. 

Another major fault in the existing salary 
strUC!tJre was, according to the conferees, low 
wages. It was noted that t.his problem should be 
resolved through collective negotiation. 

With the advent of collective negotiation for 
peace officers the determination as to what 
Iowa's peace officers will be paid will take place 
at the bargaining table rather than in the chambers 
of the governing body. One conferee stated that 
salary determination will no longer be a function 
of" '" the city councilmen sitting around a table 
deciding what the officers will make." It was 
expected that, over a period o! the ~ext few years, 
the salaries for all peace officers 111 the state
be it a 5 member organization or a 400 member 
~orce-will be arrived at through this process. 

While the conferees recognized the adversary 
nature of the negotiation process and were, 
therefore hesitant to develop a standard that 
would re~trict the process or support either. of the 
involved parties, it was agreed that gUidance 
should be offered for the salary-setting pro
cedure. Standard 9.1, Peace Officer Salaries, 
was formulated to serve this function. Essentially, 
the standard addresses the need to maintain 
attractive entry level salaries and salaries for the 
retention of competent supervisory and manage
ment personnel. In setting E:ntry-Ievel salaries, 
the employment standards of the aQency. the 
specific functions performed by the organization, 
the economy of the area served, and the ~vailability 
of qualified applicants should be taken II1to con
Sideration. Wide salary ranges within the basic 
occupational classification must be established. 
Moreover sufficient salary' separation between 
classific~tions must be maintained to provide for 
promotional incentives and supervisory and man
agement personnel retention. 

It came to the attention of the conferees that 
additional personnel often are employed at the 
expense of equitable salaries for the existing 
force. It was related that governing bodies ,WOUld 
rather or have a tendency to, employ additional 
employees rather than raise the s~laries of those 
currently employed. The conferees observed 
that in many departments, it would be more 
ben~ficial to motivate the existing force to func
tion at higher levels of performance through 
equitable salaries than to maintain a larger force 
in which many personnel are dissatisfied and 
perform poorly. 



Position Classification 

AI.though law enforcement organizations have 
tradl.tionally had difficulty attracting qualified 
applicants, several recent events have put Iowa's 
law.e.nforcen:tent employers in a more competitive 
position. With a scarcity of jobs in their field of 
stJJ~y, many ind.ividuals with post-secondary edu
cation are considering a law enforcement career .. 
The .new law enforcement image created in the 
media has also fostered an increased interest in 
law enforcement. Conference participants related 
that an excess of these persons, as we" as other 
potentially gualified individuals, are seeking em
ployment with law enforcement organizations. It 
was expected that this situation would continue 
for at least the immediate future. 

The conferees acknowledged that the major 
personnel problem experienced by administrators 
was not attracting applicants but retaining those 
who were competent. Turnove~' rates were re
ported to be so critical in some jurisdiction$ that 
departments find it a difficult task to maintain a 
ful.1 complement of peace officers. Aside from· 
the long-term. impact upon the agency, rapid 
turnover also disrupts deployment and assignment 
systems. 

It was believed by the conference participants 
that high turnover rates are a direct result of the 
lack of career opportunities offered by the em
ploying agency. Currently, career advancement 
both in grade and pay, is usually synonomous with 
a formal promotion to the next higher position or 
grade. Notwithstanding longevity pay, which may 
not offset even minimal inflationary increases, 
personnel cannot expe0t to upgrade their financial 
condition without a fOlmal promotion. In that the 
probabilit~ of a promotion is. usually slight, taking 
Into consideration the relatively few supervisory 
positions found in the vast majority of Iowa's law 
enforcement organizations, this current system 
rewards mediocrity because the best and the 
worst receive the same salary. 

In addition to high turnover rates, other prob
lems have resulted from the position classification 
structure most commonly found in Iowa law 
enforcement. Conferees related that adminis
trators are often unable to reassign· supervisory 
personnel when they are no longer effective in 
their positions. This results when the initial 
assignment to the position entailed a formal civil 
service promotion. In these situations, reassign
ment may necessitate a formal civil service 
demotion from rank, a procedure that adminis
trators are hesitant to initiate. 

It was the decided opinion of the conferees 
that, in light of the defiencies identified in the 
existing system, a highly flexible classification 
plan based solely on merit was needed. To this 
end, they formulated the plan described in Stan
dard 9.2 and urged its adoption by Iowa's law 
enforcement chief executives and governing bodies .. 
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Essentia"y, this classification plan provides 
for greater internal controi by agency adminis
trators while existing civil service protections 
against external po"tical Influences are main
tained. More speclflca"y, the standard recom
~ends the ~~tab.lishment of three broad occupa
tional classifications: a patrol person-investigator 
class; a supervisor-manag~r class; and a command
staff classification. Within each broad class- -
ification, officers would be able to move hori
zontally throughout the agency's various func
tional units and vertically to receive salary in
creases based upon personal merit and the spe
cific duties and responsibilities of the position. 
Civil service protections would still exist to the 
degree that officers would not be subject to 
demotion in classification without a formal civil 
service hearing. 

It came to the attention of the conferees that 
existing legislation governing civil service may 
prohibit the implementation of the proposed 
classification plan. To eliminate this impediment, 
the confemes urged the Iowa State Legislature 
to take the appropriate action that would support 
the plan's implementation. 

5T AN DARD 9.3 
I::mployee Services' 

Every law enforcement agency should provide 
for employee services to assist all employees in 
obtaining the various employment benefits to 
which they and their dependents are entitled_ 

1. All personnel policies, procedures, and em
ployee benefits should be reduced to writing, 
communicated to all employees, and uni· 
formly applied. 

COMMENTARY ~., 

So that agency employees and their dependents 
can make the best use of their employment 
benefits, every agency should maintain an em
ployee services capability. Depending upon th~e 
size of the department, this function should be 
served through the jurisdiction's personnel office, 
the agency's personnel unit, a designated officer, 
or by the chief executive himself/herself. The in
dividual or unit responsible for these activities 
should be fully aware of the entitled benefits and 
should be able to offer complete assistance to 
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the officer and his/her dependents. As brought 
out by the NAG: 

The effects of a sound personnel benefits 
program ,are dissipated unless the program 
is,. ad~.nfs~efep ill a fa~hion which insures 
that employees understand the benefits 
avai:lable to them; can take advantage ot 
benefits with a minimum of effort; and, lri 
case of illness, injury, or death t ' have t~eiF 
needs or those of their families attended by 
persons skilled in dealing with such matters.. 
(NAG, PolicEf, 504 (1913).) 

STANDARD 9.4 
Peace Officer Retirement System 

Existing retirement plans exclusively for law 
enforcement personnel should be extended in 
their present form to all peace officers by the 
Iowa State Legislature. 

COMMENTARY 

The existing network of retirement systems for 
Iowa's peace officers was found to be inadequate 
and inequitable by the conference participants. 
Essentially, existing systems prescrib_ed in toe 
CODE-exclude sworn personnel in county sheriffs' 
departments and officers in cities without civil 
service from membership in a retirement system 
which reflects the needs of law enforcement 
personnel. Jurisdictions with fewer than 8,000 
residents are not required to provide any form of 
retirement system. I.P.E.R.S. (Iowa State Em-
ployees Retirement System), the deputy sheriff's 
plan, was not believed to be conducive to 
professional law enforcement. 

To rectify this situation, the existing plans 
exclusively for peace officers should be extended 
in their present form to all sworn officers. The 
participants urged the Iowa State Legislature to 
take immediate acticn in this area. Unlike the 
NAG's position, the participants contended that 
the administration of the system and the invest
ment of funds should remain under local control: 
Whereas the NAG recommended a centralized 
administration, the participants believed that such 
a system would result in a needless bureaucracy 
with subsequent higher costs and no additional 
benefits. 
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STANDARD 9.5 
Continuing Physical Fitness 

E'lery laVl enfOrCeln8nt 'agency'shdurd'establlsh 
job-related' physfcal f.ltness standards that will 
Insure everyoiilcar's physl'cal fltnee:s and satis
factory Job performance throughout hIs/her careeu 

1. Realistic weight standards shiould be es
, tablished. that take into accotlnt each of~ 

ticer's height, body build, andaue. 
2. Every peace officer should be required to 

undergo a phystcal examination udministered 
biannually, annually, or semi,lnnually to 
determine th6 officer's level of physical 
fiiilass. The frequency of the s::tamlnations 
shoulci Increase with the officer's age. If the 
officer falls to meet predetennined standards, 
a program should be prescribed to Improve 
his/her physical condition. 

3. Facilities and oroarams should either be 
provided or made available that enable every 
officer to maintain good physical condition, 
to monitor his/her condition, and to meet 
predetermined physical standards through 
program enforcement measures. Consider· 
ation should be given to intramural athletics, 
exercise, weight reduction, and other phys
ical fitness programs. 

COMMENTARY" 

The role of the peace officer In our society 
requires that he/she be capable of performing 
physically demanding tasks. Subduing intoxi
cated persons, chasing fleeing suspects, and 
pulling injured from wrecked vehicles are only 
several illustrations of the activities Iowa's peace 
officers may be called upon to perform. Clearly, to 
effectively perform these tasks, officers need to 
possess certain physical abilities. This has tradi
tionally been recognized in the establishment of 
physical fitness standards for entry-level selec
t:on. 

Although law enforcement organizations and'·· 
selection agencies have strict physical selection 
criteria, little action has been taken to maintain 
the fitness of peace officers after employment and 
throughout their careers. The conference partiCi
pants reported that many of Iowa's peace officers 
are corpulent, in poor health, and are unable to 
perform many physically demanding tasks they 
may be called upon to perform. The conferees 
contended that these officers are a liability to 
themselves, their departments, and to their com
munity. To resolve this problem, the conferees 
suggested that every law enforcement chief 



eX8cu1fve--fake the--ii'p-p-r6prTate ad Ion -- to' imple
ment a physical fitness program in his/her organi
zation. 

Participants observed that those departments 
in Iowa that have attempted to Implement physical 
programs and fitness standards have not met with 
much success. The single greatest impediment 
to such efforts was the lack of money available 
for agency-provided physical exams and gym 
facilities. Conferees assumed that such programs 
are considered needless luxury items by local 
governing bodies. 
~ Difficulties also have arisen in the formulation 

and enforcement of physical fitness standards. 
Conferees remarked that many personnel would be 
opposed to the enactment of physical fitness 
requirements which may impose hardships upon 
many of the officers. The conferees noted that, 
even if physical fitness standards were imple
mented, departments would experience major 
difficulties in attempting to penalize officers 
who did not meet the established criteria. 

Even in light of these factors, the conferees 
were in strong support of the physical fitness 
programs and fitness standards. It was their 
position that it is incumbent upon every law 
enforcement chief executive and governing body 
to maintain a physically fit personnel complement. 
Physically fit peace officers, they noted, are more -
confident ot their authority and ability and are 
less likely to resort to firearms or other defensive 
weapons. In addition, the lack of physical fitness 
standards for peace officers may result in a 
prohibition against the establishment of physical 
standards for entry-level selection. The conferees 
stated that, since physically unfit personnel are 
rEltained by law enforcement agencies, it may be 
argued that physical fitness is not jOb-related 
and, therefore, unable to be used in the screening 
of potential candidates. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 14.1, 14.2, 20.3, 20.5, 20.2 
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Chapter Ten 

Employee Relations 

Goal: Every law enforcement chlef exec· 
utive involves his/her personnel in the 
decision·making process so as to insure 
that the efforts of all agency personnel are 
directed toward the attainment of common 
goals. 
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STANDARD 10.1 
Employee Relations 

Every law enforcement c.~lief executive should 
acknowledge his/her responsibiilty to maintain 
effective employee relations and should develop 
policies and procedures !o fulfill this responsibility. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
provide an internal two·way communication 
network to facilitate the effective exchange 
of information within the agency and to 
provide himself/herself with an information 
feedback device. 

2. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
develop methods to obtain advisory infor· 
m~tion from a~ency employees-·who have 
dally contact with operational problems-to 
assist him/her in reaching decisions on 
personnel and operational matters. 

3. IA grievance procedure for all employees 
should be established. 

4. Specific training in management and em· 
ployee relations should be conducted on an 
ongoing basis. 

5. Recognizing that agency employees have a 
right, subject to certain limitations of law 
to engage in political and other activitie~ 
protected by the first amendment, every law 
enforcement agency should promulgate writ· 
ten policy that acknowledges this right and 
specifies proper and improper employee 
conduct in these ac'tivities. 

STANDARD 10.2 -
Work Stoppages 

--""'I 

Every law enforcement agency should develop 
a plan to maintain emergency service in the event I 

of a concerted employee worlc stoppage. . 

COMMENTARY 

The primary resource available to the law en
forcement chief executive to deliver services to 
the community is his/her personnel. Not only are 
employees the costliest budgetary expenditure, 
but the quaJ'ity of services delivered to the 
community c:fepends on .now efficiently and effec-
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tively they implement the chief executive's policies 
and procedures. To Insure that the department 
operates at its optimal level, the conference 
participants asserted that it is the chief executive's 
responsibilit:, to maximize each officer's per
formance. In doing so, it is of paramount im
portance that he/she develop policies and pro
cedures to motivate employees so that each 
performs at his/her highest level of performance. 
This can only be achieved through promoting and 
maintaining good employee relations. As brought 
out by the National Advisory CommiSSion, "[t]he 
I.stw enforcement chief executive should create 
-tln atmosphere that encourages an employee to 
do a good job. The employee should feel he is 
contributing to the agency's success. Consid
eration should be given to applying the principles 
of participatory management to law enforcement 
work." (NAC, Police, 443 (1973).) 

To promote and maintain good employee re
lations, tile participants recommended that every 
law enforcement chief executive in Iowa im
plement the management techniques outlined in 
Standard 10.1. Essentially, they are just good 
management practices that could be applied to 
any organization. Channels for communication 
flow sh.ould be established that allow line per
sonnel Input as well as responsive administrative 
feedback. The rank and file should have access 
to the deci,sion making process; however the 
c~!ef executive should retain ul~imate resp'onsi
bility for personnel and operational decisions. 
Grievance procedures that are timely, effective, 
and sure, should also be maintained. Policy 
regarding employees' rights to engage in political 
and other activities should be written as clearly 
as possible and kept consistent with the most 
recent court decisions. 

Subsequent to the enactment of the Collective 
~argain.ing Act, (CODE OF IOWA, Ch. 20), an 
mc~easmg number of peace officers are forming 
their own associations or affiliating themselves' 
with state or nationwide professional organiza
tions or organized labor. The participants were of 
the opinion that it would be only a matter of time 
befon:: all of Iowa's law enforcement agencies 
established employee bargaining units. The exis· 
tence of an employee bargaining unit does not 
ob~iate: the chief executive's responsibility to 
mamtam good management practices and em
ployee relations. The participants agreed that 
whether of not his/her e.mployees have organized' 
th~ chief executive should show concern for 
hlsTher subordinate's welfare. This is particularly 
important if the personnel have not yet organized. 

Work Stoppages 

. Although Jh~,'Ac.L P-,mhio,=, ·lits.c..oTtCerj~Q..j.Qb_ac~ 
tlons--tJy"pUI)lic empI9Y!3e.§, .. tb.e_p_adiclpaots~ ac
khowledged that no law prevents all strikes. tn 
·th~event of a peace of,ficer-joi? action, it is imper
atlve'thatthe 'communlty continue to be provided 



with emergency law enforcement services. Par
ticipants believed that reactive measures are not 
effective; every chief executive should have a 
contingency plan that could be implemented 
immediately in the event of a work stoppage. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC'Police 18.1,18.4 
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Chapter Eleven 

Civilian Personnel 

Goal: Civilians are utilizt:!d by the law 
enforcement organization as: 1) employees 
to allow the assignment of sworn personnel 
to those positions demanding of their 
skills and authority; and 2) reservists to 
assist peace officers in the performance 
of their duties. 
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STAb\jDAu:J1Dl ·ui.i 
Civm~li1 IEmployees 

lEvellY law ~m1iOJrcemei1~ n~0nc~' should assign 
civiiiai1 ~~rsonnsu ~,; (Josi~ilQli"ls ~~IJ~ elo w10~ iwqllliU'1Sl 
~he 6){Gi'CUSe iOJg swom au~hor~~y or \;18 appijicSliion off 
Ittie spacial kriowioel@€l, skills, em", t.ll\ilio~udss ov 
~tie IlroYE)ssionai peaciJ I!)vvlcer. '1\; dle~ermii'ie ~lhe 
proper deployment of civilian and sworn pSh'Sonnel, 
avery agency immedia~eiy: 

1. Should idienmy those swom positions which: 
a. Do S10~ require ihat the incumben~ have 

peace officer s~atus under local, S~3~e, or 
Federai siatute; 

b. Do no~ require that the incumbent exercise 
the ¥ull sworn power and authoriiy nor· 
mally exercised by a peace officer; 

c. Do not require that the incumbent possess 
experUse which can be acquired only 
through actual field experience as a peace 
officer; and 

d. Do not c:ontribute significantly to the 
professional development of sworn per· 
sonnel. 

2. Should desilgnate as civilian those positions 
that can bo filled by a civilian employee 
accordiing t6) th/? fl)regoing criteria; 

3. Should staf!1 with qualified civilian personnel 
all position!s designated for civilians; 

4. Shou!d provide a continuing audit of all 
eXisting and future pOSitions to determine 
the feasibility of staffing with civilian per· 
sonnel; 

5. Should develop a salary and benefit structure 
for civilian personnel commensurate with 
their position classifications; 

6. Should insure that an opportunity for career 
development exists within each civilian 
pOSition classification where the nature of 
the pOSition does not limit or bar such 
opportunity; 

7. should conduct in·depth personal background 
investigations of civilian applicants for con· 
fidential or sensitive positions. These back· 
ground investigations should be as thorough 
as those of sworn applicants; 

8. Should provide civilian training programs 
that insure the level of proficiency necessary 
to perform the duties of each assignment; 

9. Should inform all civilian employees of the 
requirements for sworn status and interview 
them to determine their interest or desire 
to seek such status subsequently, and should 
record all information obtained during such 
interviews; 

10. Should assign those civilian employees who 
express a desire to seek sworn status later 
to pOSitions that will contribute to their 
professional development as peace officers. 
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SrAu\HlARD 11.2 
Res~rve Peace Officers 

TtB® Silil~6 and IOvery locClI law enforceman~ 
agency s~lould consirclar ~he \\AQiijlztililon of reserve 
peace o~~lcei's io Slu\91mGlnR ih~ regular gorce og 
swom p~i'soi"inei and ~o IncrreasGI cormm.mi~y 
involveman~ in local law envowcemeni servic:(as. 

1. TtBa iowa S~a~e legislature immediately 
should establish minumum standards for 
reserve peace oUiter selection and training 
according to the following criteria: 
a. Reserve oHicer selection and training 

standards should be commensurate with 
the duties they will be performing. 

b. These standards should be developed 
and regulated by the Iowa Law En~orce· 
ment Academy Council. 

c. Reserve personnel should not be awarded 
full sworn peace officer status. 

2. Every law enfl')rcement agency that has iden· 
tified a specific need to augment its regular 
force of sworn personnel should immediately 
establish a reserve program. To realize the 
maximum benefit from such a program, 
these agencies: 
a. Should establish recruitment and selection 

criteria which meet or exceed I.LE.A. 
requirements for reserve personnel. 

b. Should provide reserve generalist training 
which meet or exceed I.L.E.A. reserve 
officer requirements. 

c. Should establish a reserve inservice train· 
ing program i:lppropriate for the function 
reserve personnel will be serving. 

d. Should furnish the reserve officer with a 
uniform that clearly identifies the wearer 
as a reservist. 

e. Reservists should only perform duties 
under the supervision of a regular sworn 
officer. 

f. Reservists should be permitted to carry 
firearms only after the successful com· 
pletion of a firearms training program 
established by the Iowa Law Enforcement 
Academy. 

COMMENTARY 

Civilian Employees 
Many tasks in comtemporary law enforcement 

do not require that the incumbent possess the 
authority, baCkground, training, skills, or abilities 
of a sworn officer. In such positions, the con
ference participants observed, civilians can usually 



perform with at least the same degree of expertise 
at lower cost. It was noted that the assignment 
of peace officers to these positions would re
sult in a poor utilization of highly-paid professionals 
and may cause a critical shortage of sworn per
sonnel in field-related assignments. Moreover, 
assignment of peace officers to these positions 
may', 'so cause officer frustration and dissatis
faction due to the non-enforcement nature of the 
duties. 

To insure that peace officers are utilized to 
their fullest potential, it was recommended that 
every law enforcement chief executive identify 
those positions in his/her agency which could 
effectively be filled by a civilian. This assess
ment, as well as the rolel and function of civilians 
in law enforcement, are addressed in Standard 11.1, 
Civilian Employees. 

Many conferees were concerned that governing 
bodies may wish to employ civilians at the ex
pense of the agency's sworn complement. Recog
nizing that civilians are almost always less ex
pensive to maintain (while salaries may only be 
slightly lower than those of peace officers, the 
benefits provided to peace officers, particularly 
retirement plans, are much more costly than those 
afforded civilians) governing bodies may employ 
civilians in lieu of sworn personnel. This is in 
direct opposition to the primary rationale for the 
employment of civilians. The conferees agreed 
that governing bodies must realize that the em
ployment of civilians would cost the jurisdiction 
more money; however, the employment of ad
ditional civilian employees will result in better 
law enforcement which is cost-effective. 

To encourage civilian employees to develop 
their own potential, and to maintain highly
qualified civilians, career paths for civilians must 
be made available. At the very least, meritorious 
salai)' increases should be provided. 

Reserve Peace Officers 
To augment their regular sworn personnel 

complement, many jurisdictions throughout Iowa 
have sanctioned, or condoned, the use of re
serve officer units. Depending upon the type 
of jurisdiction, they may be known, as th~ 
"sheriff's posse," reserve or auxiliary police. 
Whatever title they are known by, they are 
characterized by serveral similar elements: mem
bers of these groups serve on a part-time 
basis; except in singular instances, they are 
not statutorily afforded sworn status; and the 
role and function of these groups are not 
set forth in the CODE OF IOWA. 

Conference participants observed that the role 
of reservists in Iowa has never been clearly de
fined. It was related that some reserve organiza
tions consider themselves to be independent 
entities with little accountability to the local 
governing body or the local law enforcement 
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organization. Often, these units have considered 
themselves to possess sworn authority and, 
consequently, have performed peace officer func
tions. Generally, these groups are characterized 
by an absence of training and selection standards, 
and the lack of formaHzed policy, procedures, 
and rules. The conferees found such organiza
tions to be wholly undesirable in that the absence 
of community control permits them to function 
in a "Vigilante" manner. Moreover, since they 
are neither qualified nor accountable, they are 
likely to operate in an extra-legal manner which 
may result in the violation of the civil rights of 
the members of the jurisdiction. 

Recognizing the potential abuses inherent in 
reserve organizations, an increasing number of 
jurisdictions Ilave begun exercising strong control 
over the composition and role of their reserve 
units. Basically, these jurisdictions, either through 
the local governing body or the law enforcement 
chief executive, have officially recognized the 
reservists and have taken measures to control 
them. In these locales, selection and training 
standards, operational policies, procedures, and 
rules, and administrative control procedures have 
been established. Unlike the "vigilante" model 
previously described, the role of these reserve 
units is to directly assist the law enforcement 
agency in its delivery of services to the com
munity. This model was endorsed by the con
ference participants. 

Since communities will continue to rely upon 
reserve units to augment their regular force, the 
conference participants decided that there is a 
definite need for a statewide standard in this 
area. Standard 11.2, Reserve Officers, sets forth 
the guidelines necessary to realize a well trained, 
professional reserve force uniformly throughout 
the state. The standard addresses minimum 
selection and training requirements, operational 
function, enforcement limitations, and other rele
vant factors. While most jurisdictions would be 
able, at the present time, to implement this 
standard, the conferees believed that legislative 
action is called for. The Iowa State Legislature 
is strongly urged to take the appropriate action 
that would prohibit the existence of "vigilante" 
reserve units. As noted in the standard, this 
can best be achieved by authorizing the Iowa Law 
Enforcement Academy Council to mandate re
serve officer selection and training standards. 

Although reserve officers should be required 
to meet selection requirements and undergo law 
enforcement training, the conferees did not be
lieve that the selection or training standards 
should be as stringent or comprehensive as those 
required of regular sworn peace officers. Ideally, 
reserve officer standards should be commensurate 
with the duties they Will be performing. The 
conferees suggested that the I.L.E.A. take this 
factor into consideration in the development of 
statewide reserve officer standards. 



In the development of reserve units, every 
jurisdiction should insure that the reserve organ
Ization is accountable to the governing body and 
under the direct control of the law enforcement 
chief executive. The governing body and the law 
enforcement chief executive should determine the 
role of the reservists and should establish policy 
concerning functional duties, responsibilities, and 
enforcement limitations. This control does not 
preclude the creation of a reserve officer organi
zation. While the specific function of the reserve 
officer will vary between jurisdictions, the con
ferees agreed that he/she should always serve 
under the direct supervision of sworn personnel. 
In that occasions may arise where the reservist 
would have to back-up the sworn officer in a 
shooting situation, reservists should be provided 
with agency-approved firearms while on-duty after 
they have successfully completed a firearms 
training program developed by the ILEA. 

The single most important factorin~ the develop
ment of a professional reserve unit is the integrity 
of its members. Conferees urged that jurisdictions 
seeking to develop a reserve unit take great care 
in the selection of applicants. It was noted that 
many per~ons seeking membership are motivated 
because they have an "axe to grind" or they desire 
power. Such individuals should not be accepted 
just to build the reserve force up to the desired 
manpower level. 

Caution should be taken by governing bodies 
to insure that reservists do not impede the 
maintenance of an adequate full-time peace officer 
force. Reservists should only serve to assist 
peace officers; they should not displace them. 
Conferees were concerned that some jurisdictions 
may wish to add additional reservists instead of 
employing needed peace officers. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS RE:FERENCE 
NAC Police 10.1, 10.2 
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Chapter Twelve 

Training 

Goal: Every law enforcement agency 
employee is sufficiently trained io sue· 
cessfully perform the task he/she is respon· 
sible for. 
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STANDARD 12.1 
State Mandated Training 

1. The Iowa State L&gislature should insure 
that, by 1978, every nawI.y employed paace 
officer Is certified by the Iowa Law Enforco· 
ment Academy prior to the e)(.ercise of 
his/her sworn authorUy. 

2. When mandated I.L.E.A. minimum basic train· 
ing is available, any non·certified peace 
officer who refuses to undergo such training 
should not be permitted to exercise sworn 
authority. 

STANDARD 12.2 
Preparatory Training 

Every 11)'.11 enforcement agency should take 
steps to provide training for every emoloyee 
prior to his/her first assignment within the agency, 
prior to his/her assignment ~o any specialized 
function requiring additional training, and prior to 
his/her promotion. 

1. During the first year of employment, and in 
addition to the mandated I.L.E.A. minimum 
basic training, peace officers should be 
provided with additional formal preparatory 
training, coachad field exercises, and super
vised field experience. 

2. Civilian employees should be provided with 
sufficient training to enable them to satis
factorily perform their specific assignments 
and to provide them with a general knowl· 
edge of the agency's role and its organization. 

STANDARD 12.3 
Inservice Training 

Every law enforcement agency should provide, 
or make available, inservice training to peace 
officers up to and including captain or its equive· 
lant pursuant to I.L.E.A. inservice training re
q,uiram3nts. This training should be designed to 
maintain, update, and improve necessary know· 
ledge and skills. Where practicable: :md beneficial, 
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employees should receive training with persons 
employed In other parts of the Iowa' criminal 
justice sys'tem, local government, and private 
busine"Js when there is a common interest and 
nee~L 

STANDARD 12.4 
Training Facilities 

1. Where appropriate. law enforcement aQoncies 
should establish cooperative training acado 
emies or otherwise combine their resources 
to eatisfy I.L.E.A. training standards or other 
trsincng needs. 

2. Peace officers should be encouraged to 
participate in specialized training offered 
through academic institutions, government 
agencies, and business and professional 
organi~ations. 

3. Every i.LE.A. accredited academy should 
insure that its training programs satisfy 
I.L.E.A. standards, meet the needs of partic· 
ipating agencies, and are timely and effective. 
These measures should include at least: 
a. Regular review and evaluation of all train· 

ing programs by an advisory body com· 
posed of law enforcement practitioners 
from participating agencies; and 

b. Continual crititjue of training programs 
through feedback from peacA officers 
who have r.ompleted the training programs 
and have subsequently utilized that train· 
ing in field operations and from their field 
supervisors. 

4. Every training academy should define spe· 
cific courses according to the performance 
objective of the course and should specify 
what the trainee must do to demonstrate 
achievement of the performance objective .. 
The length, content, and presentation of thl3 
program should vary according to specific 
subject matter, partic~pating peace officers, 
and 8{Jel'1cy and commun~iy needs. 



STANDARD 12.5 
Instruction Quality Control 

Every training academy should develop quality 
control measures to Insure that training per· 
formance objectives are met. Every training 
program should insure that the instructors, pre· 
sentation methods, and training materials are the 
best available. 

1. All training programs should be presented 
with the greatest emphasis on student· 
oriented instruction methods to increase 
trainee receptivity and participation. Training 
sessions should include at least one of the 
following: 
a. Active student involvement in training 

through instructional techniques such as 
role p!aying, situation simulation, group 
discussions, reading and research proj· 
ects, and utilization of individual trainee 
response systems; 

b. Where appropriate, team teaching by a 
law enforcemen~ instructor and a peace 
officer assigned to field duty; 

c. The use of audio-visual aids to add realism 
and impact to training presentations; and 

d. Preconditioning materials, such as cor· 
respondence courses and assigned read
ings, msde available prior to the training 
sessions. 

2. Instructional assianments should be distrib· 
uted efficiently and training materials should 
be updated continually. These measures 
should includ'e: 
a. Periodic monitoring of the presentations 

of every training instructor ~o assist 
him/her in evaluating the effectiveness of 
his/her methods and the value of his/her 
materials; 

b. Use of outside instructors whenever their 
expertise and presentation methods would 
be beneficial to the training objective; 

c. Continual assessment of the workload of 
every training instructor; and 

d. Administrative flexibility to insure efficient 
use of the training academy staff during 
periods of fluctuation in trainee enrollment. 

3. All training materials should be reviewed at 
least annually to determine their current 
value and to alter or replace them where 
necessary. 
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STANDARD 12.6 
Interpersonal Communications Training 

Every law enforcement agency should develop 
and Imfrove the Interpersonal communication 
skills 0 all Its peace officers. These skills are 
essential to the productive exchange of Informa'tlon 
and opinion between the officer, other elements 
of the Iowa criminal justice system, and the public; 
their use h·slps officers to perform their tasks 
more effectively. 

1. Where appropriate, an outside consultant 
should be used to advise on program 
methodology, to develop material, to train 
peace officers as instructors and discussion 
leaders, and to participate to the greatest 
extent possible in both the presentation of 
the program and its evaluation. 

2. Every pr~lParatory basic training program 
shou'ld include instruction in interpersonal 
communications, and silouid make appro· 
priate use of programmed instruction as a 
supplem~nt to other training. 

3. Where feasible, programs, such as workshops 
and seminars, should be developed to bring 
together officers, personnel from other ele· 
ments of the Iowa criminal justice system, 
and the public to discuss the role of law 
enforcement and participant's attitudes to· 
ward that role. 

STANDARD 12.7 
Unusual Occurrence Training: 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immediately Gstablish formal training programs 
in unusual occurrence control administration, 
strategy, tactics, resources, and standard operating 
procedures. This training should be given to 
selected personnel at all le\lels within the agency, 
personnel from othei agencies in the crimina! 
justice system, and to other related public and 
private agencies. It should be given frequently 
enough to maintain proficiency between training 
sessions, and should be routinely scheduled 
during periods of peak personnel strength. Other· 
wise, it should be scheduled en advance of an· 
ticipated events. 

An unusual occurence control training program 
should include both formal instruction and prac· 
tical exercise. 

1. Formal instruction should be implemented 
through: 
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a. Frequent insarvlce training, such as roll· 
call training, to serve as l' refresher 
course, to practice techniques, or to in· 
troduce new procedures; 

b. Periodic agency·conducted schools to 
familiarize personnel with agency unusual 
occurrence control procedures and orga· 
nizational structure; 

c. Regional, State, or Federal courses, par· 
ticularly when agency size does not permit 
development of local schools; and 

d. A regional training institute to train in· 
structors for loca! agencies. 

2. Practical exercises should be conducted 
periodically to develop proficiency and team· 
work among personnel through: 
a. Field exercises for operational personnel 

to practice tactics and procedures; 
b. Command post exercises for formulating 

strategy and evaluating existing and new 
procedures; 

c. Regional exercises for familiarizing com· 
mand personnel with mutual aid proce· 
dures and developing coordination between 
other local control agencies and non law 
enforcement agencies; and 

d. Criminal justice system exercises to de· 
velop coordinated participation of all 
interrelated criminal justice and noncrim· 
inal justice agencies. 

3. The training curriculum and the subjects for 
practice should be directed to: 
a. Administrative level personnel to famil· 

iarize them with agency and criminal! 
justice system emergency organizational 
structure and procedures for requesting 
additional personnel and equipment from 
ahe military or through mutual aid; and 

b. Operational personnel to familiarize them 
with strategy, tactics, and standard oper· 
ating procedures. The emphasis should 
be placed on a coordinated effort rather 
than individual action; use of chemical 
agents, communications equipment, and 
other specialized equipment; applicable 
laws; human relations training; and pro· 
cedures for procuring logistical support. 

STANDARD 12.8 
Academic Credit for Training 

Every law enforcement agency should pursue 
the affiliation of its peace officer training pro· 
grams with regionally accredited academic in· 
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stitutions to upgrade iis level 01 training cind to 
provide incentives for further education. 

1. All peacs officer training courses for college 
credit should be academically equivalent to . 
courses that are part of the regular college 
curriculum. 

2. Every member of the faculty who teaches 
any course for credit in the training cur· 
riculum should be specifically qualified to 
teach that course. 
a. The instructor in a peace officer training 

course, for which an afffiliated college is 
granting credit, should be academically 
qualified to teach lhat Icourse. 

b. Peace officers not academically qualified 
to teach a course in the regular college 
curriculum may, if o~herwise qualified, 
serve as teaching assistants or special 
lecturers under th'::-l supervision of an 
academically qualified instructor. 

COMMENTARY 

The eight standards contained in this chapter 
address the formal professional training needs of 
Iowa's peace officers. Training not only raises the 
performance level of the law enforcement agency 
employee, but also insures agency administrators 
and the community that he/ she will function in 
accordance with the agency's policies, proce
dureG, and rules and in a manner consistent with 
his/her defined role and the organization's goals 
and objectives. 

There is little doubt that professirJnal training is 
the foundation of good basic law enforcement. 
The role of the peace officer has become highly 
specialized with every officer requiring a working 
knowledge of complex subjects such as criminal 
law and in-field application of court deCisions, 
specialized investigation techniques, sophisti
cated telecommunication systems, psychology 
and interpersonal communications. As remarked 
by one conference participant, "No longer can a 
newly hired f'~cruit be given a badge, told to 
purchase a gun and uniform, and be instructed to 
arrest anyone whg breaks any of the ten 
commandments." Not only does an untrained 
officer waste the already limited fiscal resources 
of the jurisdiction, but also hel she is a liability to 
the department and a danger to the community. 

Mandated Training and the One·Officer Agen-6y' 
A maJor 'impediment to uniformly well-trained 

peace officers throughout Iowa is the existence of 
numerous one member police departments and 
town marshals. These sworn individuals are 
employed by many towns and smaller cities to 
augment the law enforcement services provided 
by the county sheriff. Although these officers are 



subject to I.L.E.A. training and selection require
ments, many governing bodies have not allowed 
or encouraged their officer to attend the mandated 
sessions. Generally, these governing bodies have 
not sought to obtain training for their officer 
because: 1) the govern i ng body can not afford to 
lose the services of the individual for the duration 
of the training period; 2) the turnover rate in these 
positions is so high that if an officer attains 
I.L.E.A. certification he/she would probably leave • 
for a better position; and 3) the duties and 
responsibilities of the job are not seen as 
demanding training. The opinion was expressed 
that it was unlikely that these factors would 
change because they are inherent in the size and 
economy of the community. Participants con
tended that, since untrained officers are detrimen
tal to Iowa law enforcement, all town marshalls 
and chiefs that do not undergo required I.L.E.A: 
training should lose their sworn status. 

It was remarked at the conference that, in 
actuality, the governing bodies of these juisdic
tions only need a night watchman-someone who 
can rattle doors at night and cross school children 
in the morning. All essential law enforcement 
services, such as criminal investigations, are 
provided by the county sheriff. The conferees 
observed that little, if any, professionalism is 
needed to perform the duties that they are 
responsible for. To illustrate their position, the 
participants related that many of these individuals 
are in semi-retirement and also serve as water 
meter readers and street commissioners. 

Although the conferees did not support the 
maintenance of one-member law enforcement 
entities, and urged multi-jurisdictional agree
ments with other political sub-divisions for 
increased coverage (see Chapter 3), the town 
marshal concept was acceptable as a temporary 
measure only if the mandated training require
ment was met. The employment of individuals to 
watch the smaller communities was not opposed 
as long as they function as "watchmen." There 
was agreement that maintaining one individual to 
look after the everyday needs of the smaller 
communities would be the only economically • 
feasible alternative for their govern~ b.~dies. 
However, they should neither be identifiea as 
sworn law enforcement officers nor posse,ss 
sworn authority. Although the Iowa Law Enforce
ment Academy Council already has the legislated 
authority to remove sworn powers from those 
officers who fail to undergo training, the standard 
is a strong reaffirmation to the Legislature that the 
Council be permitted to do so. 

Preparatory Bas-ic Training 
One of the immediate objectives of the Iowa 

Law Enforcement Academy Council is to make 
available basic recruit training to every newly 
employed peace officer prior to the exercise of 
his/her authority. It is anticipated that this, 
condition will exist by 1978. The fact that an 

officer has had to serve prior to his / her basic 
training has caused problems for the employing 
agency, the training academy, the community,' 
and the officer himself/herself. One training 
officer observed that, "Once we had them in the 
streets, it was impossible to teach them anything. 
They had already picked up bad habits and 
thought they knew it aiL" Particularly In smaller 
departments, sending an officer for training after 
serving for a period of time totally disrupts 
assignment schedules. Moreover, the conferees 
noted that deploying an untrained officer on the 
streets may result in civil suits stemming from the 
officer's extra-legal enforcement activities. 

The 240-hour session mandated and developed 
by the Council for preparatory training is designed 
to teach the basics of law enforcement. Individual 
departments may, at their own prerogative, 
provide additional training beyond this minimum 
as needed to meet the needs of their communi
ties. Several of the larger departments have 
already done so. These depelrtments recognized 
that their officers needed training beyond the 
essentials. In particular, additional training is 
needed to acclimate the officer to the communi
ty-its crime problems, community-atlituaes; -
physical environment, and local ordinances. The 
nature of the community and community prob
lems may also necessitate preparatory training 
with emphasis on certain subjects. For example, 
an officer serving in a community with a 
substantial minority population should undergo 
enhanced interpersonal commur.ications training 
with members of the minority group before 
dealing with them in the street. Those serving in 
rural departments with limited specialized capa
bilities should undergo training that would 
increase their skills to conduct minor criminal 
investigations and crime scene searches. 

It was the belief of th-e conference participants' 
that all peace officers could benefit greatiy from 
this more individualized training and that action 
be taken by every agency to provide it. Such 
formal preparatory basic training should be made 
available during the officer's first year of 
employment. 

The greatest impediment to locally conducted 
preparatory basic training is the lack of available 
resources. The participants indicated that few 
agencies were capable of providing the necessary 
classroom space, materials, instructors, and the 
funds to pay for additional personnel or overtime 
pay. Conferees did suggest, however! that 
agencies could implement superV"isea fnstruction 
and in-field coaching. The chief executive should 
designate an officer to be responsible for such 
'.rainingi(he/she did notcondljm ithirnself/her
self. While supervised coaching is benefiCial, it 
does not preclude the need for formalized 
classroom study. Recognizing the limitecf is-

. sources of most agenCies, the conferees pro
posed that this training can best be conducted on 
a multi-agency or regional basis. 
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Inservice Training 
Preparatory basic training alone is not suffici

~nt !o insure a~ .officer's. continu!ng competency 
In his/her positIOn. Particularly In a profession 
that is sensitive to its environment-changing 
community attitudes, statutory and decisional law 
!he rat~ and nature of criminal activity, and 
innovative operational techniques-the know
ledge, skills and abilities needed to be an effective 
peace officer are continually increasing. 

In addition,. ,:!S was p~inted out by one 
conference participant, what IS learned in prepara
tor~ basic training is often forgotten or, after a 
pe~lod of strong peer group influence, is cast 
aSide. Only a program of formalized inservice 
training will maintain the officer's skills while 
imparting to him / her the modifications in the 
peace officer role necessary to meet the demands 
of the contemporary community. 

The Iowa State Legislature has recognized the 
need for inservice training and has empowered the 
I.L.E.A. Council to mandate such for all of Iowa's 
peace officers. (CODE OF IOWA sec. 80B.11(4) 

(1975).) Presently, inservice training requirements 
have not been addressed due to the need to 
allocate all available resources for basic training: 
It was anticipated that, even when the I.L.E.A. 
minimum inservice training program is mandated, 
there will still be a need for additional in-house 
inservice training. 

Conferees concurred that every agency should 
use the I.l.E.A. course as a foundation upon 
which to develop an ongoing inservice training 
program, Each local program should meet the 
specific needs of the personnel and the commu
nity. The development of local programs, how
ever, should not be contingent upon the 
implementation of the !.l.E.A.'s mandated inser
vice training requirements. The necessity for 
comprehensive in service training currently exists 
in Iowa and every law enforcement chief executive 
and governing body should immediately seek out 
the most effective and efficient means to provide 
it. 

Law enforcement organizations can provide 
inservice training to its employees through 
various means. Ideally, it should be an ongoing 
process which is designed to directly improve the 
officer's abilities to perform his/her duties and 
meet the agency's goals and objectives. To tilis 
end, employees should be encouraged to enroll in 
law enforcement courses at local schools and to 
do independent reading of relevant materials. 
Greater use should also be made of special 
seminars or schools. If the agency utilizes this 
method for inservice training, the officers who 
attend the seminars should be required to impart 
his/her acquired knowledge to the other officers 
in the agency. Conferees related that liaison 
should also be sought with local hospitals or 
doctors to provide employees with ef:1ergency 
medical training. 

If the resources are available, formal inservice 
training for all personnel should be conducted 
in-house. If they are not available Clr can be 
conducted cost-effectively on a larger scale, 
departments should consider consolidating their 
resources and implement a program which is truly 
responsive to the inservice training needs of the 
participating agencies. Standards 12.3 and 12.4 
address the developlment of such training 
facilities. 

As noted above, the major impediment to local 
ins~r~ice training is the la?k of funding. In 
addltl~n to any funds required for purchasing 
supplies, .s~ch .as books or audio-visual equip
ment, training IS usually conducted during an 
officer's on-duty hours. Agency chief executives 
who desire training must either employ more 
personnel to fill in for those officers in training or 
pay his/.h~r officers overtime. It was remarked by 
the part!clpants that these are not usually feasible 

. alternatives. Clearly, additional funding sources 
. are neede~. Confe:ees recommended that everYI-' 

agency chief executive and governing body should 
take immediate action to explore and tap new 
sources for funds. While the participants did not 
wholly endorse the concept of establishing a reve
nue category specifically for law enforcement 
training, such as additional fees for speeding vio
lators, some similar funding source may be 
necessary. 
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Academic Credit 'For Training 
Over the past five years there has been an 

increasing number of post-secondary schools in 
Iowa offering associate degrees in law enforce
ment and police science. The availabilit; of 
Federal monies to subsidize the education of 
criminal justice practitioners (the Law Enforce
ment Education Program of l.E.A.A.) was 
mentioned as the prime cause for this growth. 
Conferees noted that many of Iowa's community 
colleges and accredited technical schools have 
sought to capture their share of this funding and, 
consequently, have taken action to encourage 
peace officers to enroll in their programs. 

The main incentive utilized to induce peace 
officers to become stUdents is the awarding of 
academic credit tor the officer's training experi
ence. All types of training, particularly prepara
tory basic, has been honored. In most instances, 
the institution will grant a flat number of credits 
toward the attainment of their associate degree. 
In at least one school, officers automatically 
acquire nineteen eiective credits just for the 
successful completion of the mandated 1.1.E.A. 
basic training course. Other schools are more 
discriminating in granting academic credit. One 
community college demands that the officers take 
the actual college course, taught at the training 
acaderny, in order to receive academic credit. It 
was acknowledged that there is little, if any, 
uniformity in the awarding of academic credit. 



For the most part, the partici pants 'endorsed the 
concept of awarding academic credit 'for law 
enforcement training. There was agreement that 
officers would be more inclined to continue their 
education if their training was recog\lized by an 
academic institution. Additionally, the quality of 
the training itself would improve if educators were 
permitted input into the course content or presen~ 
tation. 

While the concept was supported, many 
participants expressed concern about the abuses 
inherent in the current system. Major problems 
have resulted when schools have awarded credit 
for training that has not been equivalent to the 
school's regular courses. Granting credit for fire~ 
arms training is highly questionable. Conferees 
felt that the very fact that an officer can earn up to 
one third of the credits needed for a two~year de
gree in only six weeks is indicative of a school 
administration's willingness to sacrifice educa
tional standards. The conferees Cor{tended that 
such "good business" practices have tended to 
cheapen the worth of the degree and have added 
credence to those arguing against the need for 
higher educational credentials for peace officers. 

Standard 12.8, Academic Credit for Training, 
recommends the proper steps that should be 
taken to prevent these abuses. First, law 
enforcement agencies should only seek; affiliation 
with academic institutions accreditlid by the 
North Central Regional Accreditation Associa
tion. It was believed that post-secondary schools 
wishing to maintain their accreditation would be 
more likely to maintain their educational stan
dards. Second, only those training courses which 
are academically equivalent in depth, duration and 
difficulty to the institution's regular courses 
should be honored. While the law enforceme.nt 
chief executive cannot prevent a school from 
honoring training, he/she should, if warranted, 
take action to dissuade the school from doing so. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSiS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 16.2, 16.3, 16.4, 16.5, 16.6, 15.3, 7.6 
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Chapter Thirteen 

Promotion and Advancement 

Goal: Only those peace officers who have 
the potential to function at higher levels 
of responsibility are promoted and ad· 
vanced to these positions. 
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STANDARD 13.1 
Administration of Promotion 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
seek to insure that only the best qualified 
personnel are promoted or advanced to positions 
of greater authQrity and responsibility in higher 
pay grades and tanks. 

1. The law enforcement chief executive should 
be involved in all phases of his/her agency's 
promotion and advancement system includ~ 
ing the testing of personnel and the ap~ 
pointing of personnel to positions of greater 
responsibil ity. 

2. Personnel should be required to d.~mon~ 
strate their ability to assume greater respon~ 
sibility prior to promotion or advancement. 

3. The Iowa State Legislature should require al/ 
law enforcement officers to be on probation~ 
ary status for one year from the date of pro~ 
motion or advancement. 

STANDARD 13.2 
Personnel Assessment 

Every law enforcement agency should ado~t ,a 
policy of promoting to highep; ranks and advancing 
to higher paygrades only those personnel who 
successfully demonstrate their ability to assume 
the responsibilities and perform the duties of the 
position to which they will be promoted or 
advanced. Personnel who have the potential to 
assume the increased responsibility should be 
identified and placed in a program that will lead to 
full development of that potential. 

1. The Iowa Law Enforcement Academy should 
establish and make available to all lawen
forcement agencies a comprehensive man
agement assessment service. This service 
should be capable of: 
a. Assessing the potential of personnel to 

function at the next higher level of re~ 
sponsibility; and 

b. Training management and supervisory 
personnel. 

2. The Iowa State Legislature should provide 
the Iowa L.aw Enforcement Academy with 
C}dequate funding to support the manage
ment assessment service. 

3. Every law enforcement agency should screen 
all personnel in order to identify their indi
vidual potential and to guide them toward 
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achieving their full potential. Every em
ployee should be developed to his/her full 
potential as an effective patrol officer, a 
competent investigator, a supervisor or 
manager, or as a ~pecialist capable of hand
ling any of the other tasks within the agency. 
This screening should consist of one or 
more of the following: 
a. Assessment conducted by the I.L.E.A. 

management assessment service; 
b. Assessment of past job performance and 

demonstrated initiative in the pursuit of 
self-development; 

c. Oral interviews; and 
d. Job~related ability tests. 

4. Comprehensive and individualized programs 
of education, training, and experience de
signed to develop the potential of every em
ployee who wishes to participate should be 
offered. These individualized development 
programs should be based on the potential 
identified by the I. L. E.A. management 
assessment service or the department's 
screening process. 

STANDARD 13.3 
Development Activities 

"' 
Every law enforcement agency should imple-

ment formal programs for personnel development. 
Such programs should be designed to further the 
employee's professic....nal growth and increase 
his/her capacity 'for his/her present or future role 
within the agency. 

1. Law enforcement agencies with specialized 
units for general criminal investigation, vice, 
traffic, staff, and other functions should 
immediately develop a formal system for 
personnel rotation. This system should be 
designed to develop generalist, specialist, 
and managerial resources. 
a. Newly hired personnel should be rotated 

through geographic areas of varying 
crime incidence and major functional 
assignments in order to give them the 
valuable perspective and professional 
understanding that only experience in a 
wide range of agency functions and areas 
can provide. 

b. Selective and individualized rotation of 
incumbent personnel should be imple
mented to develop generalis~ and spe
cialis~ expertise or specifically to prepare 
personnel for promotion and advance
ment. The movement of incumbent per-



sonnet should take into account indi
vidual needs for specific work experi
ences, individual potential and willing
ness to participate, and agency needs for 
the development of personnel as well as 
the potential for a cost-effective return on 
the investment of time and manpower. 

c. Personnel. rotation should be regulated so 
that the agency is continually able to 
meet its primary service objectives. The 
rotation of highly specialized personnel 
should be restricted to avoid serious 
interference with the delivery of special
ized services. 

2. Every agency should fulfill its responsibility 
to develop personnel development activities. 
In doing so, the availability of financial 
assistance outside the normal budgetary 
process should be considered. 

STANDARD 13.4 
Personnel Evaluation 

Every law enforcement agency should immedi
ately begin a periodic evaluation of all personnel, 

STANDARD 13.5 
Continuing Education 

Every law enforcement agei1cy l:ihould en
courage its officers to achieve a cOllege-level 
education. Colleges and universities, particularly 
those providing educational programs expressly 
for peace officers, should schedule classes at a 
time when officers can attend. 

1. When it does not interfere with th0 efficient 
administration of personnel, duty and shift 
assignments should be made to accommo
date attendance at school; any shift or duty 
rotation system should also be designed to 
facilitate college attendance. 

2. Colleges and universities should schedule 
classes at hours and locations that will 
facilitate the attendance of peace officers. 
a. Ciasses should be scheduled for presen

tation during the daytime and evening 
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hours within the same academic period, 
semester, or quarter. 

b. When appropriate, colleges and uni
lIersities should present classes at lo
cations other than the main campus so 
officers can attend more conveniently. 

c. An "open-campus" program should be 
considered and, if possible, implemented 
for peace officers. 

3. The Iowa State Legislature should recom
mend to the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration that L.E.E.P. and other ed
ucational support funds be available to law 
enforcement agencies to conduct academic 
programs at the law enforcement facility. 

COMMENTARY 

The absence of valid and reliable procedures for 
selecting peace officers for promotion and 
advancement is a critical problem experienced by 
Iowa law enforcement. Current personnel 
administrative practices do not insure that the 
best qualified candidate for a promotion will be 
chosen. It was observed by the conference 
participants that selection procedures may be so 
inadequate that a higher degree of success can be 
achieved by " ... picking names out of a hat." The 
consequences of inadequate selection procedures 
are readily apparent; since an agency is only as 
good as the individuals serving in and managing. 
it, many deficiencies in contemporary Iowa law 
enforcement can be traced directly to unqualified 
or untrained supervisors and managers. 

Whether the administration of promotion and 
advancement is the function of the local civil 
service commission or is within the sole control of 
the agency's chief executive or the jurisdiction's 
elected officials, the major cause for the current 
dysfunctional system is the lack of valid selection 
criteria. It was commented by the conferees that, 
traditionally, great reliance had been placed upon 
outdated and irrelevant written exams. These 
exams are not predictive in nature in thai they do 
not measure the examinee's potential to function 
at higher levels of responsibility. Conferees 
remarked that a high score on such exams may 
result solely from rote memorization of the 
agency's procedures handbook and the CODE OF 
IOWA. It was also related that, on occasion, local 
civil service commissions have purchased pro
motion exams from locales in other states where 
the criminal justice system was governed by 
different statutory and decisional law. 

Another major fault with promotional exams is 
that the test results impart little useful infor
mation to the examiner about the comparative 



rotel'tirll of each candidate. Conferees observed 
that rXFlm scores often fall into a bi-modal 
distribution-large numbers of examinees scoring 
(littmr very high or very low. While such a 
distribution would indicate which officers would 
Ilo obviously uIlqlwlifind for promotioll, thorn. is 
little numerical distinction betweon tt;use scoring 
well on the exam. 

Selections based upon personnel evaluation 
criteria suffer from many of the same problems as 
exam scores. The distribution of personnel 
evaluations conducted by the candidate's imme
diate supervisors are, as indicated by the 
conferees, skewed to the right (everyone receivin.g 
a very good or excellent review). It was remarked 
that, "If you don't receive an excellent evaluation, 
you should begin looking for another job." More
over, the conference participants related that a 
favorable evaluation depends, to a great extent, 
upon the interpersonal relationship between the 
employee and the evaluator. 

It came to the attention of the participants that, 
in the promotional system, too much emphasis is 
placed upon the candidate's seniority in his/her 
present grade. Whereas seniority could be the 
deciding factor when all other variables are equal, 
it should only be one of the many factors 
considered in the selection process. As described 
by one participant, "It is desirable to promote 
an officer who has five years experience, not one 
who has one year of experience fIve times over." 
There are indications that the seniority issue will 
be awared more weight in the promotion process 
as a result of collective bargaining with employee 
organizations. The conferees recognized this new 
element but stressed that agency administrators 
and other governmental entities, such as elected 
officials and civil service commissions, should 
maintain total control over this phase of personnel 
administration. 

Managemf''lnt Ass6ssment Service 
Observing that deficiencies in the current 

administration of promotion systems exist, the 
conference participants believed that an entirely 
new, more realistic approach should be taken. 
Rather than base promotion decisions solely upon 
irrelevant written and oral exams, promotions 
should primarily be determined by the candidate's 
potential ability to function at his/her next higher 
level of responsibility. The conferees proposed 
that an assessment of each candidate's potential 
can best be conducted at a management assess
ment center. 

The management assessment concept has been 
implemented with great success by sev~ral states 
and individual law enforcement agencIes, most 
notably the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Candidates for promotion are sent to these 
centers for a thorough and sophisticated evalu
ation of their ability to function at higher levels of 
responsibility. In that a management assessment 
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service is an expensive undertaking, the conferees 
predicted that one can be established only on a 
statewide basis. To this end, the standard directs 
ttm Iowa State Legislature to provide the Iowa Law 
Enforcement Academy with the necessary ro
sourcnB 10 cstabliBh and maintain all aSSO~;!HllOIlI 
cOllier. 

Once established, the services of l.L.l.A,'s 
management assessrnent center should be made 
available to all law enforcement agencies in the 
state. Conferees proposed that chief executives 
would be able to send select personnel to the 
center on a rotating basis for an assessment 
period of approximately one week. Generally, the 
assessment would entail role playing, situation 
simulations, and supervisory decision-making 
problems. 

The conference participants envisioned that the 
management assessment center would serve two 
majer functions. First, the center would assess 
on officer's ability to function at higher levels of 
responsibility, and identify areas of weakness 
which the officer should seek to overcome. 
Second, the center could provide management 
and supervisory training and assist in the creation 
of personnel development programs in local 
departments. 

The most direct benefit derived from pro
fessional assessment would be that, for the first 
time civil service commissions and law enforce
ment chief executives would be able to base their 
promotion decisions on valid criteria. While there 
would be no legislative mandate to select those 
officers who fared well In the assessment, the 
conferees predicted that most chief executives 
and civil service commissions would follow the 
center's recommendations. Moreover, the as
sessments would provide the agency with the 
feedback necessary to develop inservice training 
programs designed to develop supervisory ability. 
Standard 13.3 addresses the need to develop 
programs that would facilitate each employee's 
career development. 

Administration of PrQmotion 
A chief concern of most of the conferees was 

that local civil service commissions prevent the 
agency from selecting the most qualified em
ployees for promotion. As noted previously, 
commissions have traditionally ultilized non-job 
related selection criteria which has resulted in the 
promotion of the mediocre or unqualified. While 
the conferees did not advocate a complete change 
in the promotional system, several changes were 
noted. In additIon to the use of job-related 
selection criteria and the I.L.E.A.'s management 
assessment, the conferees recommended that the 
commissioners themselves should become more 
atuned to the needs of contemporary law 
enforcement. 

Tile effectiveness of the promotion system 
depends, to a great degree, upon the abilities of 



the civil service commissioners. The conferees 
related that, all too often, appointment to a 
jurisdiction's civil service commission is purely 
lIonorary witll lillie ronard 10 tl10 abilitios of tho 
COllllllissiullnlS. Conf()f()()s notod that civil 
!)orviGo commissioners should be knowledgoablo 
in the areas of personnel administration, testing 
procedures and other relevant variables. It was 
suggested that governing bodies should acknow
ledge the importance of these positions and 
actively seek out members of the community who 
would be most qualified to occupy them. 

Even when valid and reliable selection criteria 
are incorporated into the promotional process, 
unqualified officers will still be selected and 
appointed to higher ranks. Existing State 
statutes only provide for a probationary period 
tor new employees. The conferees recommended 
that legislative action should be taken to expand 
this coverage to newly-promoted employees as 
well. Law enforcement administrators must be 
provided with the ability to demote supervisory 
personnel if it appears evident that they are unable 
to function in their new position. It was remarked, 
however, that the agency is obligated to provide 
special supervisory training to the officer prior to 
initiating demotion procedures. 

Lateral Entry 
One area considered and supported by the 

National Advisory Commission was that of lateral 
entry. This subject was comprehensively dis
cussed and, after a thorough evaluation of the 
pros and cons, the conferees decided against 
establishing a standard supporting it. It was 
recognized that, in certain instances, lateral entry 
is a desirable alternative tt> selecting an officer 
from within the ranks. This is particularly true 
when the position to be filled requires highly 
specialized skills such as ~hat of a forensic 
scientist or specialized lab technician. Selection 
of an officer from outside the department may 
also be necessary for filling a regular management 
slot, such as patrol I ieutenant or captai n. 
However, lateral entry for these positions may 
prove to be a severe long term-detriment to the 
agency's abil ity to function effectively. 

Conferees argued that a lateral entry system 
may lower the morale and motivation of agency 
employees. Officers would be offered little 
encouragement to better themselves in hopes of 
promotion and advancement if the opportunity 
exists that an outsider may be selected to fill the 
desired position. The officer must have a stake in 
remaining in the department. 

If there are a lack of qualified personnel for 
promotion, the participants believed that poor 
personnel administration practices are to blame. 
The conferees concurred that it is the responsi
bility of every chief executive to insure that the 
supervisory and management potential of his! her 
employees is fully developed. As notJd by one 
participant, "I don't believe that a department that 
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has failed to develop its personnel should be 
allowed alternative means to cover up their 
errors." It is expected that with the imple
Illentation of tho 1l1,IIWn(mHHlI mlseSSlllOli1 cOlllnl, 
;lIld tI}() creat iOIl 01 pOI S()lIlwl d()v(~I()pIll{)1I1 

proUrilms, overy elliof ()xecul iv() SilOUld II<lVO 

sufficient numbers of qualified officers froll1 
whom to choose. 

Personnel Evaluation 
The annual or semi-annual personnel evalua

tion, a primary method to monitor and document 
the on-thenjob performance of individual officers 
by agency administrators, is experiencing di
minished importance in contemporary Iowa law 
enforcement. Departments either do not require 
that an evaluation be conducted or condone the 
careless manner in which supervisors routinely 
complete them. Two factors identified by 
conference participants as causing this situation 
are: 1) inadequate evaluation criteria and rating 
forms; and 2) a widespread attitude among 
supervisors that expending effort on personnel 
evaluations is a waste of time. 

The conferees decided that current adminis
trative procedures for personnel evaluation are 
conducive to superficial and uniform evaluations. 
The most commonly used forms, those requiring 
short descriptive statements (poor-fair-good
excellent) or numerical ratings (rating on a one to 
five scale with five indicating outstanding 
performance) convey little about the actual per
formance of the employee. Such checklists do 
not require that the supervisor be highly familiar 
with his/her subordinates and encourage uniform 
responses, usually in the "very good" or 
"excellent" categories. High ratings are particu
larly expected if a salary increment is dependent 
upon the rating. It is also quite possible that 
supervisors are apprehensive that a fair or medio
cre report on subordinates will reflect unfavorably 
upon their own abilities. 

It was the opinion of the participants that totally 
objective evaluations. are unlikely in agencies of 
any size. Due tv the varied duties and 
responsibilities of each officer, even those within 
the same division and assigned to the same shift, 
external uncontrolled variables will affect each 
officer's performance. For example, those patrol
ing high crime areas would be required to 
demonstrate professional skills and abilities not 
demanded by assignment to a middle-class 
"bedroom" neighborhood. 

Uniformly objective evaluations are also diffi
cult to obtain due to each supervisor's subjective 
judgement, personal beliefs, prejudices, and work 
experience. It was remarked that no two 
supervisors will rate a single individual equally. 
An officer who receives a "five" from one evaluator 
could easily earn a "four" or "three" rating from 
another. Another subjective factor that may taint 
an objective evaluation would be the interpersonal 
relationship between the supervisor and his! her 



subordinate at the time of the evaluation. This 
concern was expressed by a number of partici
pants. 

Corrective action by agency administrators 
often is not taken because there is a widespread 
attitude that personnel evaluations do not serve 
any meaningful purpose. Conferees indicated 
that personnel evaluations are utilized primarily 
for makin~ promotional decisions. Many super
visors feel that. since there are a limited number 
of promotions in lowa's law enforcement agen
cies, there is little need for comprehensive and 
objective evaluations. As reported by one 
participant, supervisors feel that, " ... if no one is 
going to be promoted this year, why bother with 
an evaluation." 

Even though there are difficulties inherent in 
any form of personnel evaluation system, the 
conference participants agreed that every agency 
should requim that each officer be evaluatec' 
semi-annually. Two primary reasons were 
identified for the need of the reports: 1) to 
document each officer's performance for pro
motion and to assist the officer in overcoming 
his/ her deficiencies; and 2) to insure that each 
supervisor is meeting the responsibilities of 
his/ her position. 

Without an honest evaluation of job perfor
mance, an officer may never know if he / she is 
performing in accordance with the agency's 
defined role. Conferees acknowledged that 
officers may work for twenty years without any 
constructive criticism as to why he/ she continu
ally is passed over for promotions. This situation, 
the absence of constructive feedback concerning 
individual inadequacies and the means to over
come them, breeds frustration and an attitude 
ttl at , "I am a good cop but they (the administra
tion) has it in for me." It is not only the agency's 
responsibility to point out the weaknesses of its 
officers, but to also develop programs that will 
assist them in overcoming their weaknesses. 

The semi-annual personnel evaluation also 
serves to insure that supervisors are, in fact, 
supervising their subordinates. Without compre
hensive semi-annual evaluations, the agency's 
chief executive m3Y have little hard evidence that 
his/ her supervisors are meeting their manage
ment resp.::msibilities by being fully aware of their 
subordinate's activities. 

Comprel'lensive personnel evaluations are 
necessary In departments of all sizes. Chief 
executives must maintain a fully documented 
record of every employee's behavior, perfor
mance, and potential. Conferees pOinted to the 
need for documentation to support disciplinary 
actions taken against officers. The records are 
also useful to newly appointed or elected chief 
executives. All too often, the new chief executive 
has little information, other than hearsay, about 
the abilities of individual officers. 
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For these reasons, the conferees proposed that 
it was incumbent upon every law enforcement 
chief executive to implement a valid and reliable 
personnel evaluation system. Suggested alterna
tives to present dysfunctional methods may 
include requiring comprehensive written state
ments to justify a numerical grade or having a 
team of supervisors conduct evaluations. 

Continuing Education 
In the past decade, the role of the peace officer 

has grown from being primarily one of a "law 
enforcement" officer to one responsible for the 
maintenance of the social order. Basic to this 
transition is the ability of agency personnel to 
relate to and communicate with the people in the 
community they serve. Formal post-secondary 
education has shown to be a viable means to 
achieve this. The question that should be asked 
by law enforcement administrators is not, 
"Should my officers continue their education 
beyond that required for initial employment?" but, 
"How can my; agency best encourage each officer 
to continu~e 'his/her education?" 

Conference participants did not contend that an 
individual without the needed personal abilities 
and characteristics would be transformed into a 
competent officer upon his/ her possession of a 
post-secondary degree. They did strongly agree, 
however, that a good officer would become a 
better one, as a result of study in a well designed 
course of post~secondary education. (See 
Standard 7.3, Educational Selection Standards, 
for additional commentary.) 

COMPARATiVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC POIic,e 17.1,17.2,17.3,17.4,17.5 



Chapter Fourteen 

The Patrol Furlction 

Goal: The patrol unit is recognized as 
tho law enforcement agency's most impor· 
tant tool in delivering servaces to the com· 
munity and that the necessary action is 
taken to insure its competency and effec· 
tiveness. 
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STANDARD 14.1 
Deployment 

Every law enforcement agency should develop a 
patrol deployment system that is responsive to 
the demands for services and consistent with the 
effective use of the agency's patrol personnel. 
The deployment system should include collecting 
and analyzing data, conducting a workload study, 
and allocating personnel to patrol assignments 
within the agency. 

1. A system for the collection and analysis of 
patrol deployment data according to area and 
time should be established. 
a. A census iract, reporting area, or per· 

manent grid system should be developed 
to determine geographical distribution of 
data; and 

b. Seasonal, daily, and hourly variations 
should be considered in determining 
chronological distribution of data. 

2. A comprehensive workload study should be 
conducted to determine the nature and volume 
of the demands for service and the time ex· 
pended on all activities performed by patrol 
personnel. The workload study should be the 
first step in developing a deployment data 
base and should be conducted at least an
nually thereafter. Information obtained from' 
the workload study should be used: 
a. To develop operational objectives for patrol 

personnel; 
b. To establish priorities on the "types of 

activities to be performed by the patrol 
personnel; and 

c. To measure the efficiency and effective· 
ness of the patrol operation in achieving 
agency goals. 

3. An allocation system should be implemented 
for the geographical and chronological pro· 
portionate need distribution of patrol per· 
sonnel. The allocation system should empha· 
size agency efforts to prevent crime, increase 
criminal apprehensions, minimize response 
times to calls for services, and equalize 
patrol personnel workload. This system 
should provide for the allocation of personnel 
to: . 
a. Divisions or precincts in those agencies 

which are geographically decentralized; 
b. Shifts; 
c. Days of the week; 
d. Beats; and 
s. Fixed·post and relief assignments. 

4. Procedures should be established for the im· 
plementation, operation, and periodic eval· 
uation and revision of the agency's deploy· 
men~ system. These procedures should in· 
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clude provIsions to insure the active par· 
ticipation and willing cooperation of ail 
agency personnel. 

STANDARD 14.2 
The Patrol Officer Role 

Every law enforcement chief executive immedi
ately should develop written policy that defines 
the role of the patrol officer, and should establish 
operational objectives and priorities that reflect 
the most effective use of the patrol officer in 
reducing crime. 

1. The role of the pa'lrol officer should be en· 
hanced by providing st~tus and recognition 
from the agency and the community. 

2. The patrol officer should be acknowledged 
as the agency's primary element for the de· 
liverance of law enforcement services and 
prevention of criminal activity. 

3. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
insure maximum efficiency in the deliverance 
of patrol services by setting out in written 
policy' the objectives and priorities governing 
these services. This policy: 
a. Should insure that resources are con· 

centrated on fundamental duties; 
b. Should insure that patrol officers are en· 

gaged in tasks that are related to the 
agency's function; 

c. Should require immediate response to 
incidents where there is an immediate 
threat to the safety of an individual, a 
crime is in progress, or a crime committed 
and the apprehension of the suspected 
offender is likely. 

d. Should emphasize the need for preventive 
patrol 10 reduce the opportunity for criminal 
activity; and 

e. Should provide a procedure for accepting 
reports of criminal incidents not requiring 
a field investigation. 

COMMENTARY 

Deployment 

Every law enforcement organization in the state, 
from the smallest five-member agency to the Iowa 
State Patrol, has a need to deploy patrol 



personnel according to some formalized system. 
At the very least, an agency should be capable of 
placing its patrol units "where the trouble is." 
Particularly for smaller departments with limited 
back-up capabilities, an effective deployment 
system is needed to insure that timely emergency 
response times are maintained. Even in the larger 
jurisdictions, a formalized deployment system is 
necessary if the patrol force is to function as a 
viable crime deterrent through preventive patrol. 

Conference participants related that, generally, 
patrol deployment syst13ms in Iowa law enforce
ment are inadequate. In some agencies, data 
necessary for proper patrol deployment is not 
utilized for deployment purposes. In those 
agencies that h.ave formalized systems, patrol 
deployment is often not responsive to current 
criminal activity. 

To insure that patrol deployment is not a 
random function haphazardly applied, the con
ference participants recommended that every 
agency implement the system described in 
Standard 14.1. While the methodology will differ 
according to local needs, resources, and crime 
problems, all systems should be based upon the 
criteria outlined in the standard. For example, the 
participants noted that smaller agencies could be 
well served with a "pin map" while larger 
jurisdictions may require more sophisticated 
systems with "real-time" capabilities. 

The Patrol Officer Role 
A law enforcement agency's primary tool for 

delivering services to the community is its patrol 
component. It is the patrol officer who provides 
the day-to-day services essential for deterring 
criminal activity and serving the public. "The 
specific duties and responsibilities of the patrol 
officer are innumerable, as varied and complex as 
the society in which he/she works. In his/her 
multipurpose role the patrol officer serves as a 
protector of public safety, enforcer of law, 
controller of traffic, and investigator and inter
pretor of the law." (NAC, Police, 197 (1973).) 

For the patrol function to attain its goals and 
objectives, it is essential that they function 
efficiently and cost-effectively. To this end, the 
participants recommended that every law en
forcement chief executive establish policy which 
sets forth objectives and priorities to guide patrol 
operations. The recommended policies are 
detailed in Standard 14.2, The Patrol Officer Role. 

It came to the attention of the conferees that, 
no matter how comprehensive agency policy is, 
an effective patrol component cannot be main
tained unless the patrol officers themselves 
perform at optimal !evels. As reported at the 
conference, however, patrol officers in many of 
Iowa's law enforcement agencies are not moti
vated and do not perform to their fullest potential. 
Conferees assumed that this situation results 
from the patrol officer's duties, status, and 
compensation. 
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Traditionally, the patrol position has been 
considered an entry-level position from which a 
peace officer develops his/her abilities and then 
advances to specialized or supervisory positions. 
Patrol officers have been awarded the lowest 
salaries, the least recognition, anJ the lowest 
status. Law enforcement administrators have 
fostered this condition by stressing the greater 
competence and worth of specialists. Addi
tionally, the conferees related that administrators 
stifle any creativity.and innovation within the 
patrol ranks. The National Advisory Commission 
further expounds upon this problem. 

The success of a law enforcement agency 
depends upon (the patrol officer) and every 
effort should be made to attract and retain 
highly qualified patrolpersons. But the 
policies of many agencies encourage the best 
patrol officers to seek other assignments. 
These agencies make no provisions for 
officers who desire to advance and earn more 
money while remaining in the patrol function. 
As a result, qualified patrol officers often 
seek promotion to supervisory positions or 
transfer to other positions in order to obtain 
greater status and pay. 
[In addition] patrol divisions experience 
continual manpower turnover as more and 
more recruits join patrol and more talented 
patrol officers depart for other positions. This 
often results in a patrol force which is com
posed of the inexperienced and the mediocre. 
(NAC, Police, 196 (1973).) 

The conference participants acknowledged that 
making the patroi more attractive and more 
challenging is a long-term, complex process. 
Patrol officers must be given more responsibility 
and be permitted grea.ter involvement in the 
agency's policy development process. Patrol 
personnel should a~J5o be allowed to undertake 
preliminary investigations and should be awarded 
recognition for their participation in criminal 
investigations. (See Standard 16.5.) Moreover, an 
equitable salary structure, which would permit 
competent patrol officers to remain in the patrol 
function if they desire, should be implemented. A 
position classification plan entailing such a 
salary structure (See Standard 9.2), as well as 
more specific measures to upgrade the patrol 
position, are described in standards located 
throughout this document. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 

NAC Police 8.3, 8.2 



Chapter Fifteen 

Team Policing 

Goal: The team policing system, if imple
mented by the law enforcement organiza
tion after comprehensive planning, pro
motes community involvement and furthers 
the agency in attaining its goals and 
objectives. 
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STANDARD 15.1 
Team Policing 

Every municipal police agency with more than 
75 sworn personnel should examine the team 
policing concept to determine its value in 
increasing coordination of patrol and specialized 
functions within the agency. A team policing 
system should be adopted when research and 
testing indicate that such a system would enable 
the agency to use its resources more efficiently. 

1. Research into the team policing concept 
should be conducted to determine its value 
to the agency. This research should include: 
a. Evaluation of the structure and effective

ness of various forms of team policing 
applied by other agencies of comparable 
size and resources; and 

b. Assessment of the resources necessary 
to implement various team policing 
systems. 

2. Agency personnel and the community 
should be involved in the team policing plan
ning and implementation process. Personnel 
participation should be consistent with the 
degree of ultimate involvement in the team 
policing system. 

3. Those departments desiring team policing 
after research should test and evaluate ap
plicable forms prior to formal implementa
tion. Testing should be conducted: 
B. To minimize disruption of ongoing a

gency operations; and 
b. To measure effectiveness in achieving 

predetermined goals and objectives. 
4. Preparatory and inservice training for all per

sonnel involved in the team policing system 
should be provided. The objectives of the 
training program should be to acquaint al! 
agency personnel with team policing policy, 
procedures, objectives, and goals, and to 
provide specific training according to the 
extent and nature of personnel involvement 
in the team policing effort. 

5. Programs to encourage community involve
ment in the agency's team policing system 
should be developed. 

COMMENTARY 

In an attempt to utilize resources more 
efficiently and effectively, many law enforcement 
administrators across the nation are ex.pe,'iment
l.-.G with new operational techniques. One of the 
most popular of these is the team policing 
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concept. As described by the National Advisory 
Commission, team policing is essentially " ... as
signing police responsibility for a certain area to a 
team of police officers. The more responsibility 
this team has, the greater the degree of team 
policing. The basic idea is that the team learns its 
neighborhood, its people, and its problems." 
(NAC, Police, 154 (1973).) 

Departments that have implemented team 
pOlicing have usually incorporated those aspects 
of the team pOlicing concept that have been 
compatible to their jurisdictions. There is no right 
or wrong team policing system. The conference 
participants observed that most plans will involve 
at least some of the aspects of total team 
pOlicing: 1) combination of all line operations of 
patrol, traffic, and investigation into a single 
group under common supervison; 2) formation of 
teams with a mixture of generalists and special
ists; 3) permanent assignment of teams to 
geographic areas; and 4) charging the teams with 
the responsibility for all law enforcement services 
within their respective areas. 

Due to the personnel requirements of team 
policing systems, the conferees predicted that 
only a few of the largest municipal departments in 
Iowa could feasibly implement such plans. It was 
recommended that a sworn force of at least 75 
sworn officers be maintained before the team 
policing concept be investigated. 

Team policing concepts, however, are not alien 
to Iowa; small and many medium size depart
ments operationally deploy their patrol personnel 
in a manner similar to that found in a team 
policing system. Both patrol and investigatory 
functions for the entire jurisdiction are the 
responsibility of every on-duty officer; there is 
little specialization or decentralization. Agencies 
in this category should consider implementing the 
deployment techniques and strategies described 
in Standard 14.1 

While the conferees supported the team 
policing concept, it was reported that those Iowa 
departments that have implemented such systems 
have experienced many unforeseen difficulties. 
Conference participants remarked that many 
problems arose due to the !i.3.ck of. adequate 
funding to meet the added expense of team 
policing techniques. Even with the implementa
tion of a limited team policing plan, additional 
personnel are required. The conferees mentioned 
that personnel may be assigned to the team at the 
expense. of other basic law enforcement services. 
In addition, a more comprehensive data collection 
system is needed to hold the team accountable for 
the crime rate and for deployment purposes. 
Assuming that the additional funding would be 
available, the participants doubted that a team 
policing system would be more effective than the 
regular deployment system with the additional 
resources. So that these problems would be 



identified prior to full-scale implementation, it 
was highly recommended that in-depth planning 
and experimentation first be conducted. 

Conferees found that team po!!ring may be 
resisted by agency personnel. Several participants 
noted that officers assigned to teams were often 
of the opinion that dealing with the public on a 
one-to-one basis was not part of the peace officer 
role. Other employee host!.lity resulted from the 
fact that they, the officers, were being held 
responsible for the rate of criminal activity in their 
team polici ng sector. 

To alleviate this resistance, the conferees 
strongly urged that agency personnel be involved 
in the team policing planning phase; their 
participation should be consistent with their 
degree of ultimate involvement in the system. 
Additionally, every agency employee should be 
indoctrinated to the team philosophy through 
preparatory and inservice training. 

To insure that the primary goal of team policing 
is attained-the enhancement of the people
police relationship-it is essential that the 
community also be involved in the planning and 
implementation phases. It was observed that it 
would be unrealistic to expect a community to get 
involved and support such an effort if they had not 
initially been encouraged to provide input. For 
example, it was noted that one aQency which 
attempted a team policing plan was unsuccessful 
due to the lack of community involvement. 
Consequently, the conferees strongly recom
mended that any team policing planning effort 
include the active involvement and support of the 
targeted community. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 6.1, 6.2 
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Chapter Sixteen 

Specialization 

Goai: Every law enforcement organization 
has timely and cost·effective access to 
speciaiized personnei to cope with crime 
problems that cannot be adequately reo 
solved by the patrol function. 
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STANDARD 16.1 
Specialized Assignment 

Every law enforcement agency should use 
generalists (patrol officers) wherever possible 
and, before establishing any specialization nec
essary to improve the delivery of service, 
specifically define the problem that may require 
specialization, determine precisely what forms of 
specialization are required to cope with this 
problem, and implement only those forms in a 
manner consistent with available resources and 
agency priorities. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should define the specific problem in con
cise written terms and in so doing should 
consider at least: 
a. Whether the problem requires the action 

of another public or private organization; 
b. The severity of the pr,oblem; 
c. The period of time the' problem is expect

ed to exist; and 
d. The community's geographic, physical, 

and population conditions that contribute 
to the problem or which may affect or be 
affected by the specialization. 

2. An assessment of all resources and tactical 
alternatives available to the agency should 
be conducted. The assessment should deter
mine at least: 
a. Whether the problem requires specializa

tilon; 
b. The degree of specialization required; 
c. The manpower and equipment resources 

required by specialization; 
d. Which of the needed resources are avail

able within the agency and which are 
available outside it; 

e. The availablility of necessary specialized 
training; 

f. The expected duration of the need for 
specialization; and 

g. The organizational changes needed as a 
result Qf specializaticm. 

3. Special consideration should be given to tne 
impact of specialization on: . 
a. The identified problem; 
b. Personnel and fiscal n.~sources; 
c. Community attitudes toward the agency; 

and 
d. The ageiicy's delivery of genera! !a\'J en

forcement services. 
4. An operations effectiveness review for each 

specialization should be developed. This re
view process should be carried oui: 
a. As a goal·oriented activity analysis; and 
b. On a specific schedule for the expected 

duration of the need. 
5. The specialized activity should be termi

nated whenever the problem for which it was 
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needed no longer exists, or can be controlled 
as well or beUer through ether agency oper
ations. 

STANDARD 16.2 
Selection for Specialized Assignment 

Every law enforcement agency with specialized 
positions should establish written policy defining 
criteria for the selection and placement of 
specialist personnel so that they are effectively 
matched to the requirements of each specialty. 

1. A comprehensive personnel records system 
from which information is readily retrievable 
should be maintained. This system should: 
a. Include all pertinent data on every agency 

employee; 
b. Employ a consistent format on all per

sonnel iecords; and 
c. Include procedures for continual up

dating. 
2. Agencywide written announcements de

scribing anticipated specialist position open
ings should be disseminated. These an
nouncements should include: 
a. The minimum personnel requirements for 

each position; 
b. The specialized skills or other attributes 

required or deemed desirable; and 
c. What will be expected of the officer who is 

assigned to the position. 
3. Written minimum requirements and desirg 

able attributes for every speciali,;;,t position 
should be established. The following re
quirements should be considered: 
a. length and diversity of experience; 
b. Formal education; and 
c. Specialized skills, knowledge, and experw 

ience. 
4. Command personnel within the specialty 

should interview every candidate for a 
specialist position. Interviewers should: 
a. Review the pertinent personnel records of 

every candidate; 
b. Consider the candidate's attitude toward 

the position as weli as his/her objective 
qualifications for it; and 

c. Conduct a special personnel investiga
tion where the specific position or cand
idate requires it. 

5. Training requirements should be written for 
each specialty. These requirements may in· 
clude: 
a. Formal preassignment training; and 
b. Formal on-the-job training. 



6. Every law enforcement agency should recog
nize that there are positions where potential 
for officer compromise is high. Procedures 
should be developed to insure the integrity 
of personnel in these positions. 

STANDARD 16.3 
Annual Review of Specialization 

Every law enforcement agency which has 
established specialties should immediately, and 
thereafter, at least annually conduct a formal 
review of each specialty to determine its 
effectiveness in helping to achieve agency goals 
and objectives. In conducting this formal review, 
~he depar~ment's chief executive snould: 

1. Examine the problem for' which the specialty 
was created and identify any modifications 
that the problem may have undergone in the 
past year; 

~. Assess the cost·effectiveness of the specialty 
over the past year and from that assessment 
deiermine whether the current level of reo 
source commitment to the specialty is ade· 
quate or warranted; and 

3. Take the action indicated by the results of 
the ~ormal review of each specialty. This 
action may include: 
a. Continuation of the specialization in its 

present form; 
b. Adjustment of manpower and equipment 

allocations based on modifications in the 
problem or the cost·effectiveness of the 
specialization; or 

c. Termination of the specialized position or 
unit. 

COMMENTARY 

In addition to a basic patrol capab',lity, many of 
Iowa's municipal and county law enforcement 
agencies maintli'in specialized capabilities to cope 
with specific op.')fational problems. It :s believed 
that certain operational areas, such as criminal 
investigations, cannot be handled by the regular 
patrol complement in an efficient and effective 
manner. Depending upon the perceived magni
tude and recu~rence of the problem, agencies have 
either assigned officers to function as part-time 
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specialists or have established full-time posi
tions, units, or divisions in the problem area. 

As the inability of the existing functional units 
to deal with the jurisdiction's crime problems 
reaches the stage where the agency can no longer 
meet its goals and objectives, the exigency of 
specialized assistance becomes evident. Every 
law enforcement chief executive has three 
alternatives in responding to these problems. 
Most simply, non-recurring problems can be 
resolved through assistance from external sour
ces. Expert help is often available from the law 
enforcement agency of the next higher or larger 
political sub"division. For example, a town 
marshal could request the assistance of the 
county sheriff's office in the investigation of a 
burglary. More professional and technical help is 
also available from the various units of the Iowa 
Department of Public Safety. The Bureau of 
Criminal Investigation often is called in to assist 
local departments in the investigation of crimes 
when such investigations demand specialization 
beyond that maintained by the local agency. 

If the problem is of a more recurring nature, an 
officer or unit may be designated to deal with it as 
part of his/her regular job responsibilities. 
Personnel in these positions are either assigned 
to serve in their special capacity when the need 
exists or are required to devote a specified number 
of hours each week to the problem. Examples of 
such part-time specialization are polygraphers in 
the larger departments or the members of a 
S.W.A.T. team (special weapons and tactics 
team). The advantages of part-time specialization 
are that: 1) officers designated as part-time 
specialists are encouraged to develop their 
potential through specialized training; 2) part
time specialists experience a sense of greater 
worth to the agency; and 3) the personnel 
complement of the department's existing organ
izational units is not depleted. 

When the problem is viewed as requiring 
constant attention, full-time positions, units, or 
divisions are usually established. Officers as
signed to these positions devote all of their time 
to the problem area. Full-time specialization 
commonly occurs in the areas of general criminal 
investigation, narcotics and vice enforcement, 
juvenile matters, and accident investigation. 

Full-Time Specializat:on 
Although full-time specialization may be the 

only workable solution to resolve an operational 
problem, many potential abuses inherent in the 
creation of distinct operational entities were 
identified by the conference participants. At the 
very least, the establishment of new specialized 
positions delete the manpower resources of the 
agency's existing functional units. It was noted 
that personnel selected for specialized assign
ment are drawn from the agency ranks; more 
speci'fically, the patrol force. E){cept when 
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external funds are available to implement the 
specialty, usually with Federal L.E.A.A. monies, 
local governing bodies may not appropriate the 
additional funds necessary to restore the patrol 
unit to its previous manpower level. Even when 
ttl0 specialist positions are initially supported 
with external funds, the knowledge that they will 
ovontually require local support may preclude the 
possibly needed expansion of the patrol unit. 
Recognizing that an insufficient patrol force 
directly affects emergency response times and 
deployment flexibility, the establishment of 
specialized positions, whether through traditional 
or external revenue sources, can diminish the 
agency's ability to deliver basic law enforcement 
services to the community. Moreover, specializa
tion may deplete the patrol force of its most 
competent personnel. 

Conference participants ieported that separate 
operational units also are a primary cause of 
patrol officer discontent, low morale, and 
subsequent poor job performance. Conferees 
related that patrol officers may resent the 
special ists' attitudes of superiority and greater 
worth to the department. Agency administrators 
have done little to discourage this and, in fact, are 
usually the cause of it. Agency policy has 
traditionally required that all matters of complex
ity or significance be handled exclusively by the 
specialist. Patrol officers, upon arriving at the 
scene of a major crime, are instructed to keep 
their "hands off" so that they do not contaminate 
the evidence. This official agency attitude has had 
an extremely damaging impact on the patrol 
officer's motivation and job satisfaction. Con
ferees acknowledged that patrol officers have 
reacted to this situation through mediocre job 
performance and dereliction of duties. Partici
pants related that a number of patrol oHicers have 
little concern for maintaining good relations with 
the people in their jurisdiction because the depart
ment has a "community relations" specialist. 

Full-time specialization may also encumber the 
chief executive's ability to allot his/ her personnel 
as he / she bel ieves necessary to attai n the 
department's goals and objectives. In those 
jurisdictions requiring a formal civil service 
promotion to occupy a specialist position, such 
as detective sergeant, the selected patrol officer 
permanently attains supervisory status. Since 
civil service regulations prohibit the demotion of 
officers under norma! circumstances, the special
ist cannot be transferred back to his/her previous 
patro. position and grade. When this situation 
ex!sts the chief executive may have difficulty in 
:errT.i.1ating the specialty or in reassigning those 
of·rlcers who do not fUnction effectively in their 
specialist position. In light of this, participants 
recommended that selection for specialized 
assi~nment shouid not entail a civil service 
,XC:,lO"uon. 

~V~, ... though an operational probiem may not 
,'":vcesS;·:3.te fu!l-time speCialization, law enforcB-
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ment administrators often chose that alterna
tive. Conferees identified the position classifica
tion system normally found in Iowa laW enfCfce
ment as the chief culprit for this situation. Yhis 
system, described in greater detail in Standard 
9.2, results in a chronic lack of career paths ,for 
Iowa's peace officers. When only a patrol 
capability is maintained, t~ere is little opportunily 
for the patrol officer to move up the ranks. Sinc,e 
the current system does not allow any other pathn 
for career development, the officer is frozen at thra 
entry-level position. By opening up specialist 
positions, patrol officers can transfer, or be 
promoted, out of the patrol division into slots that 
provide· higher status, salary, and personal 
initiative. 

While these are all worthy objectives, the 
conferees believed that it should not be the 
function of specialized assignment to make them 
available. Personnel development should be the 
fUnction of the deoartment's position classifica
tion system, not the rationale for specialized 
assignment. It was recommended that a position 
classification plan, as outlined in Standard 9.2, 
and a personnel development program, as 
described in Chapter 13, be immediately imple-
mented. . 

Standard 16.1, Specialized Assignment, ad
dresses many of the abuses mentioned above. 
Patrol officers should be used wherever possible; 
specialized positions should only be established 
when certain criteria are met. These criteria and 
guidelines are clearly outlined in the standard. 
Conference participants strongly urged that all of 
the standard's criteria be considered prior to the 
implementation, or continuation, of any opera
tional specialty. 

Specialist Selection 

After the need for specialized capabilities has 
been identified, the next step in providing them is 
in the selection of personnel for specialized 
assignment. Noting that a formal civil service 
promotion for specialized assignment was not 
endorsed by the conference partici pants, Stand
ard 16.2, Selection for Speclaiiz8u Assignment, 
deals primarily with in-house transfer. Those 
jurisdictions currently requiring formal civil 
service promotions should consider the criteria 
set out in this standard and incorporate all 
applicable sections. 

In discussing specialist selection, participants 
noted that semi-formal selection procedures are 
usually followed. Generally, these procedures 
afford the specialized unit's supervisor the 
discretion to select whomever he/she wants in the 
position. As explained by the National Advisory 
Commission: 

In areas of specialized assignment, where 
close working relationships exist and team 
efforts are deemed of paramount concern, 
personnel are often recommended solely on 
the basis of their friendship with someone 



already in the assigned activity, or because 
someone says that the person is a "good 
guy" or "can keep his mouth shut." Although 
compatibility with coworkers is important, it 
should not be the primary basis for the 
selection of personnel. NAC, Police, 213 
(1973).) 

Recognizing the potential abuses inherent in 
such a semi-formal process, the participants 
decided that the selection process must be fair 
and objective. To this end, formalized written 
policy should be established which would allow 
supervisors relatively free reign in the actual 
selection of the agency's qualified officers 
seeking specialized aSSignment. The following 
procedures would facilitate such a selection 
system: 1) written minimum qualifications and 
oersonal characteristics deemed desirable for the 
position; 2) formal agencywide dissemination of 
announcements pertaining to the specialist 
position; 3) command Interviews with all candi
dates; and 4) training requirements for the newly 
appointed specialist. 

Except for a few of the' largest local law 
enforcement organizations in Iowa, administra
tors are limited in the number of qualified officers 
they can select from for a specialist pOSition. So 
that the already limited personnel pool is not 
further restricted, participants recommended that 
only minimal requirements be established. Mini
mum requirements should only serve to disqualify 
those officers who are clearly unqualified to serve 
in the specialist position. For example, a typical 
minimum requirement may demand at least two 
years of satisfactory service on the force. 

For an agency's specialist selection system to 
be viable, all officers who are qualified for the 
position must be made aware of the opening. 
Participants stated that, for the most part, when a 
specialist position is open, or even if one is only 
being considered at the executive level, officers 
are aware of the opening through word of mouth. 
One participant stated that when his agency was 
only thinking of creating a K-9 Corps, he was 
already deluged with requests from officers for 
assignment to the unit. Even though administra
tors might rightly assume that agency personnel 
are informed about specialist openings, the 
conferees agreed that a formal announcement is 
necessary. The notice, describing the position's 
minimum requirements and characteristics deem
ed desirable, should be disseminated throughout 
thp. agency. Many participants believed that a 
formal announcement would encourage many to 
apply who would have done so if the opening 
was not formally announced. Additionally, such a 
procedure gives the appearance that the selection 
process is more equitable and open. It was 
remarked that, without a formal announcement, 
many officers may believe that the position was 
earmarked for the lieutenant's buddy and that the 
am.:"e selection process was conducted in a covert 
manner. 

Annual Review 
The continued existence of !ull-time specializa

tion at existing resource levels should depend 
solely upon the problem which demanded the 
creation of the specialized capabilities. To insure 
that agency resources are appl ied to best ach ieve 
the agency's goals and objectives. an annual 
reexamination of the problem should be conduc
ted. Conference participants agreed with the NAC 
in that, "[t]he problems that exist in law 
enforcement are not static; they are constantly 
being modified by various societal influences." 
(N.A.C., Police, 217 (1973).) If the original 
problem changed either in nature or severity over a 
period of a year, the specialty created to cope with 

, it should be appropriately modified. Depending 
upon the changes in the problem, participants 
decided that specialized capabilities may have to 
be maintained at current levels, expanded, 
changed in scope or direction, decreased, or 
terminated if other organizational entities could 
deal with it in a more efficient and cost-effective 
manner. To facilitate the administration's reallot
ment of resources, this annual review should 
coincide with the preparation of the annual 
budget. 
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Conference participants indicated that annual 
review is particularly important in preventing 
specialized functions from becoming self-per
petuating. It was noted that as the original 
problem diminished, officers aSSigned to special
ized assignments often broaden their scope of 
responsibility in order to keep active. Chief 
executives should guard against this situation 
through the annual review process. As noted 
earlier in this commentary, civil service provisions 
may impede the termination of a specialized urit. 
Action should be taken by the chief executive or 
the governing body to insure that the chief 
executive has full control over the establ ishment 
or termination of all specialized positions. 

STANDARD 16.4 
D.P.S. Specialization 

The Iowa Department of Public Safety should 
continue to maintain the capability to provide, 
upon the request of any local law enforcement 
agency in Iowa, specialists to assist in the 
inve5iiga~ion of crimes or other incidents that may 
require extensive or highly specialized investiga
tive resource,,; not oiherwise available to the local 
agency. 



STANDARD 16.5 
Criminal Investigation 

Every local law enforcement agency immedi
ately should direct patrol officers to conduct 
thorough preliminary investigations and should 
establish in writing priorities to insure that 
investigative efforts are spent in a manner that will 
best achieve organizational goals. 

1. Patrol officers should be recognized as pre
liminary investigators and should conduct 
thorough investigations. However, investigative 
specialists should be assigned to very serious 
or complex preliminary investigations when 
delay will not hamper the investigation. 

2. Specialized criminal investigative units should 
only be established as needed and staffed 
only with the number of personnel necessary 
to conduct timely investigations that lead to 
organizational objectives. The thoroughness 
of investigations by patrol officers should 
be insured to reduce followup investigative 
efforts. 

3. Investigative priorities should be established 
according to the seriousness of the crime, 
how recently it was reported, the amount of 
readily available information about suspects, 
the availability 01 agency resources, and 
community attitudes. 

4. Quality control procedures should be estab· 
lished to insure that every reported crime 
receives the investigati9n it warrants. These 
procedures should include: 
a. A foliowup report of each open investi· 

gation every ten days and command ap· 
proval of every continuance of an investi· 
gaUon past thirty days; 

b. Constant inspection and review of indl· 
vidual, team, snd unit criminal investigation 
reports and investigator activity sum· 
maries; and 

c. Individual, team, and unit performance 
measures based at least on arrests and 
dispositions, crimes cleared, property reo 
covered, and caseload. 

5. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
insure ~hat his/her agency's case preparation 
is efficient and effective so thai all evidence 
that may lead to the convicHon or acquittal 
01 defendants is systematically prepared and 
presented for review by the prosecuting 
authority. 

6. Criminal investigations should be coordinated 
wHh aU other a~lency operations. This co
ordination should be supported by: 
a. Clearly defined procedures for the ex· 

change of in1ormation between invest!· 
ga~ive specialists and between those spe
cialists ancl uniformed patrol officers; 
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b. Systematic rotation, where possible, of 
generalists !nto investigative specialist 
positions as an in·service training ex
perience; and 

c. Equitable publicity of the efforts of all 
agency elements. 

STANDARD 16.6 
Special Crime Tactical Forces and Multi· 
Jurisdictional Task Forces 

Every law enforcement agency employ
ing more than 75 peace officers should have 
available, consistent with an analysis of its need, 
a flexible and highly mobile tactical force for rapid 
deployment against special crime problems. 
Agl;!ncies with fewer personnel should consider a 
multi-jurisdictional task force. 

1. Written policies and procedures that govern 
deployment of the tactical or task force 
against any problem should be established. 
These policies and procedures should be 
written by the agency's chief executive or 
the board of directors where a multi-juris· 
dictional force exists. Policies and procedures 
for a tactical force should stipull!~e at least: 
a. Th<:\~ the tacticai force will be deployed 

on the basis of current crime pattern 
analyses or validated current information 
on expected crime activity; 

b. That the tactical force will be deployed 
against a problem only when the regularly 
assigned patrol force is not adequate to 
be effective against that problem; and 

c.. That tactical force deployment strategy 
will be based on an objective analysis 
of the problem; Qlvert saturation as a highly 
visible preventive strategy, and covert 
saturation as a low visibility detection and 
apprehension operation. 

2. The numerical strength 01 the tactical or 
multi·jurisdictional task force should depend 
on agency needs and local and regionwide 
problems. 
a. A full·time tactical force should have 

access to an analytical staYf element. 
b. A part·time tactical or task force should 

use qualified personnel from anywhere 
within the agency or participating agencies. 

c. Every tactical and task 10rce should have 
a central headquarters and should operate 
from that headquarters when deployed 
against a problem. 



d. Field commanders should be informed of 
tactical or task force activiti'ss within their 
area of responsibility. Tactical and task 
force activities s,hould be '~onsistent with 
the policies of the field commander of the 
area in which ihey are working. 

e. Every tactical Hnd task ~orce should be 
equipped with necessary specialized equip· 
ment, vehicles, radios, vision devices, and 
weapons. 

STANDARD 16.i! 
Traffic Operaticms 

Every local laMI eniOl'cel!lent age,:,cy and every 
~u'cai government responsible for mghway traffic 
safety should perform the basic functions of 
'lraffic law enforcement, traffic accident manage· 
ment and traffic direction and conirol. 

1. Every 10f.!al law en~orcement agency should 
perform the basic ~onction of trafYic law 
enforc€lmtmt-the agency activiiy specifi
cally directed '(oward ...;ontrolling traffic viola
iions--througn prevention pairol and en
forcement, c;;.se prepara-iion, and court testi
mony. This vunction: 
a. Should include line patrol, area patrol, 

selective location patrol, and records and 
logistics; and 

b. Snouid be the fundamentai responsibility 
of ail uniformed omcers. 

2. Every local law enforcement agency should 
perform the basic functions of traffic aCCident 
management This funcUon relates to agency 
activities connected with traffic collisions, 
and includes providing assistance to the 
injured, protectilt'lg the sc?ne, pref.la,ring. reo 
ports taking necessary entorcernem action, 
and donducting fol!owup inllt.'stigations. This 
function should include: 
8. initial traffic accidimt inves\'igation, follow· 

up investigation, traffic contrll")1 ~t ihe scene, 
injury control, .e.i~forcement action, records, 
reports, and i"loWicaUons; ar~d . 

b. On·scene investigations of ali aCCidents 
involving a iataiity, personal Injury, or 
those required by Iowa law. 

3. Evel'Y local government with responsibiliiy 
'Wo: 'i(ai'~;C direction and con~roi &i,m.:.d per· 
~'':I::'' fila 1:l",~~C hmction of traffic control ai"Jd 
c;;rec~ion which has a direct and immediate 
..:.,.nec·~ Oin ~ramc flow. These activi~i~s: . 
Ci. May inciuoe i,,)~';isection con~roi, parKing 

":;(j[,~i"ol, peGestnan corl~rol, escorts, special 
even~ conUol, and hazard control; 
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b. Should be transferred, wherever possible, 
from the law enforcement. agency to an· 
other local government agency, or be 
undertaken by the law enforcement agency 
but assigned to nonsworn employees; 

C. Should not be performed by employees 
if the need can be anticipated in advance, 
and electronic traffic control devices can 
be installed, unless employees are cost· 
effective. 

STANDARD 16.8 
Vice Operations 

Every law enforcement agency should immedi· 
ately insure its capability to conduct effective 
vice operations against illegal gambling, traffic 
in liquor, prostitution, pandering, pornography, 
and obscene conduct. These operations should be 
capable o~ having impact upon the incidence of 
vice crimes and related criminal activity. 

1. Every law enforcement agency employing 
more than 75 peace officers should have a 
full·time vice investigation capability. Every 
agimcy employing fewer than 75 peace o'lficers 
may assign vice operations specialists on a 
full· or part·time basis, depending on the 
local problem. 

2. Close coordination and continual exchange 
of information shouid be insured between 
vice, narcotic and drug, patrol, and intelligence 
operations, and close liaison with other 
agencies conducting similar operations. 

3. Vice operations should be provided with 
speCial funds, specialized equipment, vehicles, 
vision devices, and any other physical support 
necessary to conduct effective vice operations. 

4. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
insure that every field commander reports, 
as required, to the chief executive, or his 
deSignee, the form and extel1i of the current 
vice problem in his/her area and the effect 
of vice operations on that problem. This report 
should contain: 
a. The number of vice arresis by type of 

or1ense and location; 
b. Information received on vice problems; and 
c. Currel1i vice operations directed against 

~raa vice problems. 
5. 'Every law enb'orcement chiev execu~ive should 

insure, through wriUen policies and pro· 
cedures, that every vice complaint received 
by his/her agency wi!! be reduced to writing 
and investigated as ~horoughly as possible. 
Vice complaint policies and procedures should 
provide that: 
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n. All vice complaints be distributed to tho 
c"\ief executive or his/her designee, and 
to the vice unit; 

b. A written foilowup report on each vice 
complaint be made to indicate the prog· 
ress of the investigation at specified 
intervals; and 

c. Every vice complaint investigation not com· 
pleted within a spec.ified period be reo 
viewed, and that all necessary steps be 
taken to expedite the investigation. 

STANDARD 16.9 
Narcotic and Drug Operations 

Every law enforcement agency should acknow· 
ledge the direct relationship between narcotic and 
drug offenses and other criminal activity, and 
should have available a narcotic and drug investi
gation capability based on that acknowledgement. 

1. Where feasible, law enforcement agencies 
should cooperate in narcotic and drug abuse 
public awareness programs such as school 
system educational programs, civic group 

programs, and multi·agency community pro· 
grams. 

2. Agencies employing more than 75 peace 
officers should have a full·time narcotic and 
drug investigation capability. Personnel in 
smaller agencies may be assigned where 
justified by ihe local problem. 
a. The number of personnel assigned to the 

narcotic and drug operations should be 
determined by the local problem. 

b. Where appropriate in agencies with 75 or 
less personnel, drug and narcotic opera· 
tions may be consolidated with vice op· 
erations. 

3. Coordination and the continual exchange (Jf 
information should be insured between of· 
ficers assigned to narcotic and drug enforce· 
ment, vice enforcement, intelligence, and 
unUormed patrol. 

4. Every chief executive should establish written 
policies and procedures requiring that every 
narcotic and drug compl;aint will be reported 
in writing and investigated. These policies 
and procedures should provide that: 
a. All narcotic and drug complaints be dis· 

~ributed io ihe chief executive or his/her 
delegate, and to the central narcotic and 
drug unU' 

b. A detaileG final repmi of each investigation 
be prepared upon adjudication; 

c. individual, team, and unit narcoiic and 
drug investigation reports and activity 
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Gummarlos be Inspeciod llnd rovlowod 
cOr'lilnually;and 

-, d. Individual, team, and unit performance 
measures continually be applied to drug 
and narcotic operations. These measures 
should include arrests and disposJtions; 
number of purchases by type of drug or 
na~cotic, quantity and quality of seized 
narcotics and drugs, other crimes cleared, 
ami working caseload. 

5. Every agency, with the capabilities noted 
under subsection .2, should provide their 
narcotic operations with special funds and 
specialized equipment such as vehicles, 
electmnic equipment, and vision devices 
necessary to conduct effective narcotic and 
drug operations. 

STANDARD 16.10 
In1elligence Operations 

The Iowa Department of Public Safety and every 
local law enforcement agency should immediately 
establish and maintain the capability to gather 
and evaluate information and to disseminate 
intelligence in a manner which protects every 
individual's right to privacy while it curtails 
organized crime and public disorder. 

1. The Iowa Department of Public Safety should 
establish a central intelligence gathering, 
analysi:s, storage, and dissemination capability. 
a. Local law enforcement should actively 

participate in providing informaUon and 
receiving intelligence. 

b. At least one person irom each local agency 
should be designated as being responsible 
for intelligence liaison. 

2. Local law enforcement agencies with more 
than 75 peace officers should have full·time 
intelligence capability. 
a. When the size of the intelligence operation 

pannits, organized crime intelligence should 
be separate from civil disorder intelligence. 

b. The intelligence operation should include 
!jn independent and weil secured reporting 
and record system. 

3. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
insure exchange of information and co· 
ordination between the intelligence operation 
and all other operational entities of the 
agency and with other criminal justice 
agencies as defined in the CODE OF IOWA, 
Section 749.8. 

4. E'very law enforcement agency with full·time 
intelligence capabiliiies should supply its 
operation with the funds, vehicles, vision 



devices, and other specialized flquipment 
necessary to implement an effective intel· 
ligence operation. 

COMMENTARY 

State Specialists 
Standard 16.4, D.P.S. Specialization was for

mulated by the conference participants to show 
support for the role that the Iowa Department of 
Public Safety's specialized units currently eccupy 
in Iowa law enforcement. Complete cooperation, 
except in those instances when the effectiveness 
of the operation would be jeopardized, should 
continue to be maintained between iocal law 
enforcement organizations and the Iowa Depart
ment of Public Safety. 

Criminal Investigation 
So that a law enforcement agency's criminal 

lnvestigatory resources are applied in a ~anner 
that best supports the attainment of its goals and 
objectives, peace officers should not merely be 
report takers. To this end, conference participants 
recommended that every county and municipal 
cnier executive immediately implement the proce
dures described in Standard 16.5, Criminal 
Investigation. The standard details the proper 
procedures to be followed to insure that every 
crime receives the appropriate !evel of investiga
tory effort and that all investigative efforts are 
warranted. Not only does a misdirected applica
tion of investigative capabilities waste a depart
ment's already limited resources, but "[f]ailure to 
insure that each crime receives the appropriate 
level of investigation permits some crimes to go 
unchallenged, creates a negative attitude among 
the public, and severely reduces the motivation 
among police officers regarding many types of 
crimes." (N.A.C., Police, 233 (1973).) Suggested 
measures to prevent misdirected investigative 
effort include: 1) establishing investigative priori
ties to determine the extent of the investigative 
effort; 2) recognizing patrol officers as prelimin
ary investigators; and 3) insuring the quality of 
the investigation and subsequent case prepara
tion. 

To insure that investigative effort is expended to 
best achieve the agency's goals and objectives, 
priorities should be established by the chief 
executive. These priorities would serve to deter
mine the extent of the investigative effort 
expended for a certain crime. In establ;shing 
',norit;i.;;3, the chief executive shou,Q conSIGer 
vc..~lables sucn as me seriousness of tile o':fense, 
how recently it was reported, probaclillty of 
offender apprehension, and community attitudes 
or outrage. The priority awarded a type of offense 
C' 1. specific crime should be the prime 
C0ii.::.,deraiion in t~e operational approach that 
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should be taken. The level of priority may 
determine whether a patrol officer's preliminary 
investigation could suffice, at what point should 
other local or D.P.S. specialists be contacted, 
how many officers shou!(.j be assigned to the 
case, and how long a fruitless investigation 
should be continued. The use of priorities to 
direct investigative effort will insure that every 
offense receives the appropriate level of investiga
tion. 

The conferees observed that agency resources 
are wastefully expended when patrol officers 
complete reports regarding crime incidents rather 
than conduct comprehensive preliminary investi
gations. In situations wh,ere the incident warrants 
a followup investigation, criminal investigators 
often must do the groundwork that could have 
been done more effectively and efficiently by the 
patrol officer. Participants agreed with the 
National Advisory Commission in that, "[t]he 
patrol officer is usually the first to arrive at the 
scene and can start the investigation without 
delay. The patrol officer should pursue the initial 
investigation at the scene until the time he! she 
spends seems unlikely to produce additional 
benefits." (NAC, Police, 254 (1973).) Participants 
urged all chief executives to establish written 
procedure and policy governing when the patrol 
officer should conduct the preliminary investiga
tion and how it should be conducted. The agency 
should also provide the patrol officer with the 
necessary training. Not only would investigative 
specialists be able to utilize their time more 
efficiently, but the motivation and morale of the 
patrol complement would also increase dramati
cally. 

Executive action should also be taken in the 
quality of the investigatory process and the 
subsequent case presentation to the prosecuting 
authority. To insure continuing adherence to the 
investigative priorities established by the chief 
executive, participants suggested that there be a 
continual administrative review of all investigatory 
activities. Followup reports of all open investiga
tions should be required at periodiC intervals 
(participants recommended every ten days) and a 
formal administrative approval should be required 
of all investigations lasting more than one month. 
The actual performance of the investigators 
shuuld also be evaluated according to number of 
arrests and dispositions, crimes ..:..dared, property 
mcovered, and caseload. This review should serve 
to justify the continued existence of the specialty 
at existing resource levels, changes in proce
dures or staffing patterns, or even specialty 
termination. In light of recent studies which 
questioned the value of traditional investigative 
methods, all chief executives should review recent 
literature regarding criminal investigative proce
dures and should make the necessary changes in 
the agency's criminal investigation function. 
(L. E.A.A., Prescriptive Package: Managing Crim
inal Investigations, (June, 1975) Washington 



D.C.; Rand Corporation, The Criminal Investiga
tion Process, (October, 1975) Santa Monica) 

No matter how complete or thorough the 
investigation is, it will ultimately prove useless 
unless the appropriate prosecutorial action can be 
taken. Participants identified the lack of coordIna
tion between law enforcement and prosecutors as 
the primary cause for poor case preparation. (See 
Chapter 5.) To resolve this problem, the utility of a 
case preparation technician' was considered. 
Participants concluded, however, that this func
tion was the responsibility of the supervisory staff 
and should remain so. Chief executives should 
take immediate remedial action whenever there 
are indications that the supervisors are not 
maintaining an adequate case preparation sys
tem. 

To prevent the abuses inherent in the existence 
of separate operational units, clearly defined 
procedures should be established regarding the 
maintenance of close coordination between 
investigative specialists and ali other agency 
units. Procedures should be developed to allow 
the systematic rotation of patrol personnel into 
investigative specialist positions to acquaint them 
with investigatory techniques. The conferees 
predicted that patrol officers would become 
superior preliminary investigators after a brief 
aSSignment to the investigation unit. Additionally, 
friction between the operational units could be 
lessened by requiring that equitable publicity be 
awarded to all agency elements for their 
investigatory efforts. It is imperative that agency 
administrators recognize the contribution made 
by the patrol function as will as the investigative 
specialists. 

SpecIal Crime Tactical Forces and Multi-Juris
dictional Task Forces 

Many operational problems that would normally 
fall within the realm of regular patrol operations 
often cannot be handled in the usual manner due 
to the agency's limited patrol deployment 
flexibility. The National Advisory Commission 
notes that, "Limited personnel and the many 
problems of regular police service frequently 
preclude the attaining of proper selective en
forcement, or selective pressure, against special 
crime problems. To achieve proper emphasis and 
pressure against particular crime situations, 
crime tactical forces are often deployed to serve 
as compact, flexible operational task forces in 
given locations at times when a concentrated 
effort is needed." (N.A.C., Police, 239 (1973).) 
Conferees endorsed this operational technique 
and encouraged all departments, where such a 
tactical force would be beneficial, to consider 
implementing one based upon local problems and 
needs. 

Due to the personnel requirements and deploy
ment factors inherent in a crime tactical force, 
oniy one or two of Iowa's largest municipal 
departments could feasibly implement one on a 
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full-time basis. Currently, only Des Moines 
maintains a full-time unit. Other large depart
ments could benefit from specially trained 
part-time tactical units to cope witt) a specific 
crime, such as a S.W.A.T. (special weapons and 
tactics) team. Prior to the establishment of any 
in-house full-or part-time unit, a thorough eval
uation of its potential impact upon overall agency 
operation should be conducted. As observed by 
one participant, "It would be counter-productive 
to establish a tactical force if there were insuf
ficient numbers (of patrol officers) to provide 
basic law enforcement services." 

The tactical, or task force, approach can be 
incorporated to deal with specific crimes as well 
as crime problems. Participants agreed that 
certain criminal offenses can best be investigated 
by a multi-jurisdictional task force. Particularly in 
metropolitan areas, the timely identification and 
apprehension of an offender may require a joint 
mUlti-agency investigatory effort. Participants 
acknowledged that multi-jurisdictional task forces 
have shown to be highly successful in Iowa and 
that they show great potential. These part-time 
forces, consisting of qualified personnel from the 
participating agencies, normally are cafled up to 
investigate a specific crfme that involves or 
affects the member departments. For example, a 
multi-jurisdictional task force has been estab
lished to handle certain homicide investigations 
in the Polk County area. Unlike the in-house 
tactical forces, the multi-jurisdictional task forces 
should only serve investigatory, coordination, and 
communication functions. Participants did not 
believe that sending uniformed officers from one 
jurisdicition to patrol in another to deal with a 
crime problem would be practical or worthwhile. 

As in the formulation and utilization of any 
specia'ty, tactical units and task forces should 
only be deployed when the crime problem or crime 
cannot be dealt with by the agency's regular 
operational units in an efficient and cost-effective 
manner. When the forces are deployed, they 
should perform in accordance with policies and 
procedures written by the chief executive or, in the 
case of a multi-jurisdictional task force, a board 
consisting of the member agencys' chief execu
tives. In addition, the composition of the task 
force, as well as the function it will serve, should 
be jointly d.etermined by the board prior to its 
initial deployment. Issues pertaining to chain of 
command or liaison with the media should be 
comprehensively spelled out in the board's written 
procedures. Any delays in the immediate activa
tion of the task force, or internal conflicts during 
the course of an investigation, will hamper its 
ability to function as a Single, well coordinated 
entity. 

Traffic Operations 
Standard 9.7, Traffic Operations, details which 

governmental unit should be responsible for the 
varied functions of highway traffic safety. 
Basically, three different activities were identified 



as being the responsibility of every jurisdiction. 
These consist of traffic law enforcement, traffic 
accident management, and traffic direction and 
control. 

Traffic law enforcement, the activity directed 
toward controlling tra.ffic violations, should 
remain a primary responsibility of every law 
enforcement agency. Conference participants 
believed that traffic enforcement was an invalu
able tool in arresting non-traffic criminal offend
ers. It was stated that numerous wanted suspects 
were located as a result of a moving violation such 
as speeding or passing a red stop light. 

It was also decided that peace officers should 
provide traffic accident management. These 
activities are concerned with traffic collisions and 
include providing assistance at accident scenes, 
investigations, and appropriate reports. Confer
ence participants expressed concern, however, 
that much time is wasted in completing accident 
reports for minor property damage accidents. The 
attitude expressed was that the agency was doing 
the insurance company's footwork. Action should 
be taken to insure that any required effort 
expended is warranted. 

The third function of traffic highway safety is 
traffic direction and control activities. These may 
include intersection and parking control, and 
escort service. Participants strongly urged that all 
efforts should be made to relieve the agency from 
being responsible for them. In addition to being 
clearly outside the realm of professional law 
enforcement, they can be performed in a more 
cost-effective manner by civilian employees or 
mechanical devices. 

Vice 
Vice enforcement poses special problems. 

First, these offenses involve a consensual act 
between the person who desires the service and 
the person who provides the service. Second 
community attitudes often reflect a highlevel of 
tolerance toward certain vice activities. (N.A.C., 
Police, 243 (1973).) Third, the conferees observed 
that. the " ... chief can get deeply involved in 
making morale judgements, implanting his own 
values on the community; he may find himself in 
a position where he gets no community support." 

Conference participants agreed that, in addition 
to being a difficult area to enforce, current Iowa 
vice statutes are perplexing and confusing. It was 
anticipated that the new criminal code revision 
would initially add to the confusion. 

Although specific enforcement action was not 
suggestdd, the conferees agreed that all agencies 
should maintain vice enforcement capabilities. 
Capar-.ments with more than 75 peace officers 
should have a specialist assigned full time to the 
problem. Depending upon the local problem, 
however, this specialist may also be responsible 
for related enforcement problems such as 
ilarcotics, organized crime, and intelligence. 
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In that effective vice enforcement depends upon 
close coordination between the agency's func
tional units, and that the potential for officer 
compromise is relatively high, the chief executive 
should develop extensive poliCies and procedures 
in this area. Participants recommended that the 
agency's chief executive be kept continually aware 
of the current vice problem, complaints, arrests, 
and investigations. Review and follow-up reports 
of all open investigations should also be required 
at specified periodic intervals. 

Smaller agencies may designate an officer to 
serve this function on a part-time basis depending 
upon the local problem. It was suggested that in 
smaller agencies, peace officers could be 
"loaned" to other agencies to conduct undercover 
operations due to their anonymity. 

Narcotics and Drug Enforcement 
The use of narcotics and dangerous drugs may 

not, as noted by one conference participant, be a 
crime but a social problem. Every law enforce
ment agency in Iowa should acknowledge that, in 
either case, narcotics and drug abuse may be a 
prime causative ·factor in criminal behavior. As 
brought out by the National Advisory Commis
sion: 
, The precise relationship between ... criminal 

acts and narcotics and drug abuse violations 
is not known, but it has been established 
that the relationship is a factor in the total 
crime problem, from traffic violations to 
homicide. 
Whether the violation involves narcotics or 
drugs, whether they are addictive or non
addictive, money is involved. Narcotics and 
drugs must be purchased; the purchaser 
must have funds to obtain the contraband. 
Most illicit narcotic and drug abusers are not 
affluent, nor have they adequate funds to 
supply their needs or desires. The source of 
funds, particularly the addict's, must come 
from criminal activity. ( NAC, Police, 247 
(1973).) 

Narcotics and drug abuse is not a problem 
experienced only by Iowa's more populated 
jurisdictions; even the least populated rural 
communities have been affected. To meet this 
problem, every department should maintain a 
narcotics and drug enforcement capability. 

The resources allocated to these enforcement 
activities should depend upon the 0xtent and type 
of problem identified. Conference participants 
recommended that departments employing 75 or 
more peace officers should possess full-time 
specialized capabilities. Departments with fewer 
personnel should maintain full-or part-time 
specialists, if warranted by their particular 
problem. 

Due to the nature of the enforcement activities 
necessitated by narcotics ", .. d drug offenses, 
medium size and smaller departments may be 
unable to conduct effective in-house operations. 



------_._----------------------

Enforcement often requires undercover assign
ments; officers in these juisdictions are usually 
too recognizable as peace officers. The conferees 
remarked that the identity of undercover officers 
may even be known in their respective geographic 
region of the state. The participants found that 
action should be taken to allow chief executives 
throughout the state to exchange officers for the 
purpose of undercover assignments. There was 
general agreement that the State Division of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (D.N.D.E.) could 
best facilitate this exchange by functioning as a 
broker. All departments, whether metropolitan or 
rural, should actively seek involvement in regional 
and State programs to improve their own enforce
ment capabilities. 

Assistance should also be offered to local 
schools, civic groups, and community organiza
tions conducting narcotics and drug abuse 
awareness programs. The participants noted in 
their discussion that the development of such 
education programs in the schools was solely 
dependent upon the interest taken by the school 
administrators. It was reported that, in some 
instances, school administrators have not sought 
law enforcement involvement. In any case, 
agencies are encouraged to support these efforts 
if requested. . 

Written agency policy should bB developed re
garding narcotics investigations. I nvestigative pri
orities should be established to insure that agency 
resources are directed toward those activities 
which will have the greatest impact on the 
identified problem. Investigative caseload, num
ber of narcotics complaints, and other relevant 
variables should be continually reviewed to insure 
that sufficient agency resources are allocated to 
this problem. In addition, departments with 
full-time narcotics enforcement capabilities 
should provide their specialists with the equip
ment necessary to effectively investigate com
plaints and to successfully apprehend and 
prosecute offenders. 

Intelligence Operations 
Law enforcement intelligence data serves the 

function of keeping the agency informed of 
potential criminal activity in their jurisdiction. As 
described by the NAC: 

Awareness of community conditions, po
tential problems, and criminal activity-past, 
present and proposed-is vital to the effec
tive operation of law enforcement agencies 
and continued community safety and securi
ty. (N.A.C., Police, 251 (1973).) 
The conference partiCipants concurred with the 

NAC in that timely access to relevant and accurate 
mtelligence data can be crucial to the mainten
ance of effective law enforcement. It was 
recommended that every department in Iowa 
possess the capability to obtain such data when 
r,eeded in a manner which does not infringe upon 
a citizen's right to privacy. 
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As envisioned by the conference participants, 
the most beneficial intelligence system for Iowa 
would consist of a central location for the 
gathering, analysis, storage, and ditlsemination 
of data provided by every local agency. It was 
agreed that the Criminal Conspiracy Unit of the 
Iowa Department of Public Safety could best serve 
this function. Every local chief executive would 
designate one individual, if not directly responsi
ble himself/herself, to be responsible for main
taining I!aison with the C.C.U. Intelligence data 
would be forwarded to C.C.U. for analysis and 
then disseminated throughout the State. Local 
departments would both receive general informa
tion and more specific data if the particular 
situation warrants it. In that Chapter 749.8, CODE 
OF IOWA, prohibits the storage of intelligence 
data on a computerized system,· an alternative 
technique for the rapid and accurate transmittal 0{ 
information would have to be developed. 

The participants also proposed that intelligence 
gathering and analysis should take place on the 
local level. Departments with more than 75 peace 
officers should maintain full-time intelligence 
capabilities. Multi-agency and regional intelli
gence efforts were also found to have great 
potential. 

Whether or' not an independent full-time 
intelligence capability exists; the participants 
strongly urged every departm~mt to actively 
participate in the statewide effort. Without this 
local involvement, major information gaps will 
occur that will prevent an accurate analysis of 
Iowa's present and potential crime problems 

It is of particular importance in any intelligence 
network that the highest standards of security be 
maintained. Only those agencies or individuals 
legally authorized to have access to this 
information should be permitted to obtain it. As 
brought out by the participants, the most 
important element in any intelligence network is 
that every individual's right to privacy is pro
tected. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 
9.9,9.10, 9.11. 



Chapter Seventeen 

Support Services 

GC?al: The in-field operations of every law 
enforcement organization are supported 
with the specialized services necessary to 
attain the agency's goals and objectives. 
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STANDARD 17.1 
Evidence Collection 

Every law enforcement agency should acknowl
edge the importance of efficient identification, 
collection, and preservation of physical evidence; 
its accurate and speedy analysis; and its proper 
presentation in criminal court proceedings. These 
are essential to professional criminal investiga
~ion, increased clearance of criminaL cases, and 
ultimately, the reduction of crime. ~very agency 
should insure the deployment of specially train~d 
personnel to gather physical evidence 24 hours a 
day. ' 

1. Every local law enforcement agency im· 
mediately should consider the use of specially 
trained regular patrol officers to devote a 
maximum of 25 percent of their regular duty 
time to the location, collection, and pre· 
servation of physical evidence. 

2. Every local law enforcement agency with 75 
or more personnel should consider the use 
of specially trained evidence technicians to 
locate, col/ect, and preserve physical evi
dence at crime scenes and to deliver such 
evidence to the appropriate laboratory facili
ty. These technicians may partially or 
entirely eliminate the need for deployment of 
specially trained regular patrol officers in 
gathering physical evidence. 

3. All incoming sworn personnel should be 
provided with a formalized basic 'Iraining 
course in evidence-gathering techniques to 
develop the agency's capacity to retrieve and 
use any physical evidence present at the 
scene of a criminal investigation. Every 
sworn oUicer should then be held responsi
ble for evidence collection in cases where an 
evidence technician or a specially trained 
patrol officer is not available. 

4. The Iowa State Department of Public Safety 
should maintain a mobile evidence collection 
van containing equipment for securing and 
illuminating large crime scene areas and for 
storing and preserving physical evidence. 
The van should be staffed by qualified 
evidence technicians and should be used for 
major occurrences. 

5. Every law enforcement agency should be 
responsible for its own crime scene searches 
and should immediately insure that aH ci'ime 
scenes are ihorough,y examined for physical 
eVidence, and all evidence coilected is 
S;Jbr.1i~ted to "he appropriata laboratory 
':acHity ioy analysis, and that the necessary 
ec~jpment and ~upp!ies be provided. 

::.. Specialized training for l~cal evidence i~ch. 
;Jcia.'1ls S;"iOLiaQ be prcmded on a cemral· 
:zeci or regional :.asis in order to achieve a 
-3~c;~ewk.e i&vel 01 proficiency in the collec
',~on of physical evidence. 
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STANDARD 17.2 
The Crime Laboratory 

Iowa law enforcement should have a consoli
dated criminal labcratory system providing the 
most advanced forensic science services. _ 

1. Every law enforcement agency should imme
diately insure that it has access to at least 
one laboratory facility capable of timely and 
efficient processing of physical evidence and 
should consider use of each of the following: 
a. A local laboratory that provides analysis 

for high volume, routine cases involving 
substances such as narcotics, alcohol, 
and urine; routine arralysis and proces
sing of most evidence within 24 hours of 
its delivery; immediate analysis of certain 
types of evidence, such as narcotics, 
where the detention or release of a 
subject depends upon the analysis; and 
qualitative field tests of narcotics or 
dangerous drugs. 

b. A centralized State laboratory that pro
vides highly technical analyses that are 
beyond the capabilities of local or regional 
facilities. 

2. The Iowa Department of Public Safety should 
conduct an evaluation to assess the need for 
regional laboratories. If shown to be 
cost-effective, such labs should be estab-
lished. ' 

3. Every crime laboratory within a local law 
enforcement agency should be part of the 
organizational entity that includes other 
support services, and should be directed by 
an individual who reports only to the 
agency's chief executive or to a staff 
authority who reports directly to the chief 
executive. 

4. In maifltai'ning a staff of formally qualified 
personnel who can provide efficient and 
reliable assistance in criminal investiga
tions, every crime laboratory should provide 
that: 

a. Every employee responsible for the com· 
pletion of scientific analyses or testing 
hold at least an earned baccalaureate 
degree in chemistry, criminaJistics, or a 
closely related field from an accredited 
institution, and have a thorough working 
knowledge of laboratory procedures: 

b.l:very employee performing supe-rvised-
basic scientific tests or duties of a 
nonscientific nature meet the agency's 
requirements for the employmen~ of 
regular sworn or civilian personnel; 

c. The laboratory director be familiar with 
management techniques necessary to 
perform his/her administrative functions 
satisfactorily; 



d. All laboratory personnel be adequately 
trained and experienced; 

e. Civilian personnel be used regularly so 
sworn personnel may be more appropri
atel~ deployed i~ other assignments, but 
provide that qualified sworn personnel be 
used when their abilities or expertise 
cannot be found elsewhere; 

f. The working staff be sufficient to meet the 
demands of the laboratory caseload; 

g. Salaries be commensurate with the spe· 
cialized duties and qualifications of each 
position so that well·qualified personnel 
are attracted to and retained in these 
positions; 

h. Promotional and career paths~or laboratory 
personnel that result in salaries at least 
equal to those employed in other equivalent 
laboratories; and 

i. A clerical pool capable of handling all the 
clerical needs of the laboratory be 
maintained. 

5. Every laboratory that employs more than 10 
nonclerical personnel also should establish 
at least one research position for solving 
specific laboratory problems and developing 
new laboratory techniques. 

6. Every law enforcement chief executive should 
insure that the crime laboratory function 
receives appropriate fiscal support and that 
the adequacy of its facilities is considered 
in structuring the. agency's annual budget; 
every laboratory director should be able to 
assess and control the amount, type, and 
quality of evidence received by the laboratory. 

7. Every local law enforcement aQencv and 
every non-State regional laboratory should 
receive from all agencies using its services 
partial annual support based on the number 
of sworn personn~1 employed by each 
agency, rather than on case costs. 

8. Every crime laboratory director should de· 
sign and implement a reporting ~ystem 
that provides data relative to its involvement 
in investigating crime. 

9. Every crime laboratory should establish 
close liaison with: 
a. All other elements of the criminal justice 

system to insure that laboratory findings 
are consistent with law enforcement 
needs and are being effectively used as 
investiqative tools; and 

b. The scientific and academic estab !ish· 
ments, to insure use of the latest 
techniques and devices available to the 
criminalist and the investigator. 
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STANDARD 17.3 
The Property System 

Every law enforcement agency should establish a 
syste~ f~r the ~ecure. and. efficient storage, 
classification, retrieval, and disposition of items 
of evidentiary or other value that come "lnto the 
custody oJ the agency .~. 

1. A filing system should be established that 
includes, but is not limited to: 
a. A chronological record of each occasion \ 

when property is taken into custody; 
b. A separate itemized list of all items of 

property that. are taken into custody; and 
c. A record that indicates the continuity of 

the prop~rty fro!1l its ~~try into the system 
to ItS fmal diSposition. This record 
should include the name of each person 
accou.ntabl~ for each item of property at 
any given time. 

2. Regular property inventories and property 
record audits should be conducted to insure 
the integrity of the system. Such measure~ 
should be performed by personnel who are 
not charged with the care and custody of the 
property, and the results should be reported 
to the law enforcement chief executive. 

3. Written procedures should be published 
governing the function of the property 
system. All components of a multicompo· 
nent property system should be governed by 
the same procedures. 

4 .. Eve!>' agency that uses. full·time employees 
, m !ts property function should assign 

civilian personnel to all elements of the 
property system in order to release sworn 
officers for assignment to those agency 
functions requiring them. 

5. The property function should only be as· 
signed to those employees who are trained 
in the operation of the system. 

6. Personnel assigned to the propel:'ty function 
should al~o not be involved in authorizing 
the boukmg, release j or disposition of 
property. Such authorization should be 
provided by the booking officer, the investi
gating officer, or another designated autho-
rized emplovee. . 

7. Every law enforcement agency should clearly 
deSignate the employees responsible for 
around-the-clock security of the property 
are:l and restrict entry of all other personnel 
into this area. 

8. Close security and control measures should 
be instituted to safeguard all money that 
comes into agency custody. 

9. Procedures should be instituted that facilitate 
the removal of property from the system as 

~ soon as possible. 



--------------------

a. All identifiable property should be re
turned as soon as practical after the 
rightful owner is located. Prior to 
disposition, all such property should be 
checked against stoien property records 
and all firearms should be compared with 
gun records to make certain that no 
"wants" or "holds" exist for such items. 

b. Personm" assigned to locatl9 the owners 
of identifiable property should not be 
involved in the arrest or prosecution of 
the persons accused of crimes involving 
that property 

c. When property is no longer needed for 
presentation in court, and the owner 
cannot be determined, it should be 
disposed of promptly. 

10. The property room should include: 
a. A sufficient amount of space and facilities 

fo.r efficient storage of property and rec
ords; 

b. Easy access by agency personnel and by 
the public without lessening security or 
subjecting property to contamination; 

c. A temporary storage area for perishable 
property; and 

d. An area that provides an extra measure of 
security for the storage of narcotics and 
firearms. 

COMMENTARY 

Evidence Collection 
A law enforcement agency's ability to success

fully investigate and prepare cases for criminal 
prosecution often depends upon the use of 
evidence collected at the crime scene. Confer
ence participants agreed that without an aDequate 
evidence identification, collection, and preserva
tion capability its overall effectiveness would be 
severely curtailed. 

Evidence collection is no simple task. Not only 
may evidence be difficult to identify or locate, but 
it may be easily contaminated and become 
useless for investigatory or prosecutorial pur
poses. Clearly, the identification, collection, and 
preservation of evidence demands specialized and 
highly technl;cal abilities. However, as related by 
the conferees and the National Advisory Commis
sion, this may not always be the case. 

At some crime scenes one may observe 
patrolmen, investigators, supervisors, watch 
commanders, and even citizens handling 
items mat may iater prove vital to the 
investigation. Items of evidentiary value may 
ieave the crime scene in any number of ways, 
the worst of which is a "sterile" journey to 
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the crimA laboratory in the pocket or 
waistband of a police officer. Sometimes, 
due to the difficulty of crowd control or the 
inexperience of responding officers, a crime 
scene is altered substantially within minutes 
of the commission of the crime. These 
conditions document the need to use 
evidence technicians in gathering physical 
evidence. (NAC, Police, 296 (1973).) 

To prevent problems similar to those noted 
above, every law enforcement chief executive 
should insure that his/her agency maintains the 
capability to conduct effective crime scene 
searches and to gather evidence. The conference 
participants bel ieved that Standard 17.1, Evidence 
Collection, sufficiently addresses this need and 
recommended that it be implemented in every 
department. 

At the very least, every department should be 
capable of maintaining an evidence gathering 
function 24 hours a day. The conferees proposed 
that this function should be served, in both small 
and large departments, by patrol-technician 
officers who have undergone special evidence 
gathering training. This training would be above 
that basic training in evidence gathering offered 
during I.L.E.A. mandated basic training. 

Patrol-technician officers should prove to be 
highly valuable in departments of all sizes. In the 
smaller departments, they will upgrade the 
evidence gathering capabilities of the agency. In 
the larger departments, which may already 
maintain evidence collection speCialists, they can 
devote their time to the more routine criminal 
offenses and allow the specialists to concentrate 
on crimes of a more serious nature. In either 
case, the use of patrol-technicians would not 
delete the patrol force complement. Moreover, 
additional paths for career development would be 
provided. 

While patrol-technicians would be qualified for 
routine evidence gathering, more serious or 
sophisticated offenses demand the expertise of 
an evidence technician specialist. This function 
is already provided to all of Iowa's law enforce
ment agencies by the Iowa Department of Public 
Safety. The conferees predicted, however, that 
the evidence collection workload in the larger 
departments would necessitate a full-time spe
cialist. Every department with more than 75 
personnel is encouraged to employ such an 
individual. The conferees noted that this 
specialist should be on-call 24 hours a day and 
his/her services should be made available to 
neighboring departments. 

The Crime Laboratory 
Evidence collected at crime scenes may be of 

little value to criminal investigators unless it can 
yield relevant information about the offense. 
Often, this information can only be obtained 
through a laboratory analysis of the evidentiary' 
items. The conference participants recognized 



that time can be a crucial factor in the evidence 
analyses process. The success of many 
investigative efforts are dependant upon the 
speedy processing of collected evidence. The 
time factor also comes into play where the 
detention or release of a suspect depends upon 
the results of the analysis. As brc:'ght out by the 
NAC: 

The gathering of physical evidence at a crime 
scene will not improve the investigative 
process unless such evidence is translated 
into pertinent data related to the crime. No 
matter how sophisticated an agency's evi
dence collection methods, they are of limited 
value without a comparable system of 
analysis. There should be a laboratory 
facility capable of providing qualitative, 
quantitative, and interpretive analyses of all 
physical evidence taken into custody by the 
agency. 

Time is often critical in a criminal investiga
tion; the solution of a case may hinge on the 
rapid return of information to the investiga
tor. Therefore, the laboratory facility should 
be capable of immediate analysis of evi
dence, even though some evidence may not 
demand immediate handling and may be 
returned to the agency on a routine or 
scheduled basis. The important thing is that 
the laboratory realize the difference and set 
up priorities to insure the speedy analysis 
and return of evidence when indicated. As a 
general rule, the return of evidence should be 
timely and should depend upon the needs Qf 
the investigators. (NAC, Police, 300 (1973).) 

The evidence analysis needs of Iowa's enforce-
ment agencies are, currently, a function of local 
laboratories and the State's BCI Crime Lab. The 
conferees related that the more routine analyses -
blood alcohol, urine, and narcotics - are 
conducted by private laboratories located in the 
vicinity of the department. Complex and 
sophisticated analyses are normally reserved for 
the BCI Crime Lab located in Des Moines. 

It was brought to the attention of the 
conference participants that not all local law 
enforcement departments have access to, or can 
afford, private laboratories. As a result, routine 
analyses are being conducted by the B.C.1. Crime 
Lab that can be more efficiently conducted at 
local locations in a less sophisticated laboratory. 
To alleviate this problem, the conferees recom
mended that the feasibility of regional State labs, 
dedicated to routine substances, be assessed. 

The cOrlferees proposed that regional State labs 
would provide the following benefits: 1) a more 
timely and efficient processing of routine sub
stances; 2) greater expertise in the analyses of 
criminal evidence than that available at non-crimi
nalistic private labs at no cost to local depart-
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ments; and 3) expanded capability at the B.C.1. 
Crime Lab to handle analyses truly requiring their 
sophisticated eqUipment and expertise. 

The Property System 
Standard 17.3, The Property System, addresses 

the property storage function every law enforce
ment agency should maintain. Not only must an 
agency be capable of safekeeping items of 
eVidentiary value, personal property, and other 
articles that come into the agency, but it must 
also provide adequate security, prevent contami
nation of evidence, and facilitate the removal of 
property from the system as rapidly as possible. 
To this end, the conference participants recom
mended that every agency assess its own existing 
system, compare it to the procedures detailed in 
this standard, and implement the appropriate 
procedures to alleviate any identified deficiencies. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 12.1,12.2,12.3. 



Chapter Eighteen 

Unusual Occurrences 

Goal: Every jurisdiction in Iowa is covered 
by an unusual occurrence contingency plan 
that can be immediately implemented by 
law enforcement to restore conditions as 
rapidly as possible. 
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STANDARD 18.1 
Planning for Unusual Occurrences 

Every municipal governing body should insure 
that plans for the coordination of all government 
and private agencies involved in unusual occur~ 
rence control activities are developed. Every law 
enforcement chief executive should develop plans 
immediately for the effective command and 
control of agency resources during maS$; disor~ 
ders and natural disasters. These plans s[l;;,uld be 
developed and applied in cooperation with aliied 
local, State, and Federal agencies and should be 
directed toward restoring normal conditions as 
rapidly as possible. _____ ~ _. __ _ 

1. Intra·agency command and control plans 
should be developed to activate the re
sources of the agency rapidly to control any 
unusual occurrence that may occur within iis 
jurisdiction. These plans should provide 
for: 
a. Liaison with other emergency service 

organizations to include the participation 
of those agencies in quickly restoring 
order; 

b. Formalized mutual aid agreements with 
other local and county law enforcement 
agencies, where effective control re~ 
sources may be limited by agency size; 
and 

c. The participation of other government 
and private agencies. 

2. Every law enforcement employee should be 
familiar with his/her agency's plans that 
relate to any function the employee might be 
called upon to perform, or any function that 
might relate to his/her performance. 

3. law enforcement chief executives participa~ 
ting in mutual aid agreements should inform 
their personnel that they will be required to 
assist in the event of an unusual occurrence 
in a member agency's jurisdiction. 

STANDARD 18.2 
Executive Authority 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
be given responsibility immediately to command 
ali law enforcement resources involved in control~ 
ling unusual occurrences within his/her jurisdic
tion.This authority should only be preempted 
when a state or emergency is declared by the 
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Governor, local authority breaks down, or 
command authority is transferred by prior 
agreement. In carrying out this responsibility, the 
law enforcement chief executive should direct all 
law enforcement activities within the affected 
area, and he/she should Insure that at least 
minimum services are provided, to the remainder 
of the jurisdiction. 

1. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should establish a system for designating 
executive command authority in his/her 
absence. 
a. A system of succession of command 

should be established; and 
b. A senior officer should be designated the 

acting chief executive in the absence of 
the law enforcement chief executive. 

2. The law enforcement chief executive or his/ 
her delegate should be available to assume 
command without delay at all times. This 
individual should: 
a. Assess the agency's needs in the involved 

area and the remainder of the jurisdic~ 
tion; 

b. Make decisions based on available infor~ 
mation and issue appropriate instruc
tions to the agency to insure coordinated 
and effective deployment of personnel 
and equipment for control of the occur
rence and for effective minimum services 
in the remainder of the jurisdiction; 

c. Insure that all actions taken by law 
enforcement personnel deployed in the 
affected area are supervised and direct
ed; and 

d. Apply control measures according to 
established command and control plans 
and predetermined strategies. 

STANDARD 18.3 
Control Activities 

Every unusual occurrence contingency plan 
should include an interim unusual occurrence 
control organization. This organization should be 
capable of rapid and orderly activation, assembly, 
and deployment of all available law enforcement 
resources and should be ilexible enough to permit 
incremental activation. It should provide the 
rollowing functions under the command of the law 
en10;'cement chief executive in command: 

1. An intelligence function to collect, evaluate, 
and disseminate iniormation; 

2. A personnel function to activate and 



maintain sufficient numbers of personnel to 
meet the needs of the situation; 

3. A logistics function to procure the needed 
equipment and feed the officers; and 

4. A casualty information function to gather, 
record, and disseminate information con
cerning dead, injured, missing, and lost 
persons. 

5. A command center should be established 
to: 
a. Coordinate all unusual occurrence con

trol activities; 
b. Obtain all resources and assistance 

required for the Held forces from agency 
and outside sources; 

c. Maintain chronological logs and prepare t 
periodic reports; and 

d. Collect and disseminate information from 
field forces, agency forces, participating 
agencies, and outside sources. 

6. A field command post should be established 
and staffed with personnel to support the 
field commander. The field command post 
should be staffed and organized to enable 
the field commander to: 
a. Direct the operations necessary to control 

the unusual occurrence; 
b. Assemble and assign law enforcement 

resources; 
c. Collect, evaluate, and disseminate intel

ligence concerning the incident; 
d. Communicate with concerned task forces 

and units; 
e. Apply the strategy and tactics necessary 

to accomplish the law enforcement mis
sion; 

f. Gather, record, and preserve evidence; 
and 

g. Maintain approp!iate records of field 
operations 

STANDARD 18.4 
Mass Arrests 

Recognizing that situations may arise which 
may necessitate the arrest, processing, transpor
tation, and detention of large numbers of persons, 
every jurisdiction should assess their potential 
need for such capabilities. If the assessment 
indicates that these capabilities may be required 
in the event of an unusual occurrence, all or part 
of this standard should be considered for 
implemeniBtion. 
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Alternatives to mass arrest should be sought, 
but if it is determined that mass arrests may be 
necessary in their jurisdiction, a system should be 
availclble to provide adequate security for prison
ers and officers and to insure that the arresting 
officer is returned to his/her field assignment as 
quickly as possible. The system should facilitate 
the restoration of order by means of lawful arrest, 
and the preservation of all available evidence. 

1. The mass arrest system should insure that 
arrestees are processed as rapidly as 
possible. The system should provide: 
a. A procedure for gathering and preserving 

available evidence to connect the arrestee 
to the crime he/she is to be charged with. 
The evidence may include photographs, 
recordings, videotapes, statements of 
witnesses, or other evidence; 

b. A procedure for receiving each prisoner 
from the arresting officer and facilitating 
lthe officer's return to his/her field 
assignment as soon as possible; 

c. Positive identification of the arrestee and 
the arresting officer; 

d. A procedure for receiving and maintain
ing continuity of evidence; 

e. Fitapid rem ova! of arrestees from the 
affected area. Security should be 
plrovided en route to prevent attempts to 
free prisoners; 

f. A secure detention area to prevent escapp. 
Olr .attempts to free prisoners. The facility 
should be adequate to maintain custody 
of a number of prisoners in safety; 

g. Prelarranged interagency agreements to 
facilitate the assimilation of the arrestees 
into the jail system when the arresting 
a!gency is not the custodial agency; 

h. Dehmse co.unsel visitations after proces
siin£l. These visitations should not be 
plerliniUed under field conditions or at 
tl~miPorary de'tention facilities unless ade· 
quate security is provided. Prisoners should 
be transported to. a secure detention 
f;acUity without delay; and 

i. Liaison with local courts and prosecutors 
tel dEltermine procedure and temporary 
cfourt sites for speedy arraignment of 
arrest,ees. 

2. The· mass arrest system should make the 
name and charge of persons arrested 
avalilable to public inquiry as soon as 
possible after the arrestee has been proces
sed. A current list of arrestees should be 
communicated to the agency command 
center as the information becomes available. 
Inquiries should be directed to one central 
location, 



STANIJ'ARD 18.5 
Legal Considerations 

The Iowa State Legislature and every governing 
body should immediately review existing law and 
consider new legislation to permit necessary 
action by all control agencies and that afford each 
individual all his/her constitutional guarantees 
during an unusual occurrence. 

1. The Iowa State Legislature should reimburse 
local law enforcement agencies required to 
react to Federal and State events, such as 
conventions, campaigns, or VIP visits, and 
extraordinolry costs incurred in responding 
to mutual olid requests. 

2. Full-time plrotection should be afforded 
every community by permanent legislation 
to provide fO'f: 
a. Prohibition of impeding pedestrian or 

vehicl,Jlar traffic; and 
b. Permits fur parades, assemblies, and 

public evel1lts and regulations 011 the size 
and materi,al used in picket signs and 
sign handles or any other device used in a 
public dem(mstraticn. 

3. Emergency statutes specifically designed to 
cope with unusual occurrences should be 
enacted to provi'de for: 
a. Restrictions upon sales of gasoline, 

liquor, and weapons and ammunition; 
b. The restriction of public access to certain 

geographic Blreas under specifically de
fined circum~;tances; 

c. Curfew, loitering, and other crowd con
trol measures\; 

d. The restriction of public use of schools, 
places of amusement, water, and private 
aircraft; and 

e. Control of the storage of firearms, 
firearms partls, and ammunition. 

COMMENTARY 

Planning For Unusual Occurrences 
In the event of an unusual occurrence, whether 

man-made or natural, it is the primary responsi
bility of the involved governing body and their 
respective law enforcement agency to restore 
normal conditions as soon as possible. Delays in 
restoration may result in injury to both life and 
property, as well as an intensification of the 
problem. In that reactive measures are usually 
inefficient and ineffective, every jurisdiction in 
Iowa should be covered with an unusual 
occurrence plan that can be immediately put into 
action. 
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Planning for unusual occurrences is not a 
Simple task. The very fact that the situation will 
be unusual. and not anticipated precludes the 
development of a plan that clearly details specific 
operations, deployment of personnel, and func
tional responsibilities. The conference partici
pants proposed that such plans must be flexible 
enough to cover all situations but specific 
enough to provide meaningful guidance to law 
enforcement and other emergency service agency 
operations. To this end, the plan should address 
the functions outlined in Standard 18.3, Control 
Activities. 

Responsibility for plan development should be 
relateQ to the availability of local resources and 
the likelihood that outside assistance may be 
necessary. The participants agreed that an 
unusual occurrence in a town or small city would 
probably necessitate the intervention of the 
county sheriff's department. The conferees 
recommended that governing officials in these 
jurisdicitons should not develop their own plan 
but should insure that the county sheriff 
maintains a plan that is applicable to their area. 
One participant mentioned that, in approximately 
two-thirds of all of Iowa's counties, the sheriff's 
plan is already depended upon by all of the 
incorporated areas within the respective county. 

Recognizing the key role the county sheriff will 
play in the event of an unusual occurrence, it is 
strongly urged that all sheriffs and boards of 
supervisors develop and ms,;;tain unusual occur
rence control plans and, wtlA.re necessary, par
ticipate in multi-county mutual aid agreements. 

The need for a formalized rnulti·"county agree
ment is not to coerce adjoining depDrtments into 
lending assistance in the event of an unusual 
occurrence. It was remarked that assistance 
would be offered whether or not a formalized 
agreement existed. A formalized agreement is 
needed to clarify legal questions such as civil 
liability, powers of arrest, and death benefits. It 
would also insure each participating law enforce
ment chief executive that he/she can rely I\Jpon 
the assistance of a minimum number of pt:1ace 
officers from participating agencies. \ 

Formalized mutual aid agreements should all,?o 
be developed by adjoining municipal agencies an,d 
among county and municipal agencies. Particl;
larly in Iowa's metropolitan areas, the participants 
predicted that a mutual aid agreement would 
facilitate the rapid and coordinated involvement of 
neighboring agencies. 

The substance of the plans developed by the 
county sheriffs and the municipalities should be 
made known to the involved personnel in their 
respective departments. However, the partici
pants believed that personnel in mutual aid 
agreement agencies need not be informed of the 
other member's plans. The participants were of 
the opinion that, to avoid confusion and needless 
dUf:jlication of plans, officers in participating 



departments should only be informed that they 
may be called upon to serve in another jurisdiction 
in the event of an unusual occurrence. 

Command Authority 
To prevent confusion and insure a coordinated 

and timely response to an unusual occurrence 
situation, one individual should be responsible for 
and recognized as being in command of all law 
enforcement operations in the involved o.rea. The 
conference participants decided that this individ
ual should be the law enforcement chief executive 
of the jurisdiction in Which the involved area is 
located. This chief should command his/her own 
personnel, and coordinate the activities of 
participating agencies. This authority should only 
be preempted when a state of emergency is 
declared by the Governor, local authority breaks 
down, or command authority is transferred by 
prior agreement. Transfer of authority may also 
occur during the unusual occurrence if mutually 
agreed upon by all the principals. 

Optimally, the law enforcement chief executive 
who has developed the plan for the involved 
jurisdiction should be responsible for its imple
mentation. As noted above, the county sheriff 
would be responsible for county-wide unusual 
occurrence planning in the majority of Iowa's 
counties. Consequently, the participants ac
knowledged that the county sheriff should have 
command authority over all law enforcement 
operations in their respective counties except in 
those municipalities that have their own plans. 
Arrangements should be formalized between the 
local governing bodies that have not prepared 
their own plans and the county sheriff; the 
agreement should recognize the sheriff's authority 
in these matters. It was observed by one 
participant that these agreements usually already 
exist. 

Command authority must not be interpreted as 
absolute control. It came to the attention of the 
conferees that previous multi-agency unusual 
occurrence €tfforts broke down only when the law 
enforcement chief executive in charge failed to 
involve the chief executives of participating 
agencies. The partiCipants recommended that 
every law enforcement chief executive in com
mand of any mUlti-agency effort allow the 
participating chief executives meaningful input 
into the command and control decision-making 
process. 

Control Activities 
Speed is a crucial element in the law 

enforcement response to an unusual occurrence 
situation. As previously noted, a rapid response 
will prevent a needless intensificatioll of the 
problem in the involved area. To insure that a 
rapid and orderly activation, assembly, and 
deployment of all available law enforcement 
)ersonnel occurs, every unusual occurrence plan 
snould include an interim control organization. 
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This organization would be responsible for 
providing certain functions necessary in the event 
of any type of unusual occurrence. 

The conference participants indicated that at 
least four functions should be provided by the 
control organization. These are a personnel 
function to call up agency personnel, contact 
mutual aid members, and to Keep the chief 
executive aware of personnel needs; a logistiCS 
function to procure vehicles, locate sleeping 
accomodations, and feed the personnel; a 
casualty function to establish liaison with 
emergency medical services and gather, record, 
and disseminate all information concerning dead, 
injured, miSSing, and lost persons; and an 
intelligence function responsible for collecting 
and evaluating information and keeping the 
principals aware of all pertinent information. 

The size of the control organization will, to a 
great extent, depend upon the resources available 
to the planning agency. Chief executives with 
limited personnel resources may assign one 
individual to be responsibre for several functions. 
On the other hand, personnel in the larger 
agencies may be assigned to a specific task 
within one function. In either case, the conferees 
urged that personnel assigned to the unusual 
occurrence control organization be well briefed 
and adequately trained to effectively perform their 
tasks. 

Command centers and, if appropriate, field 
command posts are necessary in all types of 
unusual occurrences. These centers should be 
staffed with the law enforcement chief executive 
in command and his/her advisors. It came to the 
attention of the participants that since the center 
will also serve to coordinate all law enforcement 
operations in the affected area, it should be 
provided with adequate communications capabil
ities. Liaison with the media and local and State 
officials should also be the responsibility of the 
command center staff. 

Mass Arrests 
In the event of a civil disturbance, it may 

become necessary to arrest and detain large 
numbers of individuals. While Iowa has only had 
minimal experience with these types of situa
tions, the potential for civil disorder in the future 
does exist and, therefore, the need for an efficient 
mass arrest and detention capability cannot be 
overlooked. 

Conference participants recommended that 
every jurisdiction engaged in unusual occurrence 
planning should a.ssess the potential of civil 
disorder in their area and the possible need for a 
mass arrest capability. If the possibility of i'i civil 
disturbance does exist, the guidelines set furth in 
the mass arrest standard should be incorporated 
into the unusual occurrence control plan. 
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Legal Considerations 
Iowa law enforcement must be provided with the 

legal tools necessary to protect life and property 
and to restore normal conditions as rapidly as 
possible in the event of a civil disturbance. It was 
observed by the participants that Iowa has 
adequate criminal statutes covering most acts of 
violence common to most of these situations. 
However, the participant's opinion of current 
statutes did coincide with the NAC: "In many 
cases there are inadequate legal tools available to 
prevent or control some of the more sophisticated 
acts that have developed in recurring demonstra
tions and disorders." (NAC, Police, 180 (1973).) 
The conferees believed that such legal gaps may 
exist in Iowa law and suggested that State and 
local legislative bodies review existing law and 
ordinances to insure that all control organizations 
can take necessary action. 

Action by the State Legislature should also be 
taken to provide financial assistance to those 
jurisdictions experiencing recurring u.nusual oc
currences or extraordinary expenses in assisting a 
neighboring jurisdiction. The participants sup
ported the NAC's argument for state reimburse
ment: 

Recurring events in a jurisdiction requiring 
response of control forces can place a strain 
on funds. Neighboring agencies are also 
limited in the resources they can provide 
under mutual aid compacts during protracted 
occurrences. In addition to the difficulty of 
budgeting for these unpredictable increased 
expenditures is the greater problem of 
incurring costs that exceed the revenues a 
jurisdiction is able to raise. 

Although local government must expect to 
meet the cost of internal disturbances, :t 
should be able to look to Federal and State 
resources for reimbursement of costs in
curred in responding to occurrences gener
ated outside the community. Controlling 
disturbances, providing security, and the 
general policing associated with national 
partisian conventions, political campaigns, 
VIP visits, and response to mutual aid 
requests are examples of extraordinary costs 
that should not be borne by the local 
jurisdiction providing the law enforcement 
services. (NAC, Police, 181 (1973).) 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5. 
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Chapter Nineteen 

Personal Equipment 

Goal: All peace officers are provided with 
the attire and equipment necessary to 
perform their duties. 
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STANDARD 19.1 
Peace Officer Uniforms 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
immediately develop and designate complete 
standard specifications for apparel and equipment 
to be worn by every agency employee when 
performing the duties of a uniformed sworn 
officer. To deter criminal activity, uniformed 
officers should be highly visible, easily identifi
able and readily distinguishable from other 
uniformed persons. Every officer's appearance 
should reflect favorably on his/her agency and 
profession; howevar, to insure maximum effi
ciency, this should not be accomplished at the 
expense of physical comfort. 

1. The Iowa State legislature should enact leg
islation standardizing the color of uniforms 
worn by all municipal peace officers who are 
subject to I.L.E.A. mandaied training. Speci
fications should be developed in cooperation 
with Iowa's professional law enforcement 
associations. 

2. The Iowa State Legis!ature should enact 
legislation fixing the color and style of uni~ 
forms worn by private patroipersons 01' secu
rity guards to insure tha1 they are readily dis
tinguishabJe from peace officer uniforms. 

3. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should insure that the uniforms of agency 
employees other than peace officers-such 
as civilian traffic control, parking control, 
and security cfficers-are by color, design, 
and iiems of identification, plainly distin
guishable from those of peace officers. 

4. Seasonal changes and climate should be 
considered when developing the agency's 
standard uniform. 

5. The agency's uniform should identify the 
wearer by name and agency, and make himl 
her plainly recognizable as a peace officer. 
Such items should be visible at all times. 

6. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should insure that every officer's appearance 
conforms to agency specifications and re
flects favorably on the agency and the law 
enforcement profession. 

STANDARD 19.2 
Firearms and Auxiliary Equipment 

Every law enforcement chief executive should 
. immediately specify the type of firearms, am· 
munition, and auxiliary equipment to be used 
by the agenc:/'s peace officers. To enhance 
efficiency, personal equipment items should be 
interchangeable among all officers of the agency. 
Once established, these specified standards 
should be maintained by frequent, periodic 
inspections and appropriate disciplinary action 
when agency regulations are violated. 
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1. Written specifications should be established 
for agency-approved sidearms and ammu
nition to be carried by officers on uniformed 
duty, or plainclothes duty, or, if required by 
departmental regulations, off·duty. Th13 spec
ifications should include the type, cali· 
ber, barrel length, finish, and style of the 
sidearms, and the specific type of ammu
nition. 

2. Officers of every automobile patrol unit 
should be equipped with a shotgun and 
appropriate ammunition. 

3. All items of auxiliary equipment to be worn 
or carried by the officers should be d.esig
nated. To insure intra-agency uniformity, the 
approved type, size, weight, color, style, and 
other relevant variables of each auxiliary 
equipment item shouid be specified in writ
ing. 

4. A program of frequent, regular equipment 
inspections should be initiated to insure that 
personal equipment items conform to agency 
specifications and are maintained in a pre
sentable and serviceable condition. To insure 
that each officer's weapon functions pro· 
perly, firearm practice should be required 
for all officers at least monthly, and all 
firearms should be examined at regular 
intervals. 

5. To insure shooting competency, every 
agency's policy relative to firearms practice 
should require each officer to maintain a 
minimum qualifying score in the firearms 
practice course adopted by the agency. 



STANDARD 19.3 
Agency Provision of Uniforms and 
Equipment 

Every law enforcement agency should imme
diately acquire the funds necessary to provide and 
maintain a full uniform and equipment comple·. 
ment for every peace officer. This will facilitate 
the agency's efforts to insure conformance to 
uniform and equipment standards. 

1. Minimum uniform requirements should be 
determined by every agency for its officers. 
These should include alternate items of ap
parel for warm, cold, and foul weather. 

2. The sidearm, ammuniti~,",and auxiliary Jler
sonal equipment specified by ihe agency 
should be furnished and replaced at no cost 
to the officer. 

3. Plainclothes officers should be provided 
with a clothing allowance. 

COMMENTARY 

Peace Officer Uniforms 
For a law enforcement agency to function as a 

viable crime deterrent and to allow the public 
maximum access to its personnel, peace officers 
must be highly visible, easily identifiable, and 
readily distinguishable. The wearing of distinctive 
uniforms has traditionally served this need. As 
observed by the conference participants, however, 
due to the proliferation of different peace officer 
uniforms throughout the state, as well as the use 
of similar apparel worn by non-law enforcement 
occupations, Iowa's peace officers may not be 
immediately recognized. 

Conferees stated that this is an ever growing 
problem. It was related that truck drivers, bus 
drivers, and private security guards are conti
nually being mistaken for sworn personnel. It also 
came to the participants' attention that there is 
little standardization within departments them
selves. With a number of suppliers, and a 
multitude of colors, styles, and pieces of 
equipment, no two officers in a Single agency 
may be attired in a uniform manner. Not only does 
this impede rapid identification of officers within 
a jurisdiction, but, as mentioned by several 
conferees, lowers the morale of the agency 
personnel. To correct this problem, it was 
recommended that immediate action be taken by 
the State Legislature and by the law enforcement 
chief executives of municipal departments. 

The peace officer uniform standard addresses 
this problem in two ways. First, all municipal 
police uniforms in Iowa should be of a 
standardized color. (Iowa State Patrol troopers 
and county sheriffs and their deputies already 
have standardized uniforms.) It was the conferees' 
considered opinion that a standardized color for 
municipal police officers would be sufficient for 
immediate recognition. The color should be 
selected by the state's law enforcement organi
zations and mandated by the State Legislature. 
Municipal departments should be allowed a 
period of three years to comply so that new, 
approved uniforms can by purchased through the 
regular replacement process. 

Inasmuch as the conferees believed that city 
councils and police officers would resist total 
statewide standardization, the style and other 
relevant variables of the peace officer uniform 
should be decided by each agency's chief 
executive. While the style of uniform may vary 
between municipal agencies, the conferees 
asserted that it is of paramoun~ importance that 
there is complete standardization of the uniform 
and of auxiliary equipment within each depart
ment. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should develop specific standard specifications 
for apparel and eqUipment to be worn by every 
agency employee while performing the duties of a 
uniformed sworn officer. Procedures should also 
be adopted to insure that every officer's appear
ance conforms to agency specfications. 

Legislative action should also be taken to 
insure that private patrol persons and security 
guards are not mistaken for peace officers. The 
conference participants proposed that the Legis
!ature fix the color and style of their uniforms so 
that they are readily distinguishable as non-sworn 
persons. The frequency with which private 
security guards have been mistaken for peace 
officers was a major concern of the participants 
and, it was agreed, demanding of immediate 
legislative action. 

In the development of his/her personnel's 
uniform, every law enforcement chief executive 
should take into consideration factors such as 
durability, seasonal changes, and utility. Once 
the agency's apparel and eqUipment specifi
cations are developed, all new uniforms, or 
replacements, must meet the specified criteria. It 
was recognized that, over a period of several 
years, every officer on the department would be 
attired in the approved uniform with little or no 
additional cost to the jurisdiction. 
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Firearms 

Basic to the contemporary law enforcement role 
is that force and, when justified, deadly force, 
may be demanded of the peace officer in his/her 
performance of duties. To insure that deadly force 
is applied effectively in an approved manner, every 
Iowa peace officer must be thoroughly trained in 
its proper use, be equipped with the appropriate 



and reliable weaponry, and be qualified shooters. 
Conference participants advocated that anything 
less could endanger the life of the officer as well 
as place the lives of members of the community 
into jeopardy. To insure that deadly force is 
applied in an effective and an approved manner, 
every law enforcement chief executive in Iowa 
should establish written policy guiding the 
officer on the use of his/ her discretion in 
shooting situations, develop specifications for 
agency-approved sidearms, ammunition, and 
auxiliary equipment, and implement a firearms 
program designed to insure firearm serviceability 
and each officer's shooting competency. 

Every law enforcement chief executive is urged 
to develop written specifications for agency-ap
proved sidearms and ammunition to be carried by 
?fficer~ on uniformed duty, plainclothes duty, or, 
If required by the department, off-duty. The chief 
executive should require that only those weapons 
suited for their jurisdiction be authorized. 
Interchangeability of ammunition is imperative; 
the conferees remarked that situations may arise 
where ammunition must be shared among 
officers. 

Every automobile patrol unit should be provided 
with a shotgun and the appropriate ammunition. 
These weapons should be secured safely and 
easily accessible. The participants believed that it 
should be left to each chief executive's discretion 
as to how the shotgun should be secured. 

To insure that firearms are maintained in 
serviceable condition and that every officer is a 
competent shooter, every agency should imple
ment a firearms program. After a lengthy 
discussion regarding the limited resources of 
many of Iowa's law enforcement organizations, it 
was decided that every department should 
implement a program that consists of periodic 
examination of firearms, firearms practice at least 
monthly, and the maintenance of a minimum 
shooting score. 

Conference participants commented that not all 
officers need monthly practice to maintain 
competency; monthly shooting practice require
ments are primarily designed for those officers 
who have never been truly qualified in the use of 
firearms. However, since the conferees predicted 
that one-half of Iowa's peace officers were not 
qualified to use their weapons, monthly firearms 
practice should be required for all peace officers. 
All sworn officers should be required to maintain 
a minimum qualifying score during monthly 
firearms practice. Ideally, firearms practice should 
be conducted at a P.P.C. course (practical police 
course or combat course) rather than at a con
ventional target range. 

Even when a law enforcement chief executive is 
confident that his/her officers 'are competent 
shooters, he/ she· should still implement a 
firearms program. Participants reported that an 
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increasing number of jurisdictions are being sued 
as a result of shooting incidents. The question 
raised at the court proceedings was not whether 
the officer acted in accordance with agency 
shooting policy, but whether the officer pos
sessed adequate training in the use of firearms. 
The conferees noted that, unless the jurisdiction 
can document the involved officer's participation 
in a firearms program, tile jurisdiction may be 
held liable. For this reason, the conference 
participants believed that governing bodies should 
implement such programs to defend themselves 
against civil litigation. 

Provision of Uniforms and Equipment 
The position taken by the conference partici

pants regarding agency provision of uniforms and 
equipment reflects that of the NAC: 

When the agency furnishes and maintains 
uniforms and equipment for its personnel the 
possibility that officers will wear or use un
authorized items is minimized. The agency's 
control over the officer's appearance is en
hanced, as is the justification for inspections 
and mandatory replacement or repair. 
The individual peace officer should no more 
have to bear the cost of purchasing and main
taining uniforms than he/she should pay the 
cost of his/her training. (NAC,Police, 522 
(1973).) 

Although law enforcement agencies shOUld 
furnish and maintain uniforms and equipment, 
every peace officer should be permitted to carry 
his/her own firearm if it complies with agency 
speCifications. It came to the attention of the 
conferees that officers who purchase their own 
weapons take greater pride in them, keep them 
better maintained, and are more likely to improve 
their shooting ability. It was recommended that all 
peace officers be provided with the option of 
using the agency provided firearm or their own 
personal weapon. 

Even when the department provides funds for 
the maintenance of uniforms, the conferees 
observed that the administration of these monies 
is a key factor in how well the uniforms are in 
fact, maintained. It was' remarked that when 
officers are provided with an annual cash 
allowance for' uniform maintenance, the money 
may not always be spent as expected. A more 
effective method to insure proper dniform 
maintenance is through a process of Girectly 
reimbursing the uniform supplier for agency-ap
proved items purchased by the officer .. fhe 
conferees predicted that through this procedure 
the annual clothing allowance would be spent a~ 
authorized. This procedure also minimizes the 
possibility that officers would purchase unautho
rized items. 

While, plainclothes personnel do not regularly 
wear Uniforms, they should also be provided with 



an annual clothing allowance. ThE: conferees felt 
that this money should be provided because 
plainclothes officers spend as much to maintain 
their apparel as do uniformed personnel. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 21.1, 21.2, 21.3 
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Chapter Twenty 

Transportation 

Goal: Every law enforcement agency main· 
tains a cost·effective transportation system 
which is most appropriate to meet its 
transportation needs. 
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STANDARD 20.1 
Transportation Equipment 

Every law enforcement agency should annually 
evaluate the tasks performed within the agency 
and the transportation equipment which may be 
utlllzea to Improve its ability to accomplish its 
objectives. Transportation equipment should be 
acquired and mainiained in a manner which is 
most cost-effective. 

1. Prior to submitting its annual budget, every 
agency should evaluate all existing and 
potential transportation applications. This 
evaluation should include the examination of 
all tasks wh:ch may facilitate the objectives 
of the agency to determine if new or different 
equipment will result in: 
a. More efficient use of human resources; 

and 
b. Improved law enforcement service that is 

cost-effective. 
2. The potential usefulness and limitations of 

each type of transportation equipment 
should be evaluated. New and existing 
transportation equipment should be evalu
ated. 

3. Agencies acquiring ground vehicles should 
determine whether the acquisition should be 
made by purchasing, leasing, or reimbursing 
for officer-owned vehicles. This determi
nation should be based upon the following 
considerations: 
a. Maintenance requirements; 
b. Control problems; 
c. Financing; and 
d. Overall cost-effectiveness. 

4. Agencies ,acquiring aircraft should deter
mine the most advantageous form of 
acquisition by considering the maintenance 
and service requirements, the availability of 
the equipment when it will be needed, pilot
training and insurance costs, the availability 
of auxiliary equipment, and the cost per hour 
of: 
a. Purchasing by the agency; 
b. Leasing; 
c. Purchasing jointly with other agencies; 
d. Renting; and 
e. Acquiring surplus military aircraft. 
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STANDARD 20.2 
Fleet Safety 

Every law enforcement agency should partici
pate in or implement a vleet s?fety program to 
insure the safety of its employers and the public, 
minimize unnecessary expenditure of public 
funds, and increase agency efficiency. 

1. The Iowa Law Enforcement Academy should 
provide driver training programs during basic 
and inservice training. 

2. Every law enforcement agency should have a 
fleet safety program which should include: 
a. Involvement in the ILEA driver training 

program if the agency cannot maintain its 
own program; 

b. Procedures ior problem-driver detection 
and retraining; 

c. Procedures insuring employee inspection 
of agency vehicles prior to use; and 

d. A maintenance program which will mini~ 
mize the hazard of malfunctioning 
equipment. 

3. The fleet safety program should emphasize 
the personal involvement of employees in 
meeting the objectives of the program 
through: 
a. Recognition for safe driving; and 
b. An education program with emphasis on 

the personal benefits to be derived from 
safe' driving. 

4. Every law enforcement chief executive 
should establish written policy regarding 
personnel operation of agency vehicles. 

COMMENTARY 

Transportation System 
Effective law enforcement operations-parti

cularly emergency response to calls for assis
tance-are dependent upon an agency's mobile 
capability. Whether an agency utilizes automo
biles, motorcycles, bicycles, boats, helicopters, 
or fixed-wing aircraft, its transportation system 
must be reliable, suited to the operational task, 
and, due to the high costs of acquisition and 
maintenance, cost-effective. "The highly trained 
and educated professional must be provided with 
the necessary means to get him I her where hel she 
is needed - safely, quickly, and economically. A 
breakdown or deficiency in any part of the 
transportation system will seriously impair the 
operation of the entire system. If mobility is to be 
assured, care must be taken to establish and 



maintain a transportation system with component 
parts that will provide the Qreatest mobility in the 
safesk. most efficient manner." (National Advi
sory Commission, Polic9, 524 (1973}.) 

Great care must be taken to insure that the 
transportation equipment used for a specific 
operational task is the best available for fulfilling 
that transportation function. The conference 
participants recommended that annual evalu
ations be conducted to determine what trans
portation capabilities it would need and which 
equipment would be best suited for its effective 
and efficient performance. To insure immediate 
modifications if warranted in the transportation 
system, the conferees proposed that the trans
portation evaluation be conducted just prior to the 
preparation of the annual budget. 

The potential usefulness and limitations of 
each type of transportation equipment and the 
most cost-effective manner to acquire and 
maintain them should also be assessed. Confer
ees related that an increasing number of 
departments are experimenting with medium-size 
and compact automobiles in lieu of full-size 
passenger models. Factors such as initial 
purchase price, maintenance costs, and trade-in 
value should also be taken into account. 

Various methods of equipment acquisition 
should be taken into consideration. Factors that 
should be addressed are maintenance require
ments, control problems, financing, and overall 
cost-effectiveness. The participants agreed that 
local governing bodies should examine the 
possible benefits to be derived from purchasing 
ground vehicles through the State Dispatchers 
Office. Several participants further noted that 
local jurisdictions would also benefit if the State 
Dispatcher was authorized to sell their used 
vehicles as well. 

Aircraft acquisition was identified as being 
extremely costly and, therefore, the conferees 
strongly urged the agencies seeking to acquire 
one should first explore all of the alternatives. It 
was noted that military surplus helicopters, for 
example, may appear attractive due to their low 
initial investment but may prove to be a major 
fiscal liability. Alternatives to purchasing aircraft 
may include leasing, purchasing jointly with other 
agencies, or renting. Other factors that should be 
considered iriclude the maintenance and service 
requirements, the availability of the equipment 
when it will be needed, pilot-training, insurance 
costs, and the availability of auxiliary equipment. 

Driver Training 
One of the most important tasks a peace officer 

is required to perform in his! her role is that of 
driving a vehicle. Every peace officer in Iowa 
should be capable of driving defensively whether 
on patrol in normal traffic or, when demanded by 
the situation, during a pursuit. Although much of 

L~ _______ _ 
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the patrol officer's time is spent driving, the 
conference participants observed that many peace 
officers are not aware of their own capabilities or 
those of their vehicles. To alleviate this problem, 
it was recommended that all agencies implement 
or participate in a fleet safety program as detailed 
in Standard 17.2. 

As described by the NAC, a fleet safety program 
should include the following elements: 

Driver training for each officer in his! her duty 
vehicle; a record system to identify agency 
accident causes and assist in problem-driver 
detection; supervisorial observation of driv
ing habits; testing of personnel to detect 
problem drivers and evaluate the effective
ness of driver training; reinforcement train
ing for all officers; retraining for problem 
drivers; employee inspection of vehicles 
prior to use; and a maintenance program that 
minimizes the hazard of faulty equipment. 
(NAC, Police, 524 (1973}.) 

It was immediately recognized by the conferees 
that, While such a program would be highly 
beneficial, it would probably by beyond the 
resources of all but a few of Iowa's law 
enforcement agencies. For such a program to be 
implemented in a cost-effective manner on a 
statewide basis, a centralized program would have 
to be established. There was general agreement 
that the Iowa Law Enforcement Academy should 
serve this function. 

In addition to participation in the I.L.E.A. driver 
training program, the conferees agreed that it was 
incumbent upon each agency to develop their own 
programs to encourage safe driving. More 
important than a safe driving program, however, is 
the establishment of policy regarding enforce
ment action in the event of a potentially hazardous 
situation, such as high speed pursuits. Formal
ized written driving policy should be established 
and disseminated to all agency personnel. 
Driving policies should not limit the officer's 
discretion but should offer him!her guidance in 
the proper enforcement alternative that should be 
taken. Conferees also suggested that the law 
enforcement chief executive may wish to estab
lish rules that would prohibit, in all situations, 
extremely dangerous driving practices. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 22.1, 22.2, 22.3 



Chapter Twenty"One 

Communications 

Goal: The communications component 
of every law enforcement organization is 
designed to facilitate the rapid and accur· 
ate transmittal of information from the 
public to the agency and between the 
agency to its mobile units. 
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STANDARD 21.1 
Communications 

Every law enforcement .agency and every 
governing body should take immedia.te action to 
comply with the Iowa State Telecommunications 
Plan. 

STANDARD 21.2 
The Telephone Component 

Every law enforcement agency should deve,lop 
as a sub-system of its overall communications 
system a telephone communications component 
designed to provide rapid and. accurate communi
cation with the public. This design may require an 
upgraded physical plant and supportive equip
ment, and procedures to shorten the time off the 
internal message handling. 

1. A full-time telephone service sufficient to 
provide prompt answering of calls for sElrvice 
should immediately be implemented by 
every agency. 
a. Telephone calls on emergency lines-all 

lines should be considered emergency 
lines when seperate administrative lines 
have not been established-should be 
answered within 15 seconds, and non
emergency calls should be answered in 
30 sleconds. 

b. Procedures should be adopted to control 
the quality of agency response to tele
phonic requests for service and infor
mation. 

2. After an evaluation of agency needs, a suffi~ 
cient number of trunk lines, in addition to 
and separate from business trlJnk lines, 
should be installed to insure that an emer
gency caller will not receive a busy signal 
during normal periods of peak activity, ex
cluding catastrophic or unusual occur
rences. 

3. Misdirected emergency calls for law en
forcement, fire, or other emergency services 
should be promptly accepted and that infor
mation obtained from such calls is immedi
aiely relayed to the appropriate emergency 
agency. 

4. Departments with full-time telephone service 
should, as soon as practical, acquire and 
operate recording equipment that will allow 
endless or continuous recording of all in-
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coming calls on ernel'gency lines and in
stantaneous playback ()If those calls. 

5. When practical, (911) single universal emer
gency telephone service' should be obtained. 

STANDARD 21.3 
Dispatch Control 

Every law enforcement a~lency should acknow
ledge that the speed with which it can communi
cate with field units is critical; that it affects the 
success of agency efforts to preserve life and 
property; and that it increases the potential for 
immediate apprehension of criminal suspects. 
Therefore, a rapid and accurate communications 
capability should be developed. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should main
tain a twenty-four-hour two-way radio cap
ability providing continuous communication 
between a communications center and field 
units. 

2. Delay times-the elapsed time between re
ceipt of an emergency call and the time of 
message radio transmission-in the case of 
an emergency call should not exceed two 
minutes, and in the case of a i10nemergency 
call, not more than six minutes. By 1978, 
communications center delay time in cases of 
emergency calls should not exceed one 
minute and in cases of nonemergency calls 
should not exceed four minutes. 

3. Recording equipment should be acquired, 
when practical, which will allow continuous 
recording of every radio transmission and to 
allow instantaneous playback of field unit 
radio transmissions. 

4. Every law enforcement agency should 
immediately seek action by the approptiate 
legislative body to regulate private agencies 
that provide alarm service. Appropriate 
steps should be taken to minimize field unit 
response to the location of any alarm not 
caused by a criminal attack. 

5. Full-time communication centers should, by 
1982, be reasonably secure from physical 
attack, sabotage, and natural disaster. This 
security should extend to overhead tele
phone trunk line dropwires running between 
aerial cables and the facility. Communi
cation centers should be equipped with an 
emergency power supply. 



COMMENTARY 

Resulting from an identified need to coordinate 
the communications network and improve the 
telecommunication capabilities of Iowa law 
enforcement, the Iowa State Telecommunications 
Plan was developed and adopted for the State. 
The Plan was designed to realize optimal 
utilization of available radio frequencies, insure 
each agency has a reliable, rapid, and accurate 
communications capability, and to promote 
coordination between contiguous law enforce
ment entities. Essentially, the Plan called for the 
establishment of communication centers on 
either a county-or multi-county-wide basis. The 
conference participants, most of whom were well 
aware of its recommendations, voiced their 
support for the Plan. 

Not withstanding widespread implementation 
of the Plan's recommendations throughout the 
state, the participants noted that several .agencies 
and governing bodies have resisted its imple
mentation. One factor identified as causing 
resistance was that of local pride and the attitude 
that complete autonomy must be maintained. The 
participants agreed that pride in one's law 
enforcement agency is highly worthwhile, but 
found little merit in using .it as a rationale for 
maintaining a system that impedes the effective 
and efficient delivery of law enforcement services. 

Agencies and governing bodies should examine 
their communication needs realistically. Such an 
examination should clearly indicate that imple
mentation of the requirements set forth in the 
Telecommunications Plan would be the only 
viable "alternatiVe" to the" existing dysfunctio(1al 
system. The participants' contention was that 
non-compliance with the Plan would maintain a 
system that is not only inefficient and non-cost
effective, but would hamper the agency's ability to 
serve its community. 

The ultimate goal of any law enforcement 
communications system is to facilitate timely 
emergency response times through insuring the 
rapid and accurate traf"lsmittnl of information. 
This flow ot information-an emergency request 
for law enforcement services-was separated by 
the participants into two distinct yet interrelated 
operations: the telephone function which pertains 
to the manner in which the citizen can contact the 
agency; and the dispatch function consisting of 
the relay of information to mobile field units. 
Standards for these two operations were set forth 
by the participants in the telephone component 
and dispatch control standards. These standards 
do not supersede the State Telecommunications 
Plan; they were designed to support it. 

Standards relating to the data retrieval function 
of a law enforcement organization's communi
cations network are located in chapter 22. 
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Telephone Component 
To insure that a member of the community does 

not experience needless delay in contacting 
his/her enforcement agency for emergency assis
tanc.:, the telephone subsystem should be 
designed to recognize and prioritize these calls. 
All calls of this nature should be answered within 
fifteen seconds, twenty-~our hours a day. The 
participants believed that a longer delay, or the 
receipt of a busy signal, would seriously impair 
the agency's ability to provide emergency services 
in a timely manner. 

The principle means to provide the appropriate 
attention to emergency calls is through the 
establishment of separate telephone lines for 
emergency and business calls. So that the caller 
does not receive a busy si!Jnal while attempting to 
place a request for emergency help, the number of 
emergency trunk Jines maintained should be 
determinfld by a statistical analysis of the 
agency's current and predicted future calls for 
service. The participants noted that such an 
evaluation would serVG to identify the number of 
trunk lines needed durinlJ its "peak." Analysis will 
indicate the number o.f trunk lines needed to 
adequately handle eml3rgency calls during the 
agency's busiest hour in its busiest day in its 
busiest week in its busiest month excluding 
c~tastrophic or unusual occurrences. The devel
opment of a telephone sUb-system without the 
benefit of such an analysis may either result in an 
inadequate system or a wasteful expenditure of 
funds. 

The establishment of separate emergency and 
business lines may not always result in the 
prioritization of emergency calls. The participants 
reported that the general public doesn't care that a 
certain telephone" number is reserved for emer
gency calis. Non-emergency business calls are 
continually received on emergency lines, thus 
preventing emergency calls from being accepted. 
It was related that several departments with 
emergency lines may eventually refuse to accept 
non-emergency calls on such lines. To alleviate 
this problem, intensive public education pro
grams are needed to educate the public in the 
proper means to contact their law enforcement 
agency. 

Utilization of a Single universal emergency 
telephone number, "911", to contact the juris
diction's emergenGY services has been growing 
throughout Iowa. The implementation of this 
service, however, has been impeded in Iowa due 
to the numerous telephone companies in the 
state. Participants reported that several telephone 
companies may co-exist within one law enforce
ment jurisdiction. Such a situation hampers the 
establishment of universal telephone service due 
to the technical requirements of such a system. 
This impediment may exist for a period of time; it 
was noted that many areas are jealous of their 
own telephone company and are opposed to any 



form of cooperation necessary to make the 
universal service technically feasible. In light of 
this current situation, "911" service should be 
implemented when possible. 

Once an emergency call is received by the 
agency, the speed at which the dispatcher can 
obtain the pertinent information is Important. The 
participants brought out that persons placing an 
emergency call are oftentimes incoherent dUIil to 
their excitable state. The dispatcher must be able 
to obtain all of the necessary information in a 
rapid and accurate fashion. For this reason, only 
the most compel~nt individuals should be 
assigned to these activities; assignment to the 
dispatcher position should not be used as a 
disciplinary measure. To assist the dispatcher, 
the participants deemed it desirable to maintain 
recording equipment capable of instantaneous 
playback. This equipment, however, should not 
be purchased at the expense of more essential 
communications hardware. 

Dispatch Control 
Tile objective of the communications dispatch 

function is to insure that communication between 
the communications center and the field units is 
rapid, accurate, and reliable. The participants 
concurred that, optimally, delay time for emer
gency calls should not exceed one minute. These 
objectives should be attained by all communi
cation centers upon their implementation of the 
State Telecommunications Plan. 

Accuracy in message handling is a crucial 
factor in maintaining an effective communications 
dispatch function. Although competent dispatch 
personnel and adequate communications equip
ment will minimize garbled or misunderstood 
messages, the participants found that back-up 
recording equipment may be necessary to insure 
message accuracy. 

Communication centers are cautioned about 
purc.hasing recording equipment without a thor
ough analysis of their communication needs. It 
was reported that, with the numerous devices tha.t 
are currentl}! available, ag.encies may purchase 
expensive hardware that may be outdated OF 
unsuited fe- the center's communication work
load. This problem is compounded because 
minimum industry-wide standards have not, as 
yet, been developed. In general, the participants 
considered these devices to be "nice asse.ssories" 
that should only be acquired after the basic 
communications network has been established. 

Law enforcement effectiveness in responding to 
emergency calls for assistance may be seriously 
undermined by the existence of faulty or 
malfunctioning burgular alarm devices. Malfunc
tioning alarms were identified as being a serious 
problem in that they tie up emergency telephone 
lines and cause the deployment of field units to 
locations where they are not needed. To alleviate 
this Situation, the participants strongly urged 
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every agency and governing body to take the 
appropriate action to regulate the private agencies 
that provide alarm services. 

The lack of industry-wide standards for the 
design, installation, and maintenance of alarm 
devices was identified as being a key reason for 
alarm malfunction. Local governing bodies should 
require that alarms meet certain technical 
specifications and are properly maintained to 
insure minimal malfunctions. Law enforcement 
agencies are encouraged to remove malfunction
ing equipment from their dispatch center and 
charge the alarm company's client a fee for every 
false alarm. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 23.1, 23.2, 23.3 



Chapter Twenty-Two 

Data Management 

Goal: Every law enforcement organization 
utilizes an information system which best 
supports field operations, patrol deploy. 
ment, crime analysis, and administrative 
planning. 
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STANDARD 22.1 
Reporting Procedures 

Every law enforcement agency should establish 
procedures that will insure simple and efficient 
reporting of criminal activity, assist in criminal 
investigations, and provide complete information 
to other component~ of ~he criminal justice 
system. 

1. The circumstances which require an officer 
to complete a report should be published, 
and printed forms fOlr crime, arrest, and 
other reports should be provided. 
a. There should be a forms control pro

cedure which subjects every depart
mental form to initial approval and per
iodic review to determine if the form's use 
is appropriate and the information called 
for is necessary. 

b. Field reports should be as simple as 
possible to compllete, and their design 
should permit systematic collection of 
summary and management data. 

2. Policies should'be considered that allow re
ports of misdemeanors and miscellaneous 
incidents to be accepted by telephone when: 
a. No field investigation appears necessary; 

and 
b. The efforts of the patrol force would 

otherwise be diverted from higher priority 
duties. 

3. The Iowa State Legislature should require 
every law enforcement agency to report to 
the Iowa Department of Public Safety infor
mation necessary for: 
a. The identification of unrecovered stolen 

vehicles; 
b. The identification of vehicles wanted in 

connection with the investigation of fel
onies or serious misdemeanors; 

c. The identification of unrecovered stolen 
Vehicle Identification Number [VIN] 
plates and serially identified engines and 
transmissions; 

d. The identification of unrecovered stolen 
or missing license plates; 

e. Identification of serially numbered stolen 
or lost weapons; and 

f. The identification of serially numbered 
sto;en property items. 
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STANDARD 22.2 
The Basic Records System 

Every law enforcement agency should immedi
ately establish a records system that collects 
crime data and records operational activities so 
crime conditions and the effects of agency 
operations can be systematically evaluated. 

1. Every law enforcement agency should de
velop and maintain a "reportable incident 
file" based on agency needs, that contains 
documentation on all crime; essential non
criminal incidents such as missing persons, 
lost and found property, suicides, and acci
dental deaths; and, where appropriate, traf-
fic incidents. . 

STANDARD 22.3 
Data Retrieval 

Every law enforcement agency should establish 
a cost-effective, compatible information sys~em 
to collect, store, and retrieve information moving 
through the agency. The use of such a system 
should be directed toward crime reduction 
without sacrificing local autonomy. 

1. Every law enforcement agency ~\hould de· 
velop and maintain immediate .:ccef;)S to 
local, State, and Federal law enf~;fI::ament 
telecommuncations networks. 

2. Every law enforcement agency should have 
the capability to retrieve statewide criminal 
information and provide it to field personnel 
within three minutes of the time requested 
for noncomputerized systems and within 
thirty seconds for computerized systems. 
This capability should at least include in
formation on: 
a. Individuals who are the subject of an 

arrest warrant for a felony or serious mis
demeanor; 

b. IJnrecovered s~olen vehicles; 
c. Vehicles wanted in connection with the 

investigation of felonies or serious mis
demeanors; 

d. Unrecovered stolen Vehicle Information 
Number plates and serially identified en
gines and transmissions; 

e. Unrecovered stolen or missing license 
plates. 



f. Serially identified stolen or lost wea
pons; and 

g. Serially numbered stolen property items. 
3. The primary objective of a computer-based 

information system is the rapid response to 
the information needs of field units. Agen
cies developing or operating a computer
based information system should immedi
diaiely identify critical information groups 
and assign prioriti~s to them according to 
the requirements of the system user. Critical 
information groups should include at least: 
a. Information on wanted persons; 
b. Abstract data on criminal convictions, 

parole status, penitel)tiary releases, and 
vital criminal record information; and 

c. Information on stolen property and ve
hicles. 

4. Advisory user groups should immediately be 
established for those agencies developing or 
operating a computer-based information 
system. 

COMMENTARY 

In the formulation of agency-wide and unit 
goals and objectives, it is essential that the law 
enforcement chief executive possess knowledge 
of the eXisting crime problem. This knowledge 
can only be gained through the collection and 
analysis of crime reports \.~!hich accurately 
describe each specific offense and all relevant 
elements pertaining to it. Without the valid and 
reliable reporting of criminal offenses and any 
other non-criminal occurrences which relate to the 
agency's function, the aqency's efforts to impact 
upon criminal activity' day become misdirected. 
Moreover, the conference participants related 
that, without accurate crime reporting and 
analysis, the agency cannot evaluate its effective
ness in reducing targeted crimes. The conferees 
concurred with the NAG in that: 

Unless law enforcement agencies have a well
defined reporting policy for incidents of both 
a criminal and noncriminal nature, they will 
be unable to assess accurately the extent of 
criminal activity in their jurisdictions, and 
will find themselves ill-equipped to take ef
fective measures against it. Moreover, incon
sistent reporting procedures contribute to a 
lack of confidence in law enforcement; per
sons may well assume that certain kinds of 
behavior are tolerated in one section of the 
community but not in another. (NAG, Police, 
571 (1973).) 

To facilitate a functional reporting procedure, 
tne conferees recommended that Standard 22.1, 
Reporting Procedures, be considered and imple-
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mented where feasible. The standard suggests 
that policies should be established that specify 
which incidents of a criminal or noncriminal 
nature warrant reporting and the appropriate 
reporting method. 

Reporting procedures should address the data 
requirements of State and Federal crime infor
mation systems as well as local needs. Reporting 
forms should enable the rapid and efficient 
collation of relevant data for crime analysis and 
Uniform Grime Reports. The reporting procedures 
should also insure that the forms provide 
complete information for patrol deployment 
systems, agency planning, and prosecution. For 
this reason, the conferees decided that each chief 
executive should, in cooperation with the local 
prosecuting authority, develop procedures most 
appropriate for his/her jurisdiction. 

Basic Records System 
In order for the crime data to be optimally 

utilized, an effective records system is necessary. 
A records system will facilitate the translation of 
reported criminal and noncriminal incidents into 
meaningful information for the setting of goals 
and objectives, operational planning, crime 
analysis, evaiuation, and State and Federal crime 
reporting. An effective records system is also 
needed to locate, in a timely manner, the criminal 
history files of individuals for investigatory and 
judicial purposes. 

The conference participants recognized that the 
type of records system utilized would depend 
upon the size and function of the organization. 
Smaller departments may find that the use of 
filing cabinets may suffice. To support the 
sophisticated planning and deployment strategies 
of larger jurisdictions, however, microfilm, mi
crofiche, or computerized systems may be most 
appropriate. The conferees urged every law 
enforcement chief executive to evaluate his/her 
agency's existing and future needs, assess the 
law enforcement record systems which are 
currently available, and seek to implement. the 
most cost-effective system. 

Data Retrieval 
Standard 22.3, Data Retrieval, primarily con

cerns the utilization of computerized information 
systems. While local and regional systems have 
be&n implemented, Iowa's primary system, TRAGIS, 
is a statewide network allowing universai ac
cess to State and nationwide criminal infor
mation. The conference participants predicted 
that, upon implementation of county-wide com
munication centers, every department should be 
capable of retrieving pertinent information from 
TRACIS within the time parameters noted in the 
standard. 

The NAG discusses the benefits that can oe 
derived from computerized information systems: 



Information on wanted persons, wanted or 
stolen vehicles, vehicle registration and dri
ver's license data, and stolen property, con
stitute the basic components of a tactical 
police information system. These compara
tively new systems are computer-based. In 
addition to having instantaneous and virtually 
unlimited memory banks, individual com
puters in these systems have the ability to 
communicate with or interrog.ate each other. 
Tactical information systems are important to 
patrol operations because these systems can 
accomplish, in a minute or so, a series of 
communications and record tasks that for
merly required as much as an hour or more to 
complete. These electronic systems elimi
nate the need for time-consuming telephone 
inquiries and manual searches of cumber
some filing systems. And because they are 
"real-time" (new information is added to the 
file soon after the event it documents occurs) 
and operate on extremely large data bases, 
their efficiency is unparalleled. 
Tactical information systems can electron
ically centralize large quantities of physical 
data that are dispersed over a wide area. 
They provide a new array 9f tools for law 
enforcement. Stolen vehicles can be identi
fied before they are stopped. A per don 
stopped for questioning will no longer have 
to wait more than an hour for want and 
warrant checks; that information can be 
generated in minutes. Above all, officers will 
be safer \','hen they can obtain information 
rapidly about...persons with whom they are 
dealing. Apprehension rates will be raised, 
preventing criminal fugitives from commit
ting further crimes. Available patrol t.ime will 
also increase due to much briefer standby 
times awaiting the return of information. 
(NAC, POlice, 579 (1973).) . 

" 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REFERENCE 
NAC Police 24.1, 24.2, 24.3, 24.4 
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Comparative Analysis 

The second section of this document contains a comparative analysis between the National Advisory 
Commission's police standards and the Iowa criminal justice system (ICJS). This study was undertaken in 
response to an identified need to familiarize the Project's participants with the present condition of the 
law enforcement function in Iowa. Since this analysis was conducted prior to the commencement of the 
Project's conferences, points of view and opinions expressed in it do not necessarily reflect those of the 
conferees. 

Although the analysis was originally intended to structure and provide guidance in the development of 
the Iowa standards and goals, it continues to have great utility. The comparative analysis, read in conjunc
tion with the adopted Iowa standards, serves to assist the reader in his/her understanding of the con
feree's recommendations. Not only does the study provide insight into the origins .of the adopted Iowa 
standards but it also informs the reader which issues and problems were addressed at the conferences. In 
addition, the analysis clearly indicates the areas of greatest inconsistency between the NAC's recommen
dations and the existing Iowa system; generally, these areas are those demanding the greatest and most 
immediate action on the part of the system functionaries. 

The comparative analysis is comprised of three components; the verbatim National Advisory Commis
sion standards; a description of the related Iowa criminal justice system (legislation, administrative and 
operational rules and procedures, and informal practices); and an analysis comparing the NAC's standard 
to what is actually practiced in the Iowa system. To facilitate reader comprehension of the study, the ICJS 
and analyses components of each NAC standard are indented from the extreme left of the page. The 
related adopted Iowa standards, if any, are indicated at the top of each NAC standard. 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.1 
THE POLICE FUNCTION 

RELATED IOWA STANDARU 
1.1 THE AGENCY FUNCTION 

Every police chief executive immediately should develop written policy, based on policies of the 
governing body that provides formal authority for the police function. and should set forth the objectives 
and prinrities. that will guide the agency's delivery of police services. Agency policy should articulate the 
roll} 01 tho auency in the protection 01 constitutional guarantees. the enforcement of the law, and the 
provision of services necessary to reduce crime, to maintain public order, and to respond to the needs of 
tho: community. 

1. Every police chief executive should acknowledge that the basic purpose of the police is the 
maintenance of public order and the control of conduct legislatively defined as crime. The basic purpose 
may not limit the police role, but should be central to its full definition. 

ICJS 
The policG function is normally not formally acknowledged in written policy. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should identify those crimes on which police resources will be 
concentrated. In the allocation of resources, those crimes that are most serious, stimulate the greatest 
f\Jar, and cause the greatest economic losses should be afforded the highest priority. 

ICJS 
Few, if any, law enforcement chief executives have promulgated written policy statements 
which identify those crimes on which police resources will be concentrated. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police chief executive should recognize that some government services that are not essentially a 
police function. are, under some circumstances, appropriatel.y performed by the poiice. Such services 
include those provided in the interest of effective government or in response to established community 
needs. A chi.ef executive: 

a. Should determine if the service to be provided has a relationship to the objectives established by 
the police agency. If not, the chief executive should resist that service becoming a duty of the 
agency; 

b. Should determine the budgetary cost of the service; and 
c. Should inform the public and its representatives of the projected eftect that· provision of the 

service by the police will have on the ability of the agency to continue the present level of en-
forcement services. . 

d. If the service must be provided by the police agency, it should be placed in perspective with all 
other agency services and it should be considered when establishing priorities for the delivery of 
all pol ice services. 

e. The service should be made a part of the agency's police role until such time as it is no longer 
necessary for the police agency to perform the service. 

ICJS 
While law enforcement chief executives may personally hesitate to expand the agency's 
role into non-enforcement areas, most have tCl.ken little formal action. 
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Anfllysis 
le,)s IlIFicticp is diffPrpnt thrUl NAL SIFlllIlald 

il III cotlllOclion wilh thn proparation of their budgets, all police agencic~) should sludy allej rovise 
annually the objectives and priorities which have been established for tho enforcement of laws and th(~ 
delivery of services. 

ICJS 
Except in the largest agencies, functional objectives and priorities have not been 
incorporated into the budgetary planning process. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should determine the scope and availability of other government services and 
public and private social services, and develop its ability to make effective referrals to those services. 

ICJS 
According to all available information, police agencies make efforts to ensure that their 
personnel are cognizant of these organizations and that they are able to make effective 
referrals. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.2 
LIMITS OF AUTHORITY 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
1.2 LIMITS OF AUTHORITY 

Every police chief executive immediately should establish and disseminate to the public and to every 
agency employee written policy acknowledging that police effectiveness depends upon public approval 
and acceptance of police authority. This policy at least: 

1. Should acknowledge that the limits of police authority are strictly prescribed by law and that them 
C;lI1 be no situation which justifins extralegal police practices. 

ICJS 
Whereas many agencies, particularly rural, do not have formal written policy statements 
regarding the limits of police authority, all officers undergo I.L.E.A. approved basic 
training where they are taught that no situation justifies extralegal practices. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
It is evident that most police administrators assume that the public is aware of the limits 
placed on police authority. 
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2. Should acknowledge that there are times when force must be used in the performance of police 
tasks, but there can be no situation which justifies the use of unreasonable force. 

ICJS 
Only in the larger departments will the chief executive develop such written policy and 
disseminate it to his/her personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS prac~ice is different than NAC Standard 
As in sUbsection .1, the chief executive oftentimes assumes that the public is aware that 
the police cannot use unreasonable force. While public information programs may cover 
this issue, it is never the main objective of the program. 

3. Should acknowledge that in their exercise of authority the police must be accountable to the 
community by providing formal procedures for receiving both commendations and complaints from the 
public regarding individual officer performance. These procedures at least should stipulate that: 

a. There will be appropriate publicity to inform the public that complaints and commendations will 
be received and acted upon by the police agency; 

b. Every person who commends the performance of an individual officer in writing will receive a 
personal letter of acknowledgement; and 

c. Every allegation of misconduct will be investigated fully and impartially by the police agency, and 
the results made known to the complainant or the alleged victim of police misconduct. 

ICJS 

Very few departments inform the public with 8.ppropriate publicity that complaints and 
commendations will be received and acted upon. 

Large urban departments with a community-relations unit usually have a formalized 
procedure by which all persons that commend an officer will receive a letter of 
acknowledgement. 

Whereas most departments do not actively inform the public that complaints will be 
accepted, agencies do acknowledge that all complaints will be considered and 
investigated by the police. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Particularly in the smaller agencies, a person making a complaint will often get little 
satisfaction in dealing with the agency itself. In such instances, the complainant will deal 
directly with the local officials. 

4. Should provide for immediate adoption of formal procedures to respond to complaints, suggestions, 
and requests regarding police services and formulation of policies. These procedures at least should 
stipulate that: 

a. There will be appropriate notice to the public acknowledging that the police agency desires 
community involvement; 

b. The public will be involved in the development of formal procedures as well as in the policies that 
resu It from their establ ishment; and 

c. Periodic public Sl!rveys will be made to elicit evaluations of police service and to determine the 
law enforcement needs and expectations of the community. 
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ICJS 

\ 
As noted above, the larger urban departments have pre-existing formal procedures to 
respond to complaints. Although this procedure varies between agencies, it is 
substantially equivalent; nonserious complaints are handled in an informal manner either 
by the agency's community relations unit or by the accused officer's immediate 
supervisor; serious accusations are investigated by command level personnel or by 
command level advisory boards . 

. Intermediate size and rural agencies operate on an ad-hoc basis. As noted, procedures are 
informal. 
There is evidence that, on 9ccassion, the larger urban departments will seek community 
involvement. Various public relations programs encourage community input regarding 
agency procedure and operations. There are few indications, however, that urban agencies 
periodically conduct public surveys designed to elicit ttle law enforcement needs and 
expectations of the community. 

Analysis , 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.3 
POLICE DISCRETION 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
1.4 DISCRETION 

Every police agency should acknowledge the existence of the broad range of administrativE; and 
op8ratlonal discretion that is exercised by all police agencies and individual officers. That ac
knowledgment should take the torm ot comprehensive policy statements that publicly establish the 
limits of discretion, that provide guidelines for its exercise within those limits, and that eliminate 
discriminatory enforcement of the law. 

1. Every police chief executive should have the authority to establish his agency's fundamental 
objectives and priorities and to implement them through discretionary allocation and control of agency 
resources. In the exercise of his authority, every chief executive: 

a. Should seek legislation that grants him the authority to exercise his discretion in allocating 
police resources and in establishing his agency's fundamental objectives and priorities; 

b. Should review all existing criminal statutes, determine the ability of the agency to enforce these 
statutes effectively, and advise the legislature of the statutes' practicality from an enforcement 
standpoint; and 

c. Should advise the legislature of the practicality of each proposed criminal statute from an 
enforcement standpoint, and the impact of such proposed statutes on the ability of the agency to 
maintain the existing level of police services. 

ICJS 

As a rule, law enforcement agencies in Iowa do not formally recognize police discretion. 
Probably no police chief executive in Iowa has established written policy procedures 
which recognizes and legitimates administrative or operational discretion. 
As noted in a recent article (Iowa Law Review, 58.4, April 1973): 

" ... the (Iowa) chief's role in formulation departmental policy has been largely restricted 
to matters such as departmental discipline, shift aSSignment policies, and uniform 
regulations, while policies on selective enforcement have been left to develop by more 
informal means." 
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" Data indicates that law enforcement chief executives, particularly Ihose in charge of major 
""" departments (S.M.S.A.'s, D.P.S.), infrequently confer with and advise legislators. Thero is 

little evidence that these police administrators seek legislation which would enable them, 
and their personnel, to have greater administrative and operational discretion. It must be 
recognized that municipal police chiefs function as administrators. Ultimate authority and 
responsibility for police services is statutorily vested in the office of the city manager or 
mayor. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2.. Every police chief executive should establish policy that guides the exercise of discretion by police 
personnel in using arrest alternatives. This policy: 

a. Should establish the limits of discretion by specifically identifying, insofar as possible, 
situations calling for the use of alternatives to continued physical custody; 

b. Should establish criteria for the selection of appropriate enforcement alternatives; 
c. Should require enforcement action to be taken in all situations where all elements of a crime are 

present and all policy criteria are satisfied; 
d. Should be jurisdictionwide in both scope and application; and 
e. Specifically should exclude offender lack of cooperation, or disrespect toward police personnel, 

as a factor in arrest determination unless such conduct constitutes a separate crime . 

. ICJS 

Most, if not all, chief executives have not established guidelines which would ensure that 
discretion exercised uniformly and fairly by all sworn personnel. 
While several of the larger departments have established written policy guiding the 
exercise of discretion by personnel, they are too general to provide guidance. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Generally, an officer's action is determined by informal guidelines, such as peer group 
influence, rather than formal agency policy 

3. Every police chief executive should establish policy that limits the exercise of discretion by police 
personnel in conducting investigations, and that provides guidelines for the exercise of discretion within 
those limits. This policy: 

a. Should be based on codified laws, judicial decisions, public policy, and police experience in 
investigating criminal conduct; 

b. Should identify situations where there can be no investigative discretion; and , 
c. Should establish guidelines for situations requiring the exercise of investigative discretion. 

ICJS 
Agency policy guiding investigative discretion is usually nonexistent. As a rule, a chief 
executive's policy is that all reported crimes are investigated, all known offenders are 
apprehended and arrested, and that the offender's constitutional rights are not violated. 
Police personnel must rely upon their own informal guidelines during an investigation. 
Whether or not known offenders are apprehended and arrested depends entirely upon the 
informal criteria established by the officers themselves. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

4. Every police chief executive should establish policy that governs the exercise of discretion by police 
personnei in providing routir:e peacekeeping and other police services that, because of their frequent 
recurrence, lend themselves to the development of a uniform agency response. 
5. Every police chief executive should fqrmalize procedures for developing and implementing the 
foregoing written agency policy. 
6. Every police chief executive immediatEJly should adopt inspection and control procedures to insure 
that officers exercise their discretion in a manner consistent with agency policy. 

IC . .JS 

Written policies that govern the exercise of discretion by personnel performing routine 
peacekeeping and other police services have not been established. 
As a rule, an officer's use of discretion is informally controlled by his peer group. Official 
action will only be taken if an officer deviates from the informal guidelines. 

Analysis 

ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.4 
COMMUNICATING WITH THE PUBUC 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
4.1 COMMUNICATING WITH THE 
PUBLIC 

Every police agency should recognize the importance of bilateral communication with the public and 
should constantly seek to improve its ability to determine the needs and expectations, and to inform 
the public of the resulting policies developed to improve delivery of police services. 

1. Every police agency should immediately adopt policies and procedures that provide for effective 
communication with the public through agency employees. Those policies and procedures should 
insure: 

a. That every employee with duties involving public contact has sufficient information with which to 
respond to questions regarding agency policies; and 

b. That information he receives is transmitted through the chain of command and acted upon at the 
appropriate level. 

ICJS 
Based upon all available data it is evident that agencies in the state maintain relatively 
good rapport with the public they serve. Although formal programs are lacking, personnel 
are provided with sufficient information to respond to questions about agency policy. 
Indeed, data indicates that personnel are encouraged to communicate with the public. In 
many agencies there are semi-formal lines of communication by which information, re
ceived by the officer, is passed on to the command level staff. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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2. Every police agency that has racial and ethnic minority groups of significant size within its jurisdiction 
should recognize their police needs and should, where appropriate, develop means to insure effective 
communication with such groups. 

ICJS 
Attempts are being made by those urban departments which serve minority group popula
tions to open up lines of communications with them. Police efforts are generally two-fold: 
1) formal programs consisting of public-service advertising in minority newspapers or 
liaison with students (police-school liaison, cadet programs); and 2) continual informal 
liaison between police personnel and community leaders. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
Many police attempts to communicate with minority populations have not met with 
success. Currently, unsuccessful programs are being evaluated and, with a period of time, 
new techniques will be developed that are expected to enhance communication between 
the agency and minority groupe::. 

3. Every police agency with a substantial non-English-speaking population in its jurisdiction should 
provide readily available bilingual employees to answer requests for police services. In addition, existing 
agency programs should be adapted to insure adequate communication between non-English-speaking 
groups and the police agency. 

ICJS 
Departments with a non-English-speaking population have usually taken appropriate 
action. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency with more than 400 employees should establish a specialized unit responsible for 
maintaining communication with the community. In smaller agencies, this responsibility should be the 
executive's, using whatever agency resources are necessary and appropriate to accomplish the task. 

a. The unit should establish lines of communication between the agency and recognized 
community leaders and should elicit information from the citizen on the street who may feel that 
he has little voice in government or in the provision of its services. 

b. The unit should be no more than one step removed from the chief executive in the chain of 
command. 

c. The unit should identify impediments to communication with the community, research and 
devise methods to overcome those impediments, and develop programs which facilitate 
communication between the agency and the community. 

d. The unit should conduct constant evaluation of all programs intended to improve communication 
and should recommend discontinuance of programs when their objectives have been achieved or 
when another program might more beneficially achieve the identified functional objective. 

ICJS 
Even though there are no !ocal agencies in the State with more than 400 employees, most 
of the urban departments have community-relations units, youth bureaus, or designated 
personnel that are responsible for maintaining communication with the community. 
Usually, liaison with the community is achieved through preselltations at local civic 
organizatioQs, publiC information programs, police-school liaison programs, and liaison 
with local (minority) leaders. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.5 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
POLICE UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR ROLE 1.6 PEACE OFFICER UNDERSTANDING OF ROLE 

Every police agency immediately should take steps to insure that every officer has an understanding of 
his role, and an awareness of the culture of the community where he works. 

1. The procedure for developing policy regarding the police role should involve officers of the basic rank, 
first line supervisors, and middle managers. Every police employee should receive written policy defining 
the police role. 

ICJS 
Assuming agency policy regarding the police role does exist, it is strictly a staff function. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Explicit instruction in the police role and community culture should be provided in all recruit and 
in-service training. 
3. The philosophy behind the defined police role should be a part of ali instruction and direction given to 
officers. 
4. Middle managers and first line supervisors should receive training in the police role and thereafter 
continually reinforce those principles by example and by direction of those they supervise. 

ICJS 
Taking into consideration that most law enforcement personnel in Iowa do not undergo 
formal in-service training, the extent of their instruction in the police role consists of a 1-2 
hour session while in basic training (ILEA 240-hour course allows 1 hour for a topic called, 
"Changing Concepts of Police Responsibility"). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Generally, Iowa's law enforcement personnel are not receiving adequate training in the 
police role. 
While middle managers and first line supervisors do, on occasion, attend special training 
sessions, it is probable that the police role is not stressed by the instructors. 

5. Methods of routinely evaluating individual officer performance should take into account all activities 
performed within the context of the defined role. Promotion and other incentives should be based on total 
performance within the defined role, rather than on any isolated aspect of that role. 
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ICJS 
The weight afforded all activities within the context of the police role will vary widely 
among jurisdictions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.6 
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING . 
OF THE POLICE ROLE 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
4.2 PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF PEACE 
OFFICER ROLE 

Every police agency immediately should establish programs to inform the public of the agency's defined 
police role. These programs should include, but not be limited to, the following: 

1. Every police agency should arrange for at least an annual classroom presentation by a uniformed 
officer at every public and private elementary school within its jurisdiction. 

a. The content of the presentation should be tailored to the learning needs of the students; 
however, each presentation should include a basic description of the police role. 

b. Every agency should work through the school to develop a basic study unit to be presented by the 
teacher prior to the officer's arrival, and every officer assigned to a school visit should be 
provided with prepared subject matter to be reviewed prior to making his visit. 

ICJS 
Where local conditions and resources perm't, local agencies do attempt to conduct 
elementary school presentations. Generally, the larger departments do provide such 
programs. 
In those rural areas where the local department does not have the available personnel !IC 
conduct programs, the Iowa Highway Patrol has Traffic Education Officers that pml, 'rill 
this function. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency with more than 400 employees should, dependent upon securing the cooperation 
of local school authorities, assign a full-time officer to each junior and senior high school in its 
jurisdiction. 

a. The officer's assignment should include teaching classes in the role of the police, and serving as 
a counselor. His assignment should not include law enforcement duties except as related to 
counseling. . 

b. Course content should be developed in cooperation with the schools and should inc!ud~ 
discussion of the police role, juvenile laws, and enforcement policies and practices relating to 
juveniles. 

ICJS 
It has long been recognized in Iowa that there is a need to decrease the social distance 
between the pOlice and the students, to effect an earlier identification of delinquents 
within the school system, and to decrease the number of youths who formally enter the 
criminal justice system. To meet this objective, an increasing number of Iowa's larger 
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jurisdictions have implemented "police-school" liaison projects. While the structure of 
the programs vary considerably, five purposes of the scllool-Tia.ison policeman's role are: 

1. To build better police-community relations by improving the police image. 
2. To improve the attitudes of students toward police. 
3. To improve. police teamwork with teachers in handling problem youth. 
4. To encOlJrage understanding between police and young people. 
5. To establish collaboration between the police and school in preventing crime and 

delinquency. 
In addition to working with students and teachers in school during the day, the liaison 
officers are required to attend many extracurricular activities. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

3. Every police agency, where permitted by local conditions, should participate in government and civic 
classes offered in local evening adult schools and community colleges. 

IGJS 
At the present time, there are no known government or civic classes taught by law en
forcement personnel. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

4. With agency resources, where available, or in cooperation with employee organizations 01' local civic 
groups, every police agency should develop or participate in youth programs including scouting and other 
athletic or camping activities. 

a. All such programs should be designed to provide officers and young people with the opportunity 
to become personally acquainted with each other. 

b. Every officer participating in youth programs should be provided with written material describing 
the objective of the program and its relationship to the police role. 

IGJS 
Many intermediate and large departments are involved in and actively support 
organizations such an YMCA and YWCA athletic programs, Boy Scouting and Girl 
Scouting, ride-along programs (youths can ride in patrol cars), baseball teams,. and Police 
Juvenile Leagues" (police and youths organize for recreational activities). Most urban 
departments are capable of supporting such activities, while most rural departments can
not. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 
Most programs enhancing police-youth relations are aimed at involving the "good" youth. 
There is little evidence that those youths identified as delinquent are encouraged to join 
activities. 

5. Every police agency should accept invitations for officers to speak to business and civic organizations. 
Efforts should be made to provide speakers in response to every reasonable request and to coordinate the 
speaker's ability and background with the intended audience. Every opportunity should be taken to 
describe the police role and the age!ncy's objectives and priorities. 
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IGJS 
The number of speakers that a police agency provides for business or civic organizations 
depends upon the availability of personnel and the demand for services. As can be ex
pected, those agencies which receive most invitations are located in those urban areas 
with the largest forces. In order to formalize the procedure in which speakers are provided, 
all urban agencies have either a community-relations unit, a youth bureau, or designated 
personnel responsible for giving presentations. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

6. Every police agency with more than 150 employees should publish a statement of the police role, and 
the agency's activities to implement its role. An annual report should be used for this purpose. In 
addition, periodic statistical reports on crime, arrests, and property loss due to crime should be 
disseminated to the public. These reports should include an evaluation of significant trends and other 
interpretations. 

IGJS 
At the present time there is no state-wide regulation that requires a law enforcement 
agency to publish an annual report. 
An.lual reports, if complied at all, are published by only a few of the largest SMSA's on a 
sporadic basis. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 
It can be assumed that most agencies, rather than publishing an annual report which is 
time consuming and expensive, prefer to disseminate crime data and trends through the 
media on a continuous basis. 

7. Every police agency should inquire into the availability of public service resources from advertising 
and communication organizations to assist in developing support for the agency and its programs. 

IGJS 
In those areas where the media (daily newspapers, radio, television, roadside billboards, 
businesses) is under local control, there is usually support for the agency and its 
programs. Agencies located in rural areas will receive only minimal media support due to 
the lack of rural-based media. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

8. Every police agency should hold an annual open house and should provide other tours of police 
facilities and demonstrations of police equipment and tactics when appropriate to create greater public 
awareness of the police role. 

IGJS 
While only a few of the largest agencies conduct a formal annual.open house presentation, 
most departments conduct student tours when requested by local schools. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 1.7 
NEWS MEDIA RELATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
4.3 NEWS MEDIA RELATIONS 

Every police chief executive immediately should acknowledge in written policy statements the important 
role of the news media and the need for the police agency to be open in its relations with the media. The 
agency should promote an aggressive policy of presenting public information rather than merely 
responding to occasional inquiries. 

1. The news media relations policy should be included in the agency training curricula, and copies of it 
provided to all agency personnel, media representatives, and the public. This policy should 
acknowledge: 

a. The right of the press to obtain information for dissemination to the public; 
b. The agency's responsibility to respond to inquiries from the media, subject to legal restraints 

and the necessity to preserve evidence, to prevent interference with police investigations and 
other operations, and to protect the constitutional rights of persons accused of crimes; 

c. The agency's responsibility to seek the cooperation of the media to delay publication - rather than 
imposing censorship or unilateral news moratorium -when immediate reporting of certain 
information may be detrimental to the community, to victims of crime, or to an investigation; and 

d. The mutual benefits to the police agency and the media when relations between the two are 
characterized by candor, cooperation, and mutual respect. 

ICJS 
The relationship between the agency and the news media will vary among jurisdictions. 

The ILEA basic training curriculum includes a 1-hour course entitled, "Law Enforcement 
and the News Media." One objective of this session is to enhance the spirit of cooperation 
between media and law enforcement personnel. 

Media relations policy will depend upon the completeness of general agency policy. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. The news media relations program should provide regular liaison between the agency and the media 
through an officer or unit, depending upon the size of the agency and the nature and frequency of local 
news media demands. 

ICJS 
While no agency feels the need to designate full-time news media liaison officers, most 
urban agencies have formalized procedures by which periodic liaison between the agency 
and the media is maintained. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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3. Every police chief executive should establish a means of local, regional, or State accreditation of 
legitimate news media representatives or of recognizing accreditation by other agencies to assist media 
representatives in receiving police cooperation. 

ICJS 
There is no evidence that lists of accredited media personnel have been established. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police, chief executive, in cooperation with the media, should prepare a written policy 
establishing the relationship between his agency and the news media during unusual occurrences. 

ICJS 
WriHen policy regarding the media relationship during an unusual occurrence normally 
does not exist. In the past, this relationship has broken down during unusual occurrences. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 2.1 
DEVELOPMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
1.3 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

Every police agency immediately should develop short- and long-range goals and objectives to guide 
agency functions. To assist in this development, every unit commander should review and put into 
writing the principle goals and objectives of his unit. 

1. Every police agency and overy unit within the agency should insure that its goals and objectives are: 
a. Consistent with the role of the police as defined by the agency's chief executive; 
b. Responsive to community needs; 
c. Reasonably attainable; 
d. Sufficiently flexible to permit change as needed; and 
e. Quantifiable and measurable where possible. 

2. Every police agency should provide for maximum input both within and outside the agency in the 
development of its goals and objectives. It should: 

a. Create an atmosphere that encourages unrestricted submission of ideas by all employees 
regardless of rank; and 

b. Establish methods to obtain ideas from a variety of organizations and indivicl~als outside the 
agency, 

3. Every police agency and every unit within each agency should publish and disseminate its goals and 
objectives to provide uniform direction of employee efforts. 

ICJS 
Except in a few of the largest law enforcement agencies in Iowa, specific goals and 
objectives (other than broad statements such as "protection of the community") do not 
exist. Generally, departments with fewer than 75 personnel have not formally recognized 
that goals and objectives should be developed to guide agency policy. 
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For the most part, department "S.O.P.'s" (standard operating procedure) substitute for 
formalized goals and objectives. Police personnel are made aware of their agency's S.O.P. 
through written policy statements in the largest agencies and verbally in all others. 
Available data indicates that input, particularly by individuals outside the agency, into the 
S.O.P. decision making process is limited. 
It is highly unlikely that any individual or group of individuals without political influence 
could have significant affect upon department policy and/or objectives. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police chief executive should require every unit commander to make a periodic review of unit 
goals and objectives and submit a written evaluation of the progress made toward the attainment of these 
goals. Annually, in conjunction 'I.:th the budget preparation, every police chief executive should provide 
for review and evaluation of all agency goals and objectives and for revisions where appropriate. 

ICJS 
Systematic review of each unit's goals and objectives may occur only in the larger 
agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different tr~lan NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 2.2 
ESTABLISHMENT OF POLICY 

Every police chief executive immediately should establish written policies in those areas of operations in 
which guidance is needed to direct agency employees toward the attainment of agency goals and 
objectives. 

1. Every police chief executive should promulgate policy that provides clear direction without necessarily 
limiting employee's exercise of discretion. 

ICJS 
Written policy statements are usually only found in the larger departments. Agencies with 
fewer than 30 sworn personnel rarely have established written operational policies. 
Policy is usually so broad as to set no limits whatsoever upon operational practices. It is 
not unusual for written policy to establish what officers cannot do, rather than what 
should be done. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should provide for maximum participation in the policy forn:ulation 
process. This participation should include at least: 

a. Input from all level within the agency--from the level of execution to that of management--through 
informal meetings between the police chief executive and members of the basic rank, idea 
incentive programs, and any other methods that will promote the upward flow of 
communications; and organizations, and the specific community affected. 
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ICJS 
Operational policy, in all but a few agencies, is developed enti~ely by the chief executive, 
cvmmand and supervisory level personnel, and, on occaSion, by I?cal g~vern~ent 
officials. There is little indication that basic rank personnel have much, If any, Input Into 
agency operational policy. Community organizations without political influence will also 
have little input into police policy. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

3. Every police chief executive should provide written policies in those areas in which direction is 
needed, including: 

a. General goals and objectives of the agency: 
b. Administrative matters; 
c. Community relations; 
d. Public and press relations; 
e. Personnel procedures and relations; 
f. Personal conduct of employees; 
g. Specific law enforcement operations with emphasis on such sensitive areas as the use of force, 

the use of lethal and nonlethal weapons, and arrest and custody; and 
h. Use of support services. 

ICJS 
As noted above, only a few of the larger departments have established written operational 
policy. However, policy is usually so broad as to allow the officer almost complete 
discretion. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 2.3 
INSPECTIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
1 .7 INSPECTIONS 

Every police agency should immediately establish a formal inspection system to provide the police chief 
executive with the information he needs to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of agency operations. 

1. Every police agency should require ongoing line inspections. Every police chief executive should give 
every manager and supervisor the responsibility and the authority to hold inspections and: 

a. To conduct continual inspections of all personnel subordinate and directly responsible to him 
through any level of the chain command and to ii)spect the equipment used and the operations 
performed by such subordinate personnel; 

b. To take immediate action indicated by the results of such inspections: commendation for 
exemplary performance and correction of deficiencies. 

ICJS 
In the vast majority of agencies - those with fewer than 25 employees - the chief executive 
personally conducts all inspections. Formal inspections are conducted in the larger 
agencies by command level and supervisory personnel. Actions taken by command level 
and supervisonf personnel as a result of an inspection are only limited by their authority 

. and rank 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should implement routine scheduled and unscheduled inspections of all 
personnel, material, and operations. When the police chief executive personally cannot conduct these 
inspections often enough, he should provide for staff inspections to meet these needs. 

a. Every police agency with 400 or more personnel should establish a unit staffed with at least one 
employee whose full-time responsibility is staff inspection. The size and or organization of the 
inspection unit fihould correspond to the size of the agency and the complexity of the inspections 
task; 

b. Every police agency with at least 75 but fewer than 400 personnel should, where necessary, 
establish an inspection unit or assign an employee whose full-time responsibility is staff 
inspection. If a full-time assignment is not justified, staff inspections should be assi'}ned to an 
employee who performs related duties but is neither responsible to supervisors of the utlits being 
inspected nor responsible for the operations of such units; 

c. Every police agency with fewer than 75 personnel, and in which the chief executive cannot 
conduct his own inspections, should assign responsibility for staff inspections to an employee 
who performs related duties but is neither responsible to supervisors of the units being inspected 
nor responsible for the operations of such units; 

d. Staff inspections should include inspection of materials, facilities, personnel, procedures and 
operations. A written report of the findings of the inspection should be forwarded to the chief 
executive; and 

e. Where possible, the rank of the employee responsible for staff inspections or that of the em
ployee in charge of the inspections unit should be no lower than the rank of the employee in 
charge of the unit being inspected. There shou.ld be no more than one person between the in
specting employee and the chief executive in the chain of command. The person conducting a 
staff inspection should be a direct representative of the police chief executive. 

ICJS 
The only law enforcement agency in Iowa with 400 or more sworn personnel is the Iowa 
Highway Patrol (O.P.S.). In addition to the inspectional responsibilities awarded area and 
district commanders, there is a full-time inspector who reports directly to the I. H. P. Chief. 
Of those local departments with 75 + personnel, approximately 3 of them have special 
inspection capabilities. In the other agencies, inspections are most likely the 
responsibility of the assistant chiefs or division commanders. It is probable that no one 
command level officer is formally delegated to conduct inspections. Furthermore, these 
officers would be inspecting units which they personally are responsible for. 
In all other agencies, the chief executive would be personally responsible for inspections. 
A formal written report of the inspector's findings would only be found in those 
departments with the special units. However, data indicates that in these agencies and in 
those without specialized units, report of all inspections are often not forwarded to the 
chief. The rank of the inspector is usually higher than the personnel under inspection. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

It is likely that formal inspections are non-existent in most departments. Inspections may 
only consist of a cursory check of an officer's appearance during a briefing session. There 
are strong indications that an inspection, if it is conducted, does not cover operating 
procedures. 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 3.1 
CRIME PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
4.4 COMMUNITY CRIME PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Every police agency shculd insure that patrolmen and members of the public are brought together to 
solve crime problems on a local basis. Police agencies with more than 75 personnel should immediately 
adopt a crime identification program. 

1. Every police agency should, consistent with local police needs and its internal organization, adopt 
geographic policing programs which insure stability of assignment for individual officers who are 
operationally deployed. 

ICJS 
Most of Iowa's intermediate- and small-sized departments maintain stability of 
assignment and deployment due to their limited personnel resources and lack of distinct 
patrol sectors. No major metro department utilizes a true geographic deployment plan. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every patrol officer assigned to a geographic policing program should be responsible for the control of 
crime in his area and, consistent with agency priorities and policies and subject to normal approval, 
should be granted authority to determine the immediate means he will use if fulfilling that responsibility. 

ICJS 
As noted, no metro department currently operates a geographic policing program. Officers 
are not responsible for crime control within their assigned sector and cannot act with 
greater discretion. . 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should arrange for officers assigned to geographic policing programs to meet 
regularly with persons who live or work in their area to discuss the identification of crime problems and 
the cooperative development of solutions to these problems. 

ICJS 
Currently, no agency has a policing program that formally establishes channels of 
communication between officers and the community. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Being that officers are usually assigned to sectors for long periods of time (1-2 years), it is 
probable that, to varying degrees, there is liaison with area residents. 

4. Every agency having more than 75 personnel should establish a specialized unit which provides 
support Rervices, functional supervision, and administrative review and evaluation of the geographic 
f. ~icjng program. 
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ICJS 
There are currently no geographic policing programs. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 3.2 
CRIME PREVENTION 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
4.5 COMMUNITY CRIME PREVENTION 

Every police agency should immediately establish programs that encourage members of the public to 
take an active role in preventing crime, that provide information leading to the arrest and conviction of 
criminal offenders, that facilitate the identification and recovery of stolen property, and that increase 
liaison with private industry in security efforts. 

1. Every police agency should assist actively in the establishment of volunteer neighborhood security 
programs that involve the public in neighborhood crime prevention and reduction. 

a. The police agency should provide the community with information and assistance regarding 
means to avoid being victimized by crime and should make every effort to inform neighborhoods 
of developing crime trends that may affect their area. 

b. The police agency should instruct neighborhood volunteers to telephone the police concerning 
suspicious situations and to identify themselves as volunteers and provide necessary 
information. 

c. Participating volunteers should not take enforcement action themselves. 
d, Police units should respond directly to the incident rather than to the reporting volunteer. 
e. If further information is required from the volunteer, the police agency should contact him by 

telephone. 
f. If an arrest results from the volunteer's information, the police agency should immediately notify 

him by telephone. 
g. The police agency should acknowledge through personal contact, telephone call, or letter, every 

person who provides information. 

2. Every police agency should establish or assist programs that involve trade, business, industry, and 
community participation in preventing and reducing commercial crimes. 

ICJS 
Although several law enforcement agencies in Iowa have supported, and are supporting, 
crime prevention programs, it is evident that, taken as a whole, little has been 
accomplished in this area. Those programs that had been implemented were short-lived 
and of questionable deterrent value. Current programs have limited impact because only 
local residents will benefit. Furthermore, many programs were developed without 
professional assistance. No one agency has personnel who are qualified to develop and 
implement such programs. Data indicates that crime prevention programs are most 
efficient and cost-effective when operated on a regional or statewide basis. No agency is 
sponsoring a volunteer neighborhood security program as described in the NAC Standard. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should seek the enactment of local ordinances that establish minimum security 
standards for all new construction and for existing commercial structurels. Once regulated buildings are 
constructed, ordinances should be enforced through inspection by operational police personnel. 
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ICJS 
Available data indicates that agencies have r.Dt sought to establish minimum security 
standards for new construction or for existing commercial structures. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

40 Every police agency should conduct, upon request, security inspections of businesses and residences 
and recommend measures to avoid being victimized by crime. 

5. Every police agency having more than 75 personnel should establish a specialized unit to provide 
support services to and jurisdictionwide coordination of the agency's crime prevention programs; 
however such programs should be operationally decentralized whenever possible. 

ICJS 
Data reveals that most law enforcement agencies will, upon request, conduct security 
inspections of businesses and residences. It is evident, however, that most departments 
do not have the personnel capable of providing an adequate inspection. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 4.1 
COOPERATION AND COORDINATION 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
5.1 CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM COOPERATION 

Every police agency immediately should act to insure understanding and cooperation between the agency 
and all other elements of the criminal justice system, and should immediately plan and implement 
appropriate coordination of its efforts with those of other elements of the criminal justice system. 

1. Every police agency should cooperate with other elements of the criminal justice system in processing 
criminal cases from arrest to trial within 60 days. 

ICJS 
Cooperation between police agencies and local prosecutors varies widely. There is little 
indication that police personnel feel obligated to ensure a defendant trial within 60 days 
after the preliminary arraignment. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should consider and, where appropriate, seek the formation of a criminal justice 
coordinating council with members representative of law enforcement, other criminal justice agencies, 
and local government. 
The council: 

a. Should have as its overall objective the fair and effective disposition of all criminal cases and 
other more specific goais and activities related to crime prevention and reduction; and 

b. Should develop policy and institute planning and coordination programs that serve to achieve its 
objective. 
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ICJS 
At best, local coordinating councils are convened infrequently and often are politically 
motivated. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should support training programs that promote understanding and cooperation 
through the development of unified interdisciplinary training for all elements of the criminal justice 
system. Those programs: 

a. Should provide for the instruction of police personnel in the functions of all criminal justice 
agencies in order to place the police role in proper perspective; 

b. Should encourage, where appropriate, police participation in training given to members of other 
criminal justice agencies. 

ICJS 
There are no indications that raw enforcement agencies provide interdisciplinary training 
for their personnel. Except for rudimentary training upon employment, or direct on-the-job 
contact, personnel are not familiar with the functions of other criminal justice agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 4.2 
POLICE OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
5 .. 2 LAW ENFORCEMENT CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SYSTEM COOPERATION 

Every police agency immediately should insure its operational effectiveness in dealing with other 
elements of the criminal justice system. 

1. Every po/ice agency should develop procedures in cooperation with local courts and prosecutors to 
allow on-duty officers to be on call when subpenaed to testify in criminal matters. 

ICJS 
Formalized procedures, by which officers can be subpoenaed while on-duty, are 
haphazard and random. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should develop and maintain liaison with: 
a. Local courts and prosecutors to facilitate the timely issuance of arrest and search warrants, 

issuance of criminal complaints, and arraignment of prisoners; 
b. Juvenile courts to divert, in appropriate Circumstances, juveniles from the juvenile justice system 

and to preserve confidentiality of proceedings to the greatest extent possible; 
c. Corrections agencies, including probation and parole, in order to enhance information on the 

status and activities of released persons who are still under sentence; and 
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d. Other Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies ill order to arrange for the arrest and 
return of fugitives, to exchange information in criminal investigations, to establish Joint plans for 
dealing with criminal conduct, and to share statistical and support services. 

ICJS 
Generally, only minimal cooperation is maintained between law enforcement and the other 
components of the Iowa criminal justice system. 
Departments with youth bureaus (10-15 currElntly; eventually all departments serving 
10,000 + population) usually maintain informal liaison with the juvenile court. In such 
Instances, youth bureau personnel are required to cooperate with the court via the juvenile 
probation officer. The primary function of the youth bureau is to screen all cases and divert 
youths from the juvenile justice system. 
Liaison between law enforcement and correctional agencies is sporadic and conducted on 
an ad hoc basis. B.C.1. agents stationed near the State's maximum security facilities are 
kept notified of all releases. 
Coordination with extra-state agencies (other States, Federal) is almost always conducted 
by the D.P.S. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should cooperate in the establishment of task force efforts with other criminal 
justice agencies and Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies, where appropriate, to deal with 
major crime problems. 

ICJS 
Multi-agency task forces have been implemented in several metro areas to cope with 
specific crimes (homicide). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different thal1 NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 4.3 
DIVERSION 

Every police agency, where permitted by law, immediately should divert from the criminal and juvenile 
justice systems any individual who comes to the attention of the police, and for whom the purpose of the 
criminal or juvenile process would be inappropriate, or in whose case other resources would be more 
effective. All diversion dispositions should be made pursuant to written agency policy that insures 
fairness and uniformity of treatment. 

1. Police chief executives may develop written policies and procedures whj.ch allow, in appropriate 
cases, for juveniles who come to the attention of the agency to be diverted from the juvenile justice 
process. Such policies and procedures should be prepared in cooperation with other elements of the 
juvenile justice system. 

ICJS 
As a rule, police chief executives have not established written policy regarding juvenile 
diversion. In agencies with youth bureaus, the decision to divert the youth from the 
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juvenile justice system is made entirely by the juvenile officer. Most, if not all, youth 
bureaus operate according to informal procedures established by youth bureau personnel 
and, i'n some instances, juvenile probation officers. 
Agencies without youth bureaus oftentimes do not recognize diversion and, consequently, 
all youths are introduced into the juvenile justice system. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with the NAC Standard 

2. These policies and procedures should allow for processing mentally ill persons who come to the 
attention of the agency, should be prepared in cooperation with mental health authorities and courts, and 
should provide for mental health agency referral of those persons who are in need of professional 
assistance but are not taken into custody. 

ICJS 
There is little evidence that police agencies have established policies and procedures with 
the courts and mental health authorities for dealing with mentally ill individuals. 
Generally, police personnel are informed, either in written policy statements or verbally 
that all "mentally unstable" individuals, who would normally be taken into custody, are to 
be taken to a designated medical facility. Where such facilities are not conveniently 
located, the mentally unstable individual is taken to the regular holding facility. 

AnalysiS 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. These policies should allow for effective alternatives when arrest for some misdemeanor offenses 
would be inappropriate. 

ICJS 
Police chief executives have not recognized alternatives to arrest for any offense, mis
demeanor or felong. Criteria for arrest alternatives for non-traffic misdemeanor offenses 
have not been formally established. Any action taken by the officer other than arrest is 
unauthorized. 

AnalysiS 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 4.4 
CITATION AND RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
5.3 CITATION AND RELEASE 
ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE 

Every police agency immediately should make maximum effective use of State statutes permitting police 
agencies to issue written summonses and citations in lieu of physical arrest or prearraignment 
confinement. Every police agency also should cooperate in programs that permit arraigned defendants to 
be released on their own recognizance in lieu of money bail in appropriate cases. 

1. Every police agency should adopt policies and procedures that provide guidelines for the exercise of 
individual officer's discretion in the implementation of State statutes that permit issuance of citations 
and summonses, in lieu of physical arrest or prearraignment confinement. 
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IGJS 
Provisions exist for the issuance of a citation in lieu of arrest. Section 753.5 states that 
"whenever it would be lawful for a peace officer to arrest a person without a warrant, he 
may issue a citation instead of making the arrest and taking the person before a 
magistrate. " 
Data indicates that the use of citations in lieu of arrest, except for minor traffic violations, 
is rather limited. Departments have not established formal policy whereby criteria for 
issuing citations is specified. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG 'Standard 

2. Every police agency should take all available steps to insure that at the time arraigned defendants 
are considered for pretrial release, their previous criminal history or present conditional release sta.tus, 
if any, is documented and evaluated by the court in determining whether the defendants are released or 
confined pending trial. 

ICJS 

Available data indicates that agencies do not, on their own initiative, supply this data to 
the court. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should place special emphasis on expeditiously serving all outstanding arrest 
warrants obtained by the agency, particularly those issued due to a defendant's failure to appear at court 
proceedings. 

ICJS 
Arrest warrants issued due to a defendant's failure to appear at court proceedings are 
generally the responsibility of the county sheriff's department. This function is served by 
deputies who are designated as court bailiffs. Data indicates that such warrants are, to the 
extent possible, awarded priority attention. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 4.5 
CRIMINAL CASE FOLLOWUP 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
5.4 CRIMIINAL CASE FOLLOWUP 

Every police agency immediately should develop policies and procedures to follow up on the disposition 
of criminal cases initiated by the agency. This should be done in cooperation with local courts and 
prosecuting agencies. 

1. Every police agency, in cooperation with local courts and prosecuting agencies, should provide for the 
administrativefollowup of selected criminal cases. Policies and procedures should be developed: 
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a. To identify criminal caSl9S which, because of extenuating circumstances or the defendants' 
criminal histories, rElquire special attention by the prosecuting agency; and 

b. To require a police representative to attend personally all open judicial proceedings related to 
these cases, and to maintain close personal liaison with assigned prosecutors. 

IGJS 
Police agencies have not developed formal procedures with local courts and pr~secutors 
to follow up on the disposition of criminal cases. Any liaison is achieved on an Informal, 
random basi.s. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is Inconsistent with NAG Standard 

2. Every police agency Sllould review administratively all major criminal cases in which prosecuting 
agencies decline to prosecute or later cause to be dismissed. That review: 

a. Should result in a referral of each such case to the concerned oflicer's commanding officer for 
administrative action to correct any police deficiencies which may have weakened the case; or 

b. Should result in a referral of each case to the prosecuting agency for that agency's action to 
correct any deficiencies for which it may have been responsible. 

IGJS 
Police agencies are usually not informed of the disposition of cases they initiated. 
Prosecutors rarely inform the agency about case weaknesses. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

3. Every police agency should encourage courts and prosecuting agencies routinely to evaluate 
investigations, case preparation, and the courtroom demeanor and testimony of police officers and to 
inform the police agency of those evaluations. 

IGJS 
Normally, prosecutors are not requested by police agencies to evaluate police 
performance vis-a-vis criminal prosecution. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 

4. Every police agency formally should make information from its files available to other criminal justice 
agencies and to the courts for reference in making diversion, sentencing, probation, and parole 
determinations. In addition to records of past contacts with the defendant, useful information might 
include the effect the crime had on the victim, and the likelihood of future crime resulting from 
defendant's presence in the community. 

IGJS 
Although not a formalized procedure in many agencies, authorized personnel from other 
criminal justice agencies can gain access to police criminal history files. Other 
information, i.e., effect of crime on victim, can only be obtained informally by personal 
liaison with concerned personnel. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.1 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR POLICE SERVICE 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
3.1 RESPONSIBILITY FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Every State and local government immediately should provide complete and competent police service 
through an organizational structure that most effectively and efficiently meets its responsibility. The 
government responsible for this service should provide for a police organization that performs the duties 
described as the police role. 

1. Every police agency should provide for access to police service and response to police emergency 
situations 24 hours a day. 
2. Every local gov&rnment unable to support a police agency and provide 24-hour-a-day services should 
arrange immediately for the necessary services by mutual agreement with an agency that can provide 
them. 

ICJS 
"Currently, of the approximately 950 cities and towns in Iowa, only 8.4% (no. = 80) provide 
police services with five or more full time men. This means that only 8.4% of the cities and 
towns in Iowa possess the tax base or the willingness or both to provide 24 hour police 
patrol made theoretically possible through police agency staffing of five full-time officers. 
On the county level, 36.4 % (N = 36) of the sheriff's offices are staffed with five officers for 
the entire county. It must be considered, however, that the county sheriffs in Iowa must 
provide civil support to the courts and this reduces manpower available to engage in active 
patrol. 
Approximately 55% of Iowa's population resides in the cities and towns that can offer 24 
hour patrol coverage. The remaining 45% of Iowa's population resides in cities or towns 
that do not provide 24 hour patrol coverage or in rural areas that must rely upon the county 
sheriff for police services. Recalling that approximately 36% of county sheriff's can 
provide 24 hour patrol coverage, it can be estimated that 60-70% of Iowa's population 
currently resides in jurisdictions that do or at least possess the on-board personnel, at the 
local or county level to provide 24 hour' patrol coverage. The remaining 30-40% of Iowa's 
population resides in jurisdictions that do not possess the available resources to provide 
24 hour patrol coverage." 

-1975 Iowa Criminal Justice Plan 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

3. Every police chief executive should establish an or}lanizational structure that will best insure effective 
and efficient performance of the police functions necessary to fulfill the agency's role within the 
community. Every pOlice chief executive: 

a. Should, in conjunction with the annual budget preparation, review the agency's organizationai 
structure in view of modern management practices and provide for necessary changes. 

b. Should insure that the organizational structure facilitates the rendering of direct assistance 
practical to the people. 

c. Should orgLlnize the agency's staff elements to insure that the organizational structure provides 
for direct assistance and service to line elements. 

d. Should limit functional units, recognizing that they increase the need for coordination, create 
impediments to, horizontal communications, and increase the danger of functional objectives 
superseding agency goals. 
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e. Should establish only those levels of management necessary to provide adequate direction and 
control. 

f. Should define the lines of authority and insure that responsibility is placed at every level with 
commensurate authority to carry out assigned responsibility. 

g. Should not be encumbered by traditional principles of organization if the agency goals can best 
be achieved by less formal means. 

ICJS 
To the extent possible, chief executives modify the organizational structure of their 
departments to facilitate effective and efficient performance of the police function. It must 
be recognized, however, that in those departments with fewer than 15 sworn personnel 
(approximately 30 municipal I county I state law enforcement agencies have more than 15 
full time sworn personnel) any re-organization is extremely limited. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Several of the State's larger departments have contracted the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police (IACP) to conduct surveys. These surveys often are used by the 
contracting agency for re-organizational purposes. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.2 
COMBINED POLICE SERVICES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
3.2 LAW ENFORCEMENT CONSOLIDATION 

Every State and local government and every police agency should provide police services by the most 
effective and efficient organizational means available to it. In determining this means, each should 
acknowledge that the police organization (and any functional unit within it) should be large enough to be ' 
effective but small enough to be responsive to the people. If the most effective and efficient police service 
can be provided through mutual agreement or joint participation with other criminal justice agencies, the 
governmental entity or the police agency immediEltely should enter into the appropriate agreement or jOint 
operation. At a minimum police agencies that employ fewer than 10 sworn employees should consolidate 
for improved efficiency and effectiveness. 

1. Every State should enact legislation enabling local governments and police and criminal justice 
agencies, with the concurrence of their governing bodies, to enter into interagency ag'reements to 
permit total or partial consolidation of police services. This legislation: 

a. Should permit police service agreements and joint participation between agencies at all levels of 
government; 

b. Should encourage interagency agreements for and joint participation in police services where 
beneficial to agencies iJ!volved; 

c. Should permit reasonable local control or responsiveness to local needs. 

ICJS 
The Iowa Code enables local governments (municipal, county, State) to enter into mutually 
beneficial interagency agreements for the delivery of police services. See section 28E. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
As a result of several retirement systems established for Iowa's law enforcement officers 
in the CODE, consolidation between agencies with different systems may result in 
confusion and possible loss of benefits for personnel. (See NAC Police Standard 20.5). 
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It has been suggested that retirement system legislation would be required in order to 
facilitate consolidation of municipal/county law enforcement agencies. 
Legislation may also be required to ensure that 28E agreements are more binding in 
nature. Any law enforcement agency currently operating pursuant to 28E is basically 
unstable being that participating governments are not required to renew the contract. 

< 

2. Every local government should take whatever other actions are necessary for joint participation where 
such services can be provided most effectively. 
3. No State or local government or pOlice agency should enter into any agreement for or participate in any 
police service that would not be responsive to the needs of its jurisdiction and that does not at least: 

a. Maintain the current level of a service at a reduced cost; . 
b. Improve the current level of a service either at the same cost or at an increased cost If justified; or 
c. Provide an additional se:vice at least as effectively and economically as it could be provided by 

the agency alone. 

ICJS 
Theoretically, all areas of the State are provided with police services. Chapter 748.4 of the 
Code gives the Sheriff county-wide jurisdiction; this power exists whether or not the 
municipal corporation has a police department or hires town marshals within their 
respective territorial limits. However, since most sheriff's departments (60%) cannot 
provide county-wide 24-hour services, it is evident that many small municipalities must 
maintain their own department or do without viable law enforcement. Recognizing that 
only 8.4% of the cities and towns in Iowa possess the tax base or the willingness or both 
to provide 24-hour patrol, i.e., hiring five (5) full-time officers, they must rely upon the 
inadequate services provided by the sheriff's department. 

In order to enhance the sporadic del ivery of services provided by the sheriff, particularly 
crime preventive functions such as patrol, many local governments who are unable to 
maintain full time personnel contract with the sheriff for extra coverage. This system 
enables the local government to pay for specific services from the sheriff which would not 
usually be provided. Thus, while a deputy may normally patrol the municipality 15 minutes 
per day; under the terms of the contract such services may be increased to two or three 
hours. In this manner, local governments without the funds for their own personnel can 
receive additional police services. Furthermore, as a result of the extra income to the 
county, the sheriff's department can employ more deputies. 

Analysis 
iCJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
While all local governments are permitted to enter into agreements with the county 
sheriff's department (or other local governments) for additional services, most localities, 
as yet, have not done so. See 1975 Criminal Justice Plan for additional data. 

4. Every State, in cooperation with all police agencies within it, should develop a comprehensive 
statewide mutual aid plan to provide for mutual aid in civil disorders, natural disasters, and other 
contingencies where manpower or material requirements might exceed the response capability of single 
agencies. 

ICJS 
llil available data indicates that the current statewide mutual aid plan was developed by 
the D.P.S. with little Input by local agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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5. Every State should provide, at no cost to all police agencies within the State, those staff services such 
as laboratory services, information systems, and intelligence and communications systems, which fill a 
need common to all these agencies and which would not be economical or effective for a single agency to 
provide for itself. 

ICJS 
Staff services provided free of charge by the Department of Public Safety include 
laboratory services (B.C. I. Criminalistics Laboratory), information systems (TRACIS) and 
intelligence (Criminal Conspiracy Unit-B.C. I.). See comparative analysis, Police 12.1, 
12.2, Chapters 23 and 24. 
With the implementation of the Iowa Telecommunications Plan a statewide mutual aid 
communications channel will be fully operational. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
Agencies are required to pay a rental fee of $100/month for a TRACIS terminal. Agencies 
without a terminal may request TRACIS data, via radio, without charge. 

6. Every local government and every local police agency should study possibilities for combined and 
contract police services, and where appropriate, implement such services. Combined and contract service 
may include: 

a. Total consolidation of local government services: the merging of two city governments, or 
city-county governments; 

b. Total consolidation of police services: the merging of two or more police agencies or of all police 
agencies (i.e.~ regional consolidation) in a given geographic area; 

c. Partial consolidation of police services: the merging of specific functional units of two or more 
agencies; 

d. Regionalization of specific police service: the combination of personnel and material resources 
to provide specific police services on a geographic rather than jurisdictional basis; 

e. Metropolitanization: the provision of public services (including police) through a single 
government to the communities within a metropolitan area; 

f. Contracting for total police services: the provision of all police services by contract with another 
governl'nent (city with city, city with county, county with city, or city or county with State); 

g. Contracting for specific police services: the provision of limited or special police or criminal 
justice agency; and 

h. Service sharing: the sharing of support services by two or more agencies. 

ICJS 
Implementation of county-wide consolidated and contract law enforcement has already 
begun in Iowa and, to varying degrees, is being considered by local governments in many 
counties. 
As noted in the 1975 Criminal Justice Plan (see also Consolidated Law Enforcement in 
Iowa, S.I,A.C.C., 1974) there are four (4) basic consolidated law enforcement designs 
which are under consideration. 
1. County to City Agreement or the Sheriff - Deputy System; All incorporatGd areas within 

a county would enter into an agreement with the county sheriff's department. The cost 
to each municipality would be determined by their need for police services. Thus, a 
town needing a full-time deputy will pay more than those towns needing only sporadic 
patrol. With the additional income and greater population base more deputies could be 
employed. Theoretically, implementation of such a system in sparsely populated 
counties would meet with little resistance because the sheriff's department is the 
primary pre-existing law enforcement agency. In addition, cost-effectiveness is 
obtained because a municipality will only pay for the law enforcement services it needs 
and receives. 

2. City - County Agreement: In those counties where the primary pre-existing law 
enforcement agency is located in a muniCipality, an agreement can be reached so that 
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the municipal department serves the entire county. Since a municipality is statutorily 
permitted to enter in an agreement with other municipalities and the county (Chapter 
28E), the county board of supervisors and other local governments will pay the 
predominant agency to provide police services. 

3. County law Enforcement Agency: Instead of designating a pre~existing agency, all 
local governments would enter into an agreement for the creation of a new law 
enforcement entity. This new county law enforcement agency would assume sole 
responsibility for law enforcement within the county. This system could best be 
implemented in those counties where there is neither a predominant nor effective law 
enforcement agency. 

4. Special Police District: A fourth alternative for unified law enforcement would be 
a single purpose special district to provide for law enforcement within a given 
geographical area. Such a district would not require the reor~lanization of government 
but the creation of a special unit to furnish a service which each participating agency 
formerly maintained. Major urban departments which share similar enforcement 
problems with adjacent suburban agencies may be joined in one district to enhance 
police efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
The Iowa Crime Commission has designated consolidated and contract law enforcement· 
high priority and is funding its implementation in those counties desiring such a system. 
Statewide implementation will be a multi-year project. 
While most counties would benefit from some form of unified law enforcement, its 
implementation has been resisted. Some of the reasons for this are: 
1. Vested interest: Under any unified system, some supervisory and command level 

personnel will have to sacrifice authority/prestige/salary. This is particularly true in 
plans #2 and #3 where the sheriff's department would no longer have a law enforcement 
function. . 

2. Instability of command: Under system #1 (Sheriff~Deputy), the chief executive will not 
be required to have any law enforcement experience and could possible subvert the 
agency's function for political reasons, i.e., only do what is politically expedient. Being 
that the sheriff is an elected official, confusion will result whenever a new sheriff is 
elected. 

3. Contract instability: Agreements made between local governments pursuant to 
Chapter 28E are of limited duration and reversable, i.e., escape clauses. Thus, any 
participating municipality or sheriff's department would not be required to renew the 
agreement thereby removing the department's tax and population base. Any unified' 
system could be seriously disrupted by the election of new government officials or 
sheriffs. Since all 28E contracts must be periodically renewed by all partiCipants, ne'ily . 
elected officials may have different notions as to how the law enforcement func,ion . 
should be provided and vote against renewal of the agreement. Furthermore, under 
systems #2 and #3, a newly elected sheriff may demand reversion of the law 
~nforcement function to his department. 

As noted in the 1975 Criminal Justice Plan, a major Crime Commission priority in the field 
of law enforcement in Iowa is deveiopment of efficient 24 hour police service through 
consolidation of agencies with under five, full time, sworn officers. 
Support will be in three primary areas, consolidated law enforcement, combined facilities 
and contract law enforcement. Contract law enforcement will enable towns with 
insufficient population to support a professional police department to contract with 
outside agencies for this service. It is expected that unified law enforcement will come 
into greater demand in the future, and is considered a priority program area. The contract 
concept applies primarily to the rural areas; however, the concept of unified law 
enforcement and shared facilities can be applied in both rural and urban areas. 

There are several major facets of Iowa Crime Commission involvement in the development 
of consolidated law enforcement programs in Iowa. 

1. The Iowa Crime Commission will offer funding incentives for development of 
consolidated law enforcement projects or components thereof. 
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2. The Area Crime Commissions in Iowa will assume the role of coordinating and 
encouraging the development of consolidated law enforcement services within each 
area. 

3. That the development of any consolidated law enforcement program in Iowa include 
consideration of all applicable criminal justice standards adopted for Iowa. 

4. That the capability to. provide 24 hour active patrol service be utilized as a key factor in 
determining the need to consolidate police services. This would set the recommended 
minimum police agency size in Iowa at five full time officers plus the necessary support 
personnel, i.e. dispatchers, jailers, matrons. 

5. Considering that the county sh(~riff is a part of at least tWOI" f ~he possible methods for 
combining police services in Iowa, establishment of m';:umum qualifications for 
candidates for the elective office of sheriff is supported by the Iowa Crime 
Commission. This would insure the professional competence of those individuals 
charged with the direct responsibility for operation of each consolidated police agency. 

6. That the development of any consolidated law enforcement program supported by the 
Commission include development of an adequate telecommunication capability in 
accordance with the state communications plan. 

7. That any consolidated law enforcement program supported by the Commission 
establish an effective records system and comply with all reporting requirements 
established for the Iowa criminal justice system. 

8. That any officer employed in a consolidated law enforcement program supported by the 
Commission receive basic recruit training offered in accordance with Iowa law prior to 
being actively employed and exercising sworn authority. 

9. That any consolidated law enforcement program supported by the Commission 
establish and maintain salaries that attract and retain qualified sworn personnel 
capable of performing the increasingly complex and demanding functions of police 
work. 

Funding in this program area will be a continuous long term process. The establishment of 
24 hour police services and all attendant services is an undertaking requiring several years 
to accomplish. it is antiCipated that consolidated law enforcement projects implemented 
in future years will also serve as vehicles for implementation of many police standards. 

7. Every police agency should immediately, and annually thereafter, evaluate its staff services to 
determine if they are adequate and cost effecHve and whether these services would meet operational need 
more effectively or efficiently if they were combined with those of other police or criminal justice 
agencies, or if agency staff services were secured from another agency by mutual agreement. 
8. Every police agency that maintains cost-effectiveness staff service should offer the services to other 
agencies if by so doing it can increase the cost-effectiveness of the staff service. 
9. Every police chief executive should identify those line operations of his agency that might be more 
effective and efficient in preventing, deterring, or investigating multijurisdictional criminal activity if 
combined with like operations of other agencies. Having identified these operations, he should: 

a. Confer regularly with all other chief executives within his area, exchange information about 
regional criminal activity, and jointly develop and maintain the best organizational means for 
regional control of this activity; and 

b. Cooperate in planning, organizing, and implementing regional law enforcement efforts where 
such efforts will directly or indirectly benefit the jurisdiction he serV3S. 

ICJS 
For all intents and purposes, sharing and unification of staff services occurs only when 
such actions are the obvious sOIUtk..l to an immediate problem or when vital staff services 
depend upon multi-jurisdictional unification. It is unlikely that most intermediate size and 
rural chief executives periodically consider the need for consolidation of staff services. 
This is because agencies of this size rely primarily upon the D.P.S. for specialized 
functions. In metropolitan areas with the existing need for specialized staff functions 
there is evidence of consolidation. One example is M.A.N.S. (Metropolitan Area Narcotics 
Squad) which serves Des Moines and the adjacent suburbs. Personnel from partiCipating 
departments function as one unit and have jurisdiction in the entire problem area. 
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Available data indicates, however, that formal periodic planning by police administrators 
for implementation of regional staff units is not standard procedure. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.3 
COMMITMENTTO PLANNING 

---·----RELATED IOWA STANDARD·· 
2.1 THE PLANNING FUNCTION 

Every police agency should develop planning processes which will anticipate short- and long-term 
problems and suggest alternative solutions to them. Policy should be written to guide all employees 
toward effective administrative and operational planning decisions. Every police agency should adopt 
procedures immediately to assure the planning competency of its personnel through the establishment of 
qualifications for selection and training. 

1. Every police agency should establish written policy setting out specific goals and objectives of the 
planning effort, quantified and measurable where possible, which at least include the following: 

a. To develop and suggest plans that will improve police service in furthering the goals of the 
agency; 

b. To review existing agency plans to ascertain their suitability, to determine any weaknesses, to 
update or devise improvement when needed, and to assure they are suitably recorded; 

c. To gather and organize into usable format information needed for agency planning. 

2. Every police agency should stress the necessity for continual planning in all areas throughout the 
agency,. to include at least: 

a. Within administrative planning: long range, fiscal and management plans; 
b. Within operatonal planning: specific operational, procedural, and tactical plans; 
c. Extradep'artmental plans; and 
d. Research and development. 

ICJS 
Even in the larger urban departments much of the planning is accomplished in a sporadic, 
ad hoc manner. Short-term planning is usually a direct result of an immediate problem or 
need. Long range planning is oftentimes based on vague, ·undefined, and unwritten 
objectives. Planning in smaller departments is usually nonexistent. 

Analysis 
IC.IS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should establish written qualifications for employees assigned specifically to 
planning activities. 

4. Every police 3gency should provide training necessary for all personnel to carry out their planning 
responsibilities. 

ICJS 
All available data indicates that written qualifications for employees specifically assigned 
to planning activities are virtually nonf')xistent. Furthermore, training for police planners 
primarily consists of on-the-job training. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard. 

5. If there are planning needs that cannot be satisfied by agency personnel, the police agency should 
satisfy these ner is through an appropriate arrangement with another police agency, another 
governmental agency, or a private consultant. 

ICJS 
Limited police planning has been accomplished through extra-agency personnel. Several 
agencies have contracted with private consulting firms, i.e., International Association of 
Chiefs of Police, government agencies, and other police agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.4 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
AGENCY AND JURISDICTIONAL PLANNING 2.2 AGENCY AND JURISDICTIONAL PLANNING 

Every police agency should immediately identify the types of planning necessary for effective operation, 
and should assign specific responsibility for research and development, and police agency and 
jurisdictional planning. 

1. Every police agency with 75 or more personnel should establish a unit staffed with at least one 
employee whose full-time responsibility will be intra-agency administrative planning and coordination of 
all planning activities for the agency. 

a. The size and composition of this planning unit should be proportionate to the size of the agency 
and the magnitude of the present and anticipated planning task. 

b. The employee in charge of the planning unit should have no more than one person in the chain of 
command between him and the police chief executive. 

ICJS 
Of the eight law enforcement departments in Iowa with 75 or more sworn personnel only 
four have full-time planning units. (I.H.P. and thre,e metro departments). These units are 
directly linked to the chief executive in the chain of command .. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency organized into subdivisions should delineate diVisional planning responsibilities 
and should provide personnel accordingly. . 

a. To the extent feasible, divisional planning should be a staff activity performed by the agency's 
central planning unit. If centralized planning for a division is not feasible, the agency should 
assign planning personnel to the division. 

b. The agency should assign a specialized section of the central planning unit or a separate 
specialized planning unit to specialized divisions or to divisions with specialized planning 
requirements. 

c. The agency should insure coordination of all agency planning efforts. 
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ICJS 
Divisional planning is conducted by the divisional chiefs in cooperation with the agency's 
planning unit. No agency with planning capabilities has decentralized the planning 
function. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency with fewer than 75 personnel should assign responsibility for administrative 
planning and coordination of all planning activities of the agency. 

a. If the magnitude of the agency's planning task justifies a full-time employee, one should be 
aSSigned; and 

b. If it does not, this task should be assigned to an employee with related duties. 

ICJS 
In agencies without a full-time unit, the planning and research function is the 
responsibility of the chief executive. Usually, the chief will work in conjunction with his 
command level personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should assign responsibility for maintaining close interagency planning. 

a. Interagency planning should be engaged in by police agencies that are geographically close, that 
regularly operate concurrently within the same jurisdictional boundaries, that participate in a 
plan for mutual aid, or that logically should participate in any combined or regional police effort. 

b. Where regional police planning agencies exist, every police agency should assign responsibility 
for planning with those regional police planning agencies whose decisions might affect the 
assigning agency. This responsibility should include liaison with the established regional 
planning agency or other representative of the State Planning Agency. 

ICJS 
Data indicates that interagency planning is often conducted on an ad hoc basis. There is 
little indication that adjacent police agencies have formalized planning efforts. 

Analysis 
IC,)S practice is different thar.l NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should participate in cooperative planning with all other governmental 
subdivisions of the jurisdiction when such planning can have effect on crime, public safety, or efficient 
police operations. 

a. Every local governmental entity, in all matters of mutual interest, immediately should provide for 
police planning with that of other governmental subdivisions of the jurisdiction. 

b. Every police agency should assign responsibility for joint planning, when applicable, with the 
local government administrative office, local government attorney's office, finance department, 
purchasing department, personnel department, civil service commission, fire department, 
department of public works, utilities department, building inspection unit, street or highway 
department, parks department, recreation department, planning unit, and health department. 
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ICJS 
As noted, inter-agency planning is an informal process conducted on an infrequent basis 
when mutual problems arise. There is little indication that local governments have 
established formal planning units which would establish permanent on-going liaison 
between police and other governmental agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.5 
POLICE-COMMUNITY PHYSICAL PLANNING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
2.3 PHYSICAL I=NVIRONMENT PLANNING 

Every police agency should participate with local planning agencies and organizations, public and 
private, in community physical planning that affects the rate or nature of crime or the fear of crime. 

1. Every government entity should seek police participation with public and private agencies and 
organizations involved in community physical planning within the jurisdiciton. 
2. Every police agency should assist in planning with public and private organizations involved in 
police-related community physical planning. This assistance should at least include planning involving: 

a. Industrial area development; 
b. Business and commercial area development; 
c. Residential area development, both low rise and high rise; 
d. Governmental or health facility complex development; 
e. Open area development, both park and other recreation; 
f. Redevelopment projects such as urban renewal; and 
g. Building requirements (target hardening), both residential and commercial. 

ICJS 
Available data reveals that most law enforcement agencies in Iowa will, upon request, 
provide community physical planning assistance. As a rule, assistance is provided in an 
informal manner on an ad hoc basis. 
It is evident that only the most diversified agencies have the specialized personnel capable 

of serving in this capacity. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.6 , RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR FISCAL MANAGEMENT 3.3 RESPONSIBILITY FOR FISCAL MANAGEMENT 

Every State or local government maintaining a police agency should immediately assign responsibility for 
fiscal management to the police chief executive. Where he does not personally perform the fiscal 
management function, this responsibility should be delegated to a fiscal affairs officer with staff as 
needed. 

1. The police chief executive's primary areas of fiscal management responsibility should include fiscal 
planning, budget preparation and presentation, and fiscal control. 
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ICJS 
Generally, law enforcement chief executives in municipal jurisdictions have limited in
volvement in his! her agency's fiscal control. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should immediately delegate the fiscal management responsibilities that 
he does not personally perform. 

a. Every chief executive of a police agency with more than 150 personnel should delegate fiscal 
management to a fiscal affairs officer with staff as needed. 

b. Every chief executive of a pOlice agency with 150 of fewer personnel should appoint a fiscal 
affairs officer and staff when this can be justified. 

c. Every police chief executive should provide that the responsibilities of the fiscal affairs officer 
include annual budget development, maintenance of liaison with the jurisdictional fiscal affairs 
officer, supervision of internal expenditures and related controls, and familiarization with recent 
developments in fiscal affairs management. 

ICJS 
All law enforcement agencies with 150 + sworn personnel maintain a fiscal officer or unit. 
Fiscal personnel coordinate fiscal and budgetary planning in addition to monitoring 
expenditures. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.7 RELATED iOWA STANDARD 
FISCAL MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 3.4 FISCAL MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

Every police chief executive should use the most effective and appropriate fiscal management 
techniques available. He should establish policy and procedures so budgeting is a fundamental part of 
the management planning process. 

1. Every police chj!'~f executive should initiate annual budget planning with a detailed statement on 
budget preparation. This statement should reflect fiscal direction received from the fiscal affairs officer of 
the jurisdiction. 

ICJS 
Except in a few of the largest, decentralized departments, annual budget planning is not a 
formalized process. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standa'rd 

2. Every organizational element of the police agency f3hould be involved in budget planning and should 
prepare a draft budget appropriate to its needs; adequate justification should be provided as part of the 
budget document for all major continuing expenditures, significant changes in minor continuing 
expenditures, and all new budget items. 
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3. Every police chief executive should develop the fiscal controls necessary for the agency to stay within 
funding restrictions, to insure that funds are being spent for authorized purposes, to account property for 
monies received from the public, and to alert management to possible fiscal problems requiring remedial 
action. This function also should include: 

a. Developing policy and procedures for highly flexible interaccount transfers as changing needs 
arise during budget years; and 

b. Preparing, on a quarterly basis in large agencies and on a monthly basis in small ones, 
summaries of expenditures, balances, and interaccount transfers. 

ICJS 
Ecept in the largest departments, fiscal controls are not exercised by the agency's chief 
executive. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should study and experiment with various forms of systems budgeting: 
budgeting based on the consolidation of functionally unrelated tasks and corresponding resources to 
form a system that will achieve an identified objective. If the value of systems budgeting will offset the 
simplicity and convenience of line item or other modified budgeting methods already in use, the agency 
should adopt such a system. 

a. If systems budgeting is adopted, it should be under the control of the police agency fiscal affairs 
officer. 

b. The police agency fiscal affairs officer should be thoroughly competent in whatever systems 
budgeting might be adopted, and the chief executive and the major organizational element 
commanders should be thoroughly oriented in it. 

c. Preferably, systems budgeting should be adopted by the police agency when it is adopted by all 
governmental agencies of the jurisdiction. 

ICJS 
There is little indication that any police agency in Iowa has implemented or is considering 
alternative budget systems such as PPBS. Many agencies have only recently incorporated 
an efficient line budget system. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 5.8 
FUNDING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
3.5 FUNDING 

Every pOlice chief executive and every police fiscal affairs officer should be thoroughly familiar with all 
means by which the agency can derive all the benefits possible from local funding, city~State-Federal 
revenue sharing, grants and grantsmanship, and the use of bonds. They should understand the 
implications of each and use these means to provide funding for agency programs. 

1. No police agency should enforce local ordinances for the sole or primary purpose of raising revenue, 
and no income ariSing from enforcement action should be earmarked specifically for any single 
enforcement agency. 
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ICJS 
Revenue arising from enforcement action is not channeled back into the agency to 
augment the annual budget. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. No police chief executive should seek referenda that would govern the size of the personnel 
complement, the allocatic;m of resources to specific agency programs, or the setting of police salaries 
except as specifically provided by the laws or legislativ~ body of the jurisdiction. 

ICJS 
Data does not indicate any instances where police chief executives have sought referenda 
for the setting of police salaries .... 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

3. Every police agency should use grants under explicit conditions to fund planning and experimentation 
in all phases of police service. 

a. Functional responsibility for the procurement of grants from Federal and State agencies and 
foundations should be made the specific responsibility of a police agency employee designated 
by the chief executive. 

b. Grants should not be sought to initiate long-range programs unless the jurisdiction will commit 
itself to continued funding on successful completion of the funded portion of the project. 
project. 

c. Any employee assigned to grant procurement should be given appropriate training. 

ICJS 
Functional responsibility for the procurement of grants is usually delegated to the 
planning unit in the larger agencies. In agencies without a planning or research unit, the 
chief, or a designated command level officer, acts in this capacity. 
As a rule, police agencies must have local government fiscal commitment prior to 
submitting a grant application for a long range project. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice if similar to NAG Standard 

4. Every police agency should use bonds only for capital purchases such as land acquisition, building 
construction, and major equipment installments. Bonds should not be llsed to augment budgets for 
personnel and operating expenses. 

IGJS 
Available data indicates that bonds are only used for capital purchases. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 6.1 
SELECTING A TEAM POLICING PLAN 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
15.1 TEAM POLICING 

Every police agency should examine the team policing concept to determine its value in increasing 
coordination of patrol and spec!alized functions within the agency. A team policing system should be 
adopted when research and testing indicate that such a system would enable the agency to use its 
resources more efficiently. 

1. Every police agency should conduct research into the team policing concept to determine its value to 
the agency. This research should include: 

a. Evaluation of the structure and effectiveness of various forms of team policing applied by other 
agencies of comparable size and resources; and 

b. Assessment of the resources necessary to implement various team policing systems. 

ICJS 
In Iowa there are approximately seven departments that have the potential for a team 
policing operation. Other agencies do not have the resources for such a system. A few 
other departments have utilized team policing procedures in the past. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should test and evaluate applicable fo'm~\ of team policing prior to formal 
implementation. Testing should be conducted: 

a. To minimize disruption of ongoing agency operations; ~\nd 
b. To measure effectiveness in achieving predetermined objec~;ves and goals. 

ICJS 
It is expected that team policing would be evaluated prior to full-scale implementation. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 6.2 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TEAM POLICING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
15.1 TEAM POLICING 

Every police agency implementing team policing should insure that the system effectively facilitates the 
agency's efforts to reduce crime, detect and apprehend criminal offenders, improve the quality of police 
services, and enhance police-community cooperation. 

1. Every police agency should include agency personnel in the team pOlicing planning and 
implementation process. Personnel participation should be consistent with the degree of ultimate 
involvement in the team policing system. 

ICJS 
Personnel input into team poliCing planning can be expected to be limited. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should provide preparat0"~ and inservice training for all pel'sonnel involved in the 
team policing system. The objectives of the training program should be to acquaint all agency personnel 
with team policing pOlicy, procedures, objectives and goals, and to provide specifiC training according to 
the extent and nature of personnel involvement in the team policing effort. 

ICJS 
If preparatory training is made available prior to implementation, it would normally be of 
limited duration and depth. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should develop programs to encourage community involvement in the agency's 
team policing system. 

ICJS 
Previous team policing efforts were unsuccessful in involving the members of the 
community. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 7.1 
COMMAND AND CONTROL PLANNING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
18.1 PLANNI,NG FOFl UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES 

The chief executive of every municipality should have ultimate responsibility for developing plans for 
coordination of all government and private agencies involved in unusual occurrence control activities. 
Every police chief executive should develop plans immediately for the effective comma!ld and control of 
police resources during mass disorders and natural disasters. These plans should be developed and 
applied in cooperation with allied local, State, and Federal agencies and should be directed toward 
restoring normal conditions as rapidly as possible. 

'I. Every police agency should develop intra-agency command and control plans to activate the resources 
of the agency rapidly to control any unusual occurrence that may occur within its jurisdiction, These 
plans should provide for: 

8. Liaison with other organizations to include the participation of those organizations in quickly 
restoring normal order; 

b. Mutual assistance agreements with other local law enforcement agencies and with State and 
Federal authorities, where effective control resources may be limited by agency size; and 

c. The participation of other government and private agencies. 

ICJS 
Theoretically, the city manager (or mayor) and the chief executive are responsible for the 
formulak~il written procedures that would be adhered to in the event of an unusual 
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occurrence. Data indicates, however, that in most smaller urban, suburban and rural areas 
there has been no such planning. Indeed, many of the larger urban areas have developed 
plans that are limited in scope. 
In the event of an unusual occurrence, liaison and cooperation between local police agen
cies and other emergency organizations would be ad-hoc. 
The D.P.S. has the most extensive plan in the state. Their "Emergency Action Plan" co
ordinates the activities of statewide organizations, e.g., C.C.U. for intelligence gathering 
and the I.H.P. for riot control and apprehension of offenders. Whereas the larger urban de
partments are familiar with this plan, local personnel are not being relied upon to carry out 
operations. Recently, sheriff departments in adjoining counties have been entering into 
mutual-aid pacts. These agreements will insure each participating agency additional man
power in the event of an unusual occurrence. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should furnish current copies of command and control plans to every organization 
likely to paitfcipate directly in the control effort. 

ICJS 
Most agencies do not periodically revise their plans; when plans are modified there is no 
assurance that they will be disseminated. Participating organizations are not kept in
formed of the current unusual occurrence control activities. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should insure that every employee is famili'ar with command and control plans 
that relate to any function the employee might be called upon to perform, or any function that might relate 
to his performance. 

ICJS 
Only command level personnel are kept informed of their agency's unusual occurrence 
plans. Basic rank, first line supervisors, and middle management often are not aware if the 
department has a plan and, if they are, have not been informed what special function they 
might serve. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 7.2 
EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
18.2 EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY 

Every police chief executive shoukl be given responsibility immediately to command all police resources 
involved in controlling unusual vccurrences within his jurisdiction. This authority should be preempted 
only when a state of emergancy is declared by the Governor, local authority breaks down, or command 
alJthority is transferred by prior agreement. In carrying out this responsibility, the police chief executive 
should direct all police activities within the affected area, and he shou!d insure that at least minimum 
services are provided to the remainder of the j~risdiction. 

7.2 
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1. Every local government should provide by law that the police chief executive be responsible for all law 
enforcement resources used to control unusual occurrences within the jurisdiction. The police chief 
executive immediately should establish a system designating executive command in his absence. 

a. A system of succession of command should be established; and 
b. A senior officer should be designated the acting chief executive in the absence of the chief 

executive. 

ICJS 
In accordance with Iowa law, ultimate law enforcement authority within municipalities is 
delegated to the mayor or city-manager (chapter 363C.7(5),363E.1) and in unincorporated 
areas to the sheriff. The municipal police chief executive is, in effect, an administrator and 
during an unusual occurrence his authority to supervise police operations can be super
seded by the mayor/city-manager/city council. If the police administation is allowed to 
retain control over operations during an unusual occurrence then the succession of com
mand will be determined by the pre-existing chain of command; special contingency 
plans for the succession of command have not been established. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. The chief executive or his delegate should be available to assume command without delay at all times. 
This individual should: 

a. Assess the agency's needs in the involved area and in the remainder of the jurisdiction; 
b. Make decisions based on available information, and issue appropriate instructions to the agency 

to insure coordinated and effective deployment of personnel and equipment for control of the 
occurrence and for effective minimum pOlicing of the remainder of the agency's jurisdiction; 

c. Insure that all actions taken by law enforcement personnel deployed in the affected area are 
supervised and directed; and 

d. Apply control measures according to established command and control plans and predetermined 
strateg ies. 

ICJS 
Assuming that the pOlice chief executive retains control over agency operations, he will 
have ultimate control over deployment of personnel, coordinate activities, and apply con
trol measures according to the established plan if such a plan had been previously 
developed. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 7.3 
ORGANIZING FOR CONTROL 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
18.3 CONTROL ACTIVITIES 

Every police agency should develop an interim unusual occurrence control organization. This 
organization should be capable of rapid and orderly activation, assembly, and deployment of all needed 
agency resources and should be flexible enough to permit incremental activation. It should provide the 
following services under the command of the police chief executive. 

1. A control center should be established to act as the agency command post responsible for: 
a. Coordinating all agency unusual occurrence control activities; 
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b. Obtaining all resources and assis"tance- required for the field forces from agency and outside 
sources; 

c. Maintaining chronological logs and preparing periodic reports concerning the unusual occur
rence situations; and 

d. Collecting and disseminating information from field forces, agency sources, and outside 
agencies. 

2. An intelligence organization should be responsible for collecting, evaluating, and disseminating 
information. The intelligence function should be performed by: 

a. Field units; 
b. A coordinating unit located at the agency control center; and 
c. Outside agencies contributing intelligence through the coordinating unit. 

3. A personnel unit should be established to: 

a. Activate a predetermined personnel call-up system; 
b. Maintain current personnel availability information and a continuous accounting of all agency 

personnel; 
c. Anticipate the personnel needs of the field forces and provide for them; 
d. Advise the agency commanding officer of the availability of personnel when the number of 

officers committed to the unusual occurrence indicates the deed for partial or total mobilization, 
or a request for mutual aid or military assistance; and 

e. Make proper and timely notifications of deaths and injuries of agency personnel. 

4. A logistics unit should be established to: 

a. Procure the needed vehicles, maintenance, supplies, and -3quipment; 
b. Account for the disruption of all vehicles, supplies, and eCjIJipment deployed in the unusual 

occurrence; 
c. Determine appropriate staging areas and maintain a current list of them; 
d. Receive and safeguard evidence and property for the field forces; and 
e. Pn:"vide for feeding of field forces, when necessary. 

5. A field command post should be established and staffed with personnel to support the field 
commander. The field command post should be staffed and organized to enable the field commander to: 

a. Direct the operation necessary to control the unusual occurrence; 
b. Assemble and assign agency resources; 
c. Collect, evaluate, and disseminate intelligence concerning the incident; 
d. Communicate with concerned task force officers and units; 
e. Apply the strategy and tactics necessary to accomplish the police mission; 
f. Gather, record, and preserve evidence; and 
g. Maintain appropriate records of field operations. 

6. A casualty information center should be established and staffed with qualified personnel to: 
a. Gather, record, and disseminate all information concerning dead, injured, missing, and lost 

persons; 
b. Establish liaison with relief agencies ~o obtain information on evacuees and evacuation centers; 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Establish liaison with the medical examiner or coroner; 
Deploy personnel, as needed, to hospitals, first aid stations, and morgues; and 
Prepare casualty statistical reports periodically for the agency commanding officer. 

ICJS 
Except for a few of the larger departments, unusual occurrence plans are not highly 
formalized. Even when pla,ns do &xist, it is unlikely that they are as comprehensive as that 
noted in the NAC Standard. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 7.4 
MASS PROCESSING OF ARRESTEES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
18.4 MASS ARRESTS 

Every police agency should immediately develop a system for the arrest, processing, transportation, and 
detention of large numbers of persons. The agency should seek alternatives to mass arrests, but if it is 
determined that mass arrests are necessary, a system should be availab(e to provide adequate security for 
prisoners and officers and to insure that the arresting officer is returned to his field assignment as 
quickly as possible. The system should facilitate the restoration of order by means of lawful arrest, and 
preservation of all available evidence. 

1. The mass arrest system should insure that arrestees ara processed as rapidly as possible. The system 
should provide: 

a. A procedure for gathering and preserving available evidence to connect the arrestee to the crime 
he is to be charged with. The evidence may include photographs, recordings, videotapes, state
ments of witnesses, or other evidence; 

b. A procedure for receiving each prisoner from the arresting officer and facilitating the officer's 
return to his field assignment as soon as possible; 

c. Positive identification of the arrestee and the arresting officer; 
d. A procedure for receiving and maintaining continuity of evidence; 
e. Rapid removal of arrestees from the affected area. Security should be provided en route to prevent 

attempts to free prisoners; 
f. A secure detention area to prevent escape or attempts to free prisoners. The facility should be 

adequate to maintain custody of a number of prisoners in safety; 
g. Prearranged interagency agreements to facilitate the assimilation of the arrestees into the jail 

system when the arresting agency is not the custodial agency; 
h. Defense counsel visitations after processing. These visitations should not be permitted under 

field conditions or at temporary detention facilities unless adequate security is provided. Pri
soners should be transported to a secure detention facility without delay; and 

i. Liaison with local courts and prosecutors to determine procedures and temporary court sites for 
speedy arraignment of arrestees. 

2. The mass arrest system should make the name and charge Of persons arrested available to public 
inquiry as soon as possible after the arrestee has been processed. A current list of arrestees should be 
communicated to the agency command center as the information becomes available. InQuiries should be 
directed to one central location. 

ICJS 
No law enforcement agency in Iowa has established special procedures for mass process
ing of arrestees during an unusual occurrence. In the event of a situation where mass 
arrests are necessary, police agencies will function in an ad-hoc manner. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 7.5 
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
18.5 LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Every State and local government should immediately review existing law and consider new legislation to 
permit necessary action by all control agencies and afford each individual all his constitutional 
guarantees during an unusual occurrence. 

1. Full-time protection shol.lld be afforded every community by permanent legislation to provide for: 
a. Federal and State reimbursement of local law enforcement agencies required to react to Federal 
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and State events, such as conventions, campaigns, or VIP visits, and extraordinary costs incurred 
in responding to mutual aid requests; 

b. Mutual aid agreements between local, county, and State police, and the National Guard; 
c. The prohibition of unneccessary force or violence in making arrests; 
d. The prohibition of an)1 sanctuary by providing police access to any area, public or private, within 

the jurisdiction or cl()se enough to constitute an immediate threat to public order within the 
jurisdiction; 

e. The prohibition of inferference with or attacks upon firemen or other emergency personnel; 
f. The prohibition against failure to disperse any unlawful assemblies; 
g. Prohibition of impeding pedestrian or vehicular traffic; 
h. Strict controls on the manufacture, possession, transporation, or distribution of incendiary or 

explosive devices; and 
i. Permits for para.des. assemblies, and public events and regulations for the size and material used 

picket signs and sign handles or any other device used in a public demonstration. 

ICJS 
State legislation specifically relating to unusual occurrences is relatively limited. Chapter 
743, "Unlawful Assembly And Suppression of Riots," defines the term "riot" and criminal 
penalties for participants. 
There has been no legislation authorizing State reimbursement of local law enforcement 
agencies required to react to state events, VIP visits, et.al. 
The D.P.S.'s Emergency Action Plan is based upon mutual aid agreements with local de
partments. Chapter 28E authorizes such mutual aid pacts. The Iowa National Guard car. 
only be deployed at the express order of the governor. See section 27 A.7. 
In accordance with section 755.2, "No unnecessary force or violence shall be used in 
making the (arrest), and the person arrested shall not be subjected to any greater restraint 
than is necessary for his detention. 
All private dwellings (sanctuaries) are protected by the fourth amendment. There are no 
special provisior;~ allowing law enforcement personnel to enter a private dwelling without 
search warrant or without probable cause that a felony is being committed. 
There are no provisions specifically prohibiting attacks on firemen or other emergency 
personnel. It is evident, however, that such acts would be covered under regular criminal 
statues, i.e., aggravated assault. 
In accordance with section 743.7, all responsible officials, such as magistrates or law 
enforcement personnel, who fail to arrest all persons engaged in an unlawful assembly, 
will be subject to prosecution (misdemeanor). 
As defined in section 743.2, a riot can be considered any (violent or tumultuous) act (of 
three or more persons) impeding pedestrian or vehicular traffic. 
While there is no legislation prohibiting the sale of firearms during an unusual occurrence, 
the manufacture, possession, transportation, and distribution of incendiary and explosive 
devices is strictly controlled. Chapter 697. 
It is unlil<ely that municipalities have enacted ordinances that regulate the material to be 
used in picket signs, sign handles, eLal. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
ICJS principle is different than NAC 

2. Emergency statues specifically designed to cope with unusual occurrences should be enacted to 
provide for: 

a. The arrest powers of county and State police and National Guard forces when engaged with or 
withQut the local police agency's assistance in control operations within a local jurisdiction; 

b. Emergency police authority enabling local police to maintain public order by suspending due 
process where a clear and present danger exists that mob action will render ineffective any local 
police agency's ability to maintain order; 

c. Restrictions upon sales of gasoline, liquor, and weapons; 
d. The restriction of public access to certain geographic areas under specifically defined circum

stances; 
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e. Curfew, loitering, and other crowd control measures; 
f. The restriction of public use of schools, place of amusement, water, and private aircraft; and 
g. Control of the storage of firearms, firearms parts, and ammunition. 

ICJS 
All peace officers - sheriffs and deputies, marshals and policemen of cities and towns, 
D.P.S. sworn personnel ... (see section 748.3) - upon request, are statutorily authorized to 
act with fuli police power anywhere in the State. See section 748.6. 
Iowa National Guard personnel may only aide, "the civil authorities of any political subdi
vision in cases of breaches of the peace or imminent danger ... " See section 29A.8. 
There are no provisions in the code for suspending due process during an unusual occur
rence. 
There are no provisions in the CODE for restricting gasoline, liquor, or weapon (firearms) 
sales. 
Generally, municipal governments can restrict the use of public ways and grounds. 
"Public areas may be temporarily closed by resolution, andmy be vacated by ordinance." 
Section 364.12(2). 
There are no provisions in the CODE for special unusual occurrence crowd control, cur
few or loitering procedures. 
No specific legislation exists restricting public use of schools, places of amusement, 
water and private aircraft. As noted above, section 364.1~~(2) enables municipal govern
ments to temporarily close any public area. 
Emergency statues dealing specifically with the storage of firearms do not exist. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 7.6 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
TRAINING FOR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES .12.8 UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE TRAINING 

Every police chief executive should immediately establish formal training programs in unusual 
occurrence contrrl administration, strategy, tactics, resources, and standard operating procedures. This 
training should be given to selected personnel at all levels within the agency, personnel from other 
related public and private agencies. It should be given frequently enough to maintain proficiency between 
training sessions, and should be routinely scheduled during periods of peak personnel strength. 
Otherwise, it should be scheduled in advance of anticipated events. 
An unusual occurrence control training program should include both formal instruction and practical 
exercise. 

1. Formal instruction should be implemented through: 
a. Frequent inservice training, such as roll-call training, to serve as a refresher course, to practice 

techniques, or to introduce new procedures: 
b. Periodic agency-conducted schools to familiarize personnel with agency unusual occurrence 

control procedures and organizational structure; 
c. Regional or Federal courses, particularly when agency size does not permit development of local 

schools; and 
d. A regional training institute to train instructors for local agencies. 

ICJS 
Few, if any, agencies conduct formal in-service unusual occurrence training. Such training 
is only provided to law enforcement personnel during basic training and then only for short 
duration (the ILEA 240-hour curriculum provides 4 hours civil distrubance training). Aside 
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from supervisory officers who may infrequently attend special out-ot-state sessions, 
municipal and county law enforcement personnel do not undergo any specialized unusual 
occurrence training. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Practical exercises should be conducted periodically to develop proficiency and teamwork among 
personnel through: 

a. Field exercises for operational personnel to practice tactics and procedures; 
b. Command post exercises for formulating strategy and evaluating existing and new procedures; 
c. Regional exercises for familiarizing command personnel with mutual aid procedures and develop

ing coordination between other local control agencies and nonlaw enforcement agencies; and 
d. Criminal justice system exercises to develop coordinated participation of all interrelated criminal 

justice and noncriminal justice agencies. 

ICJS 
It is unlikely that any agency, jurisdiction, or region conduct formalized unusual occur
rence exercises 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 

3. The training curriculum and the subjects· for practice should be directed to: 
a. Administrative level personnel to familiarize them with agency and criminal justice system emer

gency organizational structure and procedures tor requesting additional personnel and equip
ment from the military or through mutual aid; and 

b. Operational personnel to familiarize them with strategy, tactics, and standard operating pro
cedures. The emphasis should be placed on a coordinated effort rather than individual action; 
use of chemical agents, communications equipment, and other specialized equipment; appli
cable laws; human relations training; and procedures for procuring logistical support. 

ICJS 
As noted, unusual occurrence training for law enforcement personnel is, at the present 
time, wholly inadequate. It must be recognized, however, that those agencies which 
conduct periodic in-service training sessions do teach courses that can be of benefit to the 
officer during an unusual occurrence, i.e., first-aid and LIse of special weapons. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 8.1 . RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
ESTABLISHING THE ROLE OF THE PA''rROL OFFICER 14.2 THE PEACE OFFICER ROLE 

Every police chief executive immediately should develop written policy that defines the role of the patrol 
officer, and should establish operational objectives and priorities that reflect the most effective use of the 
patrol officer in reducing crime. 
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1. Every police chief executive should acknowledge that the patrol officer is the agency's primary element 
for the deliverance of police services and prevention of criminal activity. 
2. Every police chief executive should insure maximum efficiency in the deliverance of patrol services by 
setting out in written policy the objectives and priorities governing these services. This policy: 

a. Should insure that resources are concentrated on fundamental police duties; 
b. Should insure that patrol officers are engaged in tasks that are related to the pol ice function; 
c. Should require immediate response to incidents where there is an immediate threat to the safety 

of an individual, a crime in progress, or a crime committed and the apprehension of the sus
pected offender is likely. Urban area response time-from the time a call is dispatched to the 
arrival at the scene-under normal conditions should not exceed 3 minutes for emergency calls, 
and 20 minutes for nonemergency calls; 

d. Should emphasize the need for preventive patrol to reduce the opportunity for crimi'lal activity; 
and 

e. Should provide a procedure for accepting reports of criminal incidents not requiring a field in
vestigation. 

ICJS 
Except for several of the largest departments, written policy stating the goals and objec
tives of the patrol function has not been promulgated. In the larger departments, the pri
mary role and importance of the patrol officer is usually defined in written form within the 
policy handbook. 
Depending upon the size of agency, there mayor may not be written policy statements 
insuring the delivery of patrol services. As noted, chief executives of small agencies have 
direct control over deployment of personnel. Where an extensive chain of command 
exists, the chief assume may that command personnel are carrying out both his written 
instructions and verbal '.::ommands. 
Data indicates that the majority of the largest departments can respond to an emergency 
call within 3 minutes and non~emergency calls in 20 minutes. 
It is evident that this response time can only be attained by the smaller urban departments 
under exceptionally ideal conditions. Response times for sheriff's departments cannot be 

determined; one hour response times are not unusual. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police chief executive should insure that all elements of the agency, especially the patrol and 
communications elements, know the priority place upon each request for police service. 

ICJS 
It can be expected that patrol and communications personnel are cognizant of which calls 
for service should be prioritized. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

4. Every police chief executive should implement a public information program to inform the community 
of the agency's policies regarding the deliverance of police service. This program should include 
provisions to involve citizens in crime prevention activities. 

ICJS 
It is likely that the general public is not familiar with their law enforcement agency's policy 
regarding the deliverance of service. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 8.2 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
ENHANCING THE ROLE OF THE PATROL OFFICER 14.2 THE PEACE OFFICER ROLE 

Every local government and police chief executive, recognizing that the patrol function is the most 
important element of the police agency, immediately should adopt policies that attract and retain highly 
qualified personnel in the patrol force. 

1. Every local government should expand its classification and pay system to provide greater 
advancement opportunities within the patrol ranks. The system should provide: 

a. Multiple pay grades within the basic rank; 
b. Opportunity for advancement within the basic rank to permit equality between patrol officers and 

investigators; 
c. Parity in top salary step between patrol officers and nonsupervisory officers assigned to other 

operational functions; 
d. Proficiency pay for personnel who have demonstrated expertise in specific field activities that 

contribute to more efficient police service. 

ICJS 
Based upon all available data, police agencies in Iowa do not provide any opportunity for 
advancement within the basic (patrol) rank. While there may be annual pay increases 
(steps) these are based upon longevity rather than personal ability or achievement. As a 
rule, a rookie officer will attain his highest step within several years. 
Career advancement in the patrol ranks is virtually non-existent. The status of the patrol 
officer, as well as his duties and responsibilites, remains far below that of investigators 
and supervisory personnel. Thus, there is no pay parity between a patrol officer's 
maximum salary and that of higher level officers. 
Proficiency pay is not given to patrol officers who demonstrate expertise in specialized 
activities. Aside from incentive pay for completed college courses in a couple of agencies, 
officers cannot earn more than stated on the scheduled pay scale. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should seek continually to enhanct~ the role of the patrol officer by 
providing status and recognition from the agency and encouraging similar status and recognition from 
the community. The police chief executive should: 

a. Provide distinctive insignia indicating demonstrated expertise in specific field activities; 
b. Insure that all elements within the agency provide maximum assistance and cooperation to the 

patrol officer; 
c. Implement a community information program emphasizing the importance of the patrol officer in 

the life of the community and encouraging community cooperation in providing pOlice service; 
d. Provide comprehensive initial and inservice training thoroughly to equip the patrol officer for his 

role; 
e. Insure that field supervisory personnel possess the knowledge and skills necessary to guide the 

patrol officer; 
f. Implement procedures to provide agencywide recognition of patrol officers who have conSistently 

performed in an efficient and commendable manner; 
g. Encourage suggestions on changes in pOlicies, procedures, and other matters that affect the 

delivery of police services and reduction of crime; 
h. Provide deployment flexibility to facilitate various approaches to individual community crime 

problems; 
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i. Adopt policies and procedures that allow the patrol officer to conduct the complete investigation 
of crimes which do not require extensive followup investigation, and allow them to close the 
investigation of those crimes; and 

j. Insure that promotional oral examination boards recognize that patrol work provides valuable 
experience for men seeking promotion to supervisory positions. 

ICJS 
There is little evidence that police chiefs actively seek to enhance the status and prestige 
of the patrol officer. 
Patrol officers are not provided with distinctive insignia indicating demonstrated 
expertise. 
While most agencies have some form of community information program, enhancement of 
the patrol officer is not necessarily its main objective. 
In the vast majority of agencies, patrol officers do not undergo the comprehensive 
in-service training essential for optimal performance. Patrol officers must rely upon 
on-the-job training to learn needed skills. Specialized in-service training may consist of a 
ten minute briefing before each shift. 
In order to provide field supervisory personnel capable of assisting the patrol officer, 
several agencies send first line supervisors (sergeants) to special training sessions. Such 
supervisory classes are conducted at training centers such as the LL.E.A. at Camp Dodge. 
Due to lack of time and availability of personnel, most supervisors do not have the 
opportunity to attend these sessions. 
Except under unusual circumstances, there are no procedures to provide agencywide 
recognition for patrol officers. 
Generally, line patrol personnel are not permitted meaningful input into the administrative 
decision-making process. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
The patrol officer in Iowa has the lowest rank'in th1e relatively low status occupation of 
law enforcement. Police administrators are usually unable to enhance the position 
thruugh encouraging agency or community recognition. Only by raising each officer's • 
self-esteem can the role of the patrol officer be enhanced. This can be accomplished 
through changes such as Increased salaries, stricter entrance qualifications, increased 
resp'.msibility, professional inservice training, and career development. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 8.3 
DEPLOYMENT OF PATROL OFFICERS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
14.1 PATROL DEPLOYMENT 

Evt~ry police agency immediately should develop a patrol deployment system that is responsive to the 
demand for police services and consistent with the effective use of the agency's patrol personnel. The 
deployment system should include collecting and analyzing required data, conducting a workload study, 
and allocating personnel to patrol aSSignments within the agency. 

1. Every police agency should establish a system for the collection and analysis of patrol deployment 
data according to area and time. 

a. A census tract, reporting area, or permanent grid system should be developed to determine 
geographical distribu"ion of data; and 

b. Seasonal, daily, and hourly variations should be considered in determining chronological 
distribution of data. 
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ICJS 
For the most part, Iowa's intermediate and large departments maintain crime frequency 
records and other raw data necessary for deployment of personnel based upon need. To 
varying degrees, this data consists of crime statistics whereby incidence of criminal 
behavior is compared to geographic area, month of the year, day of the week and time of 
the day. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should conduct a comprehensive workload study to determine the nature and 
volume of the demands of police service and the time expended on all activities performed by patrol 
personnel. The workload study should be the first step in developing a deployment data base and should 
be conducted at least annually thereafter. Information obtained for the workload study shou Id be used: 

a. To develop operational objectives for patrol personnel; 
b. To establisil priorities on the types of activities to be performed by patrol personnel; and 
c. To measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the patrol operation in achieving agency goals. 

ICJS 
While workload studies may have been conducted on a semi-formal basis at several of the 
largest departments, there is little to indicate that they are done routinely each year. 
Data which is routinely compiled by these departments consists of breakdowns of police 
activities, Le., traffic enforcement, criminal investigations, number of stolen vehicles 
recovered. However, many other departments may, in the near future, conduct such 
comprehensive workload studies. These studies may be used to deploy patrql personnel in 
a more efficient and cost-effective manner. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should implement an allocation system for the geographical and chronological 
proportionate need distribution of patrol personnel. The allocation system should emphasize agency 
efforts to reduce crime, increase criminal apprehensions, minimize response time to calls for services, 
and equalize patrol personnel workload. This system should provide for the allecation of personnel to: 

a. Division or precincts in those agencies which are geographically decentralized; 
b. Shifts; 
c. Days of the week; 
d. Beats; and 
e. Fixed-post and relief assignments. 

ICJS 
Only in the larger departments will patrol officers be assigned to a specific geographic 
sector. The delineation of these sectors is based upon physical environment, Le., a river 
may split the city, as well as the incidence of preventable criminal activity. Ideally, sector 
divisions also facilitate equal workloads for all patrol personnel. 
Data reveals that several departments systematically modify sector delineations based 
upon time of day, day of the week, and season. These modifications compensate for the 
varying demand for pol ice services. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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4. Every police agency should establish procedures for tile implementation, operation, and periodic 
evaluation and revision of the agency's deployment system. These procedures should include provisions 
to insure the active participation and willing cooperation of all agency personnel. 

ICJS 
Currently, only a few of the largest departments conduct formal evaluation of their 
deployment system. If available, the research and planning unit will be responsible for 
system revisions. In those agencies without a specialized planning unit, the uniform 
division (patrol) chief will meet with records personnel and jointly modify existing 
deployment procedures. Such semi-formal meetings are usually conducted monthly. It is 
likely that deployment decisions, made without the benefit of a specialized planning staff, 
are arrived at in a haphazard manner. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.1 
SPECIALIZED ASSIGNMENT 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
1'0.1 SPECIALIZED ASSIGNMENT 

Every police agency should use generalists (patrol officers) wherever possible and, before establishing 
any specialization necessary to improve the delivery of pulice service, specifically define the problem that 
may require specialization, determine precisely what forms of specialization are required to cope with this 
problem, and implement only those forms in a manner consistent with available resources and agency 
priorities. 

1. Every police chief executive should define the specific problem in concise written terms and in doing 
so should consider at least: 

a. Whether the problem requires the action of another public or private organization; 
b. The severity of the problem; 
c. The period of time the problem is expected to exist; and 
d. The community's geographic, phYSical, and population conditions that contribute to the problem 

or wllich may affect or be affected by the specialization. 
2. Every poiice chief executive should consider community perception of the problem: community 
awareness, and the attitudes based on that awareness. 

3. Every police chief executive should - based on his definition of the problem, community perception of 
it, and pertinent legal requirements- assess all resources and tactical alternatives available to the agency, 
and in doing so determine at least: 

a. Whether the problem requires specialization; 
b. The degree of specialization required; 
c. The manpower and eqUipment resources required by specialization; 
d. Which of the needed resources are available within the agency and which are available outside it; 
e. The availability of necessary specialized training; 
f. The expected duration of the need for specialization; and 
g. The organizational changes iieened as a result of specialization. 

4. Every police chief executive should give special consideration to the impact of specialization on: 
a. The identified problem; 
b. Personnel and fiscal resources; 
c. Community attitudes toward the agency; and 
d. The agency's delivery of general police services. 

5. Every police agency should develop an operations effectiveness review for each new specialization. 
This review process should be carried out: 

a. As a goal-oriented activity analysis; and 
b. On a specific schedule for the expected duration of the need" 
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6. Every police agency should terminate a specialized activity whenever the problem for which it was 
needed no longer exists, or can be controlled as well as better through other agency operations. 

ICJS 
Generally, only the intermediate-size and large local departments have specialized units to 
cope with specific crime problems. It is unlikely that these police chief executives define 
specific problems in written terms. For the most part, decisions as to the formation of 
specialized units occur informally between the chief, command level personnel, and local 
officials. Special solutions to specific problems probably are based upon factors such as 
severity of the problem, community awareness and response, and availability of police 
manpower. 
If the creation of a specialized unit is deemed necessary, it is likely that all concerned 
parties would be involved in the formation of the unit. 
Once the unit is operational, its impact upon the problem may only be superficially 
evaluated. Even if the evaluation indicates that the specialized unit is of little value, it may 
be maintained. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.2 RELATED IOWA STANDARD. 
SELECTIO(\j FOR SPECIALIZED ASSiGNMENT 16.2 SELECTION FOR SPECIALIZED ASSIGNMENT 

Every police agency immediately should establish written policy defining specific criteria for the 
seleotion and placement of specialist personnel so that they are effectively matched to the requirements 
of each speciality. 

1. Every police agency should maintain a comprehensive personnel records system from which infor
mation Is readily retrievable. This system should: 

a. Include all pertment data on every agency employee; 
b. Employ a consistent format on all personnel records; and 
c. Include procedures for continual updating. 

ICJS 
In a predominant number of agencies, police administrators have not established formal 
procedures for selecting personnel for specialized assignment. 
Comprenensive personnel records will only be found injhe largest departments. Pertinent 
update;;; such as annual personnel evaluation reports, commendations, sustained/ non
sustained accusations of misbehavior, and special training are included only in some of 
the departments. There is little indication that these records are readily retrievable. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should disseminate agencywide written announcements describing anticipated 
specialist position openings. These announcements should include: 

a. Minimum personnel requirements for each position; and 
b. Th'e specialized skills or other attributes required by the position. 
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3. Every police agency should establish written minimum requirements for every specialist position. 
These requirements should stipulate the required: 

a. Length and diversity of experience; 
b. Formal education; and 
c. Specialized skills, knowledge, and experience. 

ICJS 
Generally, written announcements of anticipated specialist positions are not 
disseminated. Minimum qualifications for positions are not established. Applicants 
applying for these positions are evaluated on wholly subjective criteria. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Data reveals that many pOlice administrators do not recognize the need for formalized 
specialist selection. It is the widely held opinion that since the departments are relatively 
smalf~all personnel are made aware of specialist openings via informal channels. 

4. Command personnel within the specialty should interview every candidate for a specialist position. 
Interviewers should: 

a. Review the pertinent personnel records of every candidate; 
b. Consider the candidate's attitude toward the position as well as his objective qualifications for it; 

and 
c. Conduct a special personne-I investigation where the specific position or candidate requires it. 

ICJS 
Depending upon the expertise required for the position, command level officers may, or 
may not, interview applicants. In most agencies, applications are screened prior to final 
consideration. 
Selection decisions are based, in part, on past performance and applicant's interest in the 
position. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should establish written training requirements for each specialty. These require
ments may include: 

a. Formal preassignment training; and 
b. Formal on-the-job training. 

ICJS 
Except for positions requiring specific expertise, written training requirements have not 
been established for each specialty. 

AnalYSis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency should require satisfactory completion of an internally administered internship in 
any specialist position before regular assignment to that position. 
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ICJS 
Specialist personnel are not required to undergo an internship or probationary period prior 
to regular assignment. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

7. Every police agency should establish a rotation system that requires specialists to be regularly rotated 
from positions where potential for officer compromise is high to positions where this potential is low or 
the criminal "clientele" is different. This rotation system should include: 

a. Identification of all positions-including vice, narcotics, and all types of undercover assign
ments-where potential for officer compromise is high; 

b. Written policies that specifically limit the duration of assignment to any identified position. 
Because limitations may differ, these policies and procedures should stipulate those for 
personnel at the supervisory and administrative level and those for personnel at the level of 
execution; 

c. Provisions for limited extensions with the specific approval of the chief executive; and 
d. Provisions that insure the maintenance of a high level of operational competence within the 

specialty and throughout the agency. 

ICJS 
Although formalized rotation systems do not exist, most agencies do not permit personnel 
to remain in a high compromise position for an extended period of time (18 months· 3 
years). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.3 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
ANNUAL REVIEW OF AGENCY SPECIALIZATION 16.3 ANNUAL REVIEW OF SPECIALIZATION 

Every pOiice agency which has established specialties should immediately, and thereafter, annually 
conduct a formal review of each specialty to determine its effectiveness in helping to achieve agency 
goals and objectives. In conducting this formal review: 

1. Every police chief executive should examine the problem for which the specialty was created and 
identify any modifications that problem may have undergone in the past year; 
2. E.very police chief executive should assess the cost-effectiveness of the specialty over the past year 
and from that assessment, determine whether the current level of resource commitment to the specialty 
is adequate or warranted. 
3. Every police chief executive should take the action indicated by the results of the formal annual review 
of each specialty. This action may include: 

a. Continuation of the special ization in its present form; 
b. Adjustment of manpower and equipment allocations based on modifications in the problem or 

the cost-effectiveness of the specialization. 

!CJS 
Review of specialized units within police agencies usually consists of continual, informal 
meetings between the unit commanders and the chief executive. Even though most chief 
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executives are kept aware of all operations-and activities within their department, needed 
modifications within the specialized units are often not made. Generally, little formal 
action is taken by the chief executive to terminate specialties. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.4 
STATE SPECIALISTS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.4 D.P.S. SPECIALIZATION 

Every State, by 1975, should provide, upon the request of any local police agency in the State, specialists 
to assist in the investigation of crimes and other incidents that may require extensive or highly 
specialized investigative resources not otherwise available to the local agency. The State may also fund 
regional operational specialist activities. The State or regional specialists should not provide everyday 
needs to local law enforcement. 

1. Every State should provide trained specialists who are properly equipped to assist local police 
agencies. Where appropriate, the State should provide funds to combine or consolidate local special 
investigative resources. 

ICJS 
When the local agency does not maintain the specialized capabilities to deal with crime 
problems, the iowa Department of Public Safety may be asked to provide the necessary 
expertise. 
Due to the mUlti-functional nature of tho Department, the services that it provides have 
been delegated to various divisions. ThEise are as follows: 

Bureau of Criminal Investigation - Any local government in the state can request the 
assistance of B.C.1. personnel to assist in or handle the investigation of a broad range of 
major crimes. The General Criminal Investigations Unit is generally called in if either the 
crime is: 1) multi-jurisdictional; 2) of a serious enough nature to require the additional 
manpower and expertise of the state agents; or 3) a crime involving a state or publ ic 
official. The Criminal Conspiracy Unit (CCU) is primarily involved in the acquisition, 
analysis, maintenance and utilization of criminal intelligence data and the suppression of 
organized criminal evidence submitted by any law enforcement agency in the state. The 
Criminal Identification Unit and TRACIS maintain criminal history files and crime data 
which is made available to all agencie"). The Criminalistics Laboratory analyzes criminal 
analysis, maintenance and utilization of criminal intelligence data. The Criminal Identifi
cation Unit and TRACIS maintain criminal history files and crime data which is made 
available to all agencies. The Criminalistics Laboratory analyzes criminal evidence sub
mitted by any law enforcement agency in the State. 

Division of Narcotic and Drug Enforcement (DNDE) - Having original jurisdiction, the 
DNDE can initiate operations anywhere in the state without having to be requested by the 
local government of the locale. Its primary function is the identification and apprehension 
of the major source of illicit drugs in Iowa with the emphasis on heroin traffickers. 
In addition to these services, the DPS also provides for arson investigations (Fire 
Marshalls Office) and enforcement of laws relating to the sale and use of alcoholic 
beverages (Liquor and Beer Division). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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2. Every State should publish and distribute to every local police agency in the State the request 
procedure for obtaining specialists. 

ICJS 
All local law enforcement agencies are kept up to date of all services that can be provided 
by the DPS. Chief executives, or local government officials, are aware of the procedure to 
request DPS assistance. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every State should insure that its specialists pursue the investigation in complete cooperation with 
and support of the local agency. 

ICJS 
It is DPS policy that when they are requested to provide assistance to a local agency, there 
is to be full cooperation with the local officials. During most investigations, the final 
responsibility for and ultimate control over the case rests with the local law enforcement 
agency. Only when working at the direction of state officials - investigations of public 
officials for crimes such as embezzlement generally originate with the Governor, State 
Auditor or Attorney General - will D.P.S. maintain ultimate responsibility:' . 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.5 
JUVENILE OPERATIONS 

The chief executive of every police agency immediately should develop written policy governing his 
agency's involvement in the detection, deterrence, and prevention of delinquent behavior and juvenile 
crime. 

1. Every police agency should provide all its police officers with specific training in preventing delinquent 
behavior and juvenile crime. 

ICJS 
Almost all of the formal training which peace officers receive occurs during basic training. 
According to the ILEA curriculm, only 4 hours of classroom time (240 hr. course) is spent· 
dealing with juvenile justice. Being that the vast majority of the state's officers undergo 
this limited training program, and that formal in-service training is virtually non-existent in 
most agencies, then it is probable that most officers have only 4 hours of training in how 
to deal with juveniles. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
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2. Every police agency should cooperate actively with other agencies and organizations, public and 
private, in order to employ all available resources to detect and deter delinquent behavior and combat 
juvenile crime. 

ICJS 
Based upon all available data it is evident that many of the larger urban departments 
actively cooperate with public and private organizations to detect and deter delinquent 
behavior. This function is served by youth bureau detectives or police-school liaison 
officers. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should establish in cooperation with courts written policies and procedures 
governing agency action in juvenile matters. These policies and procedures should stipulate at least: 

a. The specific form ofa-gen-cy-cooperation withother governmental agenciesconcernecfwith delin- -
quent behavior, abandonment, neglect, and juvenile crime; 

b. The specific form of agency cooperation with nongovernmental agencies and organizations 
where assistance in juvenile matters may be obtained; 

c. The procedures for release of juveniles into parental custody; and 
d. The procedures for the detention of juveniles. 

ICJS 
All of the urban departments have formalized practices and procedures, usually written, 
with the courts governing agency action in juvenile matters. In the smaller rural agencies 
such procedures are more likely to be in the form of verbal agreements or understandings 
rather than written pol icy. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency having more than 15 employees should establish juvenile investigation capa
bilities. 

a. The specific duties and responsibilities of these pOSitions should be based upon the particular 
juvenile problems within the community. 

b. The juvenile specialists, besides concentrating on law enforcement as related to juveniles, 
should provide suppcrt and coordination of all community efforts for the benefit of juveniles. 

ICJS 
According to the 1975 Criminal Justice Plan, all police departments or sheriffs' offices 
which serve a population of 10,000 or more and handle at least 100 juvenile cases per year 
should consider a juvenile officer or a Youth Bureau. This would include the 27 cities of 
over 10,000 population (agencies with approximately 15 + sworn personnel) of which 17 
already have at least one full-time juvenile officer. All of the 27 cities with a population of 
over 10,000 will have a juvenile officer or Youth Bureau by 1977. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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5. Every police agency having more than 75 employees should establish a juvenile investigation unit, and 
every smaller police agency should establish a juvenile investigation unit if community conditions 
warrant. This unit: 

a. Should be assigned responsibility for conducting as many juvenile investigations as practicable, 
assisting field officers in juvenile matters, and maintaining liaison with other agencies and 
organizations interested in juvenile matters; and 

b. Should be functionally decentralized to the most effective command level. 

ICJS 
All of the larger urban departments have full-time juvenile investigation units. These units 
provide full time personnel who, in addition to handling police business as it pertains to 
juveniles, can handle many cases on an unofficial basis. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.6 
TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.5 TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 

Every police agency and every local government responsible for highway traffic safety should perform the 
basic functions of traffic law enforcement, traffic accident management and traffic direction and control. 

1. Every police agency should perform the basic function of traffic law enforcement--the police activity 
specifically directed toward controlling traffic violations through preventive patrol and enforcement, case 
preparation, and court testimony. This function: 

a. Should include line patrol, area patrol, selective location patrol, and records and logistics; and 
b. Should be the fundamental responsibility of all uniformed officers. 

ICJS 
According to all available information, all police agencies perform basic traffic enforce~ 
ment duties. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should perform the basic function of traffic accident management. This function 
relates to police activities connected with traffic colliSions, and includes providing assistance to the 
injured, protecting the scene, preparing reports, taking necessary enforcement action, and conducting 
followup investigations. The function should include: 

a. Initial traffic accident investigation, followup investigation, traffic control at the scene, injury 
control,. enforcement action, records, reports, and notifications; and 

b. On-scene investigations of all accidents involving a fatality, personal injury, or one or more 
vehicle~; that must be towed from the scene. 

I'GJS 
t\11 agencies provide the basic fUnction of traffic accident management. On occasion, 
particularly during multiple-car accidents or inclement weather conditions, personnel 
from municipal, county, and state agencies work together to provide emergency 
assistance. 
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Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Stand8.rd 

3. Every local government with responsibility for traffic direction and control should perform the basic 
fUnction of traffic control and direction which has a direct and immediate effect on traffic flow. Such 
activities are those which have an immediate and direct effect. These activities: 

a. May include intersection control, parking control, pedestrian control, police escort, special event 
control, and hazard control; 

b. Should be transferred, wherever possible, from the police agency to another local government 
agency, or be undertaken by the pOlice agency but assigned to nonsworn employees; 

c. Should not be performed by employees if the need can be anticipated in advance, and electronic 
traffic control devices can be installed, unless employees are cost-effective. 

IGJS 
Except in a number of the larger jurisdictions, patrol officers are required to provide the 
traffic direction and control. function. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

4. Every police agency should develop and implement written policies governing the investigation of 
traffic accidents, enforcement of State and local traffic laws and regulations, and traffic direction. Police 
chief executives should insure that these polici~s are regularly communicated to all supervisors and line 
personnel. These policies should include guidelines on: 

a. Physical arrests, issuance of warnings and citations, and transportation of arrestees; 
b. Investigation of traffic accidents; 
c. Interjurisdictional responsibility and authority for traffic supervision; and 
d. Ancillary services that have an indirect effect on traffic flow. 

IGJS 
Written agency policy will only be promulgated in the larger departments. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

5. Every State should assume complete responsibility for licenSing all drivers of motor vehicles, vehicle 
registration, vehicle inspection, vehicle weight control, carrier and commercial regulations. 

a. Activities that do not require peace officer status shoulld be assigned to nonsworn personnel. 
b. Observed failure to comply with driver licensing, vehicle registration, and equipment and safety 

regulations, should be subject to citation or reported to the appropriate agency through clearly 
established channels of communications. 

IGJS 
The Department of Public Safety and the Department of Transportation have complete 
respor,sibility for the registration and inspection of all motor vehicles and the licensing of 
all drivers. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 
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6. Every police agency stlOuld employ, where necessary, specialized equipment operated by specially 
trained personnel to implement effective traffic programs. 

IGJS 
Many law enforcement agencies use advanced speed detection devices, such as radar and 
vascar, to ensur!=l compliance with posted speed limits. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

7. Municipal police agencies employing more than 400 personnel should, consistent with an analysis of 
need, establish specialized accident investigation and traffic enforcement units. These units: 

a. Should be staffed with as few personnel as the local traffic problem will permit; and 
b. Should be functionally decentralized to the more effective command level. 

IGJS 
There are very few agencies in the state with the need for specialized accident 
investigation units. Many of these agencies already have formal traffic units who are 
responsible for accident investigations. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

8. Every police agency should make assignments for all traffic functions on the basis of traffic volume, 
accident experience, violation frequency, and congestion. 

a. Selective enforcement techniques should be implemented through aSSignment of men and 
equipment by time and location on the basis of demonstrated need. 

b. The establishment of a selective enforcement task force should be considered when the State or 
community accident death rate exceeds the national average or exceeds the average for the State 
or community for the last 3 years. 

c. Every police agency should have at least one employee specially trained in highway safety 
management and able to plan and evaluate effective traffic safety programs. 

d. Specialization shoL;ld be limited according to need, and the major street traffic duties should be 
performed by patrol officers. 

IGJS 
Data reveals that all law enforcement agencies with the available personnel and equipment 
incorporate selective enforcement techniques into their traffic control function. Statistical 
data is often used by the agency's traffic unit or specialist to determine where and when 
selective enforcement should take place. 

Anaiysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

9. Every police agency should be capable of performing, or arrange for the performance of, activities 
necessary to support traffic line functions. These activities: 

a. May include administration, planning, budgeting, personnel management, research and 
analysis, public information, training, communications, transportation, records and identifica
tion, property control, equipment supply, and laboratory services; and 
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b. Should enable the police agency to gather and analyze traffic information and to maintain records 
to guide the agency in the safe movement of traffic. 

ICJS 
Only the largest urban areas and the IHP have a fairly extensive planning and analytical 
capability. Most smaller agencies cooperate with the IHP and rely upon DPS 
computer-derived data to formulate their own traffic control programs. Since the IHP has 
jurisdiction over all rcads in unincorporated areas (outside tho houndaries of 
muni(;ipalities) they must, out of necessity, Incorporate selective enforcef>1('!"t techniques. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

,10. Every police agency should periodically release traffic safety informa!tion and traffic'safety educational 
material to the general public, and should cooperate with appropriate educational institutions in the 
preparation and presentation of traffic safety educational programs. 

ICJS 
All of the major urban departments periodically release traffic safety data to the general 
public. These agencies have extensive programs and specialized personnel, usually from 
the community relations unit, who make presentations at local schools and civic 
organizations. Traffic education officers are supplied by the' IHP to conduct public 
information programs in rural areas throughout the state. 

Analysis 
~CJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.7 
CRIMIINAL INVESTIGATION 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.6 CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Every police agency immediately should direct patrol officers to conduct thorough preliminary inves
tigations and should establish in writing priorities to insure that investigative efforts are spent in a 
ma.nner that will best achieve organizational goals. 

1. Every police agency should recognize that patrol officers are preliminary investigators and that they 
should conduct thorough preliminary investigations. However, investigative speCialists should be 
assigned to very seriolls or complex preliminary irlvestigations when delay will not hamper the 
investigation. 

:2.. Every police agency should establish only as many specialized criminal investigative units as needed, 
staffed only with the number of personnel necessary to conduct timely investigations that lead to 
organizational objectives. The thoroughness of preliminary investigations by patrol officers should be 
insured, to reduce followup investigative efforts. 

ICJS 
Generally, patrol officers are not recognized as preliminary investigators in those 
dep3rtments with criminal investigation units. Specialized units may be overstaffed and 
inefficient. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should establish investigative priorities according to the seriousness of the crime, 
how recently it was reported, the amount of readily available information about SUSP€cts, the availability 
of agency resources, and community attitudes. 

ICJS 
Investigative priorities are established informally according to the seriousness of the 
crime, amount of available information, e.t.al. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency employing 75 or more personnel should assign fUll-time criminal investigators. 
Every agency with fewer than 75 personnel should assign criminal investigation specialists only where 
specific needs are present. 

a. Specialization within the criminal investigation unit should take place only when necessary to 
improve overall efficiency within the agency. 

b. Criminal investigation operations should be decentralized to the most effective command level. 
However, unusual cases or types of cases may be investigated by a centralized unit. 

ICJS 
All departments in Iowa with 75 + personnel maintain full-time investigators. Smaller 
departments maintain eitr"ier full- or part-time capabilities. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should establish quality control procedures to insure that every reported crime 
reL:eives the investigation it warrants. These procedures should include: 

a. A followup report of each open investigation every 10 days and command approval of every 
continuance of an investigation past 30 days; 

b. Constant inspection and review of individual, team, and unit criminal investigation reports and 
investigator activity summaries; and 

c. Individual, team, and unit performance measures based at least on arrests and dispositions, 
crimes cleared, property recovered, and caseload. 

ICJS 
There is little indication that police agencies have established quality control procedures 
for investi8ations. Available data indicates that agencies do not require a written follow-up 
report to be filed on open investigations every 10 days. Command approval for every 
investigation lasting past 30 days need not be obtained. If investigatory activities and 
reports are inspected it occurs informally at irregular intervals. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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6. Every police agency with 15 or more personnel should consider the use of a case preparation operation 
to insure that all evidence that may lead to the conviction or acquittal of defendants is systematically 
prepared and presented for .-eview by the prosecuting authority. A technician should be employed to 
handle any or all of the functions listed, whenever an agency can improve the quality of case preparation 
at the same or reduced cost. 

a. Policies and procedures should be developed in cooperation with representatives of the local 
prosecutorial and judicial systems, and should contain the information required by all three 
systems. 

b. All police information on each case prepared for prosecution should be in a systematically pre
pared, written report that contains the following documentation: copies of the incident report; 
followup reports; identification and laboratory reports; and any other reports necessitated by the 
invest igat ion. 

G. Every case also should contain written documentation relating to all case disposition information 
and notification records. 

d. The case preparation technician may: establish case files and insure their completeness; pre
sent case files to prosecutors; present subjects in custody for arraignment, or obtain a warrant 
and disseminate warrant information; represent the agency at ali pretrial hearings; notify 
witnesses; document final dispositions of cases; and return the case report file to the origi
nating unit for retention. 

ICJS 
The completeness of cases prepared for prosecution varies between -3.gencies. Generally, 
policies and procedures for case preparation have not been developed in cooperation with 
representatives of the local prosecutorial and judicial systems. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

'1. Every police agency should coordinate criminal investigations with all other agency operations. This 
coordination should be supported by; 

a. Ciearly defined procedures for the exchange of information between investigative specialists and 
between those specialists and uniformed patrol officers. 

b. Systematic rotation of general ists into investigative specialties; and 
c. Equitable publicity of the efforts of all agency elements. 

ICJS 
Although there is liaison between patrol personnel and criminal specialists, it is often 
achi~wed through informal channels. Data indicates that, in most agencies, patrol per
sonnet are not regularly rotated into specialist positions. It is unlikely that patrol officers 
are awarded equitable publicity for joint specialist/patrol efforts. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDAF(D 9.8 
SPECIAL CRIME TACTICAL FORCES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.7 MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL 

TASKS AND TACTICAL FORCES 

Every police agency employing more than 75 personnel should have immediately available, consistent 
with an analysis of its need, a flexible and highly mobile tactical force for rapid deployment against 
special crime problems. 
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1. Every chief executive should establish written polici f3S and procedures that gov€Jrn deployment of the 
tac; i.::al force against any problem. These policies and procedures should stipulate at least: 

a. That the tactical force will be deployed on the basis of current crime pattern analyses or validated 
current information on expected crime activity; 

b. That the tactical force will be deployed against a problem only when the regularly assigned patrol 
force is not adequate to be effective against that problem; and 

c. That tactical force deployment strategy will be based on an objective an.~lysis of the problem. 
o'/ert saturation as a highly visibie preventive strategy, and covert saturation as a low visibility 
detection and apprehension operation. 

2. Every police agency employing more than 400 personnel shou!d consider maintaining a full-time 
tactical force, and every agency employing more than 75 but fewer than 400 should consider maintaining 
a full-or part-time tactical force, depending on local problems. 

a. The numerical strength of the tactical force should depend on agency needs and local problems. 
b. A full-time tactical force should include an analytical staff element. 
c. A part-time tactical force should use qualified personnel from anywhere within the agency. 
d. Every tactical force should have a central headquarters and should operate from that head

quarters when deployed against a problem. 
e. Field commanders should be informed of tactical force activities within their area of responsi

bility. Tactical force·activities should be consistent with the policies of the field commander of 
each area in which thay are working. 

f. Every tactical force should be equipped with necessary equipment, vehicles, radios, vision devices, 
and weapons. 

ICJS 
According to all available data, only the Des Moines P.O. maintains a unit that can func
tion as a special crime tactical force. There, the chief executive has established written 
poliCies and procedures governing their operations. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.9 
VICE OPERATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.8 VICE OPERATIONS 

Every police agency should immediately insure its capability to conduct effective vice operations against 
illegal gambling, traffic in liquor, prostitution, pandering, pornography, and o~sence conduct. These 
operations should be capable of reducing the incidence of vice crimes and related criminal activity. 

\ 

1. Every chief executive should establish written policies governing vice operations. The policies, 
consistent with existing statutes: 

a. Should reflect community attitudes toward vice crimes, the severity of the local vice problem on 
other local crime problems. 

b. Should acknowledge that the patrol force is responsible for taking enforcement action against all 
vice violations they see. 

2. Every pOlice agency employing more than 75 personnel should have a full·time vice investigation 
capability. Every agency employing fewer than 75 personnel may assign vice operations specialists on a 
full-or part-time baSis, depending on the local problem. 

ICJS • 
All departments with 75 + personnel maintain full- or' part time specialized capabilities to 
cope with vice crime problems. Often, when a part time capability is maintained, 
personnel assigned to similar operations are responsible for vice enforcement. Generally, 
chief executives have not promulgated vice policy. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice if different than NAC Standard 

3. Every chief executive shouid insure close coordination and continual exchange of information between 
vice, narcotic and drug, patrol, and intelligence operations, and close liaison with other agencies 
conducting similar operations. 

ICJS 
In those agencies conducting vice operations there is, to the extent practical, information 
flow within the agency. However, there are indications that adjoining departments often 
do not share information on mutual problems. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should provide vice operations with special funds, specialized equipment, 
vehicles, vision devices, and· any other physical support necessary to conduct effective vice operations. 
5. Every chief executive should insure that every field commander reports in writing every 30 days to the 
chief executive, or his designee, the form and extent of the current vice problem in his area and the effort 
of vice operations on that problem. This report should contain: 

a. The number of vice arrests by type of offense and location; 
b. Information received on vice problems; and 
c. Current vice operations directed against area vice problems. 

ICJS 
It is evident that the head of the vice unit must compete with all other units for additional 
funding when the annual police budget is being prepared. 
In agencies where there is full-time vice investigation capability, the chief executive is 
made fully aware of current problems and operations on either a daily, weekly, or monthly 
basis. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. Every police chief executive should insure, through written policies and procedures, that every vice 
complaint received by his agency will be reduced to writing and investigated as thoroughly as possible. 
Vice complaint policies and procedures should provide that: 

a. All vice complaints be distributed to the chief executive or his designee, and to the vice unit; 
b. Every 10 days a written followup report on each vice complaint be made to indicate the progress 

of the investigation; and 
c. Every vice complaint investigation not completed within 30 days of its receipt be reviewed and 

that all necessary steps be taken to expedite the investigation. 

ICJS 
It is improbable that all vice complaints are distributed to the chief and that they will re
ceive equal attention. Further, it is doubtful that the chief executive will receive a written 
follow-up report every ten days during the investigation. Only a few agencies give priority 
to those investigations lasting more than one month. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different that NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.10 
NARCOTIC AND DRUG INVESTIGATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.9 NARCOTICS AND DRUG INVESTIGATIONS 

Every police agency should acknowledge the direct relationship between narcotic and drug offenses and 
other criminal activity, and should have available a narcotic and drug investigation capability based on 
that acknowledgment. 

1. Every police agency should provide fundamental narcotic and drug investigation training to every I 
officer during basic training. 

ICJS 
All law enforcement personnel undergo fundamental narcotic and drug investigation 
training during mandatory basic training. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should cooperate in and, where necessary, establish narcotic and drug abuse 
awareness programs, such as school system educational programs, civic group programs, multi-agency 
programs, and Analysis Anonymous programs. 

ICJS 
Law enforcement agencies Ilave had limited involvement in sponsoring drug prevention 
programs. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency employing more than 75 personnel should have a full-time narcotic and drug 
investigation capability. Personnel in srnaller agencies may be assigned where justified by the local 
problem. ,-

a. The number of personnel assigned to the narcotic and drug operation should be determined by 
the local problem. 

b. Where appropriate in agencies with 75 or less personnel, drug and narcotic operations may be 
consolidated with vice operations. 

c. Drug and narcotic operations should be decentralized to the extent that the agency is; however, a 
central drug and narcotic unit should be maintained to coordinate the decentralized operations. 

ICJS 
All available data indicates that all of the major departments (75 + sworn personnel),main
tain full-time narcotics personnel. In smaller agencies, usually in rural areas, the services 
of the D.N.D.E. (State Division of Narcotic and Drug Enforcement) are available free of 
charge. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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4. Every police agency should insure coordination and the continual exchange of information between 
officers assigned to narcotic and drug enforcement, vice enforcement, intelligence, and uniformed patrol. 
5. Every chief executive should establish written policies and procedures requiring t.hat every narcotic 
and drug complaint will be reported in w~iting and thoroughly investigated. These policies and 
procedures should provide that: 

a. All narcotic and drug complaints be distributed to the chief executive or his delegate, and to the 
central narcotic and drug unit; 

b. A written followup report of every open drug or narcotic investigation be prepared every 30 days 
to indicate the progress of the investigation; 

c. Individual, team, and unit narcotic and drug investigation reports and activity summaries be 
inspected and reviewed continually; 

d. Individual, team, and unit performance measures continually be applied to drug and narcotic 
operations. These measures should include arrests and dispositions; number of purchases by 
type of drug or narcotic, quantity and quality of seized narcotics and drugs, other crimes cleared, 
and working caseload. 

ICJS 
Agency narcotic enforcement policies are often vague and meaningless. It is not standard 
procedure to distribute reports of all investigations to the chief executive. Furthermore, 
most agencies do not require a written followup report to be prepared every 30 days to 
indicate the status of the investigation. Prepared reports, as well as the unit's activities, 
are usually not formally reviewed. In most instances, the unit's performance is evaluated 
by the unit commander and the chief in an informal manner. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency should provide narcotic operations with special funds and specialized equipment 
such as vehicles, electronic equipment, and vision devices necessary to conduct effective narcotic and 
drug operations. 

ICJS 
Narcotic units may not be provided with sufficient equipment due to the generally 
inadequate funding made available to law enforcement agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 9.11 
INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
16.10 INTELLIGENCE 

Every police agency and every State immediately should establish and maintain the capability to gather 
and evaluate information and to disseminate intelligence in a manner which protects every Individual's 
right to privacy while it curtails organized crime and public disorder. 

1. Every State should establish a central gathering, analysis, and storage capability, and intelligence 
dissemination system. 

a. Every pOlice agency should actively partiCipate in providing information and receiving intelli
gence from this system. 
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b. Every police agency should designate at least one person to be responsible for liaison with the 
State intelligence system. 

c. Every State intelligence system should disseminate specific intelligence to local agencies 
according to local needs and should disseminate general information throughout the State. 

ICJS 
At the present time, intelligence gathering operations in Iowa is in a state of flux. As a 
result of recent legislation (Section 749B Criminal History Data Act), strict limitations ',vere 
placed upon its storage (Section 749B.8 prohibits intelligence or surveillance data from 
being placed in computer storage system) and its dissemination to local police agencies. 
As a result of these restrictions, as well as various other obstacles, an efficient and cost
effective system has yet to be developed. 
Currently, all statewide intelligence gathering is conducted by the Criminal Conspiracy 
Unit (D. P.S.). To facilitate liasion with the urban agencies, most urban agencies designate 
an officer in their investigation division to function as a liaison officer. Liaison is also 
maintained with other enforcement divisions within the D.P.S. and adjacent agencies. The 
flow of intelligence data normally occurs in a somewhat informal manner. Local agencies 
are neither required nor obligated to provide information to the C.C.U.; C.C.U data is 
usually forwarded to local agencies only when it is expedient to do so. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every local agency should participate, where appropriate, in the establishment of a regional 
intelligence system. Every regional intelligence system should participate actively in'the State system. 

!CJS 
Although there are no formalized regional intelligence systems, there are indications that 
many agencies in adjoining jurisdictions do cooperate and share intelligence data. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency with more than 75 personnel should have a full-time intelligence capability. 
a. The number of personnel assigned to this operation should be based on local conditions. 
b. The intelligence operation should be centralized; however, intelligence speCialists may be 

assigned, where appropriate, to major transportation centers. 
c. When the size of the intelligence operation permits, organized crime intelligence should be 

separate from civil disorder intelligence. 
d. In smaller agencies the intelligence specialist should be required to take direct entorcement 

action only where limited agency resources make it absolutely necessary. In larger agencies the 
intelligence specialist should be required to take direct enforcement action only where a serious 
threat to life or property makes it absolutely necessary. 

e. The intelligence operation should include an independent and well-secured reporting and record 
system. 

ICJS 
While all urban departments maintain intelligence gathering capabilities, only the largest 
departments have specialized intelligence units. Agencies without full-time staff usually 
assign a supervisory officer in the investigative division to collect data and maintain 
liaison with the C.C.U. The C.C.U. maintains liaison with nation-wide intelligence agen
cies ~nd upon request, assists any local agency in collecting data. 
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In accordance with the Criminal History Data Act, all intelligence data is to be kept apart 
from the regular record system; access to such data is to be so restrictive as to insure 
security and privacy. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should insure exchange of information and coordination between the intelligence 
operation and all other operational entities of the agency and with other government agencies. 

ICJS 
As noted, cooperation among D.P.S, and county, and municipal law enforcement agen
cies is sporadic and conducted on an ad hoc basis. There is much concern over how the 
Criminal History Data Act will affect the flow of intelligence data. It is believed that further 
interpretation of the Act, probably by the courts, will be a prerequisite to the creation of a 
formal systematic exchange of intelligence information. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should supply its intelligence operation with the funds, vehicles, vision devices, 
and other specialized equipment necessary to implement an effective intelligence operation. 

ICJS 
See 9.10 (.6) 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 10.1 
ASSIGNMENT OF CIVILIAN POLICE PERSONNEL 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
11.1 CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES 

Every police agency should assign civilian personnel to positions that do not require the exercise of 
police authority or the application of the special knowledge, skills, and aptitudes of the professional 
peace officer. To determine the proper deployment of civilian and sworn personnel, every agency 
immediately: 

1. Should identify those sworn positions which: 
a. Do not require that the incumbent have peace officer status under local, state, or Federal statute; 
b. Do not require that the incumbent exercise the full police power and authority normally exercised 

by a peace officer; 
c. Do not require that the incumbent possess expertise which can be acquired only through actual 

field experience as a sworn pol ice officer; and 
d. Do not contribute significantly to the professional development of sworn personnel. 

2. Should designate as civilian those positions that can be filled by a civilian employee according to the 
foregoing criteria; 
3. Should staff with qualified civilian personnel all positions designated for civilians; 
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4. Should provide a continuing audit of all eXisting and future positions to determine the feasibility of 
staffing with civilian personnel. 

ICJS 
Based upon the available information, it can only be assumed that each agency's admini
strator decides which positions can be filled by civilians. There is no evidence that formal 
review is standard operating procedure in any agency. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Iowa's law enforcement agencies have, for a period of time, been cognizant of the advan
tages which employing civilians bring. While civilians, mostly women, have traditionally 
served as secretaries and clerks, rising costs and a greater demand for police services have 
opened several new positions for them. 

5. Should develop a salary and benefit structure for civilian personnel commensurate with their position 
classifications; 
6. Should insure that an opportunity for career development exists within each civilian position 
classification where the nature of the position does not limit or bar such opportunity. 

ICJS 

While there is mobility in the larger agencies, civilians, for the most part, do not have any 
opportunity for career development. Civilians in positions of any responsibility are usually 
supervised by sworn personnel, thereby, prohibiting promotions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Police agencies often have difficulty retaining qualified personnel due to lack of opportu
nity for career development. If civilians were allowed to occupy supervisory positions then 
mobility for the sworn personnel would suffer. 

7. Should conduct indepth personal background investigations of civilian applicants for confidential or 
sensitive positions. These background investigations should be as thorough as those of sworn applicants. 

ICJS 
Generally, those civilians under consideration for positions directlY related to law en
forcement operations - radio operators, lab technicians - undergo only a limited personal 
background investigation. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

8. Should provide civilian training programs that insure the level of proficiency necessary to perform the 
duties of each assignment. 
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ICJS 
Civilians doirig specialized work either are taught on the job or must have the prerequisite 
training before initial employment. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

9. Should inform all civilian employees of the requirements for sworn police status and interview them to 
determine their interest or desire to seek such status subsequently, and should record all information 
obtained during such interviews; 
10. Should assign those civilian employees who express a desire to seek sworn status later to positions 
that will contribute to their professional development as pOlice officers. 

ICJS 
It is obvious that civilians employed by police agencies are cognizant of the process by 
which they attain sworn status, i.e., civil services or merit. There is no data which indi
cates that civilian personnel are formally interviewed, vis-a-vis sworn police status. 
Being that agencies have a limited- number of civilian positions, there is limited flexibility 
in assignments. Civilians expressing interest in a sworn position will only receive informal 
assistance from agency personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 10.2 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESERVE POLICE OFFICERS 11.2 RESERVE PEACE OFFICERS 

Every State and every police agency should consider employment of police reserve officers immediately 
to supplement the regular force of sworn personnel and increase community involvement in local police 
service. 

1. Every State immediately should establish minimum standards for reserve police officer selection and 
training according to the following criteria: 

a. Reserve officer selection standards should bE'! equivalent to those for regular sworn personnel 
except that the reserve specialist should be selected on the basis of those limited duties which he 
will perform. Reserve officer medical and age requirements may differ from those for regular 
sworn personnel since a retirement liability does not exist. 

b. Reserve officer training standards should be equivalent to those for regular sworn personnel, but 
reserve specialists should be trained according to the requirements of the specialty which they 
will perform. 

ICJS 
The CODE OF IOWA makes no provisions for the use of reserve officer units; no minimum 
standards have been established. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
There are strong indications that there is growing support for state control of reserve 
officers. This control would consist of 1) minimum qualifications which must be met by all 
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reservists, 2) mandatory formal training, and 3) limitations upon the reserves function and 
law enforcement role. . . 

2. Every police agency that has identified a specific need to augment its regular force of sworn 
personnel to alleviate manpower shortages or to cope with un!que deployment problems, should 
immediately 8stablish a police reserve program. To realize the maximum benefit from such a program, every 
agency: 

a. Should establish recruitment and selection criteria equivalent to those for regular sworn 
personnel, with the exception of medical and age requirements; 

b. Should provide reserve generalist training equivalent to that provided regular sworn personnel, 
and should provide reserve specialist training required by the specialty to which the reservist will 
be assigned; 

c. Should insure that the reserve training program meets or exceeds State standards that regulate 
the training of regular, part-time or reserve offioers; 

d. Should assign the reserve generalist to supplement regular police personnel in the day-to-day 
delivery of police services and assign the reserve specialist to perform services within a particular 
field of expertise; 

e. Should establish a reserve inservice training program equivalent to that for regular sworn per
sonnel; and 

f. Should furnish the reserve officer with the same uniform and equipment as a regular sworn officer 
only upon his completion of all training requirements. Until he has completed all training re
qUirements, his uniform should readily identify him as a reserve officer, and he should perform 
his duties only under the direct supervision of a regular sworn officer. 

ICJS 
Reserve officers do not undergo any formal basic training. In-service training for 
reservists, like that for regular sworn personnel, is in most agencies totally inadequate. 
Reserve officers are neither trained for nor assigned to specialist positions. 
Many reserve officers wear the same uniforms as sworn personnel. In several jurisdictions, 
reservists carry sidearms even though they often patrol without being supervised by 
sworn personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Although there is movement toward disbanding reserve units, many agencies still rely 
heavily upon them. There are basically two reasons for this: 1) large urban areas often 
need extra help for special occurrences of short duration; and 2) small agencies are able to 
providl~ a semblance of adequate police services. 
Whereas the use of reserve officers by urban areas can be beneficial, their use by small 
departments often yields unanticipated and undesired results. These include: 1) needed 
sworn personnel will not be hired; 2) enforcement of the law will be in the hands of indi
viduals whose integrity has never been determined; 3) reserve units function outside the 
law - there is no authority for their existence within the Iowa Code; and 4) since thy have 
not been trained, they are more likely to violate citizens constituional safeguards. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 11.1 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
USE OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE 1.9 PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE 

Every police agency should immediately establish liaison with professionals outside the police service 
who have expertise that can contribute to effective and efficient performance beyond the capabilities of 
agency employees. At a minimum, this liaison should implement working relationships, as necessary, 
with: 
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1. Medical professionals, particularly those with specific expertise in : 

a. Pathology; 
b. Gynecology; 
c. Psych iatry; 
d. Dentistry and orthodontics; 
e. Traumatic injuries; 
f. Medical laboratory technology; and 
g. Pharmacology 

ICJS 
Liaison between law enforcement and medical professionals, particularly in the rural areas 
of Iowa, is usually limited to homicide or suicide investigations. Pursuant to the CODE ot 
IOWA, section 339, law enforcement personnel must notify the county examiner when the 
cause of death is in the public interest. Aside from these occasions, there is little, if any, 
formal liaison. 
As described in section 339.2. countv medical examiners are reauired to be M.O.'s or 
D.O.'s. There is little indication that the examiners are specialists, such as pathologists. 
Consequently, comprehensive autopsiesiTlay not always by obtained. Realizing this 
deficiency the legislature created the position of State medical 'examiner (see section 
749A.5). 
To enSUn3 that 'ihe county medical examiner/law enforcement function is properly per
formed throughout the State, the State Medical Examiner is responsible for: 

1. Providing assistance, consultation, and training to county medical examiners and law 
enforcement officials. 

2. keeping complete records of all relevant information concerning deaths or crimes 
requiring investigation by the state medical examiner. 

3. To promulgate rules pursuant to chapter 17 A regarding the manner and techniques to 
be employed while conducting autopsies; the nature, character, and extent of investi
gations to be made in cases of homicide or suspected homicide necessary to allow a 
medical examiner to render a full and complete analysis and report; the format and 
matters to be contai ned in all reports rendered by med ical exam i ners; and all other 
things necessary to carry out this chapter. All county medical examiners and peace 
officers shall be subject to such rules. (Section 749A.6) 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Business, trade, and industrial professionals, particularly those knowledgeable in: 

a. Banking; 
b. Bookkeeping and accounting; 
c. Labor relations; 
d. The local economy; and 
e. Local industry, business, and trades. 

3. Educational professionals, particularly those with expertise in : 

a. Elementary, secondary, and vocational education; 
b. The physical, natural, and behavioral sciences; and 
c. Research. 
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4. Behavioral science resources with expertise in : 

a. Personnel selection, vocational assessment, and career counseling; 
b. Teaching, training, and educational programming; 
c. Research; 
d. Management consultation; 
e. Personai problem consulting; and 
f. Specialist consultation. 

5. Members of the clergy. 

ICJS 
As a rule, the more diverse and complex an agency is the greater the reliance upon pro
fessional expertise. Available data indicates that, to varying degrees, the larger depart
ments do maintain liaison with civilian professionals. However, such liaison is almost 
always not an on-going working relationship. Only when problems arise that cannot be 
solved by agency personnel will professional civilians be contacted. 
Many specialized personnel do maintain on-going working relations with certain groups of 
professionals. For example, juvenile detective will regularly contact local businessmen to 
secure employment of youths. Local businessmen will also periodically meet with agency 
specialists to develop crime prevention programs. Police-school liaison officers meet 
constantly with educators and school officials. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 11.2 
LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
1.8 LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

Every police agency should immediately acquire the legal assistance necessary to insure maximum 
effectiveness and efficiency in all its operations. 

1. Every police agency should make maximum use of the: offices of its city attorney or county attorney, 
the county prosecutor, and the State attorney general, to acquire the legal assistance it needs. If it is 
necessary to provide legal assistance supplementary to these sources, a police legal adviser should be 
employed. 

2. Every agency should obtain legal assistance in all agency operations where needed. This aSSistance 
may include: 

a. Provision of legal counsel to the pOlice chief executive in all phases of administration and 
operations; 
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b. Liaison with the city or county attorney, the county prosecutor, the State attorney general, the 
United Stated attorney, the courts, and the local bar association; 

c. Review of general orders, training bulletins, and other directives to insure legal sufficiency; 
d. Case consultation with arresting officers and review of affidavits in support of arrest and search 

warrants in cooperation with the prosecutor's office; 
e. Advisory participation in operations where difficult legal problems can be anticipated; 
f. Attendance at major disturbances-and an oncall status for minor ones-to permit rapid consul

tation regarding legal aspects of the incidents; 
g. Participation in training to insure continuing legal training at all levels within the agency; 
h. Drafting of procedural guides for the implementation of recent court decisions and newly enacted 

legislation; and 
i. Provision of legal counsel for ad hoc projects, grant proposal development, and special enforca

ment problems. 

3. Every police agency with 200 or more personnel should establish a police legal unit with at least one 
attorney as a full-time legal adviser. 

a. The size and composition of the legal unit should be proportionate to the size of the agency and 
the complexity of the legal assistance task. 

b. One attorney should be designated as the director or administrative head when two or more 
attorneys are employed. 

c. Adequate secetarial and clerical help should be provided, as well as police officers or law student 
interns for paralegal work. 

d. Organizationally, the legal unit should be a separate entity, similar to the house counsel of a 
corporation, reporting directly to the chief executive and readily available to him. 

e. Legal advisers should be civilian attorneys who serve at the request of the police chief executive. 

4. Every police agency with fewer than 200 persOinnel may justify the establishment of a police legal unit 
with at least one full-time attorney legal adviser. When a full-time attorney legal adviser cannot be 
justified, and adequate legal advice cannot be oibtained regularly by enlargement of the prosecutor's or 
the city or county attorney's role, the agency should obtain needed legal assistance through: 

a. Employment of part-time and contracted legal advisers; or 
b. Use of the services of a multiagency or a State police legal unit. 

5. Every police agency, in determining the need for a legal unit and the size of its staff, should consider 
at least the following: 

a. Whether the city or county attorney and tiil.'1county prosecutor are located near' police head
quarters; 

b. Whether the staffs of the city or county attorney and the county prosecutor are full-time or part
time, and whether they are permitted to engage in private practice; 

c. Whether the city or county attorney and the county prosecutor have effective legislative 
programs; 

d. Whether the county prosecutor's office can be consulted routinely on planned enforcement 
actions prior to arrests; 

e. Whether assistant prosecutors discuss pending cases adequately with arresting officers prior to 
trial; 

f. Whether the county prosecutor's office will draft affidavits for arrest and search warrants and give 
other' I&gal assistance whenever needed; 

g. Wh~trer the c:'ity or county attorney's staff i5 willing to answer routine questions; how promptly 
they respond to requests for written opinions; and how detailed and complete such opinions are; 

h. How willingly the city or county attorney files suits on behalf of the agency; how vigorously he 
defends suits against the agency and its members; and how experienced his staff is in matters of 
criminal law and police liability; . 

i. The educational level of police agency employees, comprehensiveness of preservice training 
given officers, and the quantity and quality of agency inservice training. 
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6. Every police agency should set firm minimum qualifications for the position of police legal adviser. 
These qualifications should require that each candidate for this position: 

a. Be a qualified attorney eligible, except for residence requirement, for admission to the Stale bar 
in the State in which he is employed and either licensed in the State or licensed in a State where 
licensing requires examination. He should become licensed in the State in which he is employed 
as soon as possible; 

b. Have a wide breadth of professional and practical experiences in criminal justice, preferably in 
criminal trial work; and 

c. Have attitudes and personality conductive to the development of trust and acceptance by police 
personnel. 

7. Every police agency employing a legal adviser should provide in the assignment of his duties that he 
not: 

a. Prosecute criminal cases; 
b. Decide what cases are to be prosecuted or what charges are to be brought except by agreement 

with the prosecutor; 
c. Be assigned tasks unrelated to the legal assistance function that would interfere with perfor

mance of that function; nor 
d. Either prosecute infractions of discipline before internal trial boards, or serve as a member of any 

trial or arbitration board. 

8. Every police agency employing a legal adviser who also engages in private practice should insure that 
he does not represent criminal defendants, bring a claim against a governmental agency he represents, 
lend his name to or have a financial interest in any law firm that represents criminal defendants, accept 
private business in an office located in a police station, or represent any police union or agency 
employee organization. 

ICJS 
Data indicates that most law enforcement agencies are provided with inadequate legal 
assistance. This is due to poor coordination between the agency and the local prosecu
tor's office. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARIJ 11.3 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Every State should immediately establish a police management consultation service to make technical 
assistance available at no cost to every police agency within the State. 

1. Every State should provide technical assistance teams capable of conducting an evaluation of an 
entire police agency or of a specific division or operation thereof, analyzing its effectiveness, and making 
recommendations for improvement. 
2. Every State should make this service available only upon the request of the chief executive of the 
police agency to receive the service. 
3. The technical assistance team should submit a written report of its findings together with its 
recommendations for improvements, to the police chief executive of the agency. 
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ICJS 
For all intents and purposes, there is no one State agency that functions as a consultation 
service for local police agencies. In the past, chief executives have had to contract private 
organizations, i.e., Internationai Association of Chiefs of Police, at great expense to 
conduct evaluations of the entire department. Occasionally, S.P.A. personnel will perform 
tbis service. Technical assistance in specific areas, however, is made available by various 
State agencies. 
Consequently, it is likely that chief executives CQuid obtain free technical assistance in 
many areas. However, no one organization is available for evaluating an entire department 
upon request. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 12.1 
THE EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
17.1 EVIDENCE COLLECTION 

Every State and every police agency should acknowledge the importance of efficient identification, 
collection, and preservation of physical evidence; its accurate and speedy analysis; and its proper 
presentation in criminal 'court proceedmgs. These are essential to professional criminal investigation, 
increased clearance of criminal cases, and ultimately, the reduction of crime. Every agency should 
insure the deployment of specially t~ained personnel to gather physical evidence 24 hours a day. 

1. Every police ageitcy immediately should consider the use of specially ~rained regular patrol officers to 
devote a maximum of 25 percent of their regular duty time to the location, collection, and preservation of 
physical evidence. 

ICJS 
The evidence collection function is served by regular patrol. officers, specialists, 
or B.C.1. specialists. Agencies do not utilize specially trained patrol-technician officers. 

AnalYSis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard. 

2. Every police agency with 75 or more personnel should consider immediately the use of specially 
trained evidence technicians to locatE), collect, and preserve physical evidence at crime scenes and to 
deliver such evidence to the appropriate laboratory facility. These technicians may partially or entirely 
eliminate the need for deployment Clf specially trained regular patrol officers in gathering physical 
e;.ddence. 

ICJS 
All agencies with 75 + pt~rsonnel maintain specialized collection capabilities. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should immediately provide for all incoming sworn personnel a formalized basic 
training course in evidence-gathering techniques to develop the agency's capacity to retrieve and use any 
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physical evidence present at the scene of a criminal investigation. Every sworn officer should then be held 
responsible for evidence collection in cases where an evidence technician or a specially trained patrol 
officer is not available. 

ICJS 
All law enforcement personnel who have completed the mandatory ILEA 240-hour basic 
training session tlave undergone several hours of evidence training; 3 hours of 
crime scene searches, 4 hours in how to record a crime scene, and 4 hours 
of photography. All patrol officers who conduct crime scene investigations are 
probably not responsible for the collection of evidence if specially trained per
sonnel are not available. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency with 1,000 or more personnel should immediately maintain a mobile evidence 
collection v~n conta!ning ~quipment for securing and illuminating large crime scene areas and for storing 
and preserving phYSical eVidence. The van should be staffed by qualified evidence technicians and should 
be used for major occurrences. ' 

ICJS 
The only mobile evidence collection van in the State is operated by the B.C.1. There are 
no police agencies in Iowa with 1,000 or more personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should be responsible for its own crime scene searches and should immediately 
insure that all crime scenes are thoroughly examined for physical evidence, and that all evidence 
collected is submitted to the appropriate laboratory facility for analysis. 

ICJS 
Although all police agencies are responsible for their own crime scene searches, 
B.C.1. assistance is usually requested by the smaller urban, suburan and rural agencies 
in instances of major crimes. On occassion, even the largest agencies will request B.C.1. 
assistance. 

Analysi~ .. 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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There are strong indications that many agencies, both large urban and small 
rural, will not request the assistance of the B.C.I. in order. to retain a semblance 
of autonomy. It is not unusual for the B.C.I. crime scene specialist to be called 
in days or" even weeks after the crime occurs. In these situations, it is impossible 
to do a meaningful analysis of the crime scene. Under current law there is nothing 
preventing a rural agency with only 3 sworn officers from conducting a complex 
homicide investigation entirely by themselves. 

6. Every State should, by 1975, provide specialized training for local evidence technicians on a 
centralized or regional basis in order to achieve a statewide level of proficiency in the collection of 
physical evidence. 

ICJS 
Specialized evidence collection training has not, as yet, been provided on a regional basis 
throughout Iowa. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 12.2 
THE CRIME LABORATORY 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
17.2 THE CRIME LABORATORY 

Every State by 1982 should establish a consolidated criminal laboratory system composed of local, 
regional, or State facilities capable of providing the most advance forensic science services to police 
agencies. 

1. Every police agency should immediately insure that it has access to at least one laboratory facility 
capable of timely and efficient processing of physical evidence and should consider use of each of the 
following: 

a. A local laboratory that provides analysis for high volume, routine cases involving 
substances such a~ narcotics, alcohol, and urine; routine analysis and processing of most 
evidence within 24 hours of its delivery; immediate analysis of certain types of evidence, 
such as narcotics, where the detention or release of a subject depends upon the analysis; 
and qualitative field tests and quantitative followup tests of narcotics or dangerous drugs. 

b. a regional laboratory (serving an area in excess of 500,000 population where at 
least 5,000 Part I offenses are reported annually) that provides more sophisticated 
services than the local laboratory, is situated within 50 miles of any agency it routinely 
serves, can process or analyze evidence within 24 hours of its delivery, and is staffed 
with trained teams of evidence technicians to assist in complex investigation beyond the 
scope of local agencies. 

c. A centralized State laboratory that provides highly technical analyses that are beyond the 
capabilities of local or regional facilities. 

ICJS 

Crime laboratory services in Iowa are provided for in the following manner; urban depart
ments who have a fairly constant need for laboratory analysis usually have arrangements 
with private labs or local hospitals to perform chemical analysis. These labs analyze 
routine substances such as blood, urine, and simple narcotics. 
Analyses done in this manner can be provided to the agency within 24 hours. In 
cases where the substance is complex and a sophisticated analysis is essential, 
or when rural agencies are not to analyze a routine substance locally, it is forwarded to the 
B.C.I. lab in Des Moines. 
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The B.C.I. Criminalistics laboratory, created in 1971, has assumed the responsibility 
of prC?viding criminalistics laboratory services to all of the state's law enforcement 
agencies. In addition to providing crime scene evidence technicians, they analyze 
all forms of criminal evidence, e.g., handwriting, latent fingerprints, photography, 
toxicology, drug analysis, and microanalysis. 
~s a result of a continually increasing workload coupled with under-staffing, there 
IS. usually a backlog of substance to be analyzed. However, when critical neeu is deter
mmed, the lab can perform an analysis within 24 hours after delivery 'of the substancE!. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Every crime laboratory within d police agency should be a part of the organizational entity that 
includes other support services, and should be directed by an individual who reports only to the agency's 
chief executive or to a staff authority who reports directly to the chief executive. 

ICJS 
Recognizing that even routine "wet-chemistry" work is performed by private labs or 
hospitals, those responsible for the analysis usually do not have knowledge of 
criminalistics. Those few agencies with crime labs can, at best, collect fingerprints, 
analyze tool marks, and do elementary photography and identification work. These 
labs are always located within the organizational structure of the agency and, in 
several agencies, located in the administrative services unit. In those agencies 
where the lab unit (usually called identification unit) is located within the investigative 
division, reports are not directly sent to the chief executive (administrative services). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. In maintaining a staff of formally qualified personnel who can pmvide efficient and reliable assistance 
in criminal investigations, every crime laboratory should provide that: 

a. Every employee responsible for the completion of scientific analyses or testing hold at least 
an earned baccalaureate degree in chemistry, criminalistics, or closely related field from 
an accredited institution, and have thorough working knowledge of laboratory procedures; 

b. Every employee performing supervised basic scientific tests or duties of a nonscientific 
nature meet the agency's requirements for the employment of regular sworn or civilian 
personnel; 

c. The laboratory director be familiar with management techniques necessary to perform 
his administrative functions satisfactorily; 

d. All laboratory personnel be adequately trained and experienced. 
e. Civilian personnel be used regularly so sworn personnel may be more appropriately 

deployed in other assignments, but provide that qualified sworn personnel be used when 
their abilities or expertise cannot be found elsewhere; 

f. The working staff be sufficient to meet the demands of the laboratory caseload; 
g. Salaries be commensurate with the specialized duties and qualifications of each position 

so that well-qualified personnel are attracted to and retained in these positions; 
h. Promotional and career paths for laboratory personnel result in salaries at least equal to those 

employed in other equivalent laboratories; and 
i. A clerical pool capable of handling all of the clerical needs of the laboratory be maintained. 

ICJS 
Aside from simple identificatIon work conducted by the local agencies, all evidence is 
analyzed by either local private labs and hospitals or the B.C.I. Criminalists Lab. It must 
be assumed that the local private and hospital labs employ competent personnel. It is 
evident that B.C.I. lab personnel are highly qualified. 
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Personnel in the Criminalistics Laboratory are usually civilians who are graduate chemists. 
In order to attract qualified individuals, their salaries are commensurate with the position's 
duties and responsibilities. Furthermore, promotional opportunities are, for the most part, 
on par with those employed by private laboratories. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

4. Every laboratory that employs more than 10 nonclerical personnel also should establish at least one 
research position for solving specific laboratory problems and developing -new laboratory techniques. 

ICJS 
While there is no formal research position within the B.C.I. Crime Lab, (here is evidence 
that research is being undertaken. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

5. Every police cllief executive should insure that the police laboratory function receives appropriate 
fiscal support and that the adequacy of its facilities i's considered in structuring the agency's annual 
budget; every laboratory director should be able to assess and control the amount, type, and quality of 
evidence received by the laboratory. 

ICJS 
Whereas local agency crime lab! identification units can adequate function without 
complex equipment, the B.C.I. lab must be provided with sophisticated facilities in 
order to be efficient and cot-effective. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency laboratory and every regional laboratory should receive from all agencies using its 
services partial annual support based on the number of sworn personnel employed by each agency, rather 
than on case costs. 

ICJS 
The B.C.1. Lab services all law enforcement agencies in Iowa without charge. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard -

7. Every crime laboratory director should, by 1974, design and implement a reporting system that 
provides data relative to its involvement in: 

a. Reported crimes; 
b. Investigated crimes; 
c. Suspects identified or located; 
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d. Suspects cleared; 
e. Suspects charged; 
f. Prosecutions; 
g. Acquittals; and 
h. Convictions. 

8. Every crime laboratory should establish close liaison immediately with: 
a. All other elements of the criminal justice system to insure that laboratory findings are 

consistent with law enforcement needs and are being effectively used as investigation tools; 
b. The scientific and academic establishments, to insure use of the latest techniques and 

devices available to the criminalist and the investigator. 

IC.JS 
It can be expected that crime lab personnel are cognizant of recent analytical techniques. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 12.3 
THE PROPERTY SYSTEM 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
17.3 THE PROPERTY SYSTEM 

Every police agency immediately shaull: pst" b Ish a system for the se, r lnd efficient stora~e. clas
sification. retrieval, and dispositiun ul 111~1i : ("I eVidentiary or other valu,' (i'?t come into the custody of 
tile agency. 

1. Every police agency, should establish a filing system that includes, but is not limited to: 
a. A chronolog ical "record of each occasion when property is taken into pol ice custody; 
b. A separate itemized list of all items of property that are taken into custody; 
c. A record that indicates the continuity of the property from its entry into the system 

to its final disposition. This record should include the name of each person accountable 
for each item of property at any given time. 

ICJS 
While the larger urban agencies have, out of necessity, a relatively efficient 
property filing system, the smaller agencies often operate in an informal manner. 
It is improbable that separate itemized lists of property are maintained by many 
of the urban departments. Most urban agencies do not maintain "fail-safe" 
procedures to insure that all property is accounted for at all times. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should conduct regular property inventories and property record audits to insure 
the integrity of the system. Such measures should be performed by p,ersonnel who are not charged with 
the care and custody of the property, and the results should be reported to the police chief executive. 
3. EVF:lry police agency should publish written procedures governing the function of the property system. 
All components of a multicomponent property system should be governed by the same procedures. 
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ICJS 
Only in those agencies with a formal property storage system will there be written pro· 
cedures governing the function of the property system. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency that uses full-time employees in its property function should assign civilian 
personnel to all elements of the property system in order to release sworn officers for assignment to 
those police functions requiring them. 

ICJS 
Agencies with a formal property system exclusively use sworn personnel in its operation. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should assign to the property function only those employees who are trained in 
the operation of the system. 

ICJS 
Employee's assigned to the property function are usually patrolmen who only receive 
on-the-job training. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency should insure that personnel assigned to the property function are not involved in 
authorizing the booking, release, or disposition of property. Suchauthorization should be provided by the 
booking officer, the investigating officer, or another designated sworn employee. 

ICJS 
According to all available information, personnel assigned to the property function may 
also responsible for the booking, release, or disposition of property. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

7. Every police agency should clearly designate the employee responsible for around-the-clock 
security of the property area and restrict entry of all other personnel into this area. 

ICJS 
Most agencies do not maintain a special room, or area, for the storage of property; 
all sworn personnel are able to gain access to the storage area. Generally. officers are 
not designated as being responsible for the security of the property. 
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Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 

8. Every police agency should institute close security and control measures to safeguard all money that 
comes into agency custody. 

IGJS 
Only those departments which frequently handle money have procedures to prevent 
its loss. In many agencies, money is handled in an informal manner. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

9. Every police agency should institute procedures to facilitate the removal of property from the system 
as soon as possible. 

a. All identifiable property should be returned as soon as practicable after the rightful 
owner is located. Prior to disposition, all such property should be checked against stolen property 
records and all firearms should be compared with gun records to make certain that no "wants" 
or "holds" exist for such items. 

b. Personnel assigned to locate the owners of identifiable property should not be involved in 
the arrest or prosecution of the persons accused of crimes involving that property. 

c. When property is no longer needed for presentation in court, and the owner cannot be 
determined, it should be disposed of promptly. 

IGJS 
The property system of most intermediate-size and small agencies is inefficient, irre!1ular, 
and insecure. Property may be retained long after it is needed for investigatory or pro· 
secutorial purposes. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 

10. Every police agency should insure that the property room includes; 
a. A sufficient amount of space and facilities for efficient storage of property and records; 
b. Easy access by agency personnel and by the public without lessening security or 

subjecting property to contamination; 
c. A temporary storage area for perishable property; and 
d. An area that provides an extra measure of security for the storage of narcotics and firearms. 

ICJS 
It is evident that many local agencies, particularly small rural departments, 
have insufficient storage capacity. Property is often stored in areas that are 
easily accessible to all agency personnel. It is unlikely that even the largest 
departments have the capacity to securely store perishable items. Data does 
indicate, however, that narcotics and firearms are normally stored in a reasonably secure 
manner. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAG Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 12.4 
THE DETENTION SYSTEM 

Every police agency currently operating a detention facility should immediately insure professionalism in 
its jail management and provide adequate detention services. Ev:.'!ry municipal police agency should, by 
1982, turn over all its detention and correctional facilities to an appropriate county, regional, or State 
agency, and should continue to maintain only those facilities necessary for short term processing of 
prisoners immediately following arrest. 

1. Every police agency that anticipates the need for fUll-time detention employees after 1975 should 
immediately hire a.nd train civilian personnel to perform its jail functions. 
2. Every municipal police agency currently operating its own detention facility should immediately 
consider using an easily accessible State or county facility for all detention except that required for initial 
processing of arrestees. Every agency should also consider using State or county facilities for the 
transfer of arrestees from initial processing detention to arraignment detention. 

ICJS 
In Iowa, municipal police depa-tments are. not responsible for maintaining detention 
and correctional facilities (jails). 
The jails in the several countins in the state shall be in charge of the respective 
sheriffs and used as prisons: . 
1. For the detention of persons charged with an offense and committed for trial 

or examination. 
2. For the detention of persons who may be committed to secure their attendance as 

witnesses on the trial of a criminal cause. 
3. For the confinement of persons under sentence, upon conviction for any offense, 

and of all other persons commetted for any cause authorized by law. 
4. For the confinement of persons subject to imprisonment under the ordinances of a city. 
The provisions of. this section extend -to persons detained or committed by authority 
of the courts of the United States as well as of this state. (Code uf Iowa, Sec. 356.1 
(1975). ) 
As a rule, municipal departments' detention' cells are only used for processing 
prisoners immediately after arrest. Only in those counties without adequate facilities 
for specific categories of inmates, i.e., women, will the municipal facility be 
used as a long-term detention and/or correctiona.l facility. 
While there is evidence that civilians are being employed to serve the municipal 
detention function, many agencies continue to rely primarily upon sworn personnel. 

Analysis 

ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STAN DARD 13.1 
GENERAL POLICE RECRUITING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
6.1 PEACE OFFICER RECRUITING 

Every police agency should insure the a'Jailability of qualified applicants to fill police officer vacancies by 
aggressively recruiting applicants when qualified candidates are not readily available. 

1. The police agency should administer its own recruitment program. 
a. The agency should assign to specialized recruitment activities employees who are thoroughly 
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familiar with the policies and procedures of the agency and with the ideals and practices of 
professional law enforcement; 

b. Agencies without the expertise to recruit police applicants successfully should seek 
expertise from the central personnel agency at the appropriate level of State or local 
government, or form cooperative personnel systems with other police agencies that are 
likely to benefit from such an association: every police agency, however, should 
retain administrative control of its recruitment activities. 

IG.JS 
In nearly all agencies, there is little evidence of active recruitment. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

2. The police agency should direct recruitment exclusively toward attracting the best qualified candi
dates. In so doing it: 

a. Should make college-educated applicants the primary targets of all recruitment efforts. 
b. Should concentrate recruitment resources according to the agency's need for personnel from 

varied ethnic backgrounds. 

ICJS 
Only limited action has been taken to recruit college graduates or minority group members. 
Generally, these efforts have been unsuccessful. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

3. Residency should be eliminated as a preemployment requirement. 

IGJS 
Based upon all available data, residency in the hiring agency's city, town, or county is not 
a preemployment requirement. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

4. The police agency should provide application and testing procedures at decentralized locations in 
order to facil itate the appl icant's access to the selection process. 

a. The initial application form should be a short, simple record of the minimum information 
necessary to initiate the selection process. " 

IGJS 
Taking into consideration that there are no metro sized municipalities, all applicants 
have relatively easy access to testing locations. Municipal and county agencies have only 
one application and testing location. D.P.S. applicants can apply at anyone of the numerous 
I.H.P. stations located throughout the State. 
While the length of the initial application may vary, most agencies are currently 
using forms that are quite extensive. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. The police agency should allow for the completion of minor routine requirements, such as obtaining a 
valid driver's license, after the initial application but before employment. 

ICJS 
Civil service guidelines vary as to whether or not applicants must meet routine minor 
requirements before initial application. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. The police agency, through various incentives, should involve all agency personnel in the recruitment 
and selection process. 
7. The police agency should seek professional assistance-osuch as that available in advertising, media, 
and public relations firms to research and develop increasingly effective recruitment methods. 

ICJS 
Data indicates that police agencies have not sought agency personnel involvement or 
professional guidance in developing more effectiVF~ recruitment methods. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

8. The police agency should evaluate the effectiveness of all recruitment methods continually so that 
succesful methods may be emphasized and unsuccessful ones discarded. 

ICJS 
There is little evidence that agencies formally evaluate their recruitment methods. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is differe,nt than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 13.2 
COLLEGE RECRUITING 

Every police agency that does not have a sufficient number of qualified applicants having appropriate 
college backgrounds to fill police officer vacancies as they occur should immediately implement a 
specialized recruitment program to satisfy this need. 

1. The police agency should establish permanent liaison with: 
a. Placement officers and career counselors in colleges and universities within a 50-mile radius of 

the police agency. 
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b. Faculty members and heads of departments that provide a curriculum specifically designed to 
prepare students for the police service. 

IGJS 
Generally, agencies do not maintain liaison with placement counselors or faculty heads 
from local academic institutions. 
Although agencies do not have liaison with career counselors, they may have informal 
contact with those faculty members teaching police science courses. This is the case 
when the faculty member is currently, or has been, an officer on the police force. In addi
tion, the officers enrolled in post-secondary courses may function as informal recruiters. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different that NAG Standard 

2. The police agency should implement a police student worker program that provides part-time 
employment for college students between the ages of 17 and 25 who have shown a sincere interest in a 
law enforcement career. Police student workers: 

a. Should be full-time students carrying a study load of at least 12 units per semester and should 
work for the police agency no more than 20 hours per week; during school vacations, full-time 
employment may be appropriate. 

b. Should meet the same physical, mental, and character standards required of police officers; 
appropriate and reasonable exceptions may be made for height and weight in relation to age. 

c. Should be assigned duties that prepare them for their future responsibilities as regular police 
officers. Student workers, however, should not have the authority of a regular police officer or be 
authorized to carry firearms. 

d. Should, after earning a baccalaureate degree, continue in the cadet program until a vacancy 
occurs on the regular police force. 

e. Should continue in the cadet program for the period of time required to earn the baccalaureate 
degree, if by age 25 they are 1 academic year away from earning the degree. 

IGJS 
Several departments have implemented "cadet" programs. While they were gen~'rally 
recognized as being worthwhile, several departments had to terminate them due to 
budgetary limitations. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

3. The police agency should compete actively with other governmental and private sector employer in 
recruitment efforts at nearby colleges and universities. The opportunity for a police officer to perform a 
valuable social service, and the opportunity for a progressive career, should be emphasized in college 
recruiting. 

IGJS 
Except for what has been noted above, formal police recruiting at local colleges is non
existent. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 
As noted, most agencies do prefer officers with some college education. Yet, there is very 
little affirmative action by the agencies. 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 13.3 
MINORITY RECRUITING 

Every police agency immediately should insure that it presents no artificial or arbitrary barriers--cultural 
or institutional--to discourage qualified individuals from seeking employment or from being employed as 
police officers. 

1. Every pOliGe agency should engage in positive efforts to employ ethnic minority group members. 
When a substantial ethhic minority population resides within the jurisdiction, the police agency should 
take affirmative action to achieve a ratio of minority group employees in approximate proportion to the 
makeup of the population. 
2. Every police agency seeking to employ members of an ethnic minority group should direct recruitment 
efforts toward attracting large numbers of minority applicants. In establishing selection standards for 
recruitment, special abilities such as the ability to speak a foreign language, strength and ability, or any 
otller compensating factor should be taken into consideration in addition to height and weight 
requirements. 

ICJS 
Due to Civil Service and Pension Board regulations, pre-existing physical requirements for 
police personnel cannot be altered to accommodate minority group member entrance into 
the agency. An individual's special abilities cannot compensate for his/her lack of 
minimum entrance requirements. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every ,police agency seeking to employ qualified ethnic minority members should research, develop, 
and implement specialized minority recruitment methods. These methods should include: 

a. Assignment of minority police officers to the specialized recruitment efforts; 
b. Liaison with local minority community leaders to emphasize police sincerity and encourage re

ferral of minority applicants to the police agency; 
c. Recruitment advertiSing and other material that depict minority group police personnel per

forming the police function; 
d. Active cooperation of the minority media as well as the general media in minority recruitment 

efforts; 
e. Emphasis on the comminity service aspect of police work; and 
f. Regular personal contact with the minority applicant from initial application to final determi

nation of employability. 

ICJS 
Most law enforcement agencies in Iowa with a substantial minority population have taken 
action to recruit these individuals. Data indicates, however, that many of these efforts 
have not been wholly successful. 

AnalysiS 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police chief executive should insure that hiring, assignment, and promotion policies and 
practices do not discriminate against minority group members. 
5. Every police agency should evaluate continually the effectiveness of specialized minority recruitment 
methods so that successful methods are emphasized and unsuccessful ones discarded. 
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ICJS 
It can be expected that those departments sincere in their desire to attract minority appli
cants will seek the most effective recruitment methods. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 13.4 
STATE MANDATED MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR THE SELECTION OF POLICE OFFICERS 

Every State, by 1975, should enact legislation establishing a State commission empowered to develop 
and enforce State minimum mandatory standards for the selection of police officers. This legislation 
should provide that the commission represent local government. 

1. The majority of this commission should be composed of representatives of local law enforcement 
agencies to insure responsives to local needs. Police practitioners, other members of the criminal justice 
system, and local government officials should be selected as commission members for a fixed term. 

ICJS 
The Iowa law enforcement academy council was created by the legislature to establish 
minimum mandatory standards for peace officers in Iowa. (CODE OF IOWA, Sec. 80B) In 
1974, the General Assembly revised the membership of the council and it now consists of 
12 members each having a four year term. Of these, only 3 members are required to have 
law enforcement backgrounds; no members are appointed to represent local agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. This commission should insure that standards are met be inspecting for local compliance, and 
certifying as competent to exercise police authority, only those police officers who have met the 
mandated standards. The commission should establish minimum standards for: 

a. Age, with consideration given to lowering the present minimum age of 21 and to establishing a 
maximum recruitment age that reflects the physical demands placed upon a police officer and the 
retirement I iabil ity of police agencies; 

b. Physical health, strength, stature, and ability, with consideration given to the physical demands 
of police work; 

c. Character, with consideration given to the responsibilities of police officers and the need for 
public trust and confidence in police personnel; 

d. Personality profile, with consideration given to the need for personnel who are psychologically 
healthy and capable of enduring emotional stress; and 

e. Education, with consideration given to the mental skills and knowledge necessary to perform the 
police function properly. 

ICJS 
Mimimum requirements have also been established by the I.L.E.A. Council in the fol
lowing areas: (Iowa Departmental Rules, 1973, p. 609) 

1. height 
2. weight 
3. vision 
4. hearing 
5. physical, emoticilal or mental condition 
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The council requires that all police candidates undergo a fingerprint check and back
ground investigation; not be a felon, consciencilJus objector, or be addicted to alcohol or 
narcot ics; and be of good moral character. 
The candidate must also be able to read and write english and have graduated high school 
or possess an equivalency certificate. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
The .current minimum standards established by the council do not truly prevent 
incompetent individuals from becoming officers. These minimum requirements only 
screen those who arel obviously incompetent and unfit. The NAC suggests that minimum 
requirements are to be so highly selective as to permit only an exceptional candidate to 
join a police force. 

3. The commission should establish minimum standards that incorporate compensating factors such as 
education, language skills, or e)~pHrience in excess of that required if such factors can overcome minor 
deficiencies in physical requiremfmts such as age, height, or weight. 

ICJS 
The council has not, in its minimum mandatory requirements, authorized the use of 
compensatory factors. While higher standards are not prohibited, no police candidate can 
be I.L.E.A. certified unless he/she meets all minimum requirements. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

4. Every State should provide sufficient funds to enable this commission: 
a. To employ a full-time executive director and a staff large enough to carry out the basic duties of 

the commission; and 
b. To meet periodically. 

ICJS 
A budget for the council has been provided for by the Legislature, (Section 80B.14) They 
are required to meet at least 4 times each year. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 13.5 
THE SELECTION PROCESS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
7.2 THE SELECTION PROCESS 

Every police agency immediately should employ a fOimal process for the selection of qualified police 
applicants. This process should include a written test of mental ability or aptitude, an oral interview, a 
physical examination, a psychological examination, and an in-depth background investigation. 

1. Every police agency should measure applicants' mental ability through the use of job-related ability or 
aptitude tests rather than general aptitude tests. These job-related ability tests should meet the 
requirements of Federal Equal Employment Opportunties Commission guidelines. 
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2. Every police agency, by 1975, should retain the services of a qualified psychiatrist or psychologist to 
conduct psychological testing of police applicants in order to screen out those who have mental 
disorders or are emotionally unfit for police work. 

IGJS 
Only a few of the larger agencies have police applicanls checked for psychological 
deficiencies. The availability of psychologist is the major factor in determining whether or 
not such exams will be administered. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

3. E'lery police agency should use the results of psychological testing as a positive predictor of later 
performance within the police service only when scientific research establishes the validity and reliability 
of ~:uch a predictor. 

IGJS 
Standardized psychological tests are usually administered only by the larger departmt9nts. 
These exams, for the most part, are not good predictors of future performance and, there
fore, are not used for that purpose. Their only purpose is to prevent severely mentally dis
ordered persons from becoming officers. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 

4. Every police agency should conduct an indepth background investigation of every police applicant 
before employment. The policies and procedures governing these investigations at least should insure 
that: 

a. To the extent practicable, investigations are based upon personal interviews with all persons who 
have valuable knowledge of the applicant; 

b. The polygraph examination is used where appropriate, but is not allowed to substitute for a field 
investigation; 

c. The rejection of police applicants is job related; and 
d. Police applicants are not disqualified on the basis of arrest or conviction records alone, without 

consideration of circumstances and disposition. 

IGJS 
The comprehensiveness of the background investigation will vary widely between juris
dictions. For the most part, they are superficial if conducted at all. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

5. Every police agency should insure that no more than 8 weeks pass from the time of initial application 
to final determination of employability; that applicants are promptly notified of the results of each major 
step in the selection process, and that the selection process is cost effective. 
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ICJS 
The length of the application/approval procedure may vary from 1 week to several months. 
In general, applicants will be notified of their employment status approximately two 
months after written test. 
Most civil service commissions do not I{eep applicants notified during the selection 
process. Only when the hiring lists have been presented to the police agency will appli
cants become aware of their status. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency should direct, into other temporary employment within the agency, qualified 
police applicants who because of lack of vacancies cannot be employed immediately in the position for 
which they have applied. 

ICJS 
The candidates selected by the civil service must wait on the certified list until the agency 
is able to hire him/her. This list remains in effect until the next test is administered. 
During this period candidates are not offered temporary employment within the agency 
because of limited funds. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 13.6 
EMPLOYMENT OF WOMEN 

Every police agency should immediately insure that there exists no agency policy that discourages 
qualified women from seeking employment as sworn or civilian personnel or prevents them from realizing 
their full employment potef'ltial. Every police agency should: 

1. Institute selection procedures to facilitate the employment of women; no agency, however, should 
alter selection standards solely to employ female personnel; 
2. Insure that recruitment, selection, ~raining, and salary pOlicies neither favor nor discriminate against 
women; 
3. Provide career paths for women allowing each individual to attain a position classification comensurate 
with her particular degree of experience, skill, and ability; and 
4. Immediately abolish all separate organizational entities composed solely of policewomen except those 
which are identified by function or objective, such as a female jail facility within a multi-unit police 
organization. 

ICJS 
Except for clerical positions, which are predominately occupied by females, women serve 
in very few sworn positions in Iowa's law enforcement agencies. Available data reveals 
that women have only been employed to serve in sworn positions in local departments and 
the D.P.S. Traditionally, women have been employed in the larger units specializing in 
crime prevention work involving offenses by or against women and juveniles. The majority 
of sworn females, designated as "policewomen" or "matron," function in this capacity. As 
yet, only a handful of women have been employed to serve in the same capacity as men. 
These women are referred to as "patrolpersons." While separate patrolwomen divisions do 
not exist, they are segregated in the criminal investigation division. 
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Although selection requirements have not been altered for patrolpersons, requirements for 
patrolwomen and matrons have been altered. Generally, patrolwomen and matrons have 
less refltrictive physical requirements and mere restrictive educational and training 
requirements. At least one agency requires college level courses in social welfare, 
sociology, and psychology. 
Salaries paid to patrol persons, patrolwomen, and matrons are on par with those paid to 
their male counterparts. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 14.1 
POLICE SALARIES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
9.1 PEACE OFFICER SALARIES 

Every State and local government should establish and maintain salaries that attract and retain qualified 
sworn personnel capable of performing the increasingly complex and demanding functions of police 
work. Every State should set minimum entry-level salaries for all State and local police officers and 
reimburse the employing agency for a portion of the guaranteed salary. Through appropriate legislation, a 
salary review procedure should be established to insure the automatic annual adjustment of police 
salaries to reflect the prevailing wages in the local economy. 

1. Every local government should Immediately establish an entry-level sworn police personnel salary that 
enables the agency to compete successfully with other employers seeking individuals of the same age, 
intelligence, abilities, integrity, and education. The entry-level salary should be at least equal to any 
minimum entry-level salary set by the State. In setting an entry-level salary which exceeds the State 
minimum, the following should be considered: 

a. The employment standards of the agency; 
b. The specific pol ice functions performed by the agency; 
c. The economy of the area served by the agency; and 
d. The availability of qualified applicants in the local labor market. 

ICJS 
The state has not established a minimum entry-level salary for sworn officers. 
Entry-level salaries throughout the state vary greatly. Dependent upon the jurisdiction's 
ability to pay for law enforcement, a new officer may receive anywhere between $7,000 to 
$10,300 (approx.) per year. Officers in the larger metropolitan departments generally 
receive the higher starting salaries. The specific salaries will be arrived at through collec
tive negotiation. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every local government should immediately establish a wide salary range within its basic 
occupational classification, with the maximum salary sufficient to retain qualified personnel by providing 
them with the opportunity for significant salary advancement without promotion to supervisory or 
management positions. 
3. Every local government should immediately establish a salary review procedure to insure the 
automatic annual adjustment of police salaries to reflect the prevailing wages in the local economy and to 
meet the competition from other employers. The criteria applied in this annual salary review procedure 
should not be limited to cost of living increases, average earnings in other occupations, or other 
economic considerations which, applied in isolation, can inhibit effective salary administration. 
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4. Every local government should immediately establish a sufficient salary separation between job 
classifications to provide promotional incentives and to retain competent supervisors and managers. 

IGJS 
Based upon all available data, it is apparent that no agency offers a wide salary range 
within the basic occupational classification (patrolman). Even in the more progressive 
urban departments, a patrolman, after 20 years, may only be making $2,000 more than 
recently hired patrolman. After an officer puts in a specified number of years as patrolman 
and earns "step" increases, he reaches his maximum. When the maximum, which is 
approximately $1,500 more than entry-level salary, is reached further employment only 
yields longevity increases (approx. 1 %-2% annually) 
Automatic salary adjustment, based upon local condition, may be an issue in collective 
negotiation. The salary classification plan in most agencies do not provide for adequate 
salary separations between job classifications. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice if inconsistent with NAG Standard 
Although many well qualified, competent, and innovative command-rank officers remain 
with police departments, they are often compelled to seek other employment due to 
inadequate salaries. In one relatively high-paying urban department, a captain at his 
maximum makes only $1 ,850 more than a lieutenant. A lieutenant at maximum makes only 
$1,300 more than a sergeant. Taking into consideration the increased responsibility and 
workload, these increases are not sufficient incentives for promotion. It is probable that 
many competent supe.,visory officers avoid promotion due to increased responsibility 
without a commensurate increase in pay. 

5. Every local government should immediately provide its pOlice agency's chief executive with a salary 
that is t:quivalent to that received by the chief executives of other governmental agencies and by members 
of the judiciary. 

IGJS 
The salary earned by a police chief is proportionate to the size of the agency as well as the 
influence and power of the position. Sheriff's salaries will be determined by the county 
compensataion board. 
In those urban areas where the chief is responsible for enforcement, salaries are often 
approaching those of top government and judicial officials. This is evident in agencies 
with 125 pi us sworn personnel. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

6. Every local government should immediately establish within its salary structure a merit system that 
rewards demonstrated excellence in the performance of assigned duties. 

IGJS 
There are no agencies that reward demonstrated excellence with an increase in salary. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 
Many of Iowa's urban police forces have a "merit-step" pay schedule. The function of this 
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is to raise the salary of those officers who are performing satisfactorily. It is not based 
upon "demonstrated excellence." Any officer putting in' his time expects his step increases 
¥!hether or not he has earned it. Denial of the step Increase rarely happens and then only in 
those cases where unsatisfactory performance is evident. 

7. Every local government should immediately establish or maintain a police salary structure separate 
and distinct from that of any other government agency. 

ICJS 
Approximately one-half of all local governments have established a separate salary schedule 
for their police agency. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

8. Every State should immediately establish a minimum entry-level salary fOi all State and local sworn 
police personnel. The minimum salary should be based on the qualifications required for employment in 
the police service, on State and local economic conditions, and on the recommendations of 
representatives of local criminal justice elements. It should be reviewed and adjusted annually to reflect 
prevailing wages within the State. 

ICJS 
As noted, State mandated minimum salaries for peace officers have not been established. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

9. Every State should, by 1978, reimburse every local police agency which meets the minimum State 
selection, training, and salary requirements for at least 25 percent of the total funds expended by the 
agency in payment of all salaries. 

ICJS 
The State does not reimburse any police agency for officer's salaries. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAG POLICE STANDARD 14.2 
POSITION CLASSIFICATION PLAN 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
9.2 POSITION CLASSIFICATION PLAN 

Every State and local government should establish immediately a broad police classification plan based 
upon the principle of merit. The plan should include few position classifications by multiple pay-grade 
levels within each classification to enable the agency's chief executive to exercise flexibility in the 
assignment of personnel. The plan should also provide, within the basic position classification, 
sufficient career incentives and opportunities to retain qualified generalists and specialists in 
non management positions. 
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1. Every pOlice agency with more than three levels of classification below the chief executive should 
consider the adoption of three broad occupational classifications for sworn personnel, to permit mobility 
within each classification and salary advancement without promotion. The three fundamental 
classifications should include: 

a. A patrolman-investigator classification for the generalist and specialist at the basic rank level; 
b. A supervisor-manager classification for supervisory and midmanagement personnel; and 
c. A command-staff classification for police executives and administrators. 

2. Every agency's classification plan should include, within each position classification, several pay 
grade levels, each of which requires a certain degree of experience, skill, and ability, or which entails the 
performance of a specialized function. The plan should provide compensation commensurate with the 
duties and responsibilities of the job performed, and should permit flexibility in the assignment of 
personnel. 

ICJS 
No agency in Iowa has, as yet, implemented such a classification plan. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should provide career paths that allow sworn personnel to progress not only as 
managers but as generalists and specialists as well. Nonmanagerial career paths should provide the 
incentive necessary to encourage personnel with proven professional and technical expertise to remain 
within the functions they choose, while continuing to provide efficient and effective delivery of pOlice 
service. 

a. Nonmanagerial career paths should incorporate progressive career steps for the generalist and 
specialist; these steps should be predicated on the completion of appropriate levels of education 
and training, and the achievement of experience and expertise within a professional-technical 
area. Progression to the end of a nonmanagerial career path should bring a salary greater than 
that for the first level of supervision. 

b. Managerial career paths should also incorporate progressive career steps, predicated on the 
completion of appropriate levels of education and training and the achievement of management 
skills necessary to function satisfactorily at the next level of management. 

ICJS 
Career paths in Iowa's law enforcement agencies are limited to managerial positions via 
civil service exams. If an officer desires a higher classification and salary, he must enter a 
managerial position. In virtually all instances, personnel functioning as generalists or 
specialists will receive a salary lower than their supervisor. 
Managerial career paths do not incorporate career steps predicated on the completion of 
appropriate levels of education and training. 

b 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should insure that the merit principle dominates promotions and assignments. 
Any existing civil service procedure should apply only to retention in, or promotion to, broad position 
classifications. Movement between pay-grade levels within such position classifications should remain 
free from restrictive civil service procedures, but subject to internal controls, to insure placement and 
corresponding pay on the basis of merit. 

a. Every classification plan that encourages the practices of a "spoils system," or in which the 
advancement of personnel is not governed by the merit principle, should be corrected or abol
ished. 
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b. Every agency shouid insure that no civil service system imposes any restriction on the agency's 
classification plan that would unnecessarily inhibit flexibility in the assignment of personnel or 
encourage mediocrity in job performance. 

ICJS 
As stated above, police administrators do not have the flexibility to increase an officer's 
salary. Higher salaries can only be obtained via civil service or merit. Reclassification 
within civil service classification is strictly limited if not impossible. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 15.1 
EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE 
SELECTION OF POLICE PERSONNEL 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
7.3 MINIMUM EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

To insure the selection of personnel with the qualifications to perform police duties properly, every police 
agency should establish the following entry-level educational requirements: 

1. Every police agency should require immediately, as a condition of initial employment, the completion 
of at least 1 year of education (30 semester units) at an accredited college or university. Otherwise 
qualified police applicants who do not satisfy this conidtion, but who have earned a high school diploma 
or its equivalent, should be employed under a contract requiring completion of the educational 
requirement within 3 years of initial employment. 

2. Every policG agency should, no later than 1975, require as a condition of initial employment the 
completion of at least 2 years of education (60 semester units) at an accredited college or unIversity. 
3. Every police agency should, no later than 1978, require as a condition of initial employment the 
completion of at least 3 years of education (90 semester units) \3.t an accredited college or university. 
4. Every police agency should, no later than 1982, require as a condition of initial employment the 
completion of at least 4 years of education (120 semester units or a baccalaureate degree) at an 
accredited college or university. 

fCJS 
No local law enforcement agency has established post-secondary level educational 
requirements. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
It is evident that there is movement in the larger agencies toward hiring applicants with 
education beyond the high school level. In just the last 6 years the number of post-high 
school education recruits has risen dramatically. According to ILEA sources, in 1968 41 % 
of their trainees had not finished high school; in 1974, 40% have had some college 
education. These figures most likely reflect the change in all of the regional academies. 
While no deadlines have been established, either by the ILEA councilor local police 
administrators, it is only a matter of time before some college will be required by all urban 
departments. Already in at least one agency, Des Moines, some college is needed to take 
promotional examinations. And though not written civil service policy, college education 
is a major factor in the promotion decision making process in the larger agencies. 

Notwithstanding the recent upsurge in college educated applicants, it is doubtful that 
Iowa can meet all of the N.A.C. guidelines. It is improbable that by 1978 the job of deputy 
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sheriff would be able to attract qualified applicants with 3 years of college. 

As conditions currently are, many agencies, cannot attract qualified high school appli
cants. Consequently, prior to raising minimum education requirements, the job itself 
must be made more attrc\ctive. 
It must be noted that the vast majority of Iowa's law enforcment agencies are not within 
easy reach of a community college or vocational school. This is particularly true with 
I.H.P. officers and the personnel in rural agencies. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 15.2 
EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVES FOR POLICE OFFICERS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
13.5 CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Every police agency should immediately adopt a formal program of educational incentives to encourage 
police officers to achieve a college-level education. Colleges and universities, particularly those providing 
educational programs expressly for police personnel, should schedule classes at a time when police 
officers can attend. 

1. When it does not interfere with the efficient administration of police personnel, duty and shift 
assignments should be made to accommodate attendance at local colleges; any shift or duty rotation 
system should also be designed! to facilitate college attendance. 

ICJS 
Data indicates tt,at in the larger departments conGider.ation is given to those officers 
attending local colleges. Due to limited personnel resources in the smaller agencies, the 
duty rotation system may not facilitate college attendance. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Such consideration can only be given when the agency has sufficient personnel to re
arrange shift assignments. 

2. Financial assistance to defray the expense of books, materials, tuition, and other reasonable expenses 
should be provided to a pOlice officer when: 

a. He is enrolled in courses or pursuing a degree that will increase, directly or indirectly, his value to 
the police service; and 

b. His job performance is satisfactory. 

ICJS 
Officers taking police-related college courses are usually not reimbursed by their agency. 
However, most students do receive substantial assistance from LEEP (Law Enforcement 
Education Programs). Other officers are able to receive additional assistance through 
veterans programs. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
While most agencies are in favor of having ·their officers attend college, they are either 
unwilling or unable to provide financial support. Without support college education is a 
financial burden for officers because L.E.E.P. does not pay all costs. 
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3. Incentive pay should be provided for the attainment of specified levels of academic achievement. This 
pay should be in addition to any other salary incentive. It should amount to at least 2.5 percent of the 
employee's current salary for each 30 semester units of college work completed in pursuance of a degree 
that will lead, directly or indirectly, to service betterment warranting the expense of the salary incentive. 

ICJS 
Officers completing college courses and attaining degrees usually do not receive salary 
increases. Data indicates that only a few departments offer financial incentives to officers 
furthering their education. . 

Analysis 
ICJS practice if different than NAC Standard 
Even in those agencies offering pay incentives, the salary increase may not offset the cost 
of the education. 
Furthermore, since col/ege is not required for promotion many officers feel that further 
education is a needless expense and a waste of time. In addition, many officers and 
administrators believe that col/ege wi/I not make them better officers. 

4. Colleges and universities, particularly those providing educational programs expressly for police 
personnel, should schedule classes at hours and locations that will facilitate the attendance of police 
officers. 

a. Classes should be scheduled for presentation during the daytime and evening hours within the 
same academic period, semester, or quarter. 

b. When appropriate, colleges and universities should present classes at locations other than the 
main campus so police officers can attend more conveniently. 

ICJS 
Except for those agencies located in rural areas, most officers are conveniently located in a 
school offering police-related courses. Each area usually has a community college that 
offers police courses that lead to an A.A. degree in a law enforcement related field. Since 
students of the police courses are, in most instances, officers in the local agency, classes 
are scheduled to facilitate attendance. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 15.3 
COLLEGE CREDIT FOR THE COMPLETION 
OF POLICE TRAINING PROGRAM 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.9 ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR TRAINING 

Every police agency should pursue the affiliation of police training programs with academic institutions 
to upgrade its level of training and to provide incentive for further education. 

1. All pOlice training courses for college credit should be academically equivalent to courses that are part 
of the regular college curriculum. 

2. Every member of the faculty who teaches any course for credit in the police training curriculum should 
be specifically qualified to teach that course. 
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a. The \J),structor in a police training course, for which an affiliated college is granting credit, should 
be a<:ademically qualified to teach that course. 

b. Police personnel not academically qualified to teach a course in the regular college curriculum 
may, if otherwide qualified, serve as teaching assistants under the supervision of an academical
ly qualified instructor. 

ICJS 
Most Post-secondary schools award academic credit for law enforcement training, While 
some institutions have strict guidelines on honoring training, other schools grant academic 
credit outright. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC,Standard 

NAC POLICE STAN DARD 16.1 
STATE LEGISLATION AND FISCAL 
ASSISTANCE FOR POLICE TRAINING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.1 STATE MANDATED TRAINING 

Every state, by 1975, should enact legislation establishing mandatory minimum basic training for police, 
a representative body to develop and administer training standards and programs llor police, and financial 
support for mandated training for police on a continuing basis to provide the public with a common 
quality of protection and service from police employees throughout the State. By 11978, every State should 
certify all sworn pOlice employees. 

1. Every State should enact legislation that mandates minimum basic training for every sworn police 
employee prior to the exercise of authority of his position. 

ICJS 
There is currently no legislation that requires minimum basic training for peace officers 
before functioning in that role. However, the I.LE.A Council has the statutory authority 
(chapter 80B) to require such training prior to serving in a sworn position. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
It is anticipated that when all current officers have received basic training, the I.LE.A. 
Council will require that all officers would have to undergo basic training prior to serving. 

2. Every State should enact legislation establishing a State commission to develop and administer State 
standards tor the training of police personnel. The majority of this commission should be composed of 
representatives of local law enforcement agencies. Other members should be from the criminal justice 
system, local government, and criminal justice education and training centers. The State should provide 
sufficient funds to enable this commission to meet periodically and to employ a full-time staff large 
enough to carry out the basic duties of the commission. In addition to any other duties deemed 
necessary, this commission should: 

a. Develop minimum curriculum requirements for mandated training for police; 
b. Certify police training centers and institutions that provide training that meets the requirements 

of the State's pOlice training standards; 
c. Establish minimum police instructor qualifications and certify individuals to act as police 

instructors; 
d. Inspect and evaluate all police training programs to insure compliance with the State's police 

training standards; 
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e. Provide a Gonsulting service for police traininQ and education centers: and 
f. Administer the financial support for police training and education. 

ICJS 
In 1967, the Legislature enacted the "Iowa Law Enforcement Academy and Council Act." 
The intent of the Act was to "maximize training opportunities for law enforcement officers, 
to co-ordinate training and set standards for thE~ law enforcement service, all of which are 
imperative to upgrading law enforcement to professional status." (Section 808.2) 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different that NAC Standard 

The only difference between the NAC and the ICJS is found in the membership of the 
academy council. Whereas the NAC requires that the council be composed primarily of 
local law enforcement agency officials, the council consists of political appointees. 
Although such an arrangement could prevent local input into council decision making, 
there has been a well establishec1 rapport between these two groups. Consequently, while 
local officials may not have formal decision making powers, their concerns and desires 
have greatly influenced the council members. 

3. Every State should reimburse every police agency 100 percent of the salary or provide appropriate State 
financed incentives for every pOlice employee's satisfactory completion of any State mandated and 
approved police training program. 

ICJS 
Currently, local agencies are not reimbursed for an officer's salary when that officer at
tends or completes the required basic training session. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

4. Every State, through the police training body, should, by 1978, certify as qualified to exercise police 
authority every sworn police employee who satisfactorily completes the State basic police training and 
meets other entrance requirements. 

ICJS 
In accordance with the Act, (Section 11.2) the council is authorized to certify all pElace 
officers in Iowa who have met the minimum requirements. Insofar as that only 1,700 have 
been trained and certified with 3,000 (figures are approximations based on 1974 data) 
officers remaining who have not yet had the required training, it will be late 1978 (approx.) 
before all current officers will be certified. At that time it is anticipated that the council will 
use their legislated authority and prohibit non-state certified officers from exercising 
police authority. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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I NAC POLICE STANDARD 16.2 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

Every police training academy and criminal justice training center should immediately develop effective 
training programs, the length, content, and presentation of whioh will vary according to specific subject 
matter, participating police employees, and agency and community needs. 

1. Every police training academy should insure that the duration and content of its training programs 
cover the subjects every police employee needs to learn to perform acceptably the tasks he will be 
assigned. 
2. Every police training academy should define specific courses according to the performance objective 
of the course and should specify what the trainee must do to demonstrate achievement of the 
performance objective. 

ICJS 
In accordance with the ILEb. Act, the academy council has established the minimum basic 
recruit curriculum for all approved training schools. This curriculum defines specific 
courses and their duration. In order for a trainee to receive a diploma from any approved 
academy, he must successfully pass a series of tests. These exams have been designed to 
measure the trainee's achievement in specific areas. In order to produce officers that can 
function in all aspects of the police role, a trainee must show mastery in every area. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every police training academy serving more than one police agency should enable the police chief 
executives of participating agencies to choose for their personnel elective subjeGts in addition tv the 
minimum mandated training. 

ICJS 
Due to the backlog cf peace officers who are in need of basic training, the Camp Dodge 
academy cannot offer special courses during basio training. Trainees attending the re
gional academies are not offered any elective courses. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police training academy should insure that its training programs satisfy State standards for 
police training as well as meet the needs of participating police agencies and that its training is timely 
and effective. These measures should at least include: 

a. Regular review and evaluation of all training programs by an advi:3ory body composed of police 
practitioners from participating agencies; 

b. Periodic field observation of the operations of participating police agencies by the training staff; 
and 

c. Continual critique of training programs through feedback )crom police employees who have com
pleted the training programs and have subsequently utilized that training in field operations and 
from their field supervisors. 
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ICJS 
Being that there are limited number of certified regional academies, and that these acad~ 
emies are under continual inspection by the council, it is improbable that their curriculum 
does not satisfy the state standards. In some instances, the regional training program 
greatly exceeds the minimum requirements. 
Due to the location and organization of the academies, the training which the officer re~ 
ceives is relevant to the duties he will have to perform. In those larger agencies with their 
own academies, the training is aimed toward the urban police function. 
There is no formal advisory board composed of local law enforcement officials to review 
and evaluate the training. Furthermore, there is little indication that regional academy per~ 
sonnel periodically observe those officers who were trained at their academy. 
In order to best develop training programs, data reveals that academies welcome criticism 
from those officers who have already completed the program. Even though there is no 
formal procedure to gather responses, officers are aware that their comments would be 
appreciated and considered. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice' is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 16.3 
PREPARATORY TRAINING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.2 PREPARATORY TRAINING 

Every police agency should take immediate steps to provide training for every policelemployee prior to his 
first assignment within the agency, prior to his assignment to any specialized function requiring 
additional training, and prior to his promotion. In States where preparatory training is currently mandated 
by State law, every police agency should provide all such training by 1975; in all other States, every 
agency should provide all such training by 1978. 

1. Every State should require that every sworn police employee satisfactorily complete a minimum of 400 
hours of basic police training. In addition to traditional basic police subjects, this training should include; 

a. Instruction in law, psychology, and sociology specifically related to interpersonal communi~ 
cation, the police role, and the community the police employee will serve; 

b. Assigned activities away trom the training academy to enable the employee to gain specific in~ 
sight in the community, criminal justice system, and local government; 

c. Remedial training for individuals who are deficient in their training performance but who, in the 
opinion of the training staff and employing agency, demonstrate potential for satisfactory per~ 
formance; and 

d. Additional training by the employing agency in its policies and procedures, if basic police train~ 
ing is 110t administered by that agency. 

ICJS 
As a result of the current backlog of non~certjfied peace officers (those officers who have 
not had the required basic training), the academy council has had to sacrifice the duration 
of the training session in order to increase output. Rather than the suggested N.A.C. 
minimum of 400 hours, the council has set 240 hours as the minimum number of basic 
training hours. Yet, many academies run by local police agencies often exceed this re~ 
quirement, i.e., the Des Moines sessions take 680 hours to complete. 
In addition to establishing minimum training hours, the minimum curriculum and duration 
of each course of study has also been established by the council. Besides traditional 
police subjects there are relevant courses in law, psychology, and sociology. The teaching 
of interpersonal communication is stressed throughout the entire session. 
Field trips for the trainees to other criminal justice agents often cannot be !}lade. Those 
academies located near to civic centers with lengthy training sessions would be more likely 
to engage in such activities than those academies with the minimum 240~hour session. 
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Trainees who are deficient in their academy studies will receive remedial help. This help is 
informal and accomplished through extra sessions held in the evenings and during woel~
ends. In the past, there has been a low trainee drop-out or failure rate. 
After graduation from an academy, an officer may not receive additional training from the 
hiring agency. The academy training is usually considered adequate and no further train
lng is provided. 
Additional training for officers attending other than their own agency's academy is virtu
ally non existent. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different that NAC Standard 
It is anticipated that when all current officers have received minimaII.L.E.A. training, the 
duration of the training sessions will be lengthend. This is expected to occur by 1978. 

2. During the first year of employment with a police agency, and in addition to minimum basic police 
training, every police agency should provide full-time sworn police employees with additional formal 
training, coached field training, and supervised field experience through methods that include at least: 

a. A minimum of 4 months of field training with a sworn police employee who has been certified as 
a training coach; 

b. Rotation in field assignments to expose the employee to varying operational and community 
experiences; 

c. Documentation of employee performance in specific field experiences to assist in evaluating the 
employee and to provide feedback on training program effectiveness; 

d. Self-paced training material, such as correspondence courses, to assist the employee in acquir
ing additional job knowledge and in preparing for subsequent formal training; 

e. Periodic meetings between the coach, the employee, and the training academy staff to identify 
additional training needs and to provide feedback on training program effectiveness; and 

f. A minimum of 2 weeks additional training at the training academy 6 months after completion of 
basic training and again after 1 year's employment in field duties. 

ICJS 
Except for those few departments that maintain their own traininQ academy. additional 
training for officers after basic training is rare. Rookie officers generally do not undergo any 
formal supervision and, if they do, the supervisor has not been certified. 
Rotation to new assignments is limited to the larger departments and then only after at 
least 18 months. 
Personnel do not undergo additional basic training at the academy at any time. 
Any additional training material is limited in scope and is not supplied by the department. 

Analysis 
ICJS is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

\ 

3. Every police agency should provide every unsworn police employee with sufficient training to enable 
him to perform satisfactorily his specific assignment and to provide him with a general knowledge of the 
police role and the organization of the police agency. 

ICJS 
Training given to unsworn police employees usually only consists of on-the-job training. 

AnalYSis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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4. Every police agency should provide every police employee newly assigned to a specialized task the 
specific training he needs to enable him to perform. the task acceptably. 

ICJS 
Personnel assigned to specialized assignments are usually only p.rovided wi~h informal 
on-the-job training. Depending upon the nature of the specialized SkIlls, the offIcer may be 
required to attend special training sessions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should provide sufficient training to enable every newly promoted employee to 
perform the intended assignment satisfactorily. 

ICJS 
Recognizing that newly promoted employees usu?lIy only receive informal on-the-job 
training, the value and extent of the training cannot be determined. As noted above, some 
officers do attend special training sessions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 16.4 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
TRAINING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.6 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIOr--IS TRAINING 

Every police agency should immediately develop and improve the interpersonal communications skills of 
all officers. These sl<ills are essential to the productive exchange of information and opinion between the 
police, other elements of the criminal justice system, and the public; their use helps officers to perform 
their task more effectively. 

1. Where appropriate, an outside consultant should be used to advise on program methodology, to 
develop material, to train sworn officers as instructors and discussion leaders, and to participate to the 
greatest extent possible in both the presentation of the program and its evaluation. 
2. Every recruit training program should include instruction in interpersonal communications, and 
should make appropriate use of programmed instruction as a supplement to other training. ,; 
3. Every police agency should develop programs such as workshops and seminars that bring officers, 
personnel from other elements of the criminal justice system, and the public together to discuss the role 
of the pol ice and participants' attitudes tOVJC\~d that role. 

ICJS 
For all intents and purposes, interpersonal communications training for law enforcement 
personnel in Iowa is inadequate. Only during an officer's basic training at an academy will 
he receive such training. These sessions are of short duration and are restricted to class
room seSSions, i.e., no seminars or workshops. Upon returning to his agency, the officar 
is often never exposed to any additional training. Those larger agencies which do have 
semi-formalized in-service training stress police operations and procedures rather than 
interpersonal communications. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 16.5 
INSERVICE TRAINING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.3 INSERVICE TRAINING 

Every pOlice agency should, by 1975, provide for annual and routine training to maintain effective 
performance throughout every sworn employee's career. 

1. Every police agency should provide 40 hours of formal inservice training annually to sworn police 
employees up to and including captain or its equivalent. This training should be designed to maintain, 
update, and improve necessary knowledge and skills. Where practicable and beneficial, employees 
should receive training with persons employed in other parts of the criminal justice system, local 
government, and private business when there is a common interest and need. 

ICJS 
In-service training for the vast majority of law enforcement personnel in Iowa is, for all 
intents and purposes, non-existent. Agencies with fewer than 25 men rarely, if ever, re
ceive such training. Larger departments may only provide inservice training on occassion 
for specific operational functions. 
What training exists consists of lectures by practitioners in specialized law enforcement 
fields. Many agencies benefit from presentations by the F.B.I., B.C.I., Crime Lab per
sonnel, and other law enforcement agents. These sessions make up the bulk of in-service 
training. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
There are strong indications that all agencies desire some form o'f in-service training. 
Agencies do provide such training when they are able to attract, at no expense to them
selves, a guest lecturer or special presentation. 
The major obstacles preventing in-service training are the inavailCiblilty of qualified in
structors and facilities, cost, and the agency's inability to maintain police services when 
the officers are in the training session. 

2. Every police agency should recognize that formal training cannot satisfy all training needs and should 
provide for decentralized training. To meet these day-to-day training needs, every police agency should 
provide ea.ch police station wittl: 

a. As soon as practicable, but in no event later than 1978, a minimum of one police employee who is 
a State certified training instructor; 

b. Audio-visual equipment compatible with training material available to the police agency; 
c. Home study materials available to all police employees; and 
d. Periodic 1-day on-duty training programs directed at the specific needs of the police employees. 

ICJS 
\ 

In nearly all instances, only those agencies with their own regional academy have state 
certified instructors. However, nearly all of the larger departments have personnel who 
could qualify for I.L.E.A. certification. 

Several agencies make "training keys" available to their personnel. Eaoh "training key" is a 
digest of proper police practices, operations, and tactics. They are designed to refresh the 
officer so as to prevent the officer from forgetting proper procedure. Materials similar to 
the training keys are supplied to all law enforcement personnel when they graduate from 
ILEA accredited academies. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should insure that the information presented during annual and routine training is 
included, .in part, i~ promotion examinations and that satisfactory completion of training programs is 
recorded In the police employee's personnel folder in order to encourage active participation in these 
training programs. 

ICJS 
While attendance records are usually kept at the in-service training sessions, there is no 
indication that attendance is a required condition for promotion. 
Data reveals that promotional exams usually will not include in-service training material. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Information presented at the training sessions is not incorporated into promotional exams 
since these exams are developed, usually in isolation, by the testing agency. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 16.6 
INSTRUCTION QUALITY CONTROL 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.5 INSTRUCTION QUALITY CONTROL 

Every police training academy and criminal justice training center should develop immediately quality 
control measures to insure that training performance objectives are met. Every training program should 
insure that the instructors, presentation methods, and training material are the best available. 

1. Every police training academy should present all training programs with the greatest emphasis on 
student-oriented instruction methods to- increase trainee receptivity and participation. Training sessions 
of 1-hour's duration or longer should include at least one of the following: 

a. Active student involvement in training through instructional techniques such as role playing, 
situation simulation, group discussion, reading and research projects, and utilization of indi
vidual trainee repsonse. systems; passive student training such as the lecture presentation 
should be minimized; 

b. Where appropriate, team teaching by a police training instructor and a sworn police employee 
assigned to field duty; 

c. The use of audiovisual aids to add realism and impact to training presentations; 
d. Preconditioning materials, such as correspondence courses and assigned readings, made 

available prior to formal training sessions; 
e. By 1978, self-paced, individualized instruction methods for appropriate subject matter; and 
f. Where appropriate, computer assistance in the delivery of instruction material. 

ICJS 
As a result of having several professional educators on the academy council, severfll 
innovative teaching techniques have been incorporated into the training sessions. These 
techniques include situation simulation, group discussion, and role playing. Audio-visual 
techniques have also been in use for a period of time and the facility at Camp Dodge has a 
free film library loan service. 
During every training session at Camp Dodge the trainees engage in a full scale situation 
simulation. The instructors create a mock crime and the trainee must collect evidence, 
complete all required forms, and appear as witnesses in court. 
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Those officers who are selected to attend a basic training session receive, prior to the 
session, the academy's curriculum. This curriculum acquaints the officer with the courses 
of study but not the subject matter itself. 
Throughout the session, all trainees are required to progress at the same rate. There are no 
provisions for individualized instruction where each officer can achieve at his/ her own 
optimal rate. 
Whereas the training sessions conducted at Camp Dodge are of high quality, data reveals 
that officers attending the regional academies may not receive the best possible training. 
Although several of the regional academies offer sessions of longer duration, it is not 
unusual to find inferior facilities and less capable instructors at the regional sessions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different that NAC Standard 

2. Every police training academy should, by 1975, restrict formal classroom training to a maximum of 25 
trainees. 

ICJS 
The number of officers in each training session varies between academies. At the Camp 
Dodge facility ihere are 36 trainees in an average size class. On the other hand, the 
Ottumwa academy may train only six officers at one time. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different that NAC Standard 

3. Every police training academy and every police agency should, by 1978, insure that all its instructors 
are certified by the State by requiring: 

a. Certification for specific training subjects based on work experience and educational and 
professional credentials; 

b. Satisfactory completion of a State-certified minimum 80-hour instructor training program; and 
c. Periodic renewal of certification based in part on the evaluation of the police training academy 

and the police agency. 

ICJS 
In accordance with the I.L.E.A. Act (IOWA CODE sec. 80B) the academy council is 
required to establish minimum qualifications for instructors (80B.11). 
All instructors, in order to be certified, must have relevant work experience and/or 
educational and professional credentials. Restricted certification is available for those 
officers with experience in only one specific area, I.e., telecommunications. 
There is currently no instructor training program which instructions must take to become 
certified. 
In addition to reviewing all instructors every four years, the certification may be revoked, in 
writing, whenever in the opinion of the academy councilor in the opinion of the regional 
facility director, the certification should be revoked. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
It is anticipated that the academy council will develop and offer an instructor training pro
gram when the current backlog is reduced. 
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4. Every policf, training academy should distribute instructional assignments efficiently and continually 
update all training materials. These measures should include: 

a. Periodic monitoring of the presentations of every police training instructor to assist him in 
evaluating the effectiveness of his methods and the value of his materials; 

b. Rotation of police training instructors through operational assignments or periodic assignment 
to field observation tours of duty; 

c. Use of outside instructors whenever their expertise and presentation methods would be benefi
cial to the training objective; 

d. Continual assessment of the workload of every police training instructor; and 
e. Administrative flexibility to insure efficient use of the training academy staff during periods of 

fluctuation in trainee enrollment. 

ICJS 
While there is no formal periodic monitoring of every instructor, the Camp Dodge academy 
is small enough to ensure beneficial communication between the instructors. In many of 
the regional academies, however, liaison between instructors may be limited. 
There is no indication that certified instructors are rotated to field assignments. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency and police training academy should review all training materials at least annually 
to determine their current value and to alter or replace them where necessary. 

ICJS 
The course material used at Camp Dodge is under continual revIsion. The instructor 
himself is chiefly responsible for the updating of his course material. Regional academies 
are responsible for updating their training materials. Periodically, I.L.E.A. staff will ctleck 
the regional academ~/'s training material to ensure its appropriateness. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 16.7 
POLICE TRAINING ACADEMIES AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING CENTERS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
12.4 TRAINING FACILITIES 

Every State should be 1978, guarantee the availability of State approved police training to every sworn 
police employee. 'Every State should encourage local, cooperative, or regional police training 
requirements; when these programs cannot satisfy the requirements, criminal justice training centers 
including police training academies should be established by the State. 

1. State certification of a basic police training program should, as a minimum, require the training facility 
to operate for 9 months a year. . 

ICJS 
The academy council does not require an approved academy to remain open at least 9 
months each year. 
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Data reveals that many regional academies only conduct sessions when the local depart
ment has a sufficient number of new recruits. It is not unusual for a regional academy to 
conduct one training session a year. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Where appropriate, police agencies should establish cooperative training academies or otherwise 
combine their resources to satisfy police training standards or other training needs. 
3. Every State should establish strategically located criminal justice training centers, including police 
training academies, to provide training that satisfies State-mandated training standards for all police 
agencies that are unable to provide it themselves or in cooperation with other agencies. 

ICJS 
In 1974, the legislature appropriated $100,000 for training officers at regional aCddemies. 
These regional academies, in addition to training their own officers, now train officers 
from other local agencies. Not counting the Camp Dodge facility which was designed to 
serve only those agencies without their own training facilities, there are approved pro
grams in approximately 8 academies through the State. These include community colleges 
and vocational schools which have been certified to conduct basic training sessions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

4. Every State should develop means for bringing mandated or other necessary t'raining to employees of 
police agencies when it is impracticable or inefficient to bring these employees to the nearest training 
center or academy. 

ICJS 
On occassion, specialized training programs are conducted at local agencies. Usually, 
personnel from adjoining departments attend these sessions. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

5. Every State should encourage police agencies to participate in specialized training offered through 
academic institutions, government agencies, and professional and business organizations. 

ICJS 
The academy council has supported agency participation in specialized training offered by 
other agencies. Personnel are continually attending lectures, conferences, and training 
sessions offered by other states, federal agencies, and private organizations. In the past, 
these sessions have dealt with all aspects of the police role including administration, 
organization, and specialized operations. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 17.1 
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT FOR PROMOTION 
AND ADVANCEMENT 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
13.2 PERSONNEL ASSESSMENT 

Every police agency should adopt a policy of promoting to higher ranks and advancing to higher 
paygrades only those personnel who successfully demonstrate their ability to assume the responsibilities 
and perform the duties of the position to which they will be promoted or advanced. Personnel who have 
the potential to assume increased responsibility should be identified and placed in a program that will 
lead to full development of that potential. 

1. Every police agency should screen all personnel in order to identify their individual potential and to 
guide then toward achieving their full potential. Every employee should be developed to his full potential 
as an effective patrol officer, a competent detective, a supervisor or manager, or as a specialist capable of 
handling any of the other tasks within a police agency. This screening should consist of one or more of 
the following: 

a. Management assessment of past job performance and demonstrated initiative in the pursuit of 
self-development; 

b. Oral interviews; and 
c. Job-related mental abi I ity tests. 

2. Every police agency should offer comprehensive and individualized programs of education, training, 
and experience designed to develop the potential of every employee who wishes to participate. These 
individualized development programs should be based on the potential identified through the screening 
process and the specific development needs of the employee. These individualized programs should 
consist of one or more of the following: 

a. College seminars and courses; 
b. Directed reading; 
c. In-house and out-of-house training classes; 
d. ,Job rotation; 
e. Internship; and , 
f. The occasional opportunity to perform the duties of the position for which an individual is being 

developed. 

3. Personnel who choose to pursue a course of self development rather than . participate. in .the 
agency-sponsored development program should be allowed to compete for promotion and advancement. 

ICJS 
Except for the chief executive position, the selection of Iowa's law enforcement personnel 
is under the control of civil service, or Merit, commissions. Their authority applies to inter
agency promotions as well as to entry level selections. 
As in the case of entry-level selection, the civil service commission conducts the testing 
and evaluation of promotional candidates and prepares an eligibility list from which the 
chief executive, or government officials, can select. 
While selection procedures may vary between agencies, the standard format is as follows; 
1) the civil service promotion exam is scheduled annually and is open to any interested 
officer meeting minimum requirements, 2) oral interview by civil service board, 3) a civil 
service board evaluates applicant's past performance and credentials, Le., college train
ing, 4) an eligibility list of approximately 3-10 approved candidates is prepared and pre
sented to the agency, and 5) the agency chief executive, sometimes in conjunction with 
the city manager, other government officials, command level officers, or administrative 
boards, selects candidates from the civil service list when positions become available. 
Eligibility lists are active for one year or until the next promotional exam is administered. 
When lists are dissolved, approved candidates must go through the entire selection again 
in order to be placed on the new list. 
In virtually all instances, the agency does not provide active support for those personnel 
who desire to be promoted. Those officers who are promoted are selected due to personal 
initiative. Agencies do not screen and evaluate their personnel in order to guide them to 
achieving their potential. 
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Agencies, as a rule, do not offer training programs aimed at preparing the officer for 
promotion. Furthermore, personnel are not guided or encouraged by their agency to enroll 
in programs that support personal advancement and promotability. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 17.2 
FORMAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
13.3 DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

Every police agency should immediately implement formal programs of personnel development. Such 
programs should be designed to further the employee's professional growth and increase his capacity for 
his present or future role within the agency. 

1. Every agency should allow all sworn personnel to participate voluntarily in at least 40 consecutive 
hours of formal personnel development activity annually, while on duty, and at full pay. Such activity may 
include: 

a. FortY' consecutive hours of in-house or out-of-house classroom training directed toward the 
deve'lopment of personal, vocational, conceptual, or managerial skills; 

b. Internship of at least 40 consecutive hours with another police, criminal justice, government, or 
private organization that can contribute significantly to the professional development of the in
tern ; 

c. The assumption of the position, responsibility, and authority of an immediate superior for a 
minimum of 40 consecutive hours when such assignment would contribute significantly to the 
professional development of the subordinate; 

d. Employee participation in administrative and operational research and reporting that would not 
ordinarily be his responsibility but would contribute significantly to his professional develop
ment; 

f. E"mployee service as a member of or an adviser to management committees and boards on which 
!le would not normally serve, such as fleet safety boards, when such service would contribute 
significantly to the development of an employee's awareness and understanding of management 
philosophy and insight. 

ICJS 
In-service training for the vast majority of law enforcement personnel is wholly inade
quate. Any training that is conducted is either aimed at solving immediate problems or is 
supportive of known skills, Le., firearm practice, first-aid, stop-and-frisk procedure. 
Training is not directed at furthering the officer's' potential growth for a position of in
creased duties and responsibilities. All evidence indicates that agencies are not making, 
nor are planning to make, any viable attempts in the way of training programs, educational 
leaves of absense, internships, or assumption of increased responsibilities to enhance 
personnel development. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

It must be acknowledged that agencies occassionally send supervisory and specialized 
personnel to extra-agency traininl.J schools. While such training sessions are made avail
able to agency personnel, the agency is always very selective in sending officers; low-rank 
personnel are rarely given the opportunity to attend such sessions. Consequently, while 
employees may be able to become more skillful at their assigned task, they do not become 
familiar with those skills needed to function in a higher level position. 
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2. Every police agency with specialized units for detective, vice, traffic, staff, and other functions should 
immediately develop a formal system for personnel rotation. This system should be designed to develop 
generalist, specialist, and managerial resources. 

a. Newly hired personnel should be rotated through geographic areas of varying crime incidence 
and major functional assignments in order to give them the valuable perspective and professional 
understandinq that only experience in a wide range of agency functions and areas can provide. 

b. Selective and individualized rotation of incumbent personnel should be implemented to develop 
generalist and specialist expertise or specifically to prepare personnel for promotion and 
advancement. The movement of incumbent personnel should take into account individual needs 
for specific work experiences, individual potential and willingness to participate, and agency 
needs for the development of personnel as well as the potential for a cost-effective return on the 
investment of time and manpower. 

c. Every agency should regulate personnel rotation so that the agency is continually able to meet its 
primary service objectives. The rotation of highly specialized personnel, such as a criminalist, 
should be restricted to avoid serious interference with the delivery of specialized services. 

IGJS 
Data reveals that most personnel, particularly patrol officers, do not get the opportunity to 
experience various specialized police functions. 
In general, a new recruit will be assigned initially to a specific region. Then, to the extent 
practical, they will be rotated throughout the entire jurisdiction. At all times, however, 
they will be limited to the patrol function. Only in singular instances would a patrol 
officers be assigned to a specialized unit, and then only for such short duration as to 
prevent any meaningful development of specialized skills. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is inconsistent with NAG Standard 

3. Every agency should encourage personnel to pursue development on their own time, as well as on 
agency time, by attending college courses and seminars and through suggested reading. 

IGJS 
Although administrators may not actively advertise the need for college education, 
personnel are cognizant of the value of education for advancement and promotions. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 
It is unlikely that personnel in small rural agencies would be encouraged to attend college 
and engage in other development activities. Several of the causes for this are: 1) lack of 
promotional opportunities, and 2) lack of educational facilities. 

4. Every police agency should fulfill its responsibility to develop personnel by seeking adequate funding 
for personnel development activities. In so doing, the police agency should consider the availability of 
financial assistance outside the normal budgetary process. 

IGJS 
Taking into consideration that personnel development programs are not being given 
priority by police agencies, any extra available resources would probably not be spent in 
this area. 

Analysis 
IGJS practice is different than NAG Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 17.3 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
PERSONNEL EVALUATION FOR PROMOTION AND ADVANCEMENT 13.4 PERSONNEL EVALUATION 

Every police agency should immediately begin a periodic evaluation of all personnel in terms of their 
potential to fill positions of greater responsibility. The selection of personnel for promotion and 
advancement should be based on criteria that relate specifically to the responsibilities and duties of the 
higher position. 

1. Every agency periodically should evaluate the potential of every employee to perform at the next higher 
level of responsibility. 

a. This evaluation should form a part of the regular performance evaluation that should be 
completed at least semiannually. 

b. Specific data concerning every employee's job performance, training, education, and experience 
should support the periodic evaluation for promotion and advancement. 

ICJS 
There is little evidence that police personnel and periodically evaluated to determine 
promotability. While evaluations may be conducted annually, the objective is to ensure 
performance at present ranking. Thorough evaluations are conducted only when the officer 
has successfully completed the written promotion exams and are being seriously 
considered for advancement. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should use job analyses in the development of job related tests and other criteria 
for the selection of personnel for promotion and advancement. Selection devices should consist of one or 
more of the following: 

a. Management assessment of past job performance, performance in the individualized development 
program, and demonstrated initiative in the pursuit of self development; 

b. Oral interviews; and 
c. Job related mental aptitude tests. 

ICJS 
As stated in the ICJS 17.1 (1), the selection of personnel approved for promotion is 
conducted by the local civil service commissions. (State Merit for D.P.S. personnel) 
Consequently, the promotional exams prepared by the civil service commission may not 
be job-related. This occurs when there is a lack of communication or cooperation between 
the two agencies or when the needs of the police agency are changing more rapidly than 
the development of relevant exams. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should disallow the arbitrary awarding of bonus pOints for experience and 
achievement not related to '(he duties of the position for which the individual is being considered. 
Arbitrary awards include: 

a. BO:1uS points for seniority; 
b. 50·,1..8 pOints for military service; 
.... -,C;~L.S points for heroism. 
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ICJS 
Most agencies acknowledge that seniority is taken into consideration when selecting 
personnel for promotion. Factors such as heroism are also considered when an applicant's 
past performance and experience is being evaluated. There are no indications., tlowevel, 
that arbitrary bonus points are awarded. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

4. No agency should use any psychological test as a screening device or evaluation tool in the promotion 
and advancement process until scientific research confirms a reliable relationship between personality 
and actual perfomrance. 

ICJS 
No agency uses psychological testing devices for selecting personnel for promotion. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

5. Every agency should require that personnel demonstrate the ability to assume greater responsibility 
prior to promotion or advancement and should continue to observe employee performance closely during 
a probationary period of at least 1 year from the date of promotion or advancement. 

ICJS 
Agencies do not require a probation period after advancement. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Perhaps the greatest flaw in the promotional system in Iowa's law enforcement agencies, 
is that, all too often, competent patrol officers are promoted to higher ranks and become 
incompetent supervisors. /As noted, the current selection procedure consists of evaluating 
the candidate in his present position. While the eva1uation may be valid, there is no 
determination made if the officer can perform at the level he is being promoted to. 
Furthermore, once the officer is promoted, there are no provisions to demote the officer if 
it becomes evident that he is hopelessly incompetent in the new position. Another factor 
is that incompetent or mediocre personnel may be capable of functioning extremely well in 
a higher rank. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 17.4 RELAT-:D IOWA STANDARD 
ADMINISTRATION OF PROMOTION AND ADVANCEMENT 13.1 ADMINISTRATION OF PROMOTION 

Every police chief executive, by assuming administrative control of the promotion and advancement 
system, should insure that only the best qualified personnel are promoted or advanced to positions of 
greater authority and responsibility in higher pay grades and ranks. Agenc.ies that have not developed 
competent personnel to assume positions of higher authority should seek qualified personnel from 
outside the agency rather than promote or advance personnel who are not ready to assume positions for 
greater responsibility. 
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1. The police chief executive should oversee all phases of his agency's promotion and advancement 
system including the testing of personnel and the appointing of personnel to positions of grenter 
responsibility. The police ctJief executive should make use of the services of a central personnel agency 
when that personnel agency is competent to develop and administer tests and is responsive to the needs 
of the police agency. 

ICJS 
Law enforcement chief executives are limited in the selection of officers for promotion. 
Civil service reg'ulations may prevent selection of the officer with the greatest potential. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. The police chief executive should consider recruiting personnel for lateral entry at any level from 
outside the agency when it is necessary to do so in order to obtain the services of an individual who is 
qualified for a position or assignment. 

ICJS 
There is no lateral entry into any police agency in the state. The only exceptions would be 
for civilian employment of the chief executive position. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Aside from current civil service regulations that may prevent lateral entry, selection of 
extra-agency personnel would seriously disrupt the moral and performance of the agency. 
For many officers the belief that they may be promoted and receive a salary increase keeps 
them working in low-paying positions. If promotional opportunities were offered to 
outsiders, then employees, realizing that they may never be promoted, may resent the 
agency and be less efficient. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 17.5 
PERSONNEL RECORDS 

Every police agency immediately should establish a central personnel information system to facilitate 
management decisionmaking in assignment, promotion, advancement, and the identification and 
selection of individuals for participation in personnel development programs. 

1. The personnel information system should contain at least the following personnel information: 
a. Personal history; 
b. Education and training history; 
c. Personnel performance evaluation history; 
d. Law enforcement experience; 
e. Assignment, promotion, and advancement history; 
f. Commendation records; 
g. Sustained personnel complaint history; 
h. Medical history; 
i. Occupational skills profile; 
j. Results of special tests; and 
k. Photographs. 
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ICJS 
All available data indicates that the larger police agencies either already have a personnel 
information l:lystem or are in the process of developing one. While there are some notable 
exceptions, urban departments are able to provide complete personnel files for each 
officer when promotional decisions are being made. 
Personnel records in smaller agencies are usually incomplete or absent. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. The personnel information system should be protected against unauthorized access; however, 
employees should have access to agency records concerning them, with the exception of background 
investigation data. 
3. The system should be updated at least semiannually and, ideally, whenever a significant change in 
information occurs; and 
4. The system should be designed to facilitate statistical analysis of personnel resources and the 
identification of individuals with special skills, knowledge, or experience. 

ICJS 
Personnel files are usually protected against unauthorized access although officers can 
see their own files. 
Data is added to personnel files as new material is received. It is improbable that the files 
are used to generate statistical data vis-a-vis the availability of specialists. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
While the files are used to locate and select officers with special skills and experiences, 
the need for statistical analysis is minimal. In most instances, officers with special 
abilities are known by the appropriate supervisory personnel. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 18.1 
THE POLICE EXECUTIVE AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
10.1 EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

Every police chief executive should immediately acknowledge his responsibility to maintain effectiv~ 
employee relations and should develop policies and procedures to fulfill this responsibility. 

1. Every police chief executive should actively partiCipate in seeking reasonable personnel benefits for all 
police employees. 

ICJS 
Based upon all available information, it is evident that many police chief executives 
actively participate in, seeking benefits for their personnel. This is accomplished through 
negotiations with the local governing board. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is 'similar to NAC Standard 
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2. Every police chief executive should provide an internal two-way communication network to facilitate 
the effective exchange of information within the agency and to provide himself with an information 
feedback device. 

3. Every police chief executive should develop methods to obtain advisory Information from police 
employees--wtlo have daily contact with operational problems--to assist him in reaching decisions on 
personnel and operational matters. 

4. Every police chief executive should provide a grievance procedure for all police employees. 

ICJS 
A predominant number of agencies provide channels for internal two-way communica
tions. This network may either be formal or informal depending upon the agency. 
An informal network may consist of relying upon the chain of command as the means of 
communication. Formal networks in the larger agencies consist of grievance committees 
which meet at regular intervals with the chief. Suggestions boxes have also been used -
with varying degrees of success. 
In those agencies where there are several levels of classification below the chief executive, 
each division's commanding officer meets at frequent intervals with the chief. At these 
meetings the command officers provide input into the executive decision making process. 
If there is an internal communications network within the agency it can be used by officers 
to file grievances. If such a network is not available, or if the officer is not satisfied with 
the handling of his grievances, the officer has the option of going outside the agency to 
the civil service or to the local government. 
An agency's grievance mechanism will most likely be an issue raised during collective 
negotiation. --

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police chief executive should have employee relations specialist available to provide assistance 
in: 

a. Developing employee relations programs and procedures; . 
b. Providing general or specific training in management-employee relations; and 
c. Collective negotiations. 

ICJS 
Only a few of the larger police agencies have employee relations specialists available upon 
request. These speciansts are usually called in during collective negotiations. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. Recognizing that police employees have a right, subject to certain limitations, to engage in political 
and other activities protected by the first amendment, every pOlice agelncy should promulgate written 
policy that acknowledges this right and specifies proper and improper employee conduct in these 
activities. 

ICJS 
Policy in this area is often vague and open to interpretation. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

7. Every police chief executive should acknowledge the right of police employees to join or not join 
employee organizations that represent their employment interests, and should give appropriate 
recognition to these employee organizations. 

ICJS 
In accordance with the "Public Employment Relations Act" (Section 20.10) it is illegal for 
police chief executives to prevent employees from joining unions. They are also required 
to give appropriate recognition to employee organizations. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POUCE STANDARD 18.2 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION 

Every ~olice employe~ organization should immediately formalize written policies, rules and procedures 
that will protect the rights of all members and insure that they can remain responsible to their oath of 
office. 

1. Every police employee organization should place in writing the scope of its activities to inform all 
members of their orQanization's programs and their representatives' activities. 
2. Every police emplOyee organization should adhere to rules and procedures designed to insure internal 
democracy and fiscal integrity. These rules and procedures should include: 

a. Provisions to protect members in their relations with the. police employee organization; 
b. Standards and safeguards for periodic electkms; 
c. Identification of the responsibilities of the police employee organization officers; 
d. Provisions for maintenance of accounting and fiscal controls, including regular financial reports; 
e. Provisions for disclosure of financial reports and other appropriate documents to members, 

regulating agencies, and the public; and 
f. Acknowledgment of responsibility to the governmental entity legally charged with regulation of 

such employee organizations. 

ICJS 
There is total agreement between this standard and the requirements of the "Public 
Employment Re!ations Act" enacted by the 1974 legislature (Chapter 20). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 18.3 
COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATION PROCESS 

!::very police agency and all police employees should be allowed, by '1975, to engage in collective 
:1egotiations in arriving at terms and conditions of employment that will maintain police service 
effectiveness and insure equitable representation for both parties. 
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1. Legislation enacted by States to provide for collective negotiations between police agencies and 
public employees should give equal protection for both parties and should include: 

a. Provisions for local jurisdictions to enact specific rules for the collective negotiation process; 
b. Procedures to prevent either party from circumventing the collective negotiation process; 
c. Provisions for police agency retention of certain unrestricted management rights to insure proper 

direction and control in delivering police services; 
d. Provisions to prohibit police employees from participating in any concerted work stoppage or job 

action; and 
e. Procedures that require adherence to the collective negotiation legislation by all parties. 

ICJS 
Although the "Public Employment Relations Act" (Chapter 20) does not address the issue, 
it can be assumed that local jurisdictions are permitted to enact special rules for the 
collective negotiation process if their rules do not violate conditions of the Act. 
All of the NAC's requirements are addressed in the Act. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should insure that he or his personally designated representative is 
present during all collective negotiations involving the police agency, and that he is allowed to protect the 
interests of the community, the police agency, and all police employees. 

ICJS 
It is likely that the chief or his representative would be present during the collective 
negotiation p~ocess. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should insure that all r'Jlice employees receive training necessary to maintain 
effective management-employee relations. This training should include: 

a. Sufficient information to provide all employees with a general knowledge of the management
employee relations process; 

b. Specific instructions to persons who represent the police agency in the collective negotiation 
process; and 

c. Specific instructions to enable every supervisory police employee to perform his duties under any 
collective negotiation agreement. 

4. Every police chief executive should encourage employee organizations to provide training to enable 
their representatives to represent members in the negotiation process adequately. 

ICJS 
There is no evidence that police agencies require personnel to undergo management
employee relations training. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police chief executive should establish administrative procedures to facilitate the police 
agency's operation under any collective negotiation agreement. 
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ICJS 
It is highly probable that, after collective negotiations, the chief executive will promulgaie 
written policy concerning any change in the agency's operations as a result of the 
negotiations. In smaller agencies, changes in administrative procedures would be 
communicated verbally. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

6. Every pOlice chief executive should recognize that in the collective negotiations process the problems 
of unit determination, areawide negotiation, and impasse procedures are largely unresolved and that little 
guidance is currently available in these essential areas. 

ICJS 
It may be assumed that chief executives are aware of the conflicts arising from unit 
determination. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 18.4 
WORK STOPPAGES AND JOB ACTIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
10.2 WORK STOPPAGES 

Every police chief executive should immediately prepare his agency to react effectively to neutralize any 
concerted work stoppage or job action by police employees. Any such concerted police employee action 
should be prohibited by law. 

1. Every State, by 1976, shou:d enact legislation that specifically prohibits police employees from 
participating in any concerted work stoppage or job action. Local legislation should be enacted 
immediately if State prohibitive legislation does not currently exist. 

ICJS 
Section 736A, IOWA CODE prohibits all public employees from participating in any 
ccncerte.i work stoppage. The legislation does not specifically prohibit work actions by 
police officers. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should establish formal written policy prohibiting police employees from 
engaging in any concerted work stoppage or job action. 

ICJS 
As a result of the recent legisla,tion (section 736A) it is unlikely that any chief executive has 
felt the need to develop written policy prohibiting concentrated work actions. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police agency should develop a plan to maintain emergency police service in the event of a 
concerted employee work stoppage. 

ICJS 
There is little evidence that police chief executives ha.ve formalized plans to maintain 
emergency police service in the event of a work action. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

4. Every police chief executive should consider the initiation of internal disciplinary action, including 
dismissal, against police employees who participate in a concerted job action or work stoppage. Among 
the many disciplinary alternatives available to the chief executive are actions against: 

a. All participating employees for violating prohibitive legislation and policy; 
b. Individual employees when their individual conduct warrants special action; 
c. Only those employees who encouraged, instigated, or led the activity; and 
d. None of the participating employees; however, ciiminal or civil action may be sought for 

violations of legislative prohibitions. 

ICJS 
Police chief executives have not, as yet, established specific disciplinary policies and 
procedures for dealing with employees engaged in an illegal work action. 

Analysis. 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 19.1 
FOUNDATION FOR INTERNAL DISCIPLINE 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
8.1 FOUNDATION FOR INTERNAL DISCIPLINE 

Every police agency immediately should formalize pOlicies, procedures, and rules in written form for the 
administration of internal discipline. The internal discipline system should be based on essential 
fairness, but not bound by formal procedures or proceedings such as are used in criminal trials. 

1. Every police agency immediately should establish formal written procedures for the administration of 
internal diSCipline and an appropriate summary of those procedures should be made public. 

ICJS 
A predominant number of intermediate-sized and larger departments have formal written 
procedures regarding the administration of internal discipline. in agencies with fewer than 
25 sworn officers, written guidelines may not exist. 
Formal written procedures are usually found in the agency's policy handbook or 
disseminated through intra-agency memorandums. 
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Of those agencies with written policy, only a few disseminate internal discipline 
procedures to the public. There is little indication that any agency actively informs the 
public of the internal discipline process. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. The chief executive of every police agency should have ultimate responsibility tor the administration of 
internal discipline. 

ICJS 
Theoretically, every police chief executive has ultimate responsibility for the administration 
of internal discipline. This is particularly true in the larger agencies. However in many 
small towns, internal discipline ;s usually administered by the mayor or city ma~ager. 

Analysis 
[CJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every employee at the time ot' employment should be given written rules for conduct and appearance. 
They should be stated in brief, understandable language. 
In addition to other ruleB that may be drafted with assistance from employee partiCipants, one prohibiting 
a general classification of misconduct, traditionally known as "conduct unbecoming an officer," should 
be included. This rule should prohibit conduct that may tend to reflect unfavorably upon the employee or 
the agency. 
4. The poliCies, procedures, and rules governing employee conduct and the administration of discipline 
should be strengthened by incorporating them in training programs and promotional examinations, and 
by encouraging employee participation in the disciplinary system. 

ICJS 
It is probable that only those officers in the larger departments would receive, in writing, 
rules for conduct and appearance. It is unlikely that these rules ancl policies are incorpor
ated into training programs and promotional exams. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 19.2 
COMPLAiNT RECEPTION PROCEDURES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
8.2 COMMENDATION AND COMPLAINT RECEPTION 

Every police agency immediately should implement procedures to facilitate the making of a complaint 
alleging employee misconduct, whether that complaint is initiated internally or externally. 

i. The making of a complaint should not be accompanied by fear of reprisal or harassment. Every person 
making a complaint sllould receive verification that his complaint is being processed by the police 
agency. This receipt should contain a general description of the investigative process and appeal 
provisions. 
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ICJS 
Complaint reception procedures vary widely among the law enforcement agencies in Iowa. 
Formal complaint procedures are in existence only in the largest agencies. Citizens in 
rural towns oftentimes by-pass the department completely and file their complaint with 
local government officials. Complaint reception in the smaller jurisdictions is somewhat 
of an informal process. 
A receipt acknowledging verification of a received complaint will only be issued in a few of 
the larger agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency, on a continuing basis, should inform the public of its complaint reception and 
investigation procedures. 

ICJS 
Generally, the public is kept unaware of how to place complaints and how these 
complaints will be handled. There is little to indicate that police agencies actively 
publicize these procedures. 

Analysis 
iCJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

3. All persons who file a complaint should be notified of its final disposition; personal discussion 
regarding this disposition should be encouraged. 

ICJS 
According to the available data, individuals who file a complaint may sometimes be 
notified of the final disposition. Complainants in urban areas would most likely receive a 
formal written reply while those in the rural areas would be contacted in person by the 
pOlice chief executive or another local official. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should develop procedures that will insure that all complaints, whether from an 
external or internal source, are permanently and chronologically recorded in a central record. The 
procedure should insure that the agency's chief executive or his assistant is made aware of every 
complaint without delay. 

ICJS 
Complaints are handled in a formal manner only in intermediate or larger sized agencies. 
The severity and type of accusation will determine whether or not a formal complaint 
charge will be filed and recorded. Generally, the chief or his assistant will be kept 
informed of all formal complaints. In smaller agencies, complaints are made directly tothe 
chief executive or other local government officials. Complaints originating internally are 
usually handied with lower visibility. The complaining officer normally informs his 
immediate supervisor, if possible, of the alleged misconduct. Records of such complaints 
are generally not kept. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Complete records of complaint reception, investigation, and adjudication should be maintained. 
Statistical summaries of these records should be published regularly for all police personnel and should 
be available to the public. 

ICJS 
Complete records are usually kept only by the largeSt departments. 
Any statistical summaries derived from this data is kept strictly confidential. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 19.3 
INVESTIGATIVE RESPONSIBILITY 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
8.3 INVESTIGATIVE RESPONSIBILITY 

The chief executive of every police agency immediately should insure that the investigation of all 
complaints from the public, and all allegations of criminal conduct and serious internal misconduct, are 
conducted by a specialized individual or unit of the involved police agency. This person or unit should be 
responsible directly to the agency's chief executive or the assistant chief executive. Minor internal 
misconduct may be investigated by first line supf3rvisors, and these investigations should be subject to 
internal reviews. 

1. The existence or size of this specialized unit should be consistent with the demands of the work load. 

ICJS 
At the present time, only one law enforcement agency in Iowa maintains full-time 
special ized capabi I ities. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Police agencies should obtain the assistance of prosecuting agencies during investigations of 
criminal allegations and other cases where the police chief executive concludes that the public interest 
would best be served by such participation. 

ICJS 
Usually, an investigation into an officer's alleged criminal misconduct will be conducted 
in-house by agency pers':'nnel. Only upon adjudication of criminal guilt will the local 
prosecuting agency be notified. 
It is evident, however, that in the course of an in-house investigation, if felonious criminal 
behavior was discovered the local prosecuting agency would be notified. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standa.rd 
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3. Specialized units for complaint investigation should employ a strict rotation policy limiting 
assignments to 18 mOl1ths~ 
4. Every police agency should deploy the majority of its complair.t investigators during the hours 
consistent with complaint incidence, public convenience, and agency needs. 

ICJS 
Data indicates that striGt rotation policies for personnel assigned to internal inves~igat.ory 
functions are inadequate. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 19.4 
INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
8.4 INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES 

Every police agency immediately should insure that internal discipline complaint investigations are 
performed with the greatest possible skill. The investigative effort expended on all internal discipline 
complaints should be at least equal to the effort expended in the investigation of felony crimes where a 
suspect is known. 

1. All presonnel assigned to investigate internal discipline complaints should be given specific training 
in this task and should be provided with written investigative procedures. 

ICJS 
Officers responsible for internal discipline complaint investigations usually have not 
undergone specialized training. Investigations are conducted without the benefit of any 
written agency guidelines. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every pOlice agency should establish formal procedures for investigating minor internal misconduct 
allegations. These procedures should be designed to insure swift, fair, and efficient correction of minor 
disciplinary problems. 

ICJS 
Generally, minor misconduct allegations are conducted informally by the accused employ
ee's immediate supervisor. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

3. Every investigator of internal disCipline complaints should conduct investigations in a manner that 
bes'; reveals the facts while preserving the digrlity of all persons and maintaining the confidential nature 
of the Investigation. 
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4. Every police agency should provide--at the time of employment, and again, prior to the specific 
investigation--all employees with a written statement of their duties and rights when they are the subject 
of an internal discipline investigation. 

ICJS 
Depending upon the agency, employees may be informed of their rights when they are 
initially employed or are subject to an internal discipline investigation. Notification will be 
in written form only in a few of the largest departments. In intermediate-size and small 
departments, officers will be made aware of their rights verbally. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police chief executive should have legal authority during an internal discipline investigation to 
relieve police employees from their duties when it is in the interests of the public and the police agency. A 
police employee normally should be relieved from duty whenever he is under investigation for a crime, 
corruption, or serious misconduct when the proof is evident and the presumption is great, or when he i8 
physically or mentally unable to perform his duties satisfactorily. 

ICJS 
As provided for in the IOWA CODE, chief executives can relieve an officer from duty if he is 
under investigation or if he is incapable of satisfactorily functioning as a result of a mental 
or physical condition. See section 365.19 (municipal). See section 19A; Iowa Departmental 
Rules-Merit Employment - 11.2 (D.P.S. sworn personnel). See section 341.A (deputy 
Sheriffs). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

6. Investigators should use all available investigative tools that can reasonably be used to determine the 
facts and secure necessary evidence during an internal discipline investigation. The polygraph should be 
administered to employees only at the express approval of the police chief executive. 

ICJS 
Data reveals that agencies having access to a polygraph machine will administer an 
examination only with the chief's approval. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

7. All internal discipline investigations should be concluded 30 days from the date the complaint is made 
unless an extension is granted by the chief executive of the agency. The complainant and the accused 
employee should be notified of any delay. 

ICJS 
In nearly all agencies there is no time limit on the duration of the investigation. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 19.5 
ADJUDICATION OF COMPLAINTS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
8.5 ADJUDICATION 

Every police agency immediately should insure that provisions are established to allow the police chief 
executive ultimate authority in the adjudication of internal discipline complaints, subject only to appeal 
through the courts or established civil service bodies, and review by responsible legal and governmental 
entities. 

1. A complaint disposition should be classified as sustained, not sustained, exonerated, unfounded, or 
misconduct not based on the original complaint. 
2. Adjudication and--if warranted--disciplinary action should be based partially on the recommendation 
of the involved employee's immediate supervisor. The penalty should be at least a suspension up to 6 
months, in severe cases, removal from duty. 

ICJS 
Generally, there is great discretion in the classification of complaint dispositions. Chief 
executives have several classification options ranging from charge sustained to charge 
unfounded. 
Data indicates that the accused officer's im:nediate supervisor has substantial input 
during the adjudicatory and disciplinary stages. 
Most agencies have not established minimum disciplinary penalties in cases of serious 
misconduct. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAG Standard 

3. An administrative factfinding trial board should be available to all police agencies to assist in the 
adjudication phase. It should be activated when necessary in the interests of the police agency, the 
public, or the accused employee, and should be available at the direction of the chief executive or upon 
the request of any employee who is to be penalized in any manner that exceeds verbal or written 
reprimand. The chief executive of thl9 agency should review the recommendations of the trial board and 
decide on the penalty. 
4. The accused employee should be entitled to representation and logistical support equal to that 
afforded the person representing the agency in a trial board proceeding. 

ICJS 
Except in a couple of the largest departments, formal administrative trial boards are not 
used during the adjudication phase. In cases of serious misconduct, the chief executive 
will seek the advise of his command level personnel. Chief executives of small agencies 
may either act in isoiation or seek the assistance of local officials. 
During the adjudicatory phase accused officers are generally awarded the opportunity to 
present supportive evidence. It is unlikely that they will be provided with counsel. In those 
agencies with administrative trial boards, they may be allowed to select one member of the 
board. 
It must be recognized that, in virtually all agencies, adjudication is a semi-formal meeting 
between the chief t3xecutive, command level personnel, and the accused officer. 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Police employees should be allowed to appeal a chief executive's decision. The police agency should 
not provide the resources or funds for appeal. 

ICJS 
In accordance with civil service and merit legislation in the CODE, all officers can appeal 
the chief executive's decision (See chapters ~365.20, 19A, 341 A.) 
No agency provides funds for an employee's appeal. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

6. The chief executive of every police agency should establish written policy on the retention of internal 
discipline complaint investigation reports. Only the reports of sustained and - if appealed - upheld 
investigations should become a part of the accused employee's personnel folder. All disciplinary 
investigations should be kept confidential. 

ICJS 
Depending upon agency policy, unsustained complaints may be noted in the officer's 
personnel file. 
As can best be determined, those departments with a formalized internal discipline 
system will not permit unsustained complaints to be permanently recorded in the officer's 
file. Agencies which operate on and ad hoc basis include all complaints. 
Depending upon the agency, attempts are made to keep investigations confidential. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

7. Administrative adjudication on internal discipline complaints involving a violation of law should 
neither depend on nor curtail criminal prosecution. Regardless of the administrative adjudication, every 
police agency should refer all complaints that involve violations of law to the prosecuting agency for the 
decision to prosecute criminally. Police employees should not be treated differently from other members 
of the community in cases involving violations of law. 

ICJS 
Although nearly all agencies will notify the local prosecutor if an officer has committed a 
serious criminal offense, the case will not be referred until the officer has been discharged 
or suspended. It is highly unlikely that criminal allegations against <officers would be 
referred to the local prosecutor if the chief executive decided that the charge was 
unsustained. 

Analysis and Commentary 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
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NAG POLICE STANDARD 19.6 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
POSITIVE PREVENTION OF POLICE MISCONDUCT 8.6 POSITIVE PREVENTION OF MISCONDUCT 

The chief executive of every police agency immediately should seek and develop programs and 
techniques that will minimize the potential for employee misconduct. The chief executive should insure 
that there is a general atmosphere that rewards self-discipline within the police agency. 

1. Every police chief executive should implement, where possible, positive programs and techniques to 
prevent employee misconduct and encourage self-discipline. These may include: 

a. Analysis of the causes of employee misconduct through special interviews with employees 
involved in misconduct incidents and study of the performance records of selected employees: 

b. General training in the a.voidance of misconduct incidents for all employees and special training 
for employees experiencing special problems; 

c. Referral to psychologists, psychiatrists, clergy, and other professionals who expertise may be 
valuable; and 

d. Application of peer group influence. 

ICJS 
Special programs or techniques to minimize police misconduct are nonexistent in lowa's 
law enforcement agancies. There is little indication that innovative programs incorporating 
peer-group influence have been implemented. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 20.1 
ENTRY-LEVEL PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMiNATION 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
7.2 THE SELECTION PROCESS 

Every police agency should require all applicants for police officer positions to undergo thorough 
entry-level physical and psychological examinations to insure detection of conditions that might prevent 
maximum performance under rigorous phYSical or mental stress. 

1. Every agency, by 1975, should furnish and require, as a condition of employment, that each applicant 
pass a thorough physical and psychological examination. This examination should: 

a. Be deSigned to detect conditions that are likely to cause nonjob-related illnesses, inefficiency, 
unnecessary industrial accidents, and premature retirement; 

b. Be conducted under the supervision of a licensed, competent physician; and 
c. Include a psychological evaluation conducted under the supervision of a licensed, competent 

psychologist or psychiatrist. 

ICJS 
All agencies require applicants to undergo a relatively comprehensive physical 
examination by a licensed physician, yet very few conduct psychological testing 
procedures. Psychological exams that are given usually consist of written tests rather than 
oral interviews. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 20.2 
CONTINUING PHYSICAL FITNESS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
9.5 PHYSICAL FITNESS 

Every police agency should establish physical fitness standards that will insure every officer's physical 
fitness and satisfactory job performance throughout his entire career. 

1. Every agency should immediately establish realistic weight standards that take into account each 
officer's height, body build, and age. 
2. Every agency should, by 1975, require for each officer a physical examination administered biannually, 
annually, or semiannually to determine the officer's level of physical fitness. The frequency of the 
examinations should increase with the officer's age. If the officer fails to meet the predetermined 
standards, a program should be prescribed to improve his physical condition. 

ICJS 
While most agencies have established physical fitness (weight) requirements for 
initial-entry, none have established standards for maintenance of a proper weight/heightl 
age ratio. Data reveals that no law enforcement agency in the state requires or administers 
periodic physical exams. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

3. Every agency should, by 1975, provide or make available facilities and programs that enable every 
officer to maintain good physical condition, to monitor his condition, and to meet predetermined 
physical standards through program enforcement measures. Consideration should be given to intramural 
athletics, exercise, weight reduction, and other physical fitness programs. 

ICJS 
Only a few of the urban departments have gymnastic facilities or programs available for 
their personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 20.3 
EMPLOYEE SERVICES 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
9.3 EMPLOYEE SERVICES 

Every police agency should, by 1978, establish or provide for an employee services unit to assist all 
employees in obtaining the various employment benefits to which they and their dependents are entitled. 

1. The employee services unit should be responsible for at least the following specific employee service 
functions: 

a. Employee services unit personnel thoroughly informed on employee benefits should inform 
fellow agency employees of these benefits and the means for taking advantage of them. 

b. In the event an officer is injured, the employee services unit should insure that the resulting 
needs of the officer and his family are cared for, with a minimum of inconvenience to the officer 
or his family. 
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c. In the event an officer is killed, the employee services unit should assist survivors in solllil1U tile 
officer's affairs. 

2. Every agency with 150 or more personnel should assign at least one full-t!me employee to the 
employee services unit. 
3. Every agency with fewer than '150 personnel should join with other local agencies to appoint a regional 
coordinator for employee services and, where appropriate, should establish a regional police employee 
services organization. 

ICJS 
Currently, no law enforcement agency in Iowa has an employee services unit. This 
function is normally served by the supervisors, personnel officer, or thE' jurisrlicti()n'~-, 
personnel unit. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 20.4 
HEALTH INSURANCE 

Every police agency should, by 1982, make available a complete health care program for its officers and 
their immediate families to insure adequate health care at minimum cost to the agency and the employee. 

1. Every police agency should establish a health care program that provides for the particular health care 
needs of its employees and their immediate families. 

a. The health care program should provide at least (1) surgery and related services: (2) diagnostic 
services; (3) emergency medical care; (4) continuing medical care for pulmonary tuberculosis, 
mental disorders, drug addiction, alcoholism, and childbirth; (5) radiation, inhalation, and 
physical therapy; (6) ambulance service; (7) nursing care; (8) prescribed medication and medical 
appliances; (9) complete dental and vision care; (10) hospital room; and (11) income protection. 

b. Every agency should pay all or a major portion of the cost of the health care program to insure 
that the highest available quality and quantity of medical services are provided under its plan. 
These controls should include a system of record handling that facilitates swift, efficient ' 
provision of services and feedback of ,employee reaction to the program. 

2. Every police agency should insure that an officer or his beneficiaries are allowed to continue as 
members of the health care program after the officer's retirement, and that benefit and cost change under 
these circumstances are reasonable. 

ICJS 
While nearly all law enforcement personnel are able to purchase health insurance through 
their department, the coverage varies widely. Data reveals that most agencies only offer a 
basic insurance plan to t.heir employees. This insurance is paid for, in part (50%), by the 
agency. It is unlikely that any peace officer in Iowa can obtain complete health insurance, 
i.e., dental and vision care, for themselves and their immediate family at a reasonable 
cost. Furthermore, retired officers or beneficiaries may not be able to maintain health 
insurance in a predominant number of agencies. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 20.5 
STATE RETIREMENT PLAN 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
9.3 PEACE OFFICER RETIREMENT SYSTEM 

Every State should, by 1982, provide an actuarily sound statewide police retirement system for all sworn 
personnel employed within the Sta.te. This system should be designed to facilitate lateral entry. 

1. Local agency membership in the retirement system should be voluntary. 
2. The system should be designed to accommodate diverse salary schedules of members agencies and to 
insure equitable distribution of costs and benefits within the system. 
3. The system should require a minimum of 25 years of service for normal retirement and a mandatory 
retirement age of 60 for all police personnel. 
4. Reciprocal agreements should be formulated between inde~endent, local, State, and interstate police 
pension systems to allow any police officer to accept any law enforcement position available and still 
retain his accrued retirement benefits. 

ICJS 
Two separate retirement system" exist for local law enforcement personnel in Iowa. 
Chapter 97B, CODE of IOWA, establishes the Iowa Public Employee Retirement System 
(IPERS) which provides that all employees of " ... the State of Iowa, the counties, 
municipalities and public school districts therein, and all the political subdivisions 
thereof, and all their departments and instrumentalities ... " are subject to IPERS, unless 
specifically excluded. 
Chapter 411 of the Code establishes a mutually exclusive retirement system for law 
enforcement personnel (and firemen) in municipalities with over a 15,000 population. 
As a result of these two retirement systams, sheriff's deputies, and municipal police in 
towns with fewer than 15,000 people b(J/ong to IPERS. Municipalities with over a 15,000 
population must provide their own retirement system. 
D.P.S. sworn personnel are covered under the "Public Safety Peace Officers' Retirement, 
Accident and Disability System (Chapter 97A). This system is substantially similar to the 
Chapter 411, retirement system vis-a-vis minimum years of service required, retirement 
age, retirement pay scale. Because these two systems are basically the same, the (D. P .S.) 
Chapter 97 A system will be considered a Chapter 411 system in the following 
commentary. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 
Neither retirement system, IPERS nor Chapter 411, can be considered statewide police 
retirement syste<n. 
Each system contclins certain elements that are fundamental to a statewide system. Key 
elements to a statewide system are 1) coverage for all law enforcement personnel: 2) 
reciprocity between all agencies to enable personnel to move from agency to agency 
without losing retirement b0nefits; 3) a minimum numbers of years in law enforcement 
for normal fetlrement benefits; 4) mandatory retirement age (ideally at 60); and 5) retire
ment pay based upon the final 5 years salary. 

Neither system is designed to provide coverage for alJ Jaw enforcement personnel - the 
plans are mutually exclusive. Personnel can only retain retirement benefits if they 
maintain employment in IPERS agencies; officers leaving a municipal system (covered 
under chapter 411) before the minimum required number of years lose all benefits. Only 
the municipal (chapter 411) system requires a minimum of 22 years of service before 
normal retirement. Whereas IPERS provides for normal retirement at 65, chapter 411 
provides full bene'fits at the preferred age of 55. Chapter 411 bases normal retirement pay 
upon the officer's salary upon his final 5 years of employee, IPERS has no suoh provision. 
Although the retirement system provided by chapter 411 is better suited for law 
enforcement personnel than IPERS, it is evidently deficient in those areas noted above. 
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To comply with the NAC, new legislation is needed tCJ create a statewide law enforcement 
I'etirement system incorporating key elements from both IPERS and chapter 411. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 21.1 
POLICE UNIFORMS 

RELA {ED IOWA STANDARD 
19.1 PEACE OFFICER UNIFORMS 

Every police chief executive should immediately develop ane designate complete standard specifications 
for apparel and equipment to be worn by every agency employee when performing the duties of a 
uniformed police officer. To deter criminal activity, uniformed police officers should be highly visible, 
easily identifiable and readily distinguishable from other uniformed persons. Every officer's appearance 
should reflect favorably on his agency and profession; however, to insure maximum efficiency, this 
should not be accomplished at the expense of physical comfort. 

1. Every police chief executive should consider seasonal changes and climate when developing the 
agency's standard police uniform. 

2. Every police chief executive should insure that the agency's police uniform identifies the wearer by 
name and agency, and makes him plainly recognizable as a police officer. Such items should be visible at 
all times. 

ICJS 
In accordance with 1974 legislation (chapter 337A) all sheriff's and deputies uniforms are 
to be standardized throughout the state by January 1, 1977. These uniforms, currently 
undar deSign, will ensure easy identification of the officer's name and county. 
In municipalities, the ability to recognize officers will vary. Most chief executives have not 
standardized uniforms. This permits personnel to wear whatever attire they want. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every police executive should insure that the uniforms of agency employees other than police 
officers--such as civilian traffic control, parking control, and security officers--are, by color, design, and 
items of identification, plainly distinguishable from those of police officers. 

ICJS 
Non-sworn agency employees are usually not recognizable as non-sworn personnel. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every State should enact legislation fixing the color and style of uniforms worn by private patrolmen or 
security gcards to insure that they are readily distinguishable from police urdforms. 

ICJS 
There is, currently, no legislation fixing the color and style of uniforms worn by private 
p&!lolmen or security guards. 

21.1 
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Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency should conduct daily uniform inspections to insure that every officer's appearance 
conforms to agency specifications and reflects favorably on the agency and the law enforcemont 
profession. 

ICJS 
Only in the urban departments where the officers must attend roll-call briefing sessions 
are there daily uniform inspections. The Iowa Highway Patrol conducts both formal 
inspections daily and, at frequent intervals, on-the-road inspections. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 21.2 
FIREARMS AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
;9.2 FIREARMS AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

Every police chief executive should immediately specify the type of firearms, ammunition, and auxiliary 
equipment to be used by the agency's police officers. To enhance police efficiency, personal equipment 
items sho!Jld be interchangeable among all officers of the agency. Once establi;,hed, these specified 
standards should be maintained by frequent, periodic inspections and appropriate disciplinary action 
when agency regulations are violated. •. . 

1. Every police agency should establish written specifications for agency-approved sidearms and 
ammunition to be carried by officers on uniformed duty, or plainclothes duty, or off duty. The 
specifications should include the type, caliber, barrel length, finish, and style of the sidearms, and the 
specific type of amn'unition. 

ICJS 
Very few chief executives have promulgated written specifications for agency-approved 
sidearms and ammunition. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

2. Every police agency should insure that the officers of every automobile patrol unit are equipped with a 
shotgun and appropriate ammunition. An easily accessible shotgun receptacle that can be locked should 
be permanently installed in every vehicle. 

ICJS 
Most p,obably every patrol car in the state is equipped with a shotgun. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 
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3. Every police agency should designate all items of auxiliary equipment to be worn or carried by its 
uniformed officers. To insure intra-agency uniformity, the approved type, size, weight, color, style, and 
other relevant variables of each auxiliary equipment item, along with the position on the uniform or belt 
where it is to be worn or carried, should be specified in writing. 

ICJS 
Very few chief executives have promulgated written specifications for agency-approved 
auxiliary equipment. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency should initiate a program of frequent, regular equipment inspections to insure 
that personal equipment items conform to agency specifications and are maintained in a presentable and 
serviceable condition. To insure that each officer's weapon functions properly, firearm practice should be 
required for all officers at least monthly, and all firearms should be examined at regular intervals by a 
.qualified armorer. 

ICJS 
Few, if any, departments maintain a comprehensive firearms program. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POUCE STANDARD 21.3 
AGENCY PROVISION OF 
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
19.3 AGENCY PROVISION OF 
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 

Every police agency should immediately acquire the funds necessary to provide and maintain a full 
uniform and equipment complement for every police officer. This will faciiitate the agency's efforts to 
insure conformance to uniform and equipment standards. 

1. Every police agency should determine the minimum uniform requirements for its police officers, 
including alternate items of apparel for warm, col'l, and foul weather. The agency should furnish all 
required items at no cost to officers. Continuing conformity to uniform standards and appearance should 
be insured by regular replacement of uniforms or a uniform allowance. 

2. Every police agency should furnish and replace at no cost to officers the sidearm, ammunition, and 
auxiliary personal equipment specified by the agency. 

ICJS 
Gf.merally, the larger the department the greater the chance that uniforms and equipment 
would be provided. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 22.1 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT UTILITY 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
20.1 TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 

Every police agency should annually evaluate the tasks performed within the agency and the 
transportation equipment which may be utilized by the agency to determine how the proper application of 
transportation equipment can improve the agency's ability to accomplish its objectives. 

1. Every police agency should, prior to submitting its annual budget, evaluate all existing and potential 
transportation equipment applications within the agency. The evaluation should include the examination 
of all tasks which may facilitate the objectives of the agency to determine if new or different equipment 
will result in: 

a. More effective use of human resources; and 
b. Improved police service that is cost-effective. 

2. Every police agency should, prior to submitting its annual budget, evaluate the potential usefulness 
and limitations of each type of transportation equipment in order to select the appropriate tools for the 
specific police tasks of the agency. New and existing transportation equipment should be evaluated. 

ICJS 
Transportation evaluations are usually limited to comparing one brand or style of 
automobile to another. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 22.2 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
ACQUISITION AND MAINTENANCE 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
20.1 TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 

Every police agency should acquire and maintain police transportation eqUipment· necessary to achieve 
agancy objectives in a manner which is most cost-effective for the agency. 

1. Every police agency acquiring ground vehicles should determine whether the acquisition should be 
made by purchasing, leasing, or reimbursing for officer-owned vehicles. This determination should be 
based upon the following considerations; 

a. Maintenance requirements; 
b. Control problems; 
c. Financing; and 
d. Overall cost-effectiveness. 

2. Every police agency acquiring aircraft should determine the most advantageous form of acquisition by 
considering the maintenance and service requirements, the availability of the equipment when it will be 
ne€)ded, pilot-training and insurance costs, the availability of auxiliary police equipment, and the cost per 
hour of: 

a. Purchase by the agency; 
b. Leasing; 
c. Purchasing jointly with other agencies; 
d. Renting; and 
e. Acquiring surplus militaiY aircraft. 

ICJS 
Decis,vns regarding how pOlice vehicles will be acquired are usually made by the chief 
executive in conjunction with local government officials. 
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Analysis 
ICJS -practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE S r ANDARD 22.3 
FLEET SAFETY 

RELATED IOWA STANDI\RD 
20.2 FLEET SAFETY 

Every police agency should implement a fleet safety program to insure the safety of its employees and 
the public, minimize unnecessary expenditure of public funds, and increase agency efficiency. 

1. Every agency fleet safety program should include: 
a. A driver training program for all employees who operate agency vehicles; 
b. Procedures for problem-driver detection and retraining; 
c. Procedures insuring employee inspection of agency vehicles prior to use; and 
d. A maintenance program which will minimize the hazard of malfunctioning equipment. 

2. Every agency fleet safety program should emphasize the personal involvement of employees in 
meeting the objectives of the program through: 

a. Peer group involvement in the classification of employee accidents; 
b. Recognition for safe- driving; and 
c. An education program with emphasis on the personal benefits to be derived from safe driving. 

ICJS 
An agency's tleet safety program Will usually only consist of periodic vehicle maintenance. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is inconsistent with NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 23.1 RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
POLICE USE OF THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 21.2 THE TELEPHONE COMPONENT 

Every police agency should develop as a subsystem of its overall communications system a telephone 
communications component deSigned to reduce crime through rapid and accurate communication with 
the public. This design may require an upgraded physical plant and supportive equipment, and 
procedures to shorten the time of the internal messafJe handling. 

1. Every police agency should immediately implement a full-time telephone service sufficient to provide 
prompt answering of calls for service. 

a. Emergency telephone calls should be answered within 30 seconds, and nonemergency telephone 
calls should be answered within 60 seconds. 

b. Procedures should be adopted to control the quality of pOlice response to telephonic requests for 
service and information. 

2. Every police agency should immediately install a sufficient number of emergency trunk lines, in 
addition to and separate from business trunk lines, to insure that an emergency caller will not receive a 
busy signal during normal periods of peak activity, excluding catastrophic or unusual occurrences. 
3. Every police agency should immediately insure that any misdirected emergency telephone call for 
police, fire, or other emergency service is promptly accepted and that information obtained from such 
calls is immediately relayed to the appropriate public safety emergency agency. 
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ICJS 
Telephone service provided by law enforcement agencies throughout the state vary 
greatly. Whereas a few urban departments currently have 911 capability, most agencies 
maintain multi-purpose trunk lines for both emergency and nonemergency calls. 
It is assumed that those agencies with 911 service would be able to answer telephonos in a 
timely manner. In any agency with multi-functional trunk lines, emergency calls will only 
be answered in 30 seconds if, 1) a trunk line is open, and2) the police operator is available. 
While most urban departments can, under normal conditions, respond within 30 seconds, 
in many suburban and rural departments the police dispatcher must serve several 
functions, i.e., desk clerk, secretary. Consequently, phones may be left unanswered for 
long periods of time. 
Under the provisions of the Iowa State Telecommunications Plan, "the comm. center 
dispatch functional unit must provide an emergency request answering delay (either 
telephone or radio) of less than fifteen (15) seconds and an emergency action response to 
that request in less than two (2) minutes at least ninety percent (90%) of the time." See 
Volume II, Section 2, requirement 8. 
Requirement six (6) of the Plan "provides adequate numbers of emergency telephone Hnes 
for emergency requests from the public and for telecom (telephone and data) linkages to 
affiliated agencies. 
Provisions for handling misdirected emergency phone calls have also been established. 
Section 2.2.3.3 "provides telecommunication links between the Comm. center in an area 
and the agencies of law enforcement, emergency medical, and fire departments served by 
its functions. These links shall be provided in sufficient number to meet all the criteria for 
request response time and provide a minimum in action delay." 

Analysis 
ICJS pragtice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every police agency with a fUll-time telephone service should, by 1976, acquire and operate fail-safe 
recording equipment that will allow endless or continuous recording of all incoming complaint calls and 
instantaneouG playback of those calls. 

ICJS 
According to the survey made by LEATAC, "Recorder equipment for recording emergency 
calls ... exists at 9% of the agencies. Thus, unless comm. center implementation begins 
immediately, most agencies (approx. 85-90%) will not have equipment to record incoming 
complaint calls by 1976. 
Section 2.2.2.13 of the Plan specifies that, "Comm. centers provide facilities for recording 
and playback of the radio and emergency telephone channels. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every police agency with a full-time telephone service should, by 1982, operate that service from 
facilities designed to be reasonably secure from physical attack and sabotage. This security should 
extend to overhead telephone trunk line drop-wires running between aerial cables and the full-time 
telephone service faci I ity. 

ICJS 
Generally, communication facilities for law enforcement agencies are not secure from 
physical attack and sabotage. As noted in the Plan (vol. II, p. 26): 
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Adequate facility security was found to be lacking predominately in the small city 
(20,000 or less). It was especially a problem where the dispatcher had other functions 
such as city clerk or desk sergeant. For the surveyed facilities, 17% have the antenna 
tower protected from intrusion and 43% indicated having Comm. Center security. In 
any event, it is estimated that actually less than a third have satisfactory security for 
the equipment and antenna structure. 

Comm. centers will be required to meet stringent physical facility security guidelines. 
The areas in which the telecommunications equipment is located and operated will be 
facilities designed to be reasonably secure from physical attack and sabotage. This 
security will extend to telephone trunk lines running to the telephone service facility 
and to the radio transmission line running between the transmitter/receiver and the 
antennas. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency should, by 1982, obtain single universal emergency telephone service, and the 
cost of such service should be borne by the private telephone subscriber. . 
7. Pilot Automatic Number Identificatiun Universal Emergency Telephone Systems should be installed to 
assess technical feasibility, cost-effectiveness for police, and public acceptance. 

ICJS 
Approximately six agencies currently have incorporated single universal emergency 
telephone service (911) into their telecommunications network. Many other agencies are 
either implementing or considering such a system. 
The Telecommunications Plan acknowledges that 911 implementation "will require 
passage of time and that interim methods for operations of emergency request transfer 
will be necessary (Section 2.2.3.4)." Provisions have been made to require all comm. 
centers to maintain sufficient physical space to provide for 911 equipment when it is 
made available for implementation. 
Although not afforded the priority of 911 services, Pilot Automatic Number Identification 
Universal Emergency Telephone Systems (PANlUETS) is also being considered. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 23.2 
COMMAND AND CONTROL OPERATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
21.3 DISPATCH CONTROL 

Every police agency should acknowledge that the speed with which it can communicate with field units is 
critical; that it affects the success of agency efforts to preserve life and property; and that it increases 
the potential for immGdiate apprehension of criminal suspects. Therefore, rapid and accu "ate 
communications capability should be developed. 

1. Every police agency should immediately install a 24-hour two-way radio capability providing 
continuous communication between a communications center and field units. Agencies too small to 
maintain a full-time communications center should immediately arrange for that service to be provided by 
the nearest full-time communications center of a neighboring public safety emergency agency or a public 
safety emergency agency operating by the next highest pOlitical subdivision in the State. 
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ICJS 
In agencies responding to a survey conducted by LEATAC, " ... full-time availability of 
dispatch was found forty percent (40%) deficient. It is also observed that many having 
24-hour dispatch may well be providing it under financial stress e.g. should be sharing the 
cost with other agencies in similar straits. Joint usage of law enforcement base station 
communication facilities is presently found in 82 counties. (Volume II, p. 25)." 

As explained in Foreword 23.1, the Telecommunications Plan supports tho usn of COllllty -
and multi-countywide communication centers that will provide 24-hour telecommullica
tions for all law enforcement agencies within the center's jurisdiction. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every police chief executive should immediately insure that delay time--the elapsed time between 
receipt of a complaint emergency call and the time of message radio tral1smission--in the case of an 
emergency call does not exceed 2 minutes, and in the case of a nonemergency call, does not exceed 6 
minutes. By 1978, communications center delay time in cases of emergency calls should not exceed 1 
minute and in cases of nonemergency calls should not exceed 4 minutes. 

ICJS 
As a result of inefficient dispatch and conQested radio frequencies, many departments are 
unable to transmit emergency radio calls with sufficient speed. As noted in the Plan (Vol. 
II, p. 25): 

Action response time is not recognized generally by most agencies as a problem. However, 
with channels having severe interference and high traffic density (Le. 37. 10M Hz) there is 
good reason to conclude that responses in excess of 2 minutes may be expected. Further
more, there is additional delay for mobile operators who must wait for channel traffic and 
interference to clear before transmitting for they will not be heard at their base station. 

Recognizing the importance of action response time, LEATAC requires that Comm. 
centers must "provide emergency action response to the request in less than two (2) 
minutes at least ninety percent (90%) of the time." (Requirement 2.2.2.8) To meet this 
objective, Comm. centers will have an adequate number of channels and control dispatchers. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
The present Telecommunications Plan does not require Comm. centers to ma:;1tain one 
minute emergency response time. AIH10Ugh the Comm. centers would be capable of 
meeting this goal, the Plan only requires a two (2) minute response time. 

3. Every agency should, by 1975, acquire and operate fail-safe recording equipm~nt which will allow 
continuous recording of every radio transmission and recording equipment designed to allow 
instantaneous playback of field unit radio transmission. 

ICJS 
As noted in ICJS: 23.1 (.4), approximately 9% of all agencies operate recording equipment 
which continuously records all radio transmissions. All agencies will be provided with 
such capabilities being that the Plan (Section 2.2.2.13) requires facilities for recording ctild 
playback of the radio and emergency telephone channels. 

Analysis 
IC,JS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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4. Every police agency should immediately seek action by the appropriate legislative or regulatory body 
to regulate private agencies that provide central-station alarm service. Appropriate steps should be taken 
to minimize field-unit response to the location of any alarm not caused by a criminal attack. 

ICJS 
Data reveals that attempts have not been made by police administrators to stmk legislation 
which would regulate central-station alarm service. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every agency operating a full-time communications center and employing 15 or more persons should, 
by 1975, install suitable equipment to provide access to local, State, and Federal criminal justice 
information systems. The minimum suitable equipment should be a teletypewriter capable of being 
connected to a data base. 

ICJS 
In accordance with the TRACIS Master Plan, this standard has already been met. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

6. Every police agency having a full-time communications center should, by 1978, operate from facilities 
designed to be reasonably secure from physical attack and sabotage. 

ICJS 
As noted in ICJS 23.1 (.5), less than one-third of all currently operating law enforcement 
telecommunication facilities have adequate security. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 23.3 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
21.1 COMMUNICATIONS 

Every police agency should immediately insure that its radio communications system makes the most 
efficient use of its radio frequency. 

"I. Every State should immediately establish common statewide police radio frequencies for use by State 
and local law enforcement agencies during periods of local disaster or other emergencies requiring 
interagency coordination. 
2. Every agency should, by 1978, have a base station, mobile, and portable radio equipment capable of 
two-way operation on a common statewide police radio frequency. 
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3. Every agency should, by 1978, acquire and operate multichannel mobile and portable radio equipment 
capable of two-way operation on operational frequencies, daily car-to-car tactical frequencies, joint 
public safety tactical frequencies and statewide tactical frequencies. 

ICJS 
Since the most serious deficiency in the current telecommunications network is 
congested radio frequencies, the Telecommunication Plan will have its greatest impact in 
the radio communications subsystem. As noted in the Plan, the present network is 
deficient for the following reasons: 

1. Interference or agency radio communications due to the state-wide common usage of a 
single frequency (37.10 MHz); and 

2. Uncoordinated usage of three available frequency bands has reduced intra-agency 
communications. When one agency operates in one band communications are not 
possible with agencies utilizing another band. Specifically, the larger cities have 
implemented new radio systems in the UHF frequency and the Iowa Highway Patrol is 
constructing a state-wide integrated system utilizing the high-band VHF. Certain 
smaller cities and a few counties have changed frequency usage from low-band to UHF 
or high-band. The result is that adjacent counties and cities lose communications with 
those which change. 

Upon implementation, the Plan will ensure that all law enforcement agencies in Iowa can 
meet or exceed the NAC Standards. In accordance with the Plan, ail communications 
centers will, "provide a sufficient number of channels to assure command and control 
operation and for transferring information requests for data and responsive data 
summaries, to provide tactical communications between agency units and between the 
vehicles of the several agencies, and to allow for the transmission between mobiles and 
portable radio units and from these to appropriate agencies command and control 
centers." 
Every uniformed officer will be supplied with multi-channel transceivers which are capable 
of operating on tactical, mutual aid, operational, and state-wide emergency frequencies. 
In the event of an emergency all law enforcement personnel in Iowa will be able to 
communicate from any location in the state. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

4. Every agency should, by 1978, equip every on-duty uniformed officer with a portable radio transceiver 
capable of providing adequate two-way communications and capable of being carried with reasonable 
comfort on the person. 

ICJS 
While the telecommunications plan does not require that all officers be equipped with a 
portable transceiver capable of being carried on the person, it is recommended. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
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NAC POLICE STANDARD 24.1 
POLICE REPORTING 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
22.1 REPORTING PROCEDURES 

Every police agency should establish procedures that will insure simple and efficient reporting of criminal 
activity, assist in criminal investigations, and provide complete information to other components of the 
criminal justice system. 

1. Every police agency should immediately publish the circumstances which require an officer to 
complete a report, and should provide printed forms for crime, arrest, and other reports. Such forms 
should have enough appropriately headed filt-in boxes and companion instructions to assist the officer in 
obtaining and reporting all necessary information. 

a. There should be a forms control procedure which subjects every departmental form to initial 
approval and periodic review to determine if the form's use is appropriate and the information 
called for is necessary. 

b. Field reports should be as simple as possible to complete, and their design should permit 
systematic collection of summary and management data. 

ICJS 
Most chief executives have promulgated policy regardiny reporting. The quality and 
comprehensiveness of the forms will vary widely among departments. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every agency should immediately consider adopting policies that allow reports of misdemeanors and 
miscellaneous incidents to be accepted by telephone when: 

a. No fi.eld investigation appears necessary; and 
b. The efforts of the patrol force would otherwise be diverted from higher priority .duties. 

3. Where the, volume of calls for service dictates, every agency should free its patrol units immediately for 
priority calls by assigning other personnel to one-man units whose primary function is preliminary 
investigation and the subsequent completion of reports. 

ICJS 
Except during an unusual occurrence, one-man preliminary investigation units in lieu of 
patrol officers would not be cost-effective ir any agency. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is similar to NAC Standard 

4. Every State should, by 1975, enact legislation requiring that, at the time arrest warrants 8.7e issued or 
recalled, notification be made to the State or other State designated agency by the court that isgues such 
warrants. Every police agency should insure that, when it contacts or arrests an individual named in want 
or warrant informatio~n generated by any criminal justice agency, it notifies that agency of the contact or 
arrest within 3 hours. To insure that the right person is arrested, police agencies should provide sufficient 
identifying data to courts issuing warrants. This data should include, at least, the offender's; 

a. Name; 
b. Residence address; 
c. Sex; 
d. Color of hair and eyes; 
e. Height anc! We!£Iht; and 
f. Date of birth. 
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ICJS 
As yet, there has been only minimal legislation governing arrest warrant procedures. 
Warrant issuing agencies are not required to notify any State agency wtlen the warrant is 
issued or recalled. Notification, when it occurs, usually consists of placing such data into 
TRACIS. 
The Code does not specify the maximum time permitted between apprehension of the 
defendant and notifying the issuing agency. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

5. Every state should, by 1975, require every police agency to report to a State or other designated agency 
information necessary for: 

a. The identification of persons known to have been armed, considered dangerous, or known to 
have resisted arrest; 

b. The identification of unrecovered stolen vehicles; 
c. The identification of vehicles wanted in connection with the investigation of felonies or serious 

misdemeanors; 
d. The identification of unrecovered .3tolen Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) plates and serially 

identified engines and transmissions; 
e. The identification of unrecovered stolen or missing license plates; 
f. Identification of serially numbered stolen or lost weapons; and 
g. The identification of serially numbered stolen property items. 

ICJS 
While the Code does not specifically require police agencies to supply the above-noted 
data to the D.P.S., section 749.1 does state that: 
The sheriff of each county and the chief of police of each city shall furnish to the 
department criminal identification records and other information as directed by the 
commissioner of public safety. 
Currently, D.P.S. does not require agencies to submit this data. Local chief e~~ecutives 
have full discretion in reporting to D.P.S. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
It is the general understanding that a department having access to a TRACIS terminal will 
voluntarily report this information. 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 24.2 
BASIC POLICE RECORDS 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
22.2 THE BASIC RECORDS SYSTEM 

Every police agency should immediately establish a records system that collects crime data and records 
operational activities so crime conditions and the effects of agency operations can be systematically 
evaluated. 

1. Every police agency should develop and maIntain a "reportable incident file" based on agency needs, 
that contains documentation on all crimes; essential noncriminal incidents such as missing persons, 
(ost and found property, suicides, and accidental deaths; and, where appropriate, traffice incidents. 

24.2 



ICJS 
For the most part, record systems in Iowa's law enforcement agencies are severely 
deficient. As noted in the 1975 criminal justice plan: 
Although a complete survey has not been completed, it has been determined by 
Commission staff through numerous contacts with local law enforcement agencies that 
many local records systems are vastly inadequate. At least one major police department 
operates with an inadequate records system as do numerous intermediate sized 
departments. Records system in many small city and county agencies are nearly 
non .. existent. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

2. Every State should require every police agency within the State to contribute to, and maintain access 
In, a summary dossier file maintained by a designated agency. Summary dossier files should contain an 
FBI fingerprint card, State and Federal individual record sheets, and accurate and up-to-date arrest 
disposition records, photographs, booking forms, arrest reports, and requests from other agencies for 
notification of arrest. 

ICJS 
In accordance with the CODE of IOWA, section 749, the B.C.1. is responsible for the 
collection and dissemination of criminal history data. All sheriff's departments and 
municipal agencies (serving 10,000 + population) are required to submit to the B.C.1. a 
fingerprint card (includes name, aliases, offense) of any suspects held for the commission 
of a felony. If charges are dropped, or if defendant is acquitted, the fingerprint card is 
expunged. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 24.3 
DATA RETRIEVAL 

RELATED IOWA STANDARD 
22.3 DATA RETRIEVAL 

Every police agency should establi~h a cost-effective, compatible information system to collect, store, 
and retrieve information moving through the agency. The use of such a system should be directed toward 
crime reduction without sacrificing local autonomy. 

Foreword: 
TRACIS (Iowa Traffic Records and Criminal Justice Inofrmation System) is a computer 
assisted information system which collects data from a number of state agencies including 
criminal justice agencies. Its purview is limited to traffic records and criminal justice 
information. TRACIe p~ovides the mechanism for standardizing collf.lction and dissemination 
procedures and the protection of privacy and security of information maintained by the 
State of Iowa in these areas. 

TRACIS consists of two separate but interrelated systems, one for traffic records and the 
other for criminal justice (police-courts-corrections). Each of these two major systems is 
comprised of a number of files and records that may be queried by any authorized user in 
the state. 
The network has access to Department of Public Safety Traffic records, the Iowa Criminal 
Justice data bases as well as the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) the ALECS 
Network and with proposed inclusion to the National LETS Telatype System. 

24.3 
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1. Every police agency should, by 1975, have the capability to retrieve statewide crim inal informal ion and 
provide it to field personnel within 3 minutes of the time requested for noncomputerized systems ane! 
within 30 seconds for computerized systems. This capability should at least include information on: 

a. Individuals who are the subject of an arrest warrant for a felony or serious misdemeanor; 
b. Individuals known to have been armed, considered dangerous, or known to have resisted arrest; 
c. Umecovered stolen vehicles; 
d. Vehicles wanted in connection with the investigation of felonies or serious misdemeanors; 
e. Unrecovered stolen Vehicle Information Number plates and serially identified engines and 

transmissions; 
f. Unrecovered stolen or missing license plates; 
g. Serially identified stolen or lost weapons; and 
h. Serially numbered stolen property items. 

ICJS 
The Iowa criminal justice data base currently consists of wanted persons, stolen vehicles, 
stolen guns, stolen articles, stolen securities, and stolen boat files data. 
Upon implementation of the Iowa Telecommunications Plan, all police agencies will have 
direct access to a TRACIS terminal. All Communication centers will, as proposed, be 
provided with a TRACIS ~erminal and requests for criminal information data can be 
responded to within 2 minutes (data can be obtaind within 30 seconds). 
According to available data, the Telecommunications Plan will not be fully implemented 
until, at the earliest, 1979-1980. In the interim, all law enforcement agencies without a 
terminal will have access to TRACIS via communication links between base stations. 
Subsequently, delays of five (5) minutes or more for information requests are possible. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 
Of the above list of obtainable information, only data on "individuals known to have 
resisted arrest" is not currently on-line in TRACIS. Such criminal history data has been 
construed as being intelligence data and is thereby prohibited from being placed within a 
computer data storage system (IOWA CODE, see Chapter 7948). 

2. Every police agency using, or planning to use, a computer-based information system should take 
immediate steps to insure that the primary objective of such a system is rapid response to the information 
needs of fi81d units. Agencies developing or operating a computer-based information system should 
immediately identify critical information groups and assign priorities to them according to the 
requirements of the system user. Critical information groups should include at least: 

a. Information on wanted persons; 
b. Abstract data on criminal convictions, parole status, penitentiary releases, and vital criminal 

record information; 
c. Information that forewarns an officer of persons known to have been armed, and other potential 

dangers; and 
d. Information on stolen property and vehicles. 

ICJS 
Information groups have been established for the law enforcement subsystems. 
Law enforcement personnel can obtain from TRACIS, upon request, the following: 
1. Criminal history data - includes suspect's name, social security number, fingerprint 

classification, criminal history case number, correctional institution number, case 
number. 

2. Wanted persons - includes suspect's name, fingerprint classification, criminal history 
case number, license plate number. 

3. Crime reports - suspect's name, fingerprint classification number, license plate 
number. 

4. Stolen property - license plate number, title number, vehicle identification number, 
case or serial number. 

24.3 



As noted in 24.3(.1), TRACIS does not currently contain data on persons known to be 
armed and considered dangerous. Such information is considered intelligence data and 
prohibited from being stored in a computer (Chapter 7948). 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

3. Every agency developing or operating a computer-based information system should immediately 
establish advisory user groups consisting of field policemen, police managers, computer technicians, 
and hardware engineers. User groups should be charged with the responsibility for system 
implementation and operating strategies. 

ICJS 
The TRACIS Management Group, established in 1971 by Executive Order, is responsible 
for developing and establishing policy for TRACIS. This Group is composed of the 
following: 
Iowa Crime Commission, Executive Director 
Department of Social Services, Commissioner 
Department of Public Safety, Commissioner 
iowa State Highway Commission, Director 
Office for Planning and Programming, Director 
Office of the Attorney General, Attorney General 
Office of the State Comptroller, State Comptroller 
In addition, the Executive Order requested the cooperation and participation of the Chief 
Justice or other members of the Iowa Supreme Court as a member of the TRACIS Manage
ment Group. 

Analysis 
ICJS practice is different than NAC Standard 

NAC POLICE STANDARD 24.4 
POLICE TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Every agency should coordinate its information system with those of other local, regional, State, and 
Federal law enforcement agencies to facilitate the exchange of information. 

1. Every police agency should develop and maintain, by 1974, immediate access to existing local, State, 
and Federal law enforcement telecommunications networks. 
2. Every agency operating a full-time communications center and employing 15 or more persons should 
install, by 1975, a basic telecommunications terminal capable of transmitting to and receiving from 
established national, State and local criminal justice information systems. The telecommunications 
network should provide network switching compatible with computer-based information systems. 

ICJS 
The Iowa Telecommunications Plan (see Foreward 23.1) which is currentiy being 
implemented will establish Communications Centers with TRACIS terminals enabling all 
law enforcement agencies direct access to national, state, and local criminal justice 
information systems. Agencies with fifteen or more full-time sworn personnel are supplied 
with a terminal. All other law enforcement agencies can gain access to TRACIS via base 
station-to-base station radio communication. 
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Analysis 
IGJS practice is similar to NAG Standard 
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